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Collective Nuclear Dynamics. Proceedings of the Fourth International 
school on nuclear physics, August 29 - September 7, 1994, Kiev, Ukraine 

The Proceedings contain the invited lectures and seminar talks delivered at 
the Fourth International school on nuclear physics organized by the Institute for 
Nuclear Researsh of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. The scientific 
program of the school included following subjects: 

• liquid drop and the shell correction method 
• nuclear deformation energy and fission 
• nuclear structure at high spins, superdeformed states, 

structure of excited and exotic nuclei 
• nuclear fluid dynamics and large scale collective motion 
• order and chaos as they relate to the collective motion 
• quantum and interference phenomena in nuclear collisions 
• quasi-fission and multinucleon fragmentation effects 
• shell effects in non-nuclear systems 
• new nuclear facilities 

The school was organized as the memorial to late Prof.V.M.Strutinsky who 
was very active in'the above mentioned field. Many scientist from all over the 
world who worked together with Prof.V.M.Strutinsky took part in the school. 

The book is a direct reproduction of camera-ready manuscripts presented 
by the authors. No corrections have been made in the texts. 

В сборник включены приглашенные доклады и сообщения на семина
рах, сделанные на IV Международной школе по ядерной физике. Школа была 
проведена Институтом ядерных исследований Национальной Академии наук 
Украины с 29 августа по 7 сентября 1994 года в г. Киеве. В научную про
грамму школы вошли следующие направления современной ядерной физики: 

• капельная модель и метод оболочечных поправок 
• энергия деформации ядра и деление 
• ядерная структура при высоких спинах, супердеформированные 

состояния, структура возбужденных и экзотических ядер 
• динамика ядерной жидкости и коллективное движение с большой ам

плитудой 
• хаос, порядок и их отношение к коллективной динамике 
• квантовые и интерференционные явления в ядерных столкновениях 
• квази-деление и эффекты мультинуклонной фрагментации 
• оболочечные эффекты в неядерных системах 
• новые экспериментальные возможности 

Проведение школы было данью памяти проф.В.М.Струтинского, кото
рый внес существенный, вклад в развитие указанных выше научных напра
влений. В работе школы приняли участие ученые ив многих стран мира, 
которые в прошлом успешно сотрудничали с В.М.Струтинским. 

Работы, включенные в сборник, были подготовлены к печати авторами 
и не редактировались. 
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Invited talk at the 
IVth International School on Collective Nuclear Dynamics, Kiev, 1994 

To the Memory of Vilen M. Strutinsky 

SHELLS, SHAPES AND CLASSICAL ORBITS 
IN METALLIC CLUSTERS 

Matthias Brack 

Institut fur Theoretische Physik, Universitat Regensburg 
D-93040 Regensburg,. Germany-

A b s t r a c t 

We give a short overview of the physics of metallic clusters and the role of electronic shell 
effects which lead to properties that are similar in many respects as those observed in atomic nu
clei. "We emphasize in particular those aspects which can be described using methods introduced 
and developed by the late Vilen M. Strutinsky. 

Almost 26 years ago I had the chance to go to Copenhagen where I joined the research 
group of V. M. Strutinsky at the Niels Bohr Institute. There I met for the first time this 
remarkable man with his dark eyeglasses and eyebrows, but with warm and humorous eyes 
underneath, speaking fast and at a low voice, always ready for a good joke. He introduced 
me to the rich and fascinating world of nuclear shapes and shell structure. There is no 
need here to present Strutinsky's shell-correction method [1] and its application to nuclear 
fission. But it is always good to recall the excitement we had in those years 1968 - 1970, 
when the double-humped fission barriers were constantly being measured [2], calculated 
[3] and discussed during the weekly Monday morning group meetings at Blegdarnsvej. Let 
me take the occasion here to express my deep gratitude to Vilen Mitrafanovich Strutinsky 
for having educated and trained me in this interesting field of physics. 

Today I shall also speak of shells and shapes and of their relations to classical orbits -
a subject to which Strutinsky and his collaborators in Kiev have made important contri
butions [4, 5] - but in a different and relatively new domain of physics: that of metallic 
clusters. Ten years ago, Knight, de Heer and collaborators at Berkeley discovered the 
enhanced stability of alkali metal clusters with the 'magic numbers' of valence electrons 
.N=2,8,20,40,58,... [6]. Since then, a lot of experimental evidence has been gained for the 
decisive role of electronic shell effects in determining the shapes and the stability of alkali 
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(and some other simple metal) clusters. (For a recent experimental review, see de Heer 
[7].) The valence electrons in these systems are strongly delocalized, and it appears that 
for many observables in metal clusters, they are the most important degrees of freedom 
and can be treated, to a very good lowest-order approximation, in a selfconsistent mean 
field theory (see Ref. [8] for a recent theoretical review on simple metal clusters). 

For a quantitative description, in particular of small microclusters at low temperatures 
up to sizes with ~ 20 atoms, the geometric structure of the atoms (or ions) does play a 
role and can be treated "with quantum-chemical ab initio methods (see Bonacic-Koutecky 
et al. [9] for a recent review) or by molecular dynamics simulations [10]. But for not too 
small clusters at room temperature and above, the electronic shell effects dominate and 
can explain the observed magic numbers. These do not only appear in the mass yields 
which axe determined by the overall binding energy, but also in the ionization potentials 
and electron affinities which exhibit a saw-tooth behaviour similar to the neutron and 
proton separation energies in nuclei. Another feature which reminds of nuclear physics 
is the appearance of a strong resonance in the photoabsorption cross section of metal 
clusters (see Refs. [7, 11, 12] and the literature quoted therein). It is dominated by a 
strongly collective dipole oscillation of the valence electrons against the ions, analogous 
to the nuclear giant dipole resonance between neutrons and protons, and known in the 
limit of a macroscopic metal sphere as the 'Mie plasmon' [13]. 

Thus, the simple but surprisingly relevant picture of a metal cluster we have in mind 
is that of the quasi-free valence electrons moving in a mean field which is constituted 
by balance between the attractive potentials of the ionic cores and the mutual Coulomb 
repulsion between the electrons themselves. Due to the finiteness of the clusters, the 
electronic orbits have quantized energy levels which are typically grouped into bunches 
or shells, and the Pauli principle plays its usual role of giving the electrons only a limited 
access t o each shell. In other words: metal clusters provide a new and interesting periodic 
system [14]. In contrast to the atomic and nuclear periodic systems, there is no limit to 
the size of metal clusters: they are bound and stable for any number of atoms. 

In the so-called 'jelliuih model' (see Ref. [8] for details), the structure of the ions is 
neglected and replaced by a uniformly charged background of flexible shape. This model 
works astonishingly well, in particular for the lighter alkalis like sodium and potassium 
and, if an effective mass of the electrons is included, also for lithium clusters. This can 
be partially explained by the softness of the effective potentials (i.e., the pseudopotentials 
[15]) felt by the valence electrons, the de Broglie wave length of the valence electrons 
at the Perrrii surface which is larger than the interionic distance, and the temperature 
motion of the ions which tends to smear out their structure. The jellium model was used 
by Lang and Kohn in 1970 [16] to evaluate the electronic properties of metallic surfaces 
within the framework of density functional theory, using the local density approximation. 
For finite clusters, it was first used by Cini [17] and later by others [18, 19] in semiclassical 
extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF) density variational calculations. Selfconsistent quantum-
mechanical Kohn-Sham calculations were first performed in the spherical jellium model 
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independently by Hintermann and Manninen [20], by Beck [21], and by Ekardt [22] who 
was the first to predict correctly the magic numbers of spherical metal clusters. 

The selfconsistent potential and the density of the valence electrons resemble very 
much those of the neutrons in a nucleus: they are approximately constant in the inner 
part (i.e., the bulk region) of the cluster due to the cancellation of the classical Coulomb 
(i.e., the electronic Hartree, the ionic and the electron-ion) potentials: the bulk metal 
is neutral and bound mainly due to electronic exchange and correlation effects. The 
spherical cluster has a radius that.grows like i?=raiV

1/'3 with the number iV" of atoms, 
where rs is the Wigner-Seitz radius characterizing the metal. The surface is rather steep 
- the diffusivity parameter a is typically one atomic length unit (a.u.), compared to the 
radius with ten to hundreds of a.u. - so that the potential can well be parametrized by 
a Woods-Saxon shape [23], or, in very large metal clusters, even by a steep reflecting 
wall (as we shall see further below). Thus, the valence electrons in a metal cluster form 
a 'leptodermous' system and, like for nuclei [24, 25], a liquid-drop or droplet model can 
be developed systematically from semiclassical density variational calculations [26] by 
expanding the total energy (and other observables) in powers of a/R ~ iV - 1 / 3 . Unlike in 
nuclei, all important volume and surface parameters appearing in the mass formula are 
known from experiment: the binding energy per electron (or the cohesive energy), the 
density and the compression modulus of the bulk metal, and the the surface tension and 
work function for an infinite metal plane (i.e., the semi-infinite system). 

The results obtained with the jellium model for the properties of metal clusters until 
early 1993 are extensively documented in Ref. [8]. I refer to this review for formal details 
as well as illustrative figures and references. In the following, I shall briefly discuss some 
very recent successful application's of the methods introduced and developed by V. M. 
Strutinsky in the context of nuclear physics. 

In the mass yields observed by the Berkeley group [6], it was evident that between the 
most prominent magic numbers, corresponding to spherical shapes of the clusters, there 
are also enhanced stabilities observable which correspond to deformed shapes. These 
'deformed-magic numbers' were successfully interpreted by Clemenger [27] who introduced 
a modified version of the Nilsson model to cluster physics (without spin-orbit term, since 
no corresponding splittings of the valence electron levels occur in metal clusters). Soon, 
the selfconsistent jellium model was also extended to describe clusters with spheroidal [28, 
29], triaxial quadrupole [30] and higher-order axial multipole deformations [31]. Solving 
the Kohn-Sham equations for these systems requires a numerical effort that is very similar 
to that of Hartree-Fock calculations for nuclei using effective interactions of the Skyrme 
type [32, 33]. Such calculations for deformed clusters have so far been performed for sizes 
up to iV~ 60 atoms and will, also in the age of supercomputers, probably be limited to 
N of the order of one to two hundreds. 

Therefore, the' shell-correction method is the ideal tool for an approximately selfcon
sistent description of large clusters, especially when triaxial arid parity violating shapes 
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arc investigated. Shell-correction calculations for spheroidal metal clusters up to iV~ 800 
were performed in a Nilsson model whose parameters were chosen to fit the the Kohn-
Sham levels of selfconsistent jellium model results for spherical clusters [34], and several 
deformed-magic numbers corresponding to prolate ground-state deformations could be 
found to be in good agreement with finer structures in the experimental mass yields [35]. 
Similar calculations were done for a Woods-Saxon potential [23] including axial quadrupole 
and higher multipole deformations [36]. Triaxial quadrupole shapes have also been in
cluded in the Nilsson model for metal clusters [37]j the shell-correction method, yields 
very similar results as the corresponding self-consistent Kohn-Sham calculations [30] up 
to iV= 20, but can be pushed to much larger sizes. In all these calculations, one exploits 
the fact that the average cluster energy, can be taken from the liquid drop (let) model 
with experimentally known empirical parameters, thus using Strutinsky's original idea 
of renormalizing the wrong average part of the energy obtained in the phenomenological 
shell-models (or, for that matter, in the jellium model). 

Thus, a lively discussion of shells and shapes in metal clusters is taking place, and 
much of the experience and the technology from nuclear physics can be used. There 
are many resemblances between clusters and nuclei concerning the kind of deformations 
encountered and the systematics of transitions between spherical, prolate, oblate and 
triaxial shapes - but also differences. Metal clusters turn out to be more soft towards 
octupole and hexadecapole deformations than nuclei. Indeed, the cluster Na^o and its 
next neighbours with N> 40 are predicted to have a static octupole moment in their 
ground state [31, 36]. The combined effects of hexadecapole and octupole deformations in 
the selfconsistent jellium model [31] explain correctly the experimental evidence [12] for 
an oblate shape of the clusters with 42 - 46 valence electrons. That clusters just above 
the spherically-magic ones, starting with N = 4 0 , turn oblate is, in fact, different from the 
nuclear case and explains itself by the steepness of the confining potential (see also the 
discussion further below). So far, the only experimental information on cluster shapes 
comes from splittings of the dipole resonance in the photoabsorption data [12], which yield 
mainly the quadrupole deformations. The interpretation of these data is made difficult 
by the large widths of the resonances and a relatively important fragmentation of the 
collective strength (cf. Ref. [8] for a discussion) in many clusters. No clear triple splitting, 
indicating a triaxial shape could yet be observed. Triaxial octupole deformations are also 
expected to play an important role in larger clusters [38]. 

An exciting subject which is being studied intensively and attracts the attention of 
nuclear physicists is the fission of multiply charged metal clusters [39]. For small and 
hot clusters, where the fission process is in strong competition with the evaporation of 
neutral atoms, the fissility parameter x is of order ~ 0.3, so that even in the liquid drop 
model the asymmetric fission is preferred. Indeed, the emission of charged trimers is the 
most abundant decay channel, which receives an extra contribution to its Q-value from 
the enhanced binding energy of the two-electron system and resembles.the a decay of 
nuclei. Symmetric (or nearly symmetric) fission with the strongly necked-in deformed 
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shapes known from nuclei [3] has not been observed so far and is expected for very large, 
highly ionized clusters. One of the main differences between charged metal clusters and 
nuclei is that in the clusters, the charges sit mainly on the surface. But they are freely 
movable, so that the mass and charge ratios of the fission fragments are two independent 
degrees of freedom, whereas in nuclei, they are bound to be very close due to the strong 
attraction between neutrons and protons. 

Perhaps the most exciting and spectacular manifestation of the electronic shell effects 
in metal clusters is the so-called 'supershell' structure. Since there is no limit to the size 
of a metal cluster, the old dream of nuclear physicists to produce 'superheavy' elements 
(cf. Ref. [40]) can easily be realized in this new periodic system. The regularity of the 
main spherical electronic shells manifests itself by a constant increase AN1/3 of the cube 
roots of the corresponding magic numbers. Up to date, such shell structure has been 
observed in metal clusters of various kinds, containing up to several thousand valence 
electrons [41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. The amplitude of the oscillating part of the level density 
or that of the shell-correction energy does, however, not grow monotonously with N1/3 

as known for the region of existing nuclei, but it slowly oscillates with a half-period of 
about 9 - 10 in units of JV1/3, thus grouping the shells into supershells. These cannot be 
observed for nuclei, since more than ~ 800 - 1000 particles are needed to reach the first 
supershell minimum. 

This effect was found already in 1972 by Balian and Bloch [46] who studied the density 
of eigenmodes in a spherical cavity with reflecting walls. The gross-shell behaviour of the 
level density can be explained semiclassically as an interference between the two dominat
ing classical periodic orbits of a particle enclosed in a spherical box, namely the triangular 
and the squared orbits, leading to a beating amplitude of the shell oscillations. The aver
age length of these two orbits determines the rapid oscillations, giving the main spherical 
shells with a spacing AiVx/3=0.603, whereas the difference of their lengths determines the 
amplitude modulation, i.e. the period of the supershells. 

The theory of Balian and Bloch is a special case of the semiclassical periodic orbit the
ory which was developed for the most general case of non-integrable systems by Gutzwiller 
[47]. Its main outcome is the so-called trace formula which states that the oscillating part 
of the level density of a given quantum system is (approximately) given by a spectral sum 
over all periodic orbits of the corresponding classical system. The orbits with the shortest 
periods (or actions) determine the gross-shell behaviour, whereas contributions of longer 
orbits give finer details. (Mathematically, the 'trivial' orbits with zero length give the 
average or extended Thomas-Fermi part of the level density, which can also be obtained 
by Stmtinsky-smoothing the exact level density [1].) 

The Gutzwiller theory [47] was formulated for systems without continuous symmetries, 
i.e. with only isolated periodic orbits, and does therefore not apply directly to most 
integrable systems. Strutinsky and his collaborators in Kiev [4, 5] generalized it to take 
into account also degenerate orbits occurring in integrable systems and applied it to 
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Woods-Saxon and harmonic oscillator potentials. A major success of their work was the 
semiclassical explanation of the main systematics of nuclear ground-state deformations 
PI-

A similar theory, starting from the Einstein-Brillouin-Keller (EBK) quantization for 
integrable systems [48], has been developed by Berry and Tabor [49]. They surmised 
that the Gutzwiller theory (where it applies) should be equivalent to EBK quantization. 
Indeed, it has been shown numerically for the spherical square-well potentials in three and 
two dimensions that both the Balian-Bloch and the extended Gutzwiller theory, which 
yield the same analytical trace formula, give the EBK quantum spectrum when one sums 
over sufficiently many and sufficiently long periodic orbits [50]. 

Only in exceptional cases does the trace formula yield a full and exact quantization 
[47]. The main interest of the periodic orbit theory is therefore to interpret (or predict) the 
gross-shell behaviour of a quantum system in terms of the shortest classical orbits. When 
two (or a few) orbits have similar actions and similar amplitudes, they interfere and yield 
beats in the quantum spectrum. • One example is the supershell beat under discussion 
here. Another example is being studied in connection with octupole deformations of 
superdeformed nuclei with high spin [51]. Quantum beats were recently also found in the 
two-dimensional Ыепоп-Heiles potential which classically exhibits chaos [52]. 

Turning back to metal clusters: Nishioka et al. [23] applied the method of Berry 
and Tabor to a Woods-Saxon potential fitted to selfconsistent jellium model results for 
spherical sodium clusters. They found that the beat structure of the level density in this 
potential is very similar to that of the Balian-Bloch sphere, and they predicted that super-
shells should exist in metal clusters. Indeed, the experimentally observed shell structure 
does have the right characteristics: the main shells have a spacing with Д^ г / 3 =0.61±0.01 
(where N is the number of valence electrons), which is in excellent agreement with the 
Balian-Bloch result 0.603. This spacing is the same for all metals (Na, Li, Ga, Al). In
deed, using a simple Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization argument, one can show that the 
value 0.603 does not depend on the Wigner-Seitz radius of the metal (see Sect. V.A.2 of 
Ref. [8]). The Woods-Saxon potential of Ref. [23] and selfconsistent jellium Kohn-Sham 
calculations of the supershells [53] both give the same value AA^1/,3=0.61, showing that 
the mean field of large spherical metal clusters is, in fact, very close to a spherical cavity 
with reflecting walls. 

It is not easy to exhibit directly the supershell beat experimentally, due to the finite 
temperature which tends to smear out the shell effects. In fact, finite-temperature Kohn-
Sham calculations [53, 54] showed that the first and second differences- of the total free 
energy, which determine the mass yields [35, 54], depend very sensitively on the tempera
ture. As a result, the expected beating amplitude of the oscillating mass yields disappears 
exponentially for clusters larger than JV~600, where kT becomes comparable with the 
spacing of the electronic single-particle levels. One therefore faces a dilemma: in order to 
exhibit the electronic shell structure, the clusters must be produced sufficiently hot so that 
the evaporation process enhances' the stable magic species. But if they are too hot, the 
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temperature suppresses the shell effects. In the experiment with sodium clusters [42], this 
dilemma was solved by explicitly compensating the exponential temperature suppression 
factor in the analysis of the experimental mass yields and, indeed, the beating supershell 
amplitude was put into evidence. For gallium clusters, the beat could recently be shown 
directly [44] without such a manipulation. 

An indirect evidence for the supershell beat comes from the phase shift which the 
rapid main-shell oscillations undergo when passing from one supershell to the next. When 
plotting the cube-roots iV1/3 of the electronic magic numbers versus main-shell number, 
one obtains a straight line with slope Д Л ^ ^ О . б І . But around the supershell minima 
(where the interference between triangular and squared orbits is destructive), that straight 
line is interrupted and displaced; the data pass smoothly from one line to the parallel line 
over some 3 - 6 shell numbers. This feature could, indeed, be observed experimentally 
for sodium [41, 42], lithium [43] and gallium clusters [44]. The beat minimum, where this 
transition occurs, depends on the surface diffuseness of the potential and on the type of 
metal used; it is an important bench mark for testing the theory. There is no time and 
place here to discuss the ionic structure effects which also become important and, in fact, 
competing for colder and larger clusters. Here, too, a lot has to be done and learned in 
order to improve our detailed understanding of cluster physics. 

Metal clusters have thus turned out to be an ideal system for studying the semiclassical 
theory of shell structure, since they can be made sufficiently large. They show many 
analogies and resemblances to atomic nuclei; several concepts and techniques developed 
in nuclear physics have been applied successfully to metal clusters. But we should not 
be tempted to apply the nuclear experience too blindly: although the resemblances and 
parallels inspire and motivate us, it is from the differences that we learn most. 

1 would like to conclude my talk with a personal note again. In June 1993, we applied 
the semiclassical analysis of nuclear deformations by Strutinsky and his coworkers [5] to 
large deformed sodium clusters. We found that the main contributions from the triangular 
and rhombic classical orbits in a spheroidal cavity give a perfect fit to the spheroidal 
ground-state deformations obtained in the Nilsson model for sodium clusters [34] with 
./V>50, see Figure 6 of Ref. [55]. Very excitedly, we sent that figure to Strutinsky and 
wrote him that his theory could be successfully applied to metal clusters. A few days 
later, Vilen Mitrafanovich called me from Catania. He liked that result. He was otherwise 
depressed, because he had not been invited to a major conference on nuclear physics that 
month, where also nuclear shapes and shells were discussed - a topic to which he certainly 
has contributed more than anyone else. But he was about to leave for a conference in 
Santorini on nuclear and atomic cluster phenomena, and he told me that he was going 
to show our figure in his talk about the semiclassical theory of shell structure. In the 
following week, on his trip to Santorini, Vilen M. Strutinsky suddenly deceased. With 
him, we have lost an outstanding scientist and a great human being. 
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T H E ROLE OF STATISTICAL FLUCTUATIONS I N H E A V Y I O N S 

COLLISIONS A N D FISSION OF C O M P O U N D N U C L E I 

Krzysztof Pomorski. 

Zaklad Fizylzi Teoretycznej, Uniwersytet M.C.S., Lublin, Poland 

1. Introduction 

Statistical fluctuations plays an important role in nucleus-nucleus collisions and in 
fission of hot nuclei. However we have impression that their role in the fusion process 
is often overestimated in theoretical models. We are going to argue that the statistical 
fluctuations originating from the dissipative force are not the most important factor which 
does influence the spin distribution of the compound nucleus. Namely we shall prove in 
the following that the deformation of colliding nuclei plays also an essential role. The ion 
deformations introduce significant fluctuations in the height of the fusion barrier which 
depends on the random orientation in space of the approaching nuclei. The magnitude of 
such fusion barrier fluctuations could be even of the order of 10 MeV when the ions are 
very deformed. Similar situation is observed also in the fission process where the initial 
distribution in the collective phase space plays an essential role which is comparable with 
the effect of of the statistical fluctuations. We are going to show that ( the multiplicity 
of prescission particles, frequently used as an indirect measure of nuclear dissipation, 
depends significantly on the initial spin and momentum distributions of the compound 
nucleus. ' ^'^'- c' 

The present work is the continuation of our previous papers1 '2. But now, the effect of 
nuclear deformation of colliding ions is studied more closely. Our theoretical estimates of 
the .partial fusion cross section <X£, agree now better with the experimental da ta 3 - 6 . We 
believe that the influence of nuclear deformation on at, is even more important than the 
effect of the statistical fluctuation in the nuclear fusion process. 

The purpose of our investigation is not only to get the distribution of the angular 
momentum and temperatures of a compound nucleus, but also to discuss the influence of 
this distribution on the decay process of this nucleus^ A more precise knowledge of the 
initial conditions will give more accurate estimates of the multiplicities of the particles 
emitted during the fission process7,8. 

2. Dynamical calculation of spin distribution of compound nuc
leus 

A simple model based on the transport concept has been developed for the fusion pro
cess. A multidimensional Langevin equation similar to that of Ref.9 was used to describe 
the heavy-ions collisions. The relative distance, neck and mass asymmetry parameters4 

as well as three angles describing the rotation of the whole system and the rotation of 
each fragment separately have'been taken into account. The liquid drop potential energy 
and the one-body wall, plus window dissipation with, the standard set of parameters as 
described in Ref.11 have been used. The diffusion tensor was evaluated using the Einstein 
relation. 
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2.1 Short description of the theoretical model 

The spin distribution of the fused system can be obtained by solving the classical 
Langevin equation which one has to integrate in time over many trajectories up to com
plete fusion (see e.g. Ref.9). Since an extensive calculation with deformed nuclei with all 
possible relative orientations is out of scope, we try to approximate the change of the 
fusion barrier due to ion deformations in the following way. We consider the scattering 
of spherical heavy ions of energy Есм and, for fixed Есм, we introduce the ions energy 
distribution of gaussian or uniform type with width AE. We have assumed that /S.E de
pends on the difference of the Coulomb barriers between the two extreme cases (a) and 
(b) as is illustrated in the Fig. 1. This difference is equal to 3.2 MeV for the reaction 
64Ni + 9 2 Zr and 6.8 MeV and 10.4 MeV for 9 S Zr and 100Mo targets, respectively. 

( M 

1. Configuration for two touching ellipsoids: (a) the axes of symmetry of both ions 
are parallel to each other, and perpendicular to the line connected the mass centers. 
Case (b) the axes of symmetry are aligned with the line of centers. 

In this way we simulate the different fusion barriers induced by the possible orienta
tions of the incoming ions. 

The Langevin equations of motion for spherical nuclei, in discretized form suitable for 
numerical calculations can be written in the following form1,9 

Ып+i = («)» +1 E W R 

fdEk dV з \ з 
(P.)n+i = (Pi)n + 1-0— - -Q- - 2^KikqkJ т + у/т2^gij WJ{T) , 

(1) 

(2) 

where {qi} = {/>, Л, Д } , і = 1,2,3 are the shape degrees of freedom and {p,} the conjugate 
momenta. The variables />, A and Д are the relative distance, the neck and the mass 
asymmetry parameters, respectively10. The other parameters in Eqs ( 1 - 2 ) have the 
following meaning: 7,-jt is the dissipation tensor, My the mass tensor, V the potential 
energy, Ek the kinetic energy and r the time step. The last term in Eq. (2) describes the 
Langevin random force. The matrix gij is the "square root" of the diffusion tensor 

DH - ]C 9ik9kj - (3)" 
*=1 

The quantities ил,- are normally (gaussian) distributed random variables for the correspon
ding degrees of freedom. 
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We assume the Einstein relation between the diffusion and the friction coefficients: 

Da = % - T , (4) 

where the temperature Г is time dependent and is calculated from the dissipated energy 
E" along each trajectory. The other set of Langevin equations for the angle of rotation of 
the whole system 0 , the angles of rotation of the fragments (Oi, ©2) and for the conjugate 
momenta1 has a similar structure as Eqs. (1-2). 

For each trajectory the energy of the incoming ion is chosen randomly taking the 
appropriate (uniform or gaussian) distribution centered around Есм- Apart from this 
point, the calculation leading to fusion events proceeds as usual1. In practice the spin 
distributions are given by 

(d<rF\ 27Г iVf 

^ = U r J L i . = ^ L H v T ' (5) 

where L{ is the angular momentum, Nf the number of trajectories which lead to fusion 
and iV,- the total number of trajectories with L = Z#,-. 

2.2 E s t i m a t e s of t h e spin d i s t r ibu t ions 

The liquid drop potential, the irrotational flow mass and the wall plus window formula 
were used when solving the Langevin equations. All the parameters of our model are 
standard and are taken from Ref.11. 

1 ,51 1 1 1 — ~ ~ * — і 1 1 1 1 1 f 

2. The dependence of cp, < L > and < I? > on the width of the normally distri
buted fluctuation of the fusion barrier for two targets: 92Zr (l.h.s. of the figure) and 
9sZr (r.h.s.). 

We have performed calculations for two different systems, 64Ni +92 Zr at energy 
Есм = 138.8MeV and 6 4 iVz+9 6Zr at Есм = !39.5MeV for which the spin distributions 
aL have been measured4 '6. In Fig. 2 the dependence of aF, < L > and < L2 > on the width 
of the fusion barrier fluctuations is shown. We have assumed here the Gauss distribution 
of the fluctuations. The l.h.s. of the figure represents the results obtained for 92Zr while 
in the r.h.s. the data for 9eZr are shown. The total fusion cross sections vary slowly with 
growing width of the beam energy, while the average value of the angular momentum 
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< L > and < L2 > of the fused system depends significantly on AE. As it was predicted 
in Sec. 2.1 one has to _se a larger value of AE for 96Zr than for 92Zr in order to reproduce 
the experimental values of < L > and < L2 > . 

The theoretical cross section cr^ for the reaction 64iV£ + 9 6 Zr at Есм = 139.5MeV is 
compared in Fig. 3 with the experimental data4 (points). The solid line represents results 
obtained with the normally (l.h.s. of the figure) and uniformly (r.h.s) distributed barrier 
fluctuations of width AE=5 MeV. The dashed curve in the l.h.s. figure shows similar 
results as the solid line but evaluated without the statistical fluctuations. The dashed line 
in the r.h.s. figure represents results obtained with the statistical fluctuations only, but 
with the diffusion increased by factor 6 with respect to the standard Einstein relation 
Eq. (4). 

8 
G4i: 96-, Nl * Zr aE = 5MeV _.64Ni*96Zr 

Ecm=139.5MeV 
Ecm =139.5 MeV 

0 10 20 30 ДО 50 60 10 20 30 «] 50 60 70 

L[fiJ 
3. The theoretical cross section <TL for the reaction 64Ni+96Zr at Есм = 139.5MeV 
compared with the experimental data4 (points). 
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4. The theoretical estimates of aF, < L > and < L2 > for the reaction 6*Ni+10°Mo 
as a function of the kinetic energy of colliding ions. The experimental data are taken 
from Ref.3. 

The ratio of the total fusion cross section ap, < L > and < L2 > for the reaction 
64Ni -f-100 Mo is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the beam energy. It is seen that our 
estimates of the fusion cross section as well as the angular momentum of the fussed system 
are too small when the beam energy is close to the threshold while for higher energies the 
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agreement is much better. This inaccuracy of our prediction could be connected with the 
simplicity of the model. But we think that the friction depends on the deformations of 
colliding nuclei in a similar way as the fusion barrier does. • 

It is seen in Fig. 1 that the window between two ions will be much smaller in confi
guration (b) where the nuclei are sticking at the tips than in position (a). The window, 
part of the wall plus window friction is proportional to the window surface. So the ions 
which approach in configurations close to (b) will feel not only a smaller fusion barrier, 
but also a smaller friction. These two factors should enhance the fusion probability in the 
low energy region. 

3. Competition between neutron evaporation and fission 
3.1 T h e basic equa t ions 

Considering fission and neutron evaporation of a compound nucleus as a homogenous 
Markov process, we have derived7 a coupled set of differential equations formed by a 
Fokker-Planck equation 

df(Q,P,t) __ , , , - ^df(Q,P,t) P 8f(Q,P,t) 
dt ~ Ч ' V ' дР M{n) dQ 

+ Jp^)Pf^P^ + D ^ ^ f ^ P ^ <6 ) 

and the masters equations 

^ = rU*e(0. (7) 
Here f(Q, P,t) is the distribution function depending on the collective variables Q and P. 
The variable Q describes"the elongation of the nucleus and P the corresponding conjugate 
momentum, n = n'a/3, where п1

ар is the mean number of particles of kind і = n,p, a, kinetic 
energy єа and angular momentum /p. Т'ар is the emission probability of a particle of type 
V and depends on the level densities of the emitting and residual nucleus. Fsdt) is the 
probability that the system lies to the left side of the scission point Q3C 

F,c(t) = JdQjdPf(Q,P,t)e(Qac-Q). (8) 
With these equations we are able to calculate the number of the 'prefission' particles 

but also their energy spectrum and their angular momentum distribution. 
Eq^ 6 was solved numerically using the temperature dependent liquid drop model12 

and the irrotational flow inertia. The friction parameter was assumed to be proportional 
to the collective mass 

7 = / 5 - M , (9) 

where /3 is adjustable parameter and it is frequently called 'reduced friction'. The diffusion 
function (D) was evaluated from the standard Einstein relation (4). 
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3.2 Mul t ip l i c i t i e s of prefission neu t rons 

Our calculations have shown that the number of evaporated prefission neutrons de
pends strongly on the height and temperature dependence of the fission barrier and on the 
dissipation coefficient7 /?. The theoretical estimates of the prefission neutron multiplicities 
emitted by three Ir isotopes are presented in Fig. 5. 

5. The neutron multiplicities of three iridium isotopes as a function of the reduced 
friction parameter /?. 

The experimental results (with statistical errors) for the number of evaporated neu
trons obtained in Ref. 8 lie between the horizontal bars marked on each curve. 

If the temperature dependent fission barrier can be calculated reliably, we come to the 
conclusion that a comparison between calculated and experimental prefission spectra can 
lead to an 'empirical' determination1 of the effective friction parameter /? ~ 7 102 1s_ 1 . 
Now we can rise the question: how reliable is such an estimate of the nuclear friction? We 
shall try to answer it in the next subsection. 

3.3 Influence of the initial conditions on multiplicities of emi t ted particles. 
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6. The angular momentum distribution (ox) for 164Yb obtained by the collision of 
64Ni and 100Mo at Есм=141.7 MeV. 
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In the calculation done in our recent paper7 we have evaluated the multiplicities and 
energy spectra of emitted particles. Only the average angular momentum and tempera
ture of the compound nucleus was assumed there. Such a simplification could be accepted 
in rough-preliminary estimates only. The inclusion of the whole distributions of initial 
angular momentum and temperature will modify the fission barrier height and consequ
ently the average fission time. The fission time determines in practice the multiplicities 
of emitted neutrons, protons and a-particles and their energy spectra. 

A typical angular momentum distribution (ox) for 164Yb obtained by the collision of 
64Ni and 100Mo at ^£7^=141.7 MeV is plotted in Fig. 6 for three different values (n=0,l,2) 
of the diffusion parameter D = n-yT. For n=0 we have the system without random forces, 
like in Ref.10, n = l corresponds to the standard Einstein relation (Eq. 4) between friction 
and diffusion tensors. The value n=2 gives distribution which reproduces the experimental 
value of the average angular momentum and its variance3. 

l.GO 

30 35 
L[h] 

7. The temperature distribution of the compound nucleus 164Yb obtained by the 
collision of 64Ni and 100Mo at Есм=141.7 MeV. 
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8. The total number (e<) and the multiplicity (vt) of prescission neutrons (n), protons 
(p) and alphas (a) as a function of angular momentum of compound nucleus. 
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The temperature distribution of the compound nucleus is plotted in Fig. 7 as a func
tion of the total angular momentum. The distribution was obtained from the energy 
conservation condition, corresponds to the the fusion barrier. 

Now, we can use the theoretical spin distribution (with the corresponding tempera
ture) of compound nucleus instead the average / and T for the better estimate of the 
particles multiplicities. The result is presented in Fig. 8 for 126Ba with the average exci
tation E' = 200A/eF produced by collision of MNi and 62Ni at E,ab = 662MeV. This 
reaction is now investigated experimentally on the Vivitron accelerator in Strasbourg13. 

It is seen in Fig. 8 that the taking into account of the whole spin distribution of 
compound nucleus can change significantly the theoretical estimates of the multiplicities. 
We hope that the confrontation of our results with the experimental data will give a more 
precise information about the magnitude of nuclear friction. 

4. Summary and Conclusions 
We have developed a simple practical model based on transport theory in order 

to work out the fusion cross sections and their dependence on angular momentum. A 
multi-dimensional Langevin equation was used for the description of heavy-ion collisions. 
The liquid drop potential energy, the irrotational flow inertia and the one-body wall plus 
window dissipation with a standard set of parameters taken from Ref.11 were used. 

We have reproduced relatively well the partial fusion cross section as a function of the 
angular momentum. Contrary to our previous estimates1 made without taking the effect of 
the deformation into account, we have obtained a better agreement also for higher angular 
momenta. There is no more need to increase the magnitude of the diffusion tensor1,9 or 
the surface friction. The inclusion of the effect of fragment deformations on the height of 
the Coulomb barrier allows to reproduce the experimental value of the average angular 
momentum of the fused system and its variance even with a simple model 1 0 , n without 
fluctuating force. 

The present fusion model may be improved and refined in several respects. In parti
cular the relative orientation'of the deformed nuclei of target projectile should be chosen 
randomly when one fixes the shift of the fusion barrier. Additionally, we think that the 
influence of entrance channel effects on the magnitude of the friction forces is significant 
and has to be included in future calculations. 

We have proven that the taking into account of the spin distribution of the compound 
nucleus can change our previous estimates of the magnitude of the friction based on the 
multiplicities of emitted particles. Also we are going to improve the model for the particle 
emission probability (P a p) in eq. 7. Our preliminary study14 shows that the large nuclear 
deformation and rotation will increase the magnitude of Г'аф with respect to the old 
estimates done for spherical, nonrotating nuclei, only. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The aim of the experiment is to investigate double-beta decay without the emission of neutrinos. 
This research is one of the principal topics in neutrino physics, which is a subfield of particle physics with 
cosmological and astrophysical implications. Since the first observations of the electronic neutrino in a 
nuclear reactor, the muonic neutrino in 1952 in an accelerator, and then the demonstration of the tau 
neutrino in 1974 using an e+e~ storage ring, much has been learned about-the detailed structure of its 
interaction with matter, particularly with the discovery of neutral currents in 1973 by A. Lagarrigue's 
team at CERN. In contrast, we know much less about the neutrino's intrinsic properties. 

•A fundamental problem is whether neutrinos are massless. No principle excludes the possibility of 
massive" neutrinos and modifications to the standard model may provide a natural explanation for the 
minuteness of the neutrino mass. In this case the neutrino could constitute its own antiparticle (the 
Majorana neutrino). 

Double-beta decay without neutrino emission, /?/?0V, can be observed if the neutrino is a massive 
Majorana particle. It is proposed that there is an exchange of neutrinos between two neutrons in the 
same nucleus leading to the emission of two electrons. The Majorana mass term enables transitions 
through the V — A interaction alone. The observation of /?/?0V radioactivity would then prove the 
Majorana nature of the neutrino. 

Investigation oi/3/3Qu in transitions to a 2+ excited state is also possible using a Majorana mass term if 
the V + A interaction exists. Other mechanisms may contribute to the double-beta decay process without 
neutrino emission, in particular the emission of a Majoron, the boson associated with the spontaneous 
symmetry breaking of lepton number. Research on this process imposes additional constraints on the 
experiment, as it involves a three body decay spectrum in the final state with the Majoron not being 
detected. To fully understand the double-beta decay process, the three different decay modes must be 
investigated. This is the objective of NEMO (Neutrino Experiments in MOlybdenum). 

The proposed experiment aims to investigate the Majorana neutrino mass down to the level of 0.1 eV, 
thus considerably improving the sensitivity of present day experiments. 

In all double-beta decays, which are second order weak interactions, certain nuclei may transform 
themselves into daughter nuclei by emitting two electrons accompanied by two undetected neutrinos 
((3/32v). The choice of nuclei to be studied is constrained by several parameters which are the transition 
Q value, the nuclear matrix elements of the'transitions /3/ЗОи and ДО2і/, the background in the energy 
region close to Q, the possibility of reducing the radioactivity of the material studied to acceptable levels, 
and finally the natural isotopic abundance of the candidate. Basing the choice on nuclear matrix element 
data is undesirable since current theoretical calculations are not definitive. In contrast, the Q value is 
an important parameter for all discussions of backgrounds. Therefore, an important consideration used 
in the selection of a double-beta decay candidate has been to identify isotopes whose Q values are above 
the 2.614 MeV gamma transition, which is an important background and is produced in the decay of 
208T1. From a preliminary list of double-beta decay candidates, five nuclei with an isotopic abundance 
greater than 2 % (which allows for enrichment) satisfy this criterion: 100Mo, U6Cd, 82Se, 96Zr and 
150Nd. Particular efforts have been made by the NEMO collaboration to study 100Mo, but the proposed 
experiment is not limited to this nucleus alone, since the source can be changed in the detector. 

Independence of the source and detector has been a primary concern in the design of this experiment. 
It follows that if an excess of events is observed, which could be due to /?/?0f in a small statistics 
experiment, then the ability to study four other nuclei would be crucial for confirmation and would 
reduce the dependence of the interpretation on the nuclear matrix elements of the forbidden process. 
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Measurements of double-beta decay with a half-life as long as 1025 years is difficult. The measure
ment requires not only considerable knowledge and understanding of natural and cosmogenic radioactive 
backgrounds in the materials from which the detector itself is made, but also backgrounds induced by 
the radioactivity of the walls and atmosphere in the underground laboratory where the experiment will 
operate. An effective purification process for molybdenum has been tested and is available and well 
understood, while a study of cadmium is still underway. Current simulations involving background con
tamination give insight on restrictions to the detector geometry and levels of contamination in materials 
used in its construction. Correspondence between expected and actual performance has been demon
strated in the experimental results from our research and development program. Since 1988, the NEMO 
collaboration has step-by-step studied different background sources and has identified techniques and 
designs to provide suitable rejection criteria. 

Two prototypes, NEMO 1[I] arid NEMO 2[2], [3] have been constructed and run in the Frejus Under
ground Lebondary to demonstrate the feasibility of the techniques. The approach has been to develop 
detection equipment which enables complete characterization of two-electron decays, including recon
struction of trajectories, direction of propagation, measurement of energy, and tagging of photons. All 
technical choices have been made with the consideration that a possible extrapolation by a factor of 
ten in the size of the detector would still be practical. Particular attention was given to low levels of 
radioactivity in the materials employed'in the construction of the prototypes. Measurements of samples 
of enriched and natural molybdenum have been made over the past four years with ultra low radioactivity 
germanium detectors specially developed to measure levels of 214Bi and 208T1 contamination to the order 
of a mBq/kg (milli-Becquerel per kg). 

Special attention was given to the measurements of radioactivity in the metallic foils placed in the 
center of the NEMO 2 detector. The NEMO 2 detector performed this measurement with an enriched 
molybdenum metallic foil (172 g)[24]. 

Development of NEMO 3 which is the next generation detector was begun more than one year ago[4], 
[25]. It reflects a 10 fold enhancement of NEMO 2 in order to probe a half-life of 1025 years for the /3j30v 
process and 1022 years for (}[)2v. The expected performance of NEMO 3 for Pf32v and /3/3Qi> will be 
discussed in the context of different levels of background contamination. 

N E M O 2 E X P E R I M E N T 

1. Exper imenta l set-up 
The active detector [2], [3] (Figure 1) consists of two parts. The first is the tracking volume of one 

cubic meter filled with helium gas. The second one is a calorimeter made of scintillators covering two 
sides of the cube. In the detector the track topology, the energy, and the timing of charged particles 
are recorded while photons are also detected. For the materials used in the construction of the detector 
samples were measured using low background Ge detectors [5] in order to select materials with activities 
less than 10 rnBq/kg. The photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) were not of low activity and generated most 
of the external photon flux. The tracking and calorimeter parts of the detector are shielded by iron 
(20 cm) and lead (5 cm). 

"1.1. Tracking device 
The tracking volume of the detector consists of octagonal cells identical to those of the previous 

detector NEMO 1 [1]. The cells are 32 mm in diameter and.l m in length. Helium gas, with 4% ethyl 
alcohol, fills the detector at atmospheric pressure. The average density of gas in the sensitive volume is 
0.2 mg/cm3 which yields an energy loss of 16 keV for a 500 keV electron travelling through 50 cm of the 
detector. This provides the tracking of electrons with energies as low as 100 keV with an efficiency in 
each cell greater than 99%. The wire cells work in the Geiger mode, the electrons drift toward the central 
wire at a speed of 1 cm/fis, the avalanche near the wire develops into a plasma which propagates along 
the wire at a speed of 6 cm/(is. Pickup electrodes near the ends of the anode wire detect the propagating 
plasma. 

In the NEMO 2 detector the source plane (lm x lm) splits the lm3 tracking volume into two equal 
parts. Each part is formed by 5 frames of 2 x 32 Geiger cells. In addition to recording the /3/3 decay 
prompt signals, a measurement of delayed Geiger cell signals (up to 1 ms after a trigger) allows one to 
quantitatively identify the presence of 2 l4Bi decaying into 214Po which emits an a particle with a half-life 
of 164/ts. 
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1.2. Calorimeter 
On each side of the tracking volume is an array of 64 scintillation counters. Each one (12 cm x 

12 cm x 2.25 cm) is made of 2 cm of plastic scintillator and a 2.5 mm layer of CsI(Na). The photon 
detection efficiency is 15% at 500 keV and electrons with kinetic energies up to 4 MeV are stopped in 
the scintillator. The two scintillator arrays are devoted to energy and time-of-flight measurements. The 
scintillation counters have a detection threshold set at 50 keV. 

1.3. Molybdenum sources 
The source is divided in two parts. The first part consists of enriched molybdenum (98.4% in 100Mo) 

with a fiducial mass of 172 g and the other is natural molybdenum (163 g) which has a 100Mo isotopic 
abundance of 9.6%. 

The molybdenum sources were produced by ITEP (Moscow). The natural molybdenum was manu
factured from monocrystals that were grown via a vacuum zone smelting technique to ensure very high 
purity material. Enriched molybdenum powder was smelted by an electron beam to provide the material 
for the enriched foil. In the final stage both the natural and enriched metallic foils were formed on the 
same equipment using a standard rolling technology. The average thickness of the foils is 40 /un. 

The experiment in two previous phases [3], [6] used a high purity copper foil and commercial natural 
molybdenum foils in order to study the background due to the external photon flux and the detector's 
response to contamination in the source foil. 

2 . Detector performances 
A detailed description at the performances could be found in reference [2]. As low energy electrons 

are involved, multiple scattering effects in the helium gas as well as interactions with the wires have to 
be taken into account, so a pattern recognition code has been developed using a method based on the 
Kalman filter [7]. This program provides the parameters of the tracks. Absolute energy calibrations are 
performed using radioactive sources (20' Bi, 137Cs, and 88Y) placed in front of each of the 128 scintillators. 
The deduced energy resolution FWHM yields a value of 17.4% at 1 MeV. To check the stability of the 
scintillation detectors, a laser and fiber optics device was used. 

In the laser calibration process the light intensity is varied and a measure of time-versus-energy is 
acquired. The corresponding time-versus-charge instrumentation dependence is due to the use of leading 
edge discriminators and has been parameterized with four parameters for each counter taking into account 
the pulse shape. The relative timing offsets for each channel were determined with a 60Co source placed in 
the center of the detector. The time resolution (rms) of each counter is approximately 250 ps at energies 
greater than 1 MeV but reaches 450 ps-at 200 keV, with the long term stability limited to 200 ps drifts 
after software corrections. The trigger fpr, data collection requires that at least two scintillation counters 
generate signals within 50 ns followed by four Geiger frames fired within 2.5 fts. The typical trigger 
rate is 0.25 Hz. Several other trigger configurations are available for data collection, electronics tests 
and calibration procedures. An electron is defined by a track linking-the source foil and one scintillator, 
the maximum scattering angle along the track has to be less than 20°. The interaction of a photon is 
recognized as one or two adjacent scintillators which fire without an associated particle track, while an 
associated Csl is acceptable. The Csl signal is mainly used as a veto. A deposited energy greater than 
200 keV is required in at least one plastic scintillator, for photons and electrons, in order to obtain a time 
resolution better than'500 ps. In the analysis, the electron-electron (2e), and electron-photon (ey) events 
were intensively studied, see Figure 2. The vertex position for ey events is given on figure 3. 

3 . Simulations 
Monte-Carlo simulations have been carried out using GEANT (version 3..15) [8]. The /3/32u, /3/30v 

decays to the ground and excited states, and /3/3 decay with Majoron emission have been simulated. 
Theoretical formulae from ref. [9] were used with the appropriate Primakoff-Rosen approximation for 
molybdenum. 

Decays of radioactive nuclei which can be sources of background in double beta decay were also studied. 
The decays studied accurately represent nuclear schemes [10], and internal conversion coefficients were 
calculated when experimental values were unknown. 2 3 4 mPa (Q= 2.2 MeV), 214Bi (Q= 3.3 MeV) and 
208T1 (Q= 5.0 MeV) were found to be the main contaminants and the last two are also sources of 
background in the 3 MeV region for P/30u. 

In the first phase of the experiment, the foil had contamination levels measured by germanium spec
troscopy to be 1.5 Bq/kg of 214Bi and 0.1 Bq/kg of 208T1. These known levels provided an excellent check 
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on the consistency of the code with the observed behaviour of the detector [3]. 

4 . T w o - e l e c t r o n b a c k g r o u n d s o u r c e s 
There are two possible origins of 2e background events which are emitted from the source foil. T h e 

first category called "external" background, is caused by electrons or photons generated outside of the 
source foil and interacting with the detector. Most of the photons produce, via the Compton effect, 
electrons which may escape the scintillators and cross the tracking device. Such events are rejected by 
time-of-flight analysis. 

Depending on their energy, photons interacting with the source foil produce Compton electrons or 
r+r~ pairs. A Compton electron can be associated with a secondary electron by Moller scattering or by 
a second Compton effect. This background cannot be rejected by time-of-flight criteria. 

The second category of background is the "internal" one and is due to the presence of radioactive 
nuclei inside the source foil, most of these nuclei arc 0 emitters. Л secondary electron can occur Ъу 
internal conversion, it can also be created by the Compton effect from photons of the cascades or from 
the Moller effect. Л detailed discussion about the background can be found in reference[24]. 

5 . R e s u l t s 
The 2e event selection is based on time-of-flight analysis, for each event a hypothesis is made as to 

the internal (int) or external (ext) nature of an event. From the calculated x2 a probability is deduced 
for each case, Pint and Pext- Cuts requiring Pjnt > 10~2 and Pext < 10~5 have been applied to identify 
internal events. The pull {{dleTp — dtint)/\Jvexp1 + o w 2 where exp means experimental and dt refers 
to the time difference between both electrons) has the distribution of selected events shown in Figure 4 
and exhibits the expected centered and normalized gaussian behaviour. The raw data is presented in 
Figure 5a and Figure 6a for natural and enriched molybdenum. The 2e energy spectrum in the natural 
molybdenum foil contains 642 events. The calculated f302v contribution using a consistent half-life limit 
is shown. The 2 1 4Bi contribution using the upper limit of 33 mBq/kg is also indicated here and is shown 
to be insignificant relative to the external background. By subtracting the /?/?2i/ contribution and letting 
the 2 И В і dominated internal contribution be addressed in terms of systematic errors, a spectrum for the 
background events is derived, Figure 6a. 

The 2e energy sum spectrum in the enriched molybdenum foil with 1947 events is shown in Figure 6. 
Л' two parameter fit of the data is made involving the background spectrum and the simulated f3/32v 
spectrum. The fit indicates that there is an external event background spectrum with 514 events which is 
derived from the background spectrum in natural molybdenum with a normalization factor of 1.0 ± 0 . 1 5 . 
The background was then subtracted bin per bin yielding 1433 events in the 2e spectrum. 

5 . 1 . T h e /3f32u s igna l 
Л \ ' 2 fit [11] to the 1 0 0Mo 2e energy spectrum (Figure 7) using the /3fi2v simulation spectrum and 

letting the half-life be the adjustable parameter defined above gives the result; • 

T l / 2 = ° - 9 5 ± 0 .04(s ta t . ) ± 0 . 0 9 ( s y s t . ) 1 0 1 9 y 

The experimental energy spectrum is accurately reproduced by the simulation. The distribution of the 
angle between the two electrons in enriched molybdenum (background subtracted) is also reproduced by 
the /3/32v simulation (Figure 8) and is quite different from the one extracted from natural molybdenum 
data. Also single electron energy spectra (Figure 13) are very .different for- the signal and background. 
These differences are strong arguments for the (lf32u signal. 

As it can be seen in Figure 8a a cut on the angle, a, between the directions of the two electrons, such 
as cos a < 0.6, increases the signal-to-background ratio. Applying this cut, a fit to the resultant energy 
spectrum (1064 events) gives ahalf-life of 7 \ / 2 = 0.93 1019j/, which is very close to the previous one with 
practically the same errors. The three main origins of systematic uncertainties are due to Monte-Carlo 
calculations (electron simulation in the molybdenum, tracking volume and scintillators 6%), to detector 
knowledge (energy calibration 3% and fiducial mass 1%) and to data analysis (geometrical cuts 2%, 
external background subtraction 4%, and internal background subtraction 5%). 

5.2. Half-life l i m i t s for Of m o d e s 
Data analysis allows the extraction of half-life limits at the 90% C.L., (see Table l) ;for the following 

PPOv channels: (0 + — 0+,.) with and without Majoron emission, (0 + —»'2f) and (0 + —• Of). In the 
case of the Of state two photons are emitted (591 keV and 540 keV), the 2e energy sum cut off is then 
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1.90 MeV. In the case of the 2* state one photon (540 keV) is emitted and the 2e energy sum cut off is 
2.49 MeV. In both cases photon detection is not required because of the small efficiencies. 
These limits have been computed for appropriate energy ranges, simulations of these channels give the 
corresponding efficiencies and show the detector responses which explain the selected energy ranges. 
Limits at the 90% C.L. were obtained assuming a Poisson process with background [12]. This analysis 
has been done by applying a cos a < 0.6 cut to reduce the external background contribution. 

6. Discussion 
The /?/?2к decay result, Тц2 = 0.95±0.04(s«a<.)±0.09(sysL)1019i/ is in agreement with other exper

iments, Ti/2 = l.lalnllO19!/ [13] and Ti/2 = 1.16t2.o|l019y [14], but the statistical significance of the 
data sample in this experiment is much higher. The angular distribution and the single energy spectrum 
aro compared to simulated theoretical spectra. 

The best published flpQv limit for the half-life to the 0+, mode is 4.4 10-y {68% C.L.) [15] and 
is somewhat higher than the limit derived here 0.64 1022y (90% C.L.) or 1.2 1022y (68% C.L.). These 
limits have been performed with different statistical methods and thus direct comparison is complicated. 
Concerning the 2f excited state, the half-life limit obtained is 0.8 1021y (90% C.L.) and 1.1 1021y (68% 
C.L.), the best published value is 1.1 1021y (68% C.L.) [16]. The 0?" excited state limit presented here is 
0.6 1021y (90% C.L.) and is close to the limit 1.7 102Iy (90% C.L.) [17]. Finally, for the case of Majoron 
emission there is a recently published limit of 7.9 1020y (68% C.L.) [18] which is practically the same as 
the limit presented here of 5. 1020y (90% C.L.) or 7.5 1020y (68% C.L.) 

Recent computations of matrix elements have been performed for the /?/?2i/ mode [19], [20], [21] and 
for the fifiQu mode [19], [21], [22], [23] in the 100Mo isotope. Given the half-life obtained for the allowed 
process, in this experiment, a nuclear matrix element was computed, M?v — 0.11, which is close to 0.13, 
the result of reference [19] with the phase space factor of 925.0 x 10 - 2 Oy - 1 . 

The neutrinoless matrix elements, MQU, obtained by the quoted authors can vary by a factor of 3. 
Using the half-life limit deduced from our data, the lower limit of the effective neutrino mass is in the 
range: < m„ > < [6. — 18.] eV, with a phase space factor of 10.4 x 10~13y -1. A limit on the Majoron-
neutrino coupling constant is derived from the results presented here and using the above referenced Мои 
and the phase space factor of 37.5 x l O - 1 ^ - 1 one obtains < #д/ >< [2. — 6.]10~4. 

The NEMO 2 detector built for background studies has provided important physics. A very low 2e 
background has been observed in the 3 MeV region. The NEMO 2 detector continues to run with different 
scintillators and PMTs in order to improve the photon tagging efficiency to measure the source activity. 

N E M O 3 
The NEMO 3 experiment[4], [25] is a detector designed to be sensitive enough to measure a double-beta 
decay half-life limit of 1025 у for the /?/J0i/ decay, 1023 у for the P0M° decay, and 10" у for .the /302v 
decay. 

The research and development program to study Geiger cells has clearly shown that three dimensional 
track reconstruction is possible [3]. The reconstruction is based on the avalanche propagation along the 
sense wire with all the wires/cells in the same direction. Therefore a compact cylindrical geometry with a 
large solid angle acceptance detector is an efficient configuration for the NEMO '3 detector. Accordingly, 
the source will be a cylindrical foil 2.8 m in diameter, 2 m in height and 50 fim thick, with a total mass 
of roughly 10 kilograms of enriched isotopes. Sources will be interchanged to study different isotope 
candidates. The general layout is shown in Figure 9. 

• Two concentric tracking volumes will surround the source foil in a fashion similar to that in NEMO 2. 
To accommodate the increased height of the detector the length of the wires in the tracking volume will 
be increased by a factor of three. There will also be an improvement in the transparency of the detector 
by decreasing the field wire diameter of the drift celt from 100 /zm to ЗО цтп. As in NEMO 2 the time and 
energy measurements are provided by arrays of plastic scintillators. The main change in this aspect of 
the experiment is the increased number of plastic scintillators (1940 units) and their thickness (10 cm). 
The increased thickness is instrumental in providing greater efficiencies for tagging 7 rays. Moreover, the 
fine granularity of these counters allows for robust detection of 2e -)- 7 events coming from decays of the 
excited states. 

An important finding in the research and development program was the need for a magnetic field. 
Consequently, a solenoid surrounding the detector will provide a 30 Gauss field parallel to the foil axis. 
The magnetic field will be used to identify the signature of positron-electron pairs produced in the source 
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by high energy gamma rays. Curvature measurements also permit an extra rejection factor for incoming 
electrons and reveal the presence" of simple beta emitters such as 90Sr and 2 3 4 mPa. Finally, /3+/3+ decays 
can also be studied. 

In the detector an electron will be identified as a track with nine measurements along its trajectory. 
The energy of each electron is measured by the plastic scintillators associated wi'l. л track's end point. 
A photon is identified as a single or cluster of triggered scintillators with no .-"sociated tracks. Alpha 
particles can be identified as straight tracks stopping in the gas. It is worthwj**. ;.j point out that the 
NEMO 3 detector will be detecting multi-particle events in the low energy domain '-Гпашгаї radioactivity. 

1. Source activity measurement Ъу N E M O 3 
As demonstrated in the NEMO 2 detector it is capable of measuring its own internal background 

activity in the foil. This internal background is detected via the ey, Є77, Є70: and Є770; events. 

1.1 The ey channel 
The 214Bi and 208T1 spectra of Fig. 10 show a strong difference in their behavior at high energies. 

Given 208T1 activity of 2.10 -2 mBq/kg and selecting events with E^ > 2.4 MeV and Ee + Ey > 3 MeV, 
95 events/y are measured while 0.4 mBq/kg of 214Bi produces only 11 events/y. Other nuclei such as 
60Co, 212Bi, 228Ac, and 234mPa do not contribute because of their lower energy photon spectra. For 
measurements of 214Bi contamination, Ey cuts of 1.4 MeV to 2.0 MeV with an activity of 0.4 mBq/kg 
produces 1340 events/y while 208T1 contributes 55 events/y given 2.10 -2 mBq/kg. Note also that the 
other four nuclei mentioned above contribute negligibly even at 2.10 -2 mBq/kg. 

1.2 The Є77 channel 
The spectra of the most energetic gammas are shown in Fig. 11 for 214Bi and 208T1. It is evident 

that their behavior is different in the high energy region. A simple cut of ЕУпііІ > 1.8 MeV eliminates 
all the 2 l4Bi contribution and other nuclei which are to be taken into account in 208T1 studies. Given 
this cut, one still gets 118 events/y for 2.10 -2 mBq/kg. As far as the 214Bi activity measurement is 
concerned, the contributions due to 208T1 and 60Co have to be minimized, this is done with the cuts 
0.9 < Ee < 1.4 MeV and Eyi + ЕУз < 1.5 MeV. So for 0.4 mBq/kg of 214Bi, 415 events/y are obtained 
while the contributions of 208T1 (2.10 -2 mBq/kg) and 60Co (2 mBq/kg) are respectively 15 events/y and 
30 events/y. The use of both channels, for internal activity measurements provides a cross check on the 
method and an estimation of the accuracy in each case. The external backgrounds coming from' 208T1 
and 214Bi, via external photons are expected to be negligibly in particular in the Є77 channel. 

2. Sensitivity of the N E M O 3 experiment 
The expected half-life limits attainable with the NEMO 3 detector in the channels discussed previously, 

are presented in Tab. 2. These limits, obtained with 10 kg of 100Mo and five years of data collection, 
take into account the presence of internal impurities at a level of 2.10 -2 mBq/kg of 208T1 (equivalent to 
one ppt of 232Th if the decay chain is in equilibrium) and 0.4 mBq/kg of 214Bi (equivalent to ten ppt of 
238U if the decay chain is in equilibrium). 

Mode 

/?/30i/ (0+ — 0+) 

P/3M" 
BfiQv (0+ — 2+) 
/?/?0f (0+ — Of) 

Channel 

2e 

2e 
2e + 7 
2e-f 27 

T1/2 (y) at 90% CL 

51024 

110" 
310 м 

no2 4 

Parameters and Limits 
< m „ > ( e V ) 0.07-0.45 
< A > ( x l 0 7 ) 3.3-4.4 
<77>(xl09) 2.3-2.6 
<ffM>(xl05) 0.5-3.3 
< A > ( x l 0 b ) 2 
<77>(xl06) 2 

Mode 
/?/?2»/(0+—2+) 
P02is(O+ —Of) 

Channel 
2e + 7 

2e + 2y 

Tin (У) at 90% CL 
3.10" 
2.10" 

Table 2: NEMO 3 expected limits for JO kg of l00Mo observed for five years and with a 208 Tl and 2uBi 
contamination at the level of 2.10~2 mBq/kg and 0.4 mBq/kg, respectively. 
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. The handy feature of NEMO 3 which permits different source foils to be introduced to the detector 
invites a discussion and prediction of the efficiency of the experiment in /?/?0i/ studies of 96Zr and 150Nd. 
The Q values for these two candidates are 3.35 MeV and 3.67 MeV respectively. In the region beyond 
3 MeV there are no events generated by the decay of 214Bi while the contribution from 208T1 persists-
However, the background contribution from 208T1 in the energy region of interest for /З/ЗОї* in 96Zr and 
150 Nd is reduced by a factor of approximately two when compared with the corresponding window for 
ppOv searches in 100Mo. 

In terms of an effective neutrino mass, while taking into account the range of nuclear matrix elements, 
a limit of 0.15 eV can be reached in five years with 1 kg of 96Zr and I50Nd. To measure a signal, at 
the 95% CL a source of 5 kg of S6Zr or 150Nd studied for five years, will provide a 0.2 eV neutrino mass 
measurement given negligible, backgrounds. 

CONCLUSION 
Double-beta decay experiments play a particularly interesting role in providing the answers to ques

tions on the nature of the neutrino. Of paramount importance is the identification of the neutrino as a 
Dirac particle or Majorana particle. The proposed experiment is designed to study this problem with the 
potential to measure a Majorana neutrino mass of 0.1 eV.To do this requires a considerable increase in 
the scale of the experiment over the current state-of-the-art experiments. The experiment will not only 
be sensitive to transitions between ground states (0+ to 0+) but also between the ground state and an 
excited state (0+ to 2+) . The latter probes right-handed currents with a substantial increase in sensitivity 
over present-day experiments. Finally, NEMO 3 is particularly well suited to investigate the Majoron, 
and it should push the limit of the coupling constant to values between 10~5 and 10 - 6 . 

In the traditionally allowed double-beta decay, any nuclei with a half-life shorter than 1021 years 
can be readily measured. For these nuclei, several thousand events can be collected each year and high 
statistics studies of the energy and angular distribution spectrum can be achieved. The detector proposed 
here will be able to study a large number of candidate nuclei, among which are U 6Cd, 82Se, I00Mo, 96Zr 
and 150Nd. Also, the study of several nuclei will reduce concerns and perhaps shed some light on the 
uncertainty in nuclear matrix element calculations. 

The results of the research and development program have been extremely encouraging. Л clear 2/32u 
signal (1433 events) is observed. The two-electron event spectrum from backgrounds operating in or 
on the OFHC copper sheet studied in NEMO 2 did not exceed 2.2 MeV. Tests with a neutron source 
have shown that magnetic field rejection is essential to identify and reject e+e~ pairs produced by high 
energy gamma rays. This identification of the event signatures associated with contamination has made it 
possible to achieve unambiguous measurements of the two neutrino double-beta decay half-life for 100Mo. 
The techniques employed in the two prototypes have been shown to be reliable after 20,000 hours of data 
collection. 

The greatest concern on the feasibility of the experiment is the capacity of the NEMO 3 detector 
to measure extremely low levels of contamination from 214Bi and-in particular 208T1. Measurements to 
recognize these decays can be performed in two channels, the ey and Є77 channels. Л sensitivity of 
2.10 -2 mBq/kg in 208T1 in detecting several hundred events, ensures reliable background verification. 

The NEMO collaboration[25] is capable of completing this program, as it brings together a wealth of 
experience in nuclear and particle physics. While the French members initiated this research program, 
the Russian groups from ITEP in Moscow, JINR in Dubna, the Ukrainian group from INR in Kiev, and 
the US group from MHC have been working in this field for many years and have considerable knowledge 
and experience. In addition, the chance to work with several kilograms of enriched isotopes produced 
in Russia is an extraordinarily rare opportunity to carry out this fundamental research. For the past 
ten years, France has had an excellent underground laboratory at Modane, the Frejus Laboratory, which 
is well protected from cosmic radiation, easily accessible, and well equipped. The first experiments in 
Modane on double-beta decay were conducted in 1985, and this has led to the development of ultra-low 
background germanium detectors which today make it possible to quantitatively study all the materials 
required for the experiment. Other research fields have also benefited from these developments. The 
NEMO 3 experiment requires very low-radioactivity photomultiplier tubes, and the cooperative efforts 
with the manufactures to engineer these tubes will clearly aid others given the inevitable advances. 

Discovery of neutrino physics by the direct measurement of the neutrino mass using this relatively 
simple process would mean a leap forward in the field beyond the strict limits of the standard model of 
particle physics. NEMO 3 hopes to contribute such progress. 
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Figure 1 : The NEMO 2 detector. (I) Central frame with the metallic foil. (!) Tracking device of 10 
frames with І r Зі Geiger cells each. (3) Scintillator arrag of в z S counters. (The shielding is not 
shown). 
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Figure 2 : Tgpical eoents in NEMO 2. (A): 2e tucnt. (11): су euent. (I): Sonne plane. (2): For the 
Geigcr celts perpendicular to the figure plane, the drift distance is given by the diameter of a circle,-and 
the electron trajectory is tangent to the circles. (3): For the Geiger cells parallel to the figure plane, 
the small segments indicate the trajectory position along the wires. (4): Fired counters associated with 
the track. PUT information, (a): deposited energy in ke V and (t): time in tenths of ns with respect 
to the first fired counter. (5): Fired counter due to a photon. 
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number of events 
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1 
2. 

. 3.6 
>6.4 

[2.1,2.91 
31 
25. 
1.4 

>0.5 

[2.1,2.5] 
30 

22.5 
2.4 

>0.8 

. [1.4,1.9] 
290 
306. 
2.7 

>0.6 

Table 1 : Half-life limits (90% C.L.J. For each channel a window in energy is defined, the corresponding 
number of experimental events, the number of calculated 002v events.plus the external backjrotnd one, 
the efficiency and the half-life limit are given, (cos о < 0.6/ 
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NEMO 3 

Figure 9 : General layout of NEMO 3 
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Abstract • 

A recently completed Thomas-Fermi model of nuclei is described. Six adjustable parameters 

of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction were fitted to the shell-corrected binding energies 

' of 1654 nuclei and to the diffuseness of the nuclear surface. The model is then successful in 

reproducing nuclear sizes, and only small deviations are found between calculated and 

measured fission barriers of 36 nuclei. The model is applied to the prediction of fission 

barriers of light elements, to drip-line nuclei like 82Sn and 170Sn, to the properties of nuclear 

and neutron matter and to nuclear bubble configurations with Z2/A = 100. The relation of a 

Thomas-Fermi theory to the Droplet and Liquid Drop models is illustrated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is a great pleasure to take part in this conference honoring Vilen Strutinsky, and to visit 

Kiev, the ancient capital of the Ukraine. 

Strutinsky's shell correction method, developed in the sixties, considers the nuclear 

binding energy to be made up of a microscopic contribution added to a smooth macroscopic 

background. The success of Strutinsky's treatment of the microscopic part revolutionized 

overnight the calculation of nuclear binding and deformation energies. Less dramatic and 

more gradual advances have also been made in the macroscopic background energy. In the 

early calculations the macroscopic part was usually a simple liquid drop formula. Later, a 

Droplet Model was often used. A more nearly ideal smooth background is provided by a 

Thomas-Fermi model. My talk today will proceed in the reverse order. I will first describe a 

Thomas-Fermi model that Bill Myers and I have completed recently. Then I will illustrate 

how the Droplet Model (and the liquid Drop Model) are algebraic approximations to the 

Thomas-Fermi model. 

*Talk presented by WJ. Swiatecki at the fourth KINR International School on Nuclear Physics, Kiev 
August 29-September 7,1994. 
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2. THE THOMAS-FERMI MODEL 

This model is based on the beautiful statistical method introduced into atomic physics by 
L.H. Thomas [1] and, independently, by E. Fermi [2] in 1926-27. It says that for a degenerate 
gas of fermions the density of particles in phase space is 2 per h3. From this one can deduce 
at once any shell-averaged semi-classical property of.electrons in atoms and molecules [3]. 
The scheme gives results that are essentially equivalent to a Hartree or Hartree-Fock 
calculation averaged over shell effects. 

Our own starting point was the straightforward Thomas-Fermi treatment of nuclei 
introduced by Seyler and Blanchard in their papers from 1961 and 1963 [4]. Thus we have no 
density-gradient corrections or higher-order terms in an expansion in К [5-13] —just the pure 
Thomas-Fermi model. We have, however, generalized the Seyler-Blanchard effective 
nucleon-nucleon Yukawa interaction V12 by adding one momentum-dependent and one 
density-dependent term [14]: 

v12 = 2T0p51-Y(ri2)-[-a + P(pi2/Po) 2 -Y(Pl2/Por 1 + a(2p/po)2 / 3] 

Seyler-Blanchard 

Extra attraction increases when pi2 
is small (and particles would like to 
become correlated), and tends to 
zero for large pi2, when particles 
would zip past each other. 

Repulsion increases with increasing "1 
average density p~. J 

<H 
(1) 

Here To, Po> po arc the Fermi energy, the Fermi momentum and the particle density of 
standard nuclear matter — these quantities serve as convenient units. Y(r 12) is a Yukawa 
interaction of range a: 

1 Q-Г 12 fa 
Y(ri2) = 4тш3 гіг / a (2) 

The distance between the particles is Г12 and ріг is the magnitude of their relative momentum. 
The average density p is defined by 

p2/3=( p f /3 + p2/3) / 2 , (3) 

where p 1 and p2 are the densities of the interacting particles at points 1 and 2. The 
dimensionless interaction strength parameters a, P, y, a may be different for interactions 
between like particles (neutron-neutron, proton-proton) and unlike particles (neutron-proton). 
The difference is described in our model with the aid of two parameters £ and £ as follows: 
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a£ = - ( ! - £ > a u =-( l+^)a 

0*1 
4a-o 

Pol 
Yu 4a+w 

(4) 

Altogether there are seven adjustable parameters in our model: a, p, y, a, £, Z, and the range 

a. It turns out that nuclear energies and density distributions depend on only six parameters, 

because for them P and с always occur together in the combination В s p + (5/6) a [14]. 
(This degeneracy is broken if the Thomas-Fermi model is used to calculate the depth of the 
optical model potential, but I will leave this aspect out in the present talk.) 

3. FITTING THE PARAMETERS 

The description of the techniques used to solve the self-consistent nuclear Thomas-Fermi 
equations may be found in [14] and [15]. Suffice it to say that we have now available fast and 
robust iterative schemes that give accurate solutions of the Thomas-Fermi equations for 
shapes with or without spherical symmetry. 

We used these methods to calculate, for a given set of the 6 adjustable parameters, the 
binding energies of 1654 nuclei according to the expression 

E = T.F. + Shells + Odd-even + W (5) 

Here T.F. is the result of the Thomas-Fermi calculation, "Shells" is the Strutinsky shell 
correction talcen from [16] (column headed Emjc), the odd-even correction is ±11 MeV/VXfor 
odd or even nuclei and zero for odd-mass nuclei, and W is the Wigner term from 117]: 
W = —7 MeV exp(-6III), where I = (N-Z)/A. We also solved the Thomas-Fermi equations for 
semi-infinite standard nuclear matter and determined the Sussmann width bo (diffuseness) 
[18] of the nuclear surface for the given set of parameters. (The value bo= 1.0 fm gives 
reasonable agreement with measurements of nuclear charge distributions.) We then 
minimized the RMS deviation of the calculated from the measured binding energies of the 
1654 nuclei by a search in the five-dimensional parameter sub-space for which bo remains 
equal to 1 fm. This led to a minimum RMS equal to 0.711 MeV and to the following set of 
parameters: a = 1.98483, В = 1.03290, y= 1.10121, \ = 0.25771, £ = 0.53002 and a = 

0.59346 fm. (An analysis of optical model potentials provides further the value a = 1.05, and 

hence gives p = 0.15790, [ 19].) 

4. SOME CONSEQUENCES 

a) Nuclear Matter 
The following properties of nuclear matter follow from the above set of parameters: 
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• Four Liquid Drop Properties 
Radius constant of standard nuclear matter 
Volume binding coefficient 
Symmetry energy coefficient 
Surface energy coefficient 

• Five Droplet Model Properties [20] 
Compressibility coefficient 
Curvature energy coefficient 
Effective surface stiffness coefficient 
Density-symmetry coefficient 
Symmetry-anharmonicity coefficient 

ro = 1.14'fm 
ai = 16.04 MeV 
J = 32MeV 
a2=18.5MeV 

K = 234MeV 
аз = 12 MeV 
Q = 34 MeV 
L = 50MeV 
M = 7MeV 

b) Neutron Matter 
Figure 1 shows the energy per particle of neutron matter at density pn as a function of the 

density parameter Ф = (pn^ Po)1/3- There is a striking correspondence with the theoretical 
estimate of [21], which is based on entirely different physical input. 

c) Nuclear Charge Distributions 
Figure 2 shows the calculated charge distributions for 56Fe, 124Sn and 209Bi compared 

with Woods-Saxon or three-parameter Gaussian fits to measurements [22]. The radius 
constant ro = 1.14 fm, deduced from a fit to masses, is just about perfect in reproducing 
measured nuclear sizes. 

d) Fission Barriers 
Figure 3 shows calculated fission 

barriers down to very light nuclei 
(diamonds) .and a comparison with 36 mea
sured barriers (corrected for ground state 
shell effects) for nuclei with 71 £ Z< 98 

(black squares). The triangles show the 

discrepancies, which become noticeable 

below Z ~ 84. 

e) Drip-line Nuclei 
Figure 4 shows the chemical potentials 

for isotopes of Sn from neutron number 

N = 120 down to N = 32. These numbers 
, „ , . ,. , , , 0.0 0.5 1.0 
define the neutron drip line and the classi-

. Density parameter, Ф 
cal proton drip line (i.e., the drip line in the 

_ . . . .• \ • Figure 1. The energy per particle of neutron 
absence of quantal barrier penetration) in * . . . . „ Г , / _ ч __ _ . 

M ^ . matter according to [21] (squares), compared 
the Thomas-Fermi model without shell and w j m o u r Thomas-Fermi result [19]. 
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pairing effects. Figure 5 illustrates the density distributions for 120Sn and for the two exotic 
drip line isotopes 82Sn and 170Sn. 

f) A Nuclear Bubble [23,24] 
Figure б shows the last unruptured nucleus (N = 372, Z = 248, Z2/A = 99.2) and the first 

bubble nucleus (N = 378, Z = 252, Z2/A = 100.8) in a sequence of increasingly heavier nuclei 
(constrained to spherical symmetry) for which (N-Z)/A = 0.2. 

In summary, we now have a workable statistical model of nuclei that can be used in a. 
variety of applications. In addition to combining it with Strutinsky shell corrections in order 
to give a good account of nuclear binding energies, it can be subjected to various extreme 
conditions. Some of them I already indicated. In the future we will be investigating the 
effects of large angular momenta on the ground-state and saddle-point properties of these 
shell-averaged idealized nuclei. 

5. THE DROPLET MODEL 

The Droplet Model [20,25] is defined in terms of an expansion in powers of A~1/3 and I2 

that claims to reproduce quantitatively the principal features of any self-consistent, shell-
averaged nuclear calculation, provided that A -1 /3 and I2 are sufficiently small. The claim is 
that, given the nine parameters listed in Section 4(a) — which are properties of infinite or 
semi-infinite nuclear matter — one can then predict the energies and density distributions of 
finite nuclei in terms of closed algebraic expressions, accurate'to relative order (A_1/3)2 and 
I4. Here are a couple of examples to show how it works. 
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Figure 5. The neutron (solid) and proton (dashed) density distributions for Sn isotopes [19]. 
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Figure 6. The last unruptured (A = 620) and the first bubble (A-= 630) nucleus in a sequence 
where A is increased while (N-Z)/A is kept fixed at 0.2 [19]. 
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(a) Binding Energies 
The Droplet Model formula for the energy of a nucleus with N = Z and the Coulomb 

energy switched off is 

Е = -яіА + а2А2/3 + h-¥K- (6) 

or 
E = -15.677A + 18.56A2/3 +7.00^/3 MeV (7) 

if, for illustrative purposes, one takes the parameters from our 1969 Thomas Fermi model 

[25]. The actual Thomas-Fermi calculations deviate from the first two terms by an amount 

that can be represented by 6.98 A - 1 / 3 MeV (plus higher order terms), thus confirming the 

Droplet Model prediction (see Fig. 25 in [25]). Figure 7 shows E/A plotted vs A -1 /3 . 

The Droplet Model predicts further that when N £ Z the additional symmetry energy can 

be written as 

AE = JeffAl2 , (8) 

where Jeff = J/( 1 + соА~1/3) and со = - - - -~ Figure 8 compares this prediction with 

Thomas-Fermi calculations from [25]. 
KJ 

(b) Densities 
The Droplet Model predicts the form of an equivalent sharp-surfaced "generating density," 

which can be used to generate an approximation to the actual diffuse density by convoluting it 
with a suitable short-range function. Away from the surface the generating density itself 
should agree with a Thomas-Fermi calculation. Figure 9 compares the neutron and proton 

15.63 4.63 1.95 

Figure 7. A Thomas-Fermi binding energy 
per particle is plotted vs A_1/3 (solid curve) 
and the result is compared with the .liquid 
drop approximation (dashed line) and the 
Droplet Model formula, eq. (7) (dot-dashed). 
A detailed comparison shows that the 
Droplet Model gives a perfect representation 
of the Thomas-Fermi curve for small A-1/3, 
but in the region of actual nuclei (between 
the two vertical lines) higher-order terms 
conspire to give to the Thomas-Fermi curve 
a linear appearance, suggesting erroneously 
the absence of a curvature energy. 
(Parameters from [25].) 
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Figure 8. The effective Droplet Model symmetry 
energy Jeff from eq. (8) (dot-dashed) is compared 
with a Thomas-Fermi calculation. (Parameters 
from [25].) 

(a) -

N = 22.98 
Z = 19.73 
A = 42.71 

I . I L 

N=71.41 
Z = 51.02 
A = 122.43 

(b) -

(C) - | 

N = 133.44 
Z = 81.33 _ 
A = 214.77 

4 6 Rp R„ 8 

Distance r, Im 

10 

Figure 9. The Droplet Model 
neutron and proton densities from 
eq. (9) are compared with 
Thomas-Fermi (point) densities. 
(Parameters from [25].) 
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densities for three Thomas-Fermi nuclei, taken from [25], with the corresponding Droplet 
Model generating densities. In the bulk the agreement is virtually perfect down to A = 43. 

[The Droplet Model expressions for the neutron and proton densities are as follows 

pn = Pn+Pn , Pp = Pp+Pp (9) 

Pn/Po =-£(1-31+5) , pp /p 0 = ^ ( 1 - 3 1 - 8 ) (10) 

рп /ро=4(1 -Зє + 5) , р р / р 0 = і ( 1 - З є - В ) (11) 

є = '(-2а2А-1/3 + L82 + ciZ2 / А 4 / 3 ) / К (13) 

5 = (Ze2 /4JR 0 ) / [ -&-4( r /R 0 ) 2 ] (14) 

e = (6J /K)8 (15) 

R0 = r0Al / 3 , p0 = l/(J7tr3) , c i=3e2 /5 r 0 (16) 

R n /Ro=(Npo/Ap n ) 1 / 3 R p /Ro=(Zp 0 /App) l / 3 , (17) 

where e is the charge unit, and the values of the Droplet Model parameters ro, ai, ai, J, K, Q, 
L used to construct Fig. 9 were taken from [25].] 

A characteristic feature of the Droplet Model, seen in Fig. 9, is that the generating densities 
for neutrons and protons have different equivalent sharp radii, and that the bulk densities 
become slightly non-uniform under the influence of the Coulomb repulsion. If these two 
effects are suppressed, there results the Liquid Drop Model, with a single equivalent sharp 
surface and uniform bulk densities. 

This, roughly speaking, is the relation between the Thomas-Fermi, the Droplet and the 
Liquid Drop Models. Which one to use in practice? Each has its advantages and 
disadvantages. Nothing can beat the simplicity of the Liquid Drop Model. At trie other 
extreme, the Thomas-Fermi model is close to an ideal macroscopic description, without the 
limitations of the Droplet Model, which fails when A - 1 / 3 or I2 are too large. But the Droplet 
Model has the advantage of being an algebraic scheme, and there are situations where it is the 
model of choice, as illustrated by the theory of the electric dipole moments of deformed 
nuclei. 
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(с) Dipole Moments 
The Droplet Model provides a formula [27,28] for the macroscopic contribution to the 

electric dipole moment d (in units of the proton charge) of a deformed nucleus, whose surface 
is described in terms of Legendre Polynomials Pe (cose): 

R(6) = R0 l + 2a/PKcosG) 
. 2 

(18) 

Thus 

where 

, ^ ^ 12(l-l)(l + l)(8l + 9 ) „ .. « = c r > r -— а.р<хр+\ 
£2 5(2£ + l)2(2^ + 3)2 г+1 

- C s У - - aea^+i (19) 
£=2 (2^ + l)(2£ + 3) t+l v J 

+ terms of higher order in the a^ 's , 

AZe2 " 
Cr = 8 J JK 8Q 

(20) 

CS=(2NZ/A)(I-5)R 0 , (21) 

with 8, Ro given by eqs. (12,16). It would be a thankless task to try to extract an amount of 

information comparable to that encapsulated in eq. (19) by performing dozens (thousands ?) 

of variously constrained Thomas-Fermi calculations. 

6. THE CURVATURE ENERGY PUZZLE 

As discussed in [29,30] there seems to be a difficulty in reconciling theoretical estimates of 

the curvature energy coefficient, which invariably give аз somewhere around 10 MeV, with 
empirical fits to binding energies and fission barriers, which are said to require аз = 0. Our 
Thomas-Fermi model does not seem to suffer from this conundrum: it is characterized by 
аз = 12 MeV, yet gives an acceptable fit to binding energies-and barriers. To throw further 
light on this problem I made the following numerical experiment. With our current 
parameters, eq. (6) gives for the binding energy for uncharged N = Z nuclei the expression 

E(A) = -16.04A + 18.5A2/3+9.iA1/3-11.56MeV *, (22) 

where I added the last term to represent missing higher-order terms which, in practice, make E 
tend to zero when A is small. I chose the value 11.56 to make E(A) vanish at A = 1. In a plot 
of the type of Fig. 7, this higher order term reverses the peeling off from the dashed straight 
line caused by the term proportional to A1/3 in eq. (6). Now I fitted to eq. (22), in the interval 
of nuclei from A ~ 20 to A ~ 260, an expression Ewithout the last two terms, i.e., 
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E(A) = -aiA + a2A2/3 .(23) 

The least squares fit gave a\ = 16.2119 MeV, a2 = 20.7265 MeV, and the RMS deviation 
was — surprise — a mere quarter of an MeV out of binding energies ranging from 300 to 
3000 MeV! In other words, because of the interplay between the A1/3-term and the higher 
order terms, the plot of the binding energy per particle vs А ~ ш in the range of actual nuclei 
(except the lightest) can be very nearly a straight line. This might lead one to the erroneous 
conclusion that there is no curvature correction when, in fact, аз is of the theoretically 
expected magnitude. My own feeling at the moment is that theoretical estimates of аз [ЗО], 
including our Thomas-Fermi determination of аз as equal to 12 MeV, are probably not too far 
off. [If the energy per particle is written as 

у = -я і + агх + сзх2 - C4X3 , where x з А~1/3 , (24) 

a straight-line approximation to y(x) in the interval xi = 250 -1/3 = 0.159 to 
X2 = 20~1/3 = 0.368 will.be relatively accurate if the inflection point in y(x) falls not too far 
from the center of the interval, at x = 0.264. 
With C3 = 9.1t C4 = 11.56, the inflection point 
is at x = С3/ЗС4 = 0.262.] 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In describing theoretically the macroscopic 
part of nuclear energies we have available 
several approaches, ranging from the Liquid 
Drop Model, through the Droplet Model, to the 
Thomas-Fermi Model. The first two may, in 
fact, be regarded as leading approximations to 
the Thomas-Fermi theory in an expansion in 
A~1/3 and I2, as depicted in Fig. 10. 

It would have been a pleasure to have 
discussed these refinements of the 
microscopic-macroscopic method with Vilen 
Strutinsky, who contributed so much to both 
aspects of this approach. 

Figure 10. The description of a nucleus in 
the standard nuclear matter approximation 
and in the liquid drop and the Droplet Model 
formalisms may be considered as systematic 
approximations, based on expansions in 
A~1/3 and I2, to a Thomas-Fermi calculation. 
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To investigate the variation of the nuclear level density parameter, 
a, with temperature wc have developed a model which simultaneously in
cludes, in a realistic way, many important effects: surface diffuseness, the 
continuum, the space variation of the momentum and the frequency de
pendent effective masses, and shell effects. The temperature dependence 
of these effects and of the mean field is also accounted for by the model. 
The main ingredient in determining the parameter, a, is the single particle 
level density, g{e), calculated for the finite mean field using a semi-classical 
method. The semi-classical method for calculating 5(e) was tested by com
paring the semi-classical values of g(e) with the smooth quantum mechanical 
values of g(e), obtained by applying the Strutinsky smoothing procedure to 
the exact quantum mechanical results for g(c). Using this model we have 
calculated the mass and the temperature dependence of the parameter, a, 
and compared the results with recent experimental data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The nuclear level density p(E), which is an important physical quantity appearing in 
the statistical analysis of nuclear reactions, has been the subject of many theoretical and 
experimental investigations [1-7]. The independent-particle model prediction for the level 
density is given by 

/>(£.)--^exppv^EI], (1) 

where Ex is the excitation energy (referred to a suitable ground state) and a is the level 

density parameter, which is related to the single-particle level density by [1] 

a = ~;*29s{eF) . (2) 

Here eF is the Fermi energy and gs is the averaged (smoothed) single-particle level density. 

Experimental information on the level density parameter 

a = А/К , (3) 

is obtained from nuclear resonances and from the analysis of evaporation spectra. When 
compared with the prediction of the homoheneous Fermi-gas (FG) model value of К = 
(4/ir2)eF one finds the discrepancy 
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К а 8 MeV experiment 
(4) 

Л* ~ 16 MeV Fermi gas model . 

This well-known discrepancy has led to many theoretical investigations [1]. In more 
realistic model calculations one takes into account the effects of the finite size of the 
nucleus [1,8,9,12] (surface and curvature effects), pairing and shell effects [1,5], deforma
tion and angular momentum dependence [1,10], rotation and Vibration states [1,6,11]," 
momentum-dependent effective mass (non-locality) [8,12], frequency dependent effective 
mass (correlations) [8,12-14] and effects of continuum [12,15,16]. 

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the nuclear level density parameter, 
a, stimulated by experimental data [17] on the temperature dependence of a for nuclei with 
A ~ 160. The temperature dependence of the level density parameter, a, was deduced 
from coincidence measurements between heavy residues, light particles and 7-rays. Using 
the observed temperatures together with the corresponding excitation energies, 160-400 
MeV for A a 160, it was found that a decreases from A/8 at low temperature to A/13 
for T ~ 5 MeV. This observation stimulated a significant amount of theoretical work. 
Temperature-dependent Hartree-Fock (or semiclassical) calculations [18,19], which include 
effects of finite size, shell effects, the momentum dependence of the effective mass and the 
variation of the mean field with temperature, produce a practically constant (independent 
of Г) value of К ~ 12 — 14 MeV (except for shell effects which are important for T < 1 
MeV). It has been recognized [13,14] that the observed variation of о with T reported in 
[17] can be accounted for by including the effects of correlations (collectivity), i.e., the T-
dependence of the frequency-dependent effective mass mw. The purpose of this talk is to 
present a simple model which provides the smooth part of the singls-particle level density 
g(e) With good accuracy and reproduces the results of the temperature-dependent HF. A 
good agreement with experiment is then obtained by taking into account the continuum 
effect and the variation with temperature of the effective mass and of the mean field. 

II . THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In this section we first present the basic expressions related to the calculation of a and 
describe the semiclassical method adopted for determining the smooth part of the single-
particle level density, gs(e)- We also discuss the accuracy of the semiclassical method for 

A. Calculation of о 

We adopt the definition used in the analysis of the experimental data [17] 

a(T) = ExIT\ (5) 
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where 

EX{T) = E(T) - E{0) . (6) 

In our calculation the internal energy E[T) is obtained from 

E(T) = Jeg(e)f(e,fi,T)de, (7) 

where g{e) is the single-particle level density and 

^ ^ н ^ - ^ . (8) 

is the occupation probability. The chemical potential fi is determined by the conservation 
condition 

A = Jg(e)f(e,[i,T)de. (9) 

It is seen from eqs.(5)-(9) that the main ingredient in determining the nuclear level density 
parameter a is the single-particle level density g(e) to be discussed below. 

B . Calculation of g(e) 

The single-particle level density g(e) is given by 

g(e) = Tr(6(e-H)), (10) 

where H is the corresponding single-particle Hamiltonian (mean field). Due to the shell 
effects, g(e) varies rapidly with e. However, «7(e) can be written as a sum of a smooth part 
gs(e), which gives the average behavior of 5(e), and a rapidly oscillating part Sg(c) 

g(t) = gs(e) + Sg(e). ' (11) ' 

The fluctuating part, Sg(e), can be approximated by an oscillatory function. We note, 
however, that the contribution of Sg(e) to a can be neglected for temperature T > 1 MeV. 
Therefore, in the following we will concentrate on the smooth part да(є). 

It is common in the literature to adopt an expression for g(t) which increases mono-
tonically with c, such as the expression 

д(є) = Срє>, (12) 

where the constant Cp may be determined from the normalization, 

A= ГРСрерк. • '. (13) 
Jo 
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Here and in (12) we assume that e > 0. We note that using (2), (3), (12) and (13) we find 

We emphasize that for existing nuclei, A < 300, one finds [1,20] that for realistic mean 
fields p > 1. Therefore, the values of p = 0 (constant g) or p = 1/2 (Fermi gas model), 
which are used in some works are inappropriate. More importantly, using an increasing 
function with c, such as (12), one neglects the large effect of the finite depth of the single 
particle potential (continuum effect). Discritizing the continuum states, by adopting an 
infinite potential well, by putting the nucleus in a box of finite size or by locating the 
energies of the single-particle resonances leads to a single-particle level density g[e) which 
increases with є in the continuum region. This increase of g(e) with e is rather spurious 
and it is due to the fact that g(t) includes the contribution of the free gas states. In 
fact, with the subtraction of the contribution of the free gas states, 5(e), for a (realistic) 
finite potential well, such as a Woods-Saxon potential, actually decreases with є in the 
continuum region [20]. This has" been demonstrated recently [20], in an exact quantum 
mechanical calculation, using a Green's function approach for calculating g(f.) in the 
continuum, for a finite potential well, such as a Woods-Saxon potential. Therefore, a 
proper accounting of the continuum states, i.e. the decrease of g(e) with e, and the effect 
of the diffuseness of the potential well should be taken into account in determining g{e). 

The most important aspect of the model described in Ref. [12] (and other models) is the 
accurate and numerically fast calculation of the smoothed single-particle level density gs as 
a function of e (and T). We have investigated the accuracy of commonly used semiclassical 
methods [21] for determining g3(e). We considered, in particular, the popular methods 
of Thomas-Fermi (TF), TF+/L2 corrections (SC) and the local density approximation 
(LDA). We carried out an exact (quantum mechanically) calculation of gs(e) for bound 
and continuum states using a Green function approach [22] with Strutinsky smoothing 
procedure [23,24]. The accuracy and applicability of the semiclassical methods were then 
determined by considering several commonly used finite and infinite potential wells with 
sharp or smooth surfaces. We point out that the level density parameter in a Woods-Saxon 
potential well was investigated in detail in Ref. [25]. 

1. Quantum mechanical calculation of да(є) 

In the following we describe and employ an approach based on the single-particle 
Green function ( j(r , r ' , є) which is defined by the equation 

(H-e)G(f,r',e) = 6(r~f'). (15) 

Considering the spectral representation of (7, 

c?(r-f',£)=£^M£4, ( и ) 
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one has the identity, 

<7(0 = з Ь / fr[G{r, r ' , e + ia) - G(r, r ' , с - m)]r-=r-, 

~ 2тгї ^ [ e n _ £ + i a ~ en - є - ia\ ~ *-* ' 6 n ~" ^ ' (17) 

In writing (17) we. assumed that the nucleus is contained in a large volume Q. Then for 
a finite potential well the continuum is discretized and the sum in (17) also includes the 
free-gas states [15] which can be calculated using the Green function Go('r., f , e) associated 
with Ho = P2/2m. We thus have for a finite potential well the single-particle level density 

^(eL=n ~ / d?{Im ^ f''є + *«) - G°(F' f''e + iaK W ' (1S) 
or—»u 7Г J 

In actual numerical calculation, the imaginary part of G is zero. Therefore, we consider 
a smearing of G with a loretzian of small width 7. Using the relation, 

J / т о ( f c , _ £ ) 2 + 7 2 <?(?, r ' , Є' + m) a = o G(r, r ' , e + £7) (19) 

the smeared level density /97(e) is then obtained from (18) with a replaced by a finite but 

small value of 7. We use for 7 a value much smaller than hiv, the spacing between major 

shells. Carrying out the angular momentum decomposition of G we thus have 

^ ( є ) = \ Л W + 1) / <И Im[Gy(r , r \ є + І7) - Go0-(r, г', є + г 7 ) ] ] r = r , (20) 

The Green function G/j (and Goij) can be calculated using the complete representation 
[22] 

2m 

where Ї'< and r> are the lesser and the greater of r and r', respectively. The radial 
functions и and v are the regular and irregular solutions of the radial equation associated 
with H — ij, respectively, and W is the wronskian. The boundary conditions for и and v 
are 

u(r = 0) = 0 , 

G / j(r , r ' ,e) = - - r u ( r < ) U ( r > ) / ^ . , (21) 

exp[~J-2rne/n2 r] e < 0 (22) 
u ( r ) . = ~ \ r / -

Qxp[iy2me/h r] exp(—7г) є > 0 . 

We point out that р-у(б) with 7 . ~ Tiw is not [24] a good approximation to the smooth 
level density ря(є). To determine ps(e), we therefore employ the well-defined Strutinsky 
smoothing procedure [23,24] 
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gst(z)= J9(e')F(e-e')de, ' (23) 

using for F the function 

F{e) = -^e-«rrLV2{{£/r?h ( 2 4 ) 

1 /2 » '" 

The associated Laguerre polynomial L^ accounts for the curvature corrections. In actual 

numerical calculation we adopt the values of Г ~ 1.2 hu> and M ~ 2 — 4 to obliterate the 
shell effect. For 5(e) in (23) we use />7(e) of (20) with j/hu <C 10_ 1 . 

2. Semiclassical methods for g3(i) 

We now consider commonly used semiclassical approximations for the smooth level 
density. These approximations are constructed [21] using the so-called Wigner-Kirkwood 
/t-expansion of the single-particle partition function or the Й-expansion of the Wigner 
transform of the single-particle density (10). We will limit our investigation to terms 
up to h2. For a smooth single-particle potential well, the terms with odd power of h 
vanish. We will therefore consider the ThomasrFermi (TF) approximation (h° term) and 
'the semiclassical (SC) approximation (TF+ft2 correction). Taking into account the spin 
degeneracy (neglecting the spin-orbit interaction), we have [21,25] 

1 /9rn\3/2 Г 
9rF{e) = 9o(e) = ~ (Дг J J d3r(e - Vf* 0(6 - V) , (25) 

1 /2m\1/2 д Г j3^e{e-V)V2V 

In the case of finite potential wells, the result of eqs.(25) and (26) should be corrected-
when considering the level density in the continuum by subtracting [15] the contribution 
of the free gas g;{e) when є > 0. In the Thomas-Fermi approximation we have 

*/(*) = ^Sa (IT Г ' VS , О С (27) 2тг2 \h2 J 

We note that the frequently, adopted [8-10] local density approximation approach, the 
relation p = (1/3тг2)к3 is used for the local Fermi momentum kF = [(2m/K2)(eF — V)]1/2 

in (25). This leads to the simple expression 

ЯыЫ = зЬ?(3*2)1 / 3 / d*r | f pV\r) , (28) 

for the level density at eF in terms of the nucleon density p(r). 
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3. Some results 

Using the methods described above (subsections I IВ 1 and II В 2) we have carried out 
calculations using several commonly adopted finite and infinite potential wells with sharp 
or smooth surfaces [20]. It is found that: 

(i) The semi-classical approximation (Thomas-Fermi -f h2 correction), eq.(26), is a 
very good approximation for <7*(е) for bound and continuum states obtained as described 
in (20)-(24;. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1, using a Woods-Saxon potential well. 

(ii) For continuum states (e > 0), gs{t) decreases with increasing e. Moreover, дя[е) > 
0 for all с Contrary to other statements in the literature [16], this result is not in 
contradiction with Levinson's theorem [26]. 

(iii) The Thomas-Fermi approximation, eq.(25), is a good approximation only for a 
potential well with a smooth surface, such as a Woods-Saxon or a harmonic oscillator 
potential well. 

(iv) It is important to point out that the local density approximation (LDA), eq.(2S) 
and (2), in which a is directly given in terms of the integral of p1 /3 , where p is the matter 
density, is quite often used in the literature (in heavy ion collisions) to relate excitation 
energy and temperatute. Our investigation showed that this LDA approach overestimate 
a by almost a factor of 2. 

III. THE MODEL 

To calculate the single-particle level density, we adopt the Thomas-Fermi approxima
tion corrected for the continuum effect. As demonstrated recently [20], the Л2 corrections 
for a smooth potential, such as the Woods-Saxon potential, are relatively small and can 
be accounted for by slightly reducing the potential depth (by 3 to 4 MeV). Moreover, a 
good approximation for the total level density parameter, an + ap, can be obtained by 
using the mean field associated with a neutron (which includes the symmetry potential) 
for A nucleon system (without Coulomb interaction). Thus, for a local mean field V, 
modified by an effective mass m*, we use the expression 

'М-і/^^ГіО-^мУ-Ч'Ч' (29) 
where 0(e) = 0 or 1 for є < 0 or e > 0, respectively. 

For the local potential we adopt the Woods-Saxon form, 

VQ/[l+exp[(r~R)/d\}, r < J R m a x 
(30) 

CO , Г > -ffmax 
V(r) = < 

and for the effective mass m* = т(тк/т)(тш/т) we use the forms [8] 
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FIG. 1. The smooth level density for neutrons <7n(e) in a nucleus with A = 274 and N = 168 

in. a Woods-Saxon potential well with V0 = -46.533 MeV, R = 8.08 fm and d = 0.70 fm. The 

quantum mechanical calculation (solid curve) is obtained using a Green function approach with 

Strutinsky smoothing, the dashed and dash-dotted curves are the Thomas-Fermi (TF) and TF+ft2 

correction terms (SC) results, respectively. 
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• FIG. 2. The inverse level density parameter A" = A/a calculated within the Fermi gas model 

(dotted) using po — 0.17 fm - 3 and m* = 0.8m. The solid curve shows the results obtained using 

the Woods-Saxon potential with momentum-dependent effective mass m*. The dashed curve is 

obtained when the temperature dependence of V and mfc is omitted. The shell effects are included 

in these curves with Л, = 2 MeV. g l 



(In 
Tnkjm = 1 - an(r) 7 m^Jm — 1 — 0— , (31) 

dr 

where 

n(r) = 4& = і — . (32) 
v ' Po 1 + exp[(r - c)/z] v ' 

To determine the A-dcpcndence of the mean-field parameters, we follow the prescrip
tion of Rcf. [27]. Considering the matter density p(r), we first determine the equivalent 
sharp radius /?p , which is defined as the radius of a uniform distribution having the same 
bulk density p0 and volume integral as p{r). Assuming /э0 = 0.17 fm - 3 , we find using 
їЩра = A that 

/ 4 \ 1 / 3 

Rp = roA1/3 , r„ = ( 7 ^ - = 1.12 fm . (33) 
\4KpoJ 

Therefore, the parameters of.the Fermi density distribution, eq.(32), are taken to be 

1 12A1/3 

/>o=0 .17fm- 3 , z = 0 .54fm, С = + ( ^ / ( 7 ) 2 p / 3 fin . (34) 

The value of С is determined by iteration. A similar procedure was used to determine R. 
We therefore use the following parameters for the mean field, for T = 0: 

Vb(McV) = - 4 7 + 3 3 ^ ~Z , d = 0.70 fm 

R = [1 + W F 3 • R* = 1Л2АФ + °-8 fm • ^ 
and [8] 

a(T = 0) = 0.3 , 0{T = 0) = 0.4A1/3 . (36) 

For the temperature dependence of the mean-field parameters we adopt the expressions 
used in [12] (see also-Kefs. [8,13,14,18,28-30]) 

<*(Г) = d(T = 0)(1 + 0.01T2) , 

R{T) = R(T = 0)(1 + 0.0005Г2) , 

a(T) = a{T = 0)(1 - 0.005T2) , 

/3(Т) = Ж Г = 0 ) е х р [ - ( Г / 7 ) 2 ] . 

We use the value of 7 = 21/Л1/3 MeV. For A ~ 200 we have 7 ~ 3.5 MeV in agreement 
with the results of [14]. The A-dependence of 7 is introduced to take into account the 
well-known variation with A of the excitation energies of the low-lying collective states. 
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IV. RESULTS 

To calculate a(T), we adopt the following procedure which takes into account the 
variation of the mean field and the effective mass with T. For each fixed value of T we 
determine g(c) from (29) using V and ro* given by (30)-(37). The resulting g(e) is then 
used in (7) to determine both E(T) and E(0). The value of a(T) is then obtained from 
(5). We have carried out calculations for various nuclei along the stability line with mass 
number A = -10, 60, 110, 160, and 210. In Figs. 2 and 3, we present the results of К 
for a nucleus with A — 160. The solid line in Fig. 2 shows the result obtained using 
momentum-dependent effective mass m* = rnjt(r721) and including the shell correction 
with As = 2 MeV. The values shown for К are quite close to the value"of A' = 13 MeV 
obtained in temperature-dependent Hartree-Fock calculations [18,28]. To demonstrate 
the important effect of the temperature variation in V and nik we also show, in Fig. 2, 
the results (dashed curve) obtained when the temperature variation is omitted. In Fig. 
3 \vc show the results (solid line) for K, taking into account the effect of mw . Note the 
important effect of т.и(г, T) for T < 4 MeV. The dotted curve includes the possible small 
contribution due to shell effects, using As = 2 MeV. As shown in Fig. 3, we obtain a 
resonable agreement with experimental data. In Fig. 4 we present the results for nuclei 
with A = 40, 60, 110, 160, and 210. Values of K(T) are now available for several 
mass regions [17,31-35]). These values are measured over a range of excitation energies. 
Any comparison of these results with the present calculation should take cognizance of 
the excitation energy range involved. To facilitate this comparison we also indicate in 
Fig. 4 the loci of lines of constant excitation energy per nucleoli, e, of 1 — 5 MeV where 
є = l/KT2. The experimental data show a little change in a for light nuclei with A = 40. 
to 60, in agreement with Fig. 4. The variations observed for nuclei in the regions of 
A = 110, 160 and 210 also agree nicely with the prediction given in Fig. 4. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Considering the recently observed sharp decrease of the level density parameter a at 
temperature Г ~ 4 MeV, we have developed [12] a model which simultaneously includes, 
in a realistic way, many important effects: (1) surface diffuseness, (2) continuum, (3) space 
variation of the momentum and the frequency dependent (m^ and mw) effective masses, 
and (4) shell effects. The temperature-dependence of these effects and of the mean field 
is also accounted for by the model. Using this model, which represents an advance in the 
state of the art, we have also calculated the mass and temperature dependence of a. A 
good agreement is obtained with early and more recent experimental data. 
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FORMATION OF RESIDUAL NUCLEI FROM HIGHLY FISSILE 

NUCLEI AT Z>82 

G. GlARDINA 

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare and Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universilu, Messina, 
Italy. 

The observation of the evaporation residues (ER) of nuclei far 
from portability line allows one to study the different decay channels 
(xn and axn) of higly excited compound nuclei for which the fission 
channel becomes a dominant mode of the de-excitation. In this case the 
ER production only amounts to a small fraction of the fusion cross 
section but becomes a higly sensitive probe for the fission dynamics 
and therefore it may also be used for the analysis of the nuclear 
dissipation. In this region of neutron deficient nuclei, that are also at 
the ground state a-emitter, the calculated values of the shell correctibn 
for nuclides with the number of neutrons close to the magic number 
N=126 are practically equal to the calculated values of the_ liquid drop 
barrier. This gives one a good opportunity to investigate^the influence 
of the shell effects on the characteristic of the compound-nucleus decay 
and on the fission channel probability." The xn arid axn channels are 
analyzed and we study the characteristics of the excitation functions, 
comparing the results with refined statistical model calculations which 
account for the time-dependent dynamical effects through the transient,^ у -jf ^ 
time needed to establish a constant flow over the fission barrier.' The 
available experimental data show a steep decrease of the xn-reaction 
cross sections at the transition from the Ac-Th to U-Np compound 
nuclei. The axn-reaction cross-sections also have a sudden decrease 
but at the transition from U to Pu compound nuclei. A diffused barrier 
model that accounts for sub-barrier fusion is used. 

1. Introduction 

Since the competition between fission and neutron emission depends on many factors 
such as the charge and the mass of the compound nucleus, its excitation energy, the height and 
structure of the fission barrier, the shell effects, the neutron binding energies, the level density 
parameters, and on the non-negligible contributions of the charged particle and photon 
emission during the evaporation cascade, one must consider a refined statistical model which 
also accounts for all those dynamic effects which directly or indirectly depend on the shape 
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evolution of the rotating nucleus and nuclear dissipation, because otherwise one runs the risk 

of covering them with the non-physical adjustment of the statistical ingredient 

The observation of the evaporation residues (ER) allows one to study the different 

decay channels (xn and axn) of highly excited compound nuclei with Z>82, where the fission 

channel becomes a dominant mode of de-excitation of nuclei which are also at the ground state 

a-emitter. The available experimental data in the above mentioned region show a steep 

decrease of the xn-reaction cross section at the transition from the Ac-Th to U-Np compound-

nuclei. Moreover, the axn-reaction cross sections also reveal a sudden decrease but shifted to 

the transition from the U to Pu compound nuclei. The fast decrease of the liquid-drop fission 

barrier with increasing Z of compound-nucleus, makes the results in this region of nuclei 

sensitive to the model parameters determining the dependence of the barriers on Z and on the 

neutron deficiency factor ((N-Z)/A). Moreover, an appropriate description of the ER 

production may serve to study the formation of the super-heavy nuclei in heavy-ion reactions. 

2. Experimental evaporation residue cross sections and calculations 

The maximum values of the ER-xn cross sections after emission of 4 or 5 neutrons, 

obtained at the Flerov Laboratory of Dubna JINR [1-3], are reported in fig. 1. The reactions 

that lead to evaporation residues equally displaced from the P-stability line are considered and 

one clearly observes the steep decrease of the ER-cross sections in the region close to thorium. 

Fig. 2 shows the comparison between the maximum values of the xn-cross sections and 

those of can-cross sections. As one can observe, a difference of about three orders of 

magnitude exists [1,4,5] between CER,XII and CER,,,™ in the region close to uranium. 

Analyzing the large amount of experimental results for evaporation residues, obtained 

in the 82<Z£110 region, where many nuclei are a-emitter due to the negative binding energy, 

one observes a steep decrease of Om,*n at the transition from Ac-Th to U-Np, whereas a similar 

decrease occurs for Ои^ал but in the transition from U to Pu, about 2 units of Z higher. 

The statistical model used was described in detail in refs. 8-11. It accounts exactly for 

the angular momentum and parity coupling, allows for the neutron, proton, and a-particle 

multiple emission as well as for a fission channel and full у-cascade in residual nuclei. Particular 

attention is devoted to the determination of the level densities. These are calculated in the non-

adiabatic approach allowing for the rotational and vibrational enhancements. These collective 

effects are gradually removed above a certain energy. In the case of the rotational enhancement 
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this energy is related to the Coriolis force which couples intrinsic and collective motions. Our 
level densities acquire a dynamic aspect through the dependence of the Coriolis force and of 
the rotational enhancement on the nuclear shape, which is, in turn, obtained from the classical 
model of the rotating liquid drop. Intrinsic level densities are calculated using the Ignatyuk 
approach [12], which takes into account shell structure effects and pairing correlations. Use of 
the correct level densities is of fundamental importance for the present analysis as they 
determine the phase space available for each channel, a very essence that governs any statistical 
decay. In the case of the ER production one should also carefully consider the low energy level 
densities since this is the energy interval in which most of the ER are formed. That is why we 

use the BCS approach [13] in our calculations with the standard value A=12/VA. The yrast 
lines are automatically included in our calculations by the requirement that the total excitation 
energy be higher than the rotational one, otherwise the level density is set to zero. As far as the 
fission barriers are concerned, we use the rotating droplet model predictions (angular 
momentum dependent) as parametrized by Sierk [14] and allow for the temperature and 
angular momentum fade-out of the shell corrections [9]. This makes our shell corrections 
become dynamical quantities too. Dissipation effects, which delay fission, are treated according 
to refs. 15-17. 

In the following there we simply quote the quantities and expressions that were used in 
the calculation referring to a previous work [8,9] for a detailed comment. 
1) Level density (rotational enhancement included) 

1 [h2 

p(E,/,7c) = 
16Ч/бл~ 3,J 

*2 h2K2 

2) Rotational contribution to E^CD 

h2J(J+l) 
2<$±)sad 

3) Rotational contribution to the potential-energy surface 

h2J(J+l) 
2(3„)x 

4) Effective moment of inertia 

am %{E - Erot (K))~5'4 exp(2^a(£-Ero,(ZO)) 

(rotational energy) . 
f \ 

1 1 
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1 = 1 1_ 

3 e J f 3« S j . 

5) Level density (prolate) 

6) Level density (oblate) 

£ -
ft2*2 VV4 

23 ч? 
exp 1Aa E-

h2K2 

23 Я JA 

E-
h2 [J(J + Y)]-K 

V5/4 

Ф«Г 
X 

exp 2 a £ -
ft2 [ / ( /+!)]-* 

ф«г 
' 7) Coriolis energy 

Ecor = ha>0posc\ = 41/T1/3 |8MC | [MeV] 

8) Damping of the rotational effects 

2 
i-o, ' i • ч 

\ ^/3xrJ 
9) Vibrational enhancement 

Qro,= 
ЄХр(£СОгА) + 1 

^v,ur=exp 1.7 
ЗгПоА V/з 

,4/3 

4л ft adrop y 

10) Vibrational damping 

Qvtbr - 1+exp hn-t 
d, 

11) Enhancement factor of level density 

[Kvibr -Qvibr (Kvibr ~Щ • 

Particular attention was paid to the determination of the level density parameter a, 

which describes the density of the intrinsic excitations, also in presence of spherical nuclei. 

According to Ref. 12 the level density parameter a reads 

ф)=а[1+&Кгк^хЩ 
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where ar = 0.094 A is the asymptotic value and 7 = 0.064 MeV"1 is a parameter extracted by 

fitting the observed density of neutron resonances. 

In the calculations, the value of p=4-1021 s"1 for the viscosity parameter is used, while 

AJ=4 Й and J1/2=20-30 h (increasing from 20 to 30 for nuclei with atomic number decreasing 

from 110 to 82) are used to describe the spin fade-out function of the shell correction to the 

fission barrier. Such a fade-out brings shell correction to the fission barrier to a half at J=Ji/2 

with diffuseness of AJ. Moreover we also take into account the temperature dependence of the 

shell correction [9] to the fission barrier Bf so that Bf becomes 

Bf{t,J) = Bw(J) + f(t)g(J)6W 

where B/d(J) is the spin-dependent liquid-droplet barrier by Sierk [14], 5W is the shell 

correction, f(t) and g(J) are the functions that describe the temperature- and spin- dependence 

of the shell corrections respectively. 
To separate temperature and spin dependence of the shell correction the fissility of the 

same compound nucleus at different temperatures is analysed keeping angular momentum 
approximately constant and then allowing for different angular momentum distributions at the 
same fixed temperature. This can be carried out when a same fissioning nucleus is formed in 
different incoming channel configurations ranging from very light projectiles to heavy ones. 
The results [9] showed that calculations assuming constant shell correction fit experimental 
fission cross sections perfectly up to to (1:65 MeV for 210Po) and systematically fall balow 
experimental data at higher energies. It is possible to attribute this difference to the 
temperature fade-out of the shell correction and infer that it stays constant till to and falls above 
this energy. Multiplying shell correction by the temperature dependent factor 

№ = 1 t < t0 

|f(t) = к exp(-m t) t > t0 

(fitting proton induced fission cross sections in the whole energy range to obtain 210Po we 
found the values 5.809 and 1.066 MeV-1 for the parameters к and m respectively). Fig. 3 
shows extracted temperature dependence of the shell correction. This result contradicts some 
previous findings that suggest a much faster decrease. 

Once the temperature variation of the shell correction is settled, one may attempt to 
extract its angular momentum dependence. 
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Calculations [9] showed that, in spite of the use of the temperature dependent shell 
corrections (as extracted from the proton data), theoretical results for the a and 1 80 induced 
fission to form 210Po still fall short of the experimental data. This indicates that the temperature 
dependence alone is not sufficient to make theory agree with experiment. One traces this 
discrepancy to the missing angular momentum modulation of the shell correction, and assumes 
a simple ansazt for its spin fade-out 

г(7)^+ехр[(/-У1;2)/А/]+ЬЧ-(У-^)г/А^] 
The first term of this equation describes the overall decrease (Fermi type) of the shell 

correction while the second (Gaussian shaped) term has been introduced to account for the 

first oscillation. Jj/2, AJ, b, J„, and AJ_ are the parameters to be determined from the fit of the 

calculated fissility to the experimental data. 
We calculated the maximum values of the evaporation residue cross sections of the 

compound, nuclei with 82<Z<110 for the 4n, 5n and 6n channels, and for a2n and a3n 

channels. Considering that the unique set of parameters used for a wide range of nuclei might 

be not very realistic, it is more appropriate to observe the general trend of the ER-cross 

sections versus the atomic number rather than their actual values. Moreover, in our 

calculations we used the standard deviation a=4 MeV and truncation parameter t=3.5 for the 

distributed fusion barrier [18] according to the diffused barrier model. 

Figure 4 shows the maximum values of the calculated evaporation residue cross 

sections 04n, 0"5n and <*& in the investigated range of nuclei, while figure 5 shows the' maximum 

values Ga2a and Оазв. As one can observe the calculations well reproduce the behaviour of the 

experimental evaporation residue cross sections (figs. 1 and 2) and the steep decrease of O~ER 

occurs close to IT for xn -channel and close to U for axn-channel. 

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between calculated c^ and Can (fig. 6a) and between a^ 
and Овва (fig. 6b). Clearly the difference between om and Com observed experimentally (fig. 2) 
is well reproduced. 

The reason for the striking behaviour of the ER cross sections in the Th-U region may 
be inferred from fig. 7 in which the fission barrier Bf of nuclei after emission of 3, 4 and 5 
neutrons is plotted in function of the atomic number Z. The barriers also include the shell 
corrections and are calculated at J=Ji/i. As one can see the fission barriers become smaller 
than the neutron binding energies (about 5-7 MeV in the considered range of nuclei) close to 
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the thorium region. This explains the rapid decrease of evaporation residue cross-sections in 
this region. Moreover the ER,axn-production is three orders higher man ER,xn-producti6n 
because when the excited nucleus emits one alpha-particle, the atomic number of the daughter 
nucleus is lowered by 2 units and the fission barrier increases by about 4 MeV causing an 
increase of the evaporation residue cross section. 
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Fig. 1 Maximum values of the 
evaporation residue cross sections after 
emission of 4n (open symbols) or 5n 

. (closed symbols) versus the atomic 
number of CN, formed in the Ne, Mg 
and Al induced reactions. The dashed 
line is to guide the eye. 
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Looking at several microscopic approaches we present strong evidence that at large 
T the strength distribution of isoscalar vibrations concentrates on one low frequency 
mode. This feature is analyzed by applying Strutinsky smoothing procedures to re
sponse functions and transport coefficients, in particular the one for nuclear dissipation. 

1 Introduct ion 

At this conference we want to commemorate V.M. Strutihsky. Among his many contribu
tions to nuclear physics, the most important and most famous one was the development 
of the so called "Strutinsky method". For .a long time it was the only procedure feasible 
numerically, which allowed one to compute the potential landscape in which nuclear fis
sion could be understood to occur. The success of the method was made manifest by the 
prediction and subsequent experimental discovery of the second minimum. 
Many "people understand the Strutinsky method to simply deliver a recipe for doing the 
computations. For those who belong to this group Hartree-Fock seems to.be a big step 
towards a microscopic theory. Vilen Strutinsky did not share such an opinion. Rather 
than just seeing the numerical advantages, he always pointed to the physical background 
behind the basic idea. The Hartree-Fock approximation is based on the assumption that 
all particles move independently of each other. In the Strutinsky method such a hypothesis 
is necessary only for. particles close to the Fermi surface. The contribution of the others is 
taken care of by the liquid drop energy. But for a liquid in true sense correlations are im
portant, reflecting the strong interactions between neighbouring particles. At present both 
procedures lead to similarly convincing answers when applied to compute static quantities 
like the total masses or potential landscapes, mostly because both methods rely, heavily 
on phenomenologically fitted parameters. 
Perhaps the true essence of the Strutinsky method exhibits itself in collective dynamics, 
that we want to address in this paper. As is well known, V.M. Strutinsky and collaborators 
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have studied this problem and have published interesting suggestions and important meth
ods. Following a series of previous papers, we would like to exploit linear response theory. 
Response functions deliver an almost ideal means to study some of the basic questions 
which are at stake. They can be constructed such as to incorporate the following essential 
ingredients: 

I. 1) The deformed shell model, which in the Bohr-Mottelson picture defines the coupling 
between the collective modes and the nucleonic degrees of freedom; 

I. 2) the liquid drop model, with its influence on the effective coupling constant; 
I. 3) contributions of genuine "collisions" to collective damping. 
Among others the following questions arise: 

Q. 1) Does there exist a macroscopic limit for dynamical properties as well—similar to the 
liquid drop model in the case of the static energy? 

Q. 2) Can this limit be obtained by applying smoothing procedures to response functions? 
Q. 3) Can this limit be reached in practice by just raising the thermal excitation? 
Q. 4) Related to the previous questions: To which extend can the collisional damping be 

simulated by applying averaging procedures to response functions? Notice, please, 
that the effect of the collisions does depend on excitation. 

Q. 5) Specifically for nuclear dissipation we may ask the question: does the macroscopic 
limit of friction resemble more the wall formula or more hydrodynamic viscosity? 
We are aware that some of the issues just raised have been looked at in the past—but not 
all of them. In partiailar, we believe that in previous studies no adequate attention has 
been paid to (1.2 / 3) and (Q.3 - 5), certainly not within one model or theory. For a recent 
discussion of macroscopic aspects in nuclear physics we may refer to [1]. 

2 Response functions for isoscalar modes 

In this section we briefly outline the application of response theory, following largely [2] (see 
also [3]). We take for granted to be given a Hamiltonian H(£i,pi, Q) which describes the 
nucleons' dynamics in a deformed mean field, with the deformation being parametrized by 
the shape variable Q, whose expectation value (-ff(xj,p,-,Q)) represents the total energy 
of the system Etot (eventually including both the Strutinsky renormalization as well as 
"heat") . The equation of motion (ЕОМ) for Q(t) can then be constructed from energy 
conservation. From Ehrenfest's equation it follows: 

The operator which matters is seen to be given by the derivative of the mean .field with 
respect to Q. Assuming "collisions" to act fairly independent of deformation this operator 
is of one body nature, denoted by F(x{,pi, Q), and just by F if it. is to be taken at Qo-
2.1 Intrinsic versus collective response 

Provided collective motion is sufficiently slow the ЕОМ can be linearized locally in Q. To 
this end one expands the H(Q) around some Qo -to give: 

H(Q) = H{Q0) + (Q- QQ)F + \{Q - QQf (^§(Qo)) (4) 



A lengthy derivation, then leads from (2) to the following form of the local ЕОМ 

/

oo 
X(t - s)q(s)ds = 0. (6) 

-oo 

Here 5 = Q — Qm measures the deviation of the actual Q from the center of the oscillator 
approximating the true potential in the neighborhood of Q0. The x *s *he causal response 
function associated to the dynamics of the nuclear "property" JF. It is given by 

X{t-s) = Q(t~s)^tT ( p q s C Q o ^ o ^ C t ) , ^ ^ ) ] ) =2iQ{t-s)x"(t-s) (8) 

with the time evolution in FT(i) as well as in the density operator /5qs being determined 
by H(Qo)- The pqs is meant to represent thermal equilibrium at Qo with excitation 
being parametrized by temperature or by entropy. Finally, the quantity к summarizes 
contributions of static forces which appear in second order, see [2]: 

\ / Qo,To 

with x(0) being the static response and x a d the adiabatic suszeptibility. 
To make these formulas plausible a few explanations.are in order. It is easily seen that (6) 
has the same structure as the equation of motion which conventionally describes collective 
vibrations. Here it is applied also for cases when Qm does not coincide with a minimum 
of the potential surface. More important, these formulas are correct at finite excitations 
and under the presence of collisions. The form (10) is a generalization of the one given 
in [3] (which can be seen to be related to the one of Bohr-Mottelson). Here the last term 
guaranties that to harmonic order in q the local entropy of the system is conserved, for 
which reason the adiabatic susceptibility occurs. 
The Fourier transform of (6) is the secular equation for the local collective modes. It is 
convenient to have the latter appear as poles of another response function, which we like 
to call the "collective one". It can be constructed by adding to H(xi,pi,Q) a coupling 
to an "external" field, i.e. by introducing a Hamiltonian H' = H(xi,pi,Q) + qext(t)F. 
The collective response function can then be defined in the usual way, namely by 61Ё)Ш = 
—Xcoil(w)/ext(w). By suitably considering the influence of external and induced fields one 
gets: 

*-<">-r& (12) 

2.2 Collisional damping of nucleonic mot ion 

Now we want to examine the influence of "collisions" on dynamical properties. Looking at 
(12) it is apparent that this may enter through the nucleonic response function. x(w). "Col
lisions" come from.a residual interaction VTesa'(x,-,pi). As indicated, and mentioned before, 
we want to assume that this interaction does not depend on Q. Hence, the VrJs (&i,Pi) 
enters the x of (8) only through the H(QQ), which formally can be accounted for by ap
plying the technique of Green functions (see [4]). To make the whole expression feasible 



numerically a simplifying assumption is needed, which has been introduced first in [5} (see 
also [6]) applied in various computations afterward (see e.g. [7, 8, 9]) and explained in 
detail in [10, 11, S]. In this paper, we want to apply a more heuristic procedure. We will 
begin by evaluating the response function in the pure single particle picture. Writing the 
field in second quantization 

F(i) = £>;*с}(*)с*(*) (14) 

a straigthforward calculation leads to 

*"(*) = ^ E ЪьЪ'Л Им*(о Ль]) (16) 
n jkj'k-

for the dissipative part of the response function. Here the | fc) are the eigenstates of the 
E{£i,Pi, Qo) (with corresponding energies ejt). The expectation value is easily seen to be 
diagonal in к = k',j = j ' , so that the Fourier transform of (16) can be written as 

і* 

with 

* > W - 2 І (п{%я- T>-»<»n + ^ ) ) w ( 0 - 1 _ | ) e ( n - f + | ) .(20) 
and the Qk(u) being given by gfc(o;) = 2ir 6(hw — (ejt — / І ) ) Of course, for this simplified 

case we easily could have integrated over Q, to get a much simpler expression. But (18, 20) 
retain their validity under more general conditions. 
Notice that the gjt(w) represents the strength with which the single particle state | к} con
tributes to х'ік(ш)- But under the presence of residual couplings this strength distributes 
over more complicated states. This feature may be parametrized by means of the real and 
imaginary parts of a self-energy Sk(u> dt ге) = Е '*^ ) :f ^Г*(ц;) to give for £fc(u>) 

» И = — 7 Г — Т і (22) 
(fcu;-(e f c-M)-E'»)2+(^y 

Although this form correctly represents the strength of the state | k\ it should not be 
concealed that (18) with (20) and (22) is only.an approximation to х"(ш ) - The'phys
ical argument we have inherently used is the one of statistical independence: Since we 
are calculating the nucleonic response function we may assume the individual excitations • 
contributing to the full expression (see (16)) not to be correlated. Notice, please, that 
by construction all collective modes are supposed to be treated explicitly by collective 
variables like the one Q we look at in this paper. 
To specify (22) fully it is necessary to have a model for the self-energies. In the references 
given earlier the following form has been suggested and used: 

iy , r) = - l (^-^)2 + ^ 2 " (24) 
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Here 1/Го measures the strength of the coupling to more complicated states. It is propor
tional to the squared matrix element of the effective interaction. The с is a cut off factor. 
The following values have been used in computations: 1/Г0 = 0.03 MeV and с = 20 MeV. 
2.3 T h e effective* coupl ing c o n s t a n t 

The derivation of the ЕОМ in sect.2.1 was based on the linearization about a thermal 
equilibrium. As the coupling constant к is given by quasi-static properties (see (10)), it is 
no surprise that formulas can be derived which involve either the internal energy E(Q, So) 
at given entropy So or the free energy at given To. The first one reads: 

_, 32E(Q,So) -b-1 = 9Q2 + x(0) = C(0) + x(0) (26) 
Qo 

In this quasi-static picture the E(Q, So) stands for the lowest possible energy, and, hence, 
relates to what often has been associated with "adiabatic dynamics", in particular at zero 
excitation. The opposite case is the one of "diabatic motion". Taking this model to the 
extreme the occupation numbers of the nuclear states are frozen. Interestingly enough, for 
vibrations of this type the previous formulas can be taken over. The only change necessary 
is to replace к by a diabatic coupling constant кд\ whose value is given by an expression 
like (26) with the quasi-static energy being replaced by the diabatic one Edi(Q). It must 
be stressed that this analogy holds true only for genuine harmonic vibrations around the 
potential minimum. 
2.4 S t r e n g t h d i s t r i bu t i ons 

The dissipative part of (12) represents the distribution of strength over the various possible 
modes. As we shall see this distribution behaves completely different for adiabatic and 
diabatic motion. 
2.4-.1 " A d i a b a t i c case'? 

In [9] isoscahu- quadrupole vibrations of 2 0 8 Pb around the otable spherical configuration 
have been studied. At small temperatures (Г ~ 0.6 MeV) the strength distribution looks 
similar to th r one known from Г = 0. But above some critical value of T ~ 2 — 3 MeV the 
high lying modes disappear and almost all strength concentrates in a broad peak at very 
small frequency. According to [2] this is largely due to the fact that the vibrations looked 
at are the ones about thermal equilibrium in. true sense, meaning that many-p, many-h 
configurations come into play, for instance through the coupling constant (26). 
2.4.2 " D i a b a t i c c a s e " 

Still according to [2] a completely different behaviour is to be expected if the coupling 
constant is evaluated in the "extreme diabatic" picture with all the occupation numbers 
frozen. The corresponding coupling .constant &di stays constant with excitation, rather 
than to decrease as in the case of "adiabatic" motion (see Fig.5 of [2]). 
In Fig. 1 we present a numerical computation, again for the same situation as in [91, but 
with к replaced by kd\- No shift of strength is seen. It is only that the giant peaks get 
broader at larger Г, an effect which easily is traced back to the T-dependence of the (bare) 
single particle width as given by (24). 

3 T r a n s p o r t coefficients a n d t h e i r d e p e n d e n c e on Г 

Generally, the strength distribution shows individual peaks. They may be interpreted 
to represent individual modes ("resonances") of the system. For each one we may then 
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define the transport coefficients for average motion, namely M, 7 , С by identifying for the 
corresponding range of frequencies an oscillator response function through 

( Х с о ї і И Г 1 5{F)„ ~ C Y O S C M ) - 1 S(F}w = ( - M u ; 2 - 7 i - u ; + C) 6(Р)Ы = - / « « И (28) 

The behaviour of the strength distribution with increasing T, as seen in the "adiabatic 
case", must have implications on the transport coefficients. For instance, it is well known 
that any mode whose strength exhausts the energy weighted sum will have an inertia 
close to the one of irrotational flow mo- Indeed, in [9] it was found that the inertia of 
the low frequency mode, the only one which survives at large Г, does turn into mo for 
T < 2 — 3 MeV. This is a clear indication that the transition discussed is related to one of 
a macroscopic limit. 
For friction 7 the situation is less evident. In [8].it was found that 7 increases with Г (for 
Г < 4 MeV)—a behaviour which is entirely different from the one of hydrodynamics—but 
in all microscopic computations its value was never found really close to the one of the 

' wall formula either. 
For the quadrupole vibrations of lead all transport coefficients have been computed. Their 
temperature dependence shall be summarized looking at parameters discussed in the lit-

T= 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 (MeV) 
7/ = \ily/M | С | 0.07 0.46 1.63 2.82 4.66 dim.less 
p=7/M • 0.42 2.09 3.88 6.31 7.55 (10~2 1 s) 
hzo = V I С | /M 2.97 2.13 1.19 1.12 0.81 (MeV/Ti) 
A marked increase of the effective damping constant 77 with temperature is seen. It is very 
encouraging to notice that qualitatively this behaviour is in remarkable agreement with 
recent experimental findings in fission experiments [12]. For a quantitative comparison fur
ther calculations will have to be done specifically for fissioning systems, with the inclusion 
of the effects of pairing (v/hich will suppress damping at small excitations) and angular 
momentum (cf. [13] and [14], respectively). 

4 M o d e l s wi th hydrodynamic behaviour at large T 

The strength function found for vibrations about equilibrium at larger temperatures ex
hibits features of macroscopic motion, not seen for the diabatic case. Whereas the latter 
is largely governed by shell effects their influence apparently disappears for the "adiabatic 
case". It should be of interest to see what happens in a theory like.the one for "dissipa-
tive diabatic dynamics" (DDD) of Norenberg et.al. (see e.g.[15]) which incorporates both 
diabatic and adiabatic features. In the next section we will apply the basic ЕОМ of [15] 
to discuss vibrations in the language of response theory. As we will see, for large Г these 
•vibrations of DDD show features typical of hydrodynamics, not only for the inertia, but for 
the friction coefficient as well. A similar pattern is found in [16] where a Landau-Vlasbv 
approach is used. 

4.1 Response functions for Norenberg's D D D 

4.1.1 T h e mode l 

Let us take eqs.(2.30-32) of [15], write them in first order in q—qo and add a term — qext(t) on 
the right hand side. The latter represents an external force (with coupling SH = qext(t) q 
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to the system). For the sake of simplicity we assume the intrinsic relaxation time r,n t r to 
be independent of time. This implies to write for the non-markovian force: 

/ ds K(t,s)q{s) = CD I ds exp ( _ £ = ^ J q(s) (30) 
JtD Jta \ 'Hntr / 

To facilitate a direct comparison with our standard linear response treatment, we want to 
apply Fourier transforms in ordinary fashion. This means to put the initial time to equal 
to —oo. Defining the response function for collective motion in the usual way (see above) 
one easily derives the following expression: 

X c o l l ( w ) = -u,*B + CDx?{u,)(-iu,) + C(P) ( 3 2 ) 

Here, В is the inertia for irrotationa! Row and the Сц and C(0) are the stiffnesses of the 
diabatic and the adiabatic potentials. According to [2], see Appendix B, the latter are 
related to each other by: 

r _ r r,m_d2Sdi, d*E4s 1 1 . 
CD = Cd i - C(0) = - g j r - U s - - g - 5 - | « i , s - j : - -j- (34) 

Furthermore, in (32) there appears the equivalent to what we call "nucleonic" response 
function, namely 

X f («J = Г d(i - в) в(< - s) exp ((ш - - ! - ) ( * - s)) = — - Ц - (36) 

Notice the appearance of the 0 function. It takes care of the upper integration limit 
in (30) and renders the xFfo) *° be a causal response function. For a situation close to ' 
thermal equilibrium the r i n t r can be estimated as 

. T W 2 x l 0 - 2 2 s e c " З ЗГ [ ( r ) = M e V ] (38) 
П T2 x l O - 1 ^ T2 MeV 7г2Т2 MeV 

(if one assumes that the total excitation energy is shared equally among all the particles 
with the energy per particle given by T2 /10) We note in passing that the value of r;nt r 
agrees with the Г of (24) if one identifies Г = ~—, puts с = со and neglects the fre
quency dependence, i.e. assumes the excitations to occur at the Fermi surface. After some 
calculation one ends up with the following expression: 

( - А И Г 1 = "2B - C(0) - ш2^° ("Vntr - iwibtr) • (40) 
intr 

whose limiting forms'are readily derived: i) For u>TintT > 1 the effective stiffness is given 
by CD (being >• C(0)), and the friction coefficient becomes proportional to т-~*г—like it 
is for zero-sound modes, ii) At W7intr <C 1, the "hydrodynamic regime", stiffness is given 
by C(0) and friction becomes proportional to Tintr—as expected from hydrodynamics. It 
is worth noticing that the inertia stays the same in all cases. 
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4.1.2 T h e numerical result and i ts interpretation 

Let us look at numerical calculations of the dissipative (imaginary) part of this response 
function. Its frequency dependence allows to deduce directly the transition we want to 
study. To this end let us fix the adiabatic stiffness to C(0) = Bu% with huo = 1 MeV. 
By writing CD = /C'(O) the inertia В scales out. Its value can be related directly to 
the total strength of the energy weighted sum, which is of no importance here. In [17] 
the strength distribution has been evaluated for various temperatures. We show it here 
in Fig.2 (with acknowledgements to J. Trost). In this calculation / = 100 was put such 
that at T = 0 the giant resonance lies at about 10 McV. The value of / agrees with the 
one we found analyzing Strutinsky computations of static energies. The figure exhibits 
similarities to the results discussed before. It clearly demonstrates the existence of the 
transition, although it appears at temperatures larger than the ones found or suggested 
in our linear response model (see [9]). But there are more differences. It is seen that 
at small Г in this model there exist no low frequency mode at all—which certainly goes 
back to the scaling assumption made from the start. Moreover, as temperature increases 
one reaches the hydrodynamic regime with the friction coefficient being 7 ~ T~2. For a 
slow mode like fission where the Низ may be expected to be of the order of 1 MeV this 
should happen at somewhat more than T = 2.5 MeV. However, according to [IS] (see Figs. 
12/13) the values reached in this limit overestimate the ones found by analyzing fission 
accompanied by neutron evaporation by about an order of magnitude. Furthermore, as 
mentioned already in sect.3, in [12] dissipation was found to increase with Г rather than 
to decrease. 

4.2 Surface response in the fermi-liquid drop 

A paper of this title shall be published soon [16] and the main results will be presented in 
a contribution to this conference. For lack of space we just want to mention the essential 
points. A Landau-Vlasov equation is applied to the interior region of the nucleus with the 
collision term written in relaxation time approximation (but accounting for non-markovian 
and temperature dependent effects). Following another idea by V.M. Strutinsky and co
workers, the surface is treated by specially adapted boundary conditions. The strength 
functions of vibrations exhibits the same features as found above: for large T it concentrates 
in a low frequency mode. Different to the case discussed in sect.2.4.1, but similar to the 
one of DDD, it behaves like a hydrodynamic mode. 

5 Response functions and Strutinsky averaging 

In the previous sections we have found much evidence that strength distributions of 
isoscalar modes show the tendency to exhibit macroscopic behaviour when temperature is 
raised. The reader may now be prepared to discuss the questions asked earlier about a 
possible connection to Strutinsky smoothing. Let us recall the basic point of the Strutinsky 
procedure: i) One starts from a description of independent particle motion, ii) averages 
out the "shell effects" and iii) claims that the averaged quantity represents the "true" 
macroscopic limit. The latter can then be found by applying an adequate procedure to 
experimental results. We all know how perfectly well this procedure works for the case of 
the static energy. But there one is in the lucky situation that an average over mass number 
specifies the macroscopic limit almost by definition. For the dynamic case we do not even 
know whether or not a well defined macroscopic limit can be expected to exist. We have 
seen above that for nuclear dissipation various approaches lead to different results. Below 
we shall dwell further on this example, and we should be prepared for surprises. 
In this section we first would like to compare a few possibilities of actually performing the 
averages on response functions. We will apply the strategy to smooth the dissipative parts 
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and to apply Kramers-Kronig relations to obtain the corresponding other ones. As we 
shall see one eventually may take over the forms discussed in sect.2.2. But for pedagogical 
reasons it is better to start from the form of the pure single particle response and to 
introduce smoothing by even using largely the same notation as in common discussions of 
the static case. Eq.(18) can be written as 

*"(w) = -*• J2 (nM - "(ej)) | Fjk | 2 / de6(hu> - e + ej)8{e - ek) (42) 

5.1 Frequency and density smooth ing 

These procedures have been studied in [19]. The easiest one is a simple frequency smooth
ing by just multiplying (42) with some weight function f((hu — ftw')/7av)/7av and inte
grating over w. Since integration over de is not involved one may carry out the integral in 
(42) to get 

Х » = - * £ ( п Ы - " ( е ; ) ) l ^ - i 2 ^ - / ( ^ " ^ " e j ) ) (44) 
jk 7 a v T a v 

Another possibility is to replace the two 8 functions in (42) by "smoothed" ones and then 
carry out the folding integration i.e. substitute the density of particle-hole states which is 
inherently present in (42) by its smooth counterpart. This result in 

X » = - т г £ К е , ) - г г ( е у ) ) \Fjk\2±f2{hW <e* Cj)) (46) 

where 

., 7av Tav 

hi 
/

oo 
dy fix - y) f(y) (48) 

-oo 
The smoothed response function (46) will be referred to as density smoothed to distinguish 

from the frequency smoothed quantity (44). 
Comparing (44) with (46) it is easily recognized that the second version can actually be 
derived by averaging the first one a second time (mind (48)). The result for /2(1) then 
depends on the smoothing function fix) one starts with. For a Lorentzian the width just 
doubles. Taking the smoothing functions of the' Strutinsky method proper, the.famous 
Gaussian times a polynomial, density averaging.and frequency smoothing are about the 
same. Conversely, taking for /2 (г) the same 7av the х"іш) ЛУШ be smoother for density 
smoothing than for frequencv smoothing. Details will be discussed in a forthcoming paper 
[20] 
5.2 Energy smooth ing 

The two procedures just presented are somewhat unsatisfactory as in the basic expression 
(42) there are other quantities which depend on the single particle states or their energies 
and which thus are amenable to fluctuations in the spectrum. To cure this deficiency one 
would like to replace in (42) 

J2 - fdeg(e) fde'gie') (50) 
jk J J 
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where the original level density 5(e) = Ylk ̂ ( e ~~ efc) n a s D e e n replaced by the smooth one 

Же) = -Lff(^)g(eW = -L£/ (^) (52) 
/av J /av Tav , /av 

Of course, one would like to replace also the squared matrix j Fkj I elements by averaged 
ones, for instance by employing the same smoothing function 

(̂e,e') = £ ш2 я^ж^) / Y, л^)/(Цр) (54) 
•д. 7av 7av „ 7av 7av 

For the averaged response function one would thus get 

^\и) = -тгJ de{n{e-—)-n{e+—)^g{e-—)g{e+—)F\e-—,e+—) (56) 

and the friction coefficient in zero frequency limit can be brought to the form 

7(0) = ЩМ I ̂ Q = ? W ( e F ) ^ ( e F , eF) (58) 

5.2.1 Relat ion to collisional broadening 

For at least two reasons one may speculate that Strutinsky smoothing in one way or Other 
ought to account for or include the effects of collisions. First of all, the averaging interval 
is of the order of 10 MeV, a distance which certainly is larger than the average interval in 
energy over which nucleon's will effectively scatter even at large excitations. Secondly and 
more subtle, the Strutinsky method suggests that smooth parts are related to the liquid 
drop model. If for a moment we interpret the notion "liquid" by "hydrodynamics" we 
would certainly not be astonished to require "collision dominance" before these concepts 
are acceptable. 
Indeed, it is not difficult to see that eq.(56) can be deduced from (20), under certain 
circumstances. There is of course the difference in that in (56) smoothed squared matrix 
elements have been used. But they can be introduced in (20) as well, which actually does 
not make a big difference provided the other factor, x'jk(u>)i 1S sufficiently smooth already. 
But the latter will be so for sufficiently broad Qk and these quantities are easily related 
to the smoothing function f(x) which appears in the ~g of (52). All what is needed is to 
identify the Tfc/2 of (22) by the constant 7 a v appearing through (52) in (56) and to put 
equal zero the real part of the self energy. 
No doubt that by this crude approximation to (22) one will eventually violate basic laws, 
like the Kramers-Kronig relation between real and imaginary part of the self energies. 
Secondly, and equally important, in this way the temperature dependence of the collisions 
has got lost. Actually, from this observation we learn something about the limitations 
of smoothing procedures for dynamical situations. Nevertheless, a connection has been 
established which will allow us to perhaps draw some interesting conclusions later on. 
5.3 Implications on the s trength distribution 

In [19] the collective response function (12) has been studied. The x ( w ) w a s calculated by 
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applying frequency and density smoothing procedures. The coupling constant к has been 
evaluated by applying to formula (26) (at So = 0) the conventional smoothing procedure 
using the same 7 a v as for the response function. For the strength function associated to 
the averaged collective response ~хсоц the same behaviour was found as the one obtained 
in the microscopic approaches at large temperatures: It exhibits essentially one mode at 
small frequencies. If we call this behaviour macroscopic we may say that the corresponding 
limit has been recovered by applying smoothing procedures, qualitatively at least. 

6 Strut insky smoothed friction coefficients 
6.1 A slab mode l 

For friction the existence of a macroscopic limit in literal sense has been looked for in [21] 
applying a slab model to surface modes. Inside the slab of (average) width L there was a 
gas of free nucleons. Their motion was treated with the Vlasov equation with boundary 
conditions simulating mirror reflections at the walls—but discarding collisions among the 
particles. This situation corresponds to the one of the wall formula. Indeed, in [21] the 
latter could be reproduced, but only in the limit of L —• oo. This should be no surprise 
as all existing derivations of the wall formula have been done assuming ал at least semi-
infinite system. The more exciting issue of the paper was, however, that this limiting value 
could as well be obtained for a finite L when a Strutinsky smoothing was applied (actually, 
in the terminology from above it was "frequency smoothing"). So there is a model where 
for a dynamical quantity like friction the existence of a macroscopic limit can clearly be 
seen and for which this limit can be recovered by Strutinsky smoothing. 

6.2 The infinitely deep square well 

To some extent such a potential may simulate properties of a finite nucleus. Neglecting spin 
orbit forces calculations can largely be done analytically. Moreover, it has some similarity 
with the slab. The drawback is that the (nucleonic) response function we like to have in 
our .formulation shows some peculiar behaviour. This is due to the fact that for such a 
potential the field F is " surface peaked" to the extreme of a 6 function. This implies that 
for the matrix elements there is no natural cut off. It has to be introduced in order to make 
the response functions decrease with increasing u>. But doing this, interesting features can 
be deduced. 
Let us discuss results obtained with this model for the friction coefficient of quadrupole 
vibrations; for details we refer to [20]. By examining the matrix elements which appear in 
(58) one finally gets: 

7 (0 ) = 4:irhe2
F ^ hu,gi(eF) gv{eF) (60) 

U' 

where the Нц, are the angular parts of the squared matrix elements of У20, obeying the 
selection rules }щ, ф 0 if V = 1,1 ± 2.gieF- The gi(eF) is the average density of levels taken 
at the Fermi energy but wth.fixed orbital momentum. If the latter is evaluated in Thomas 
Fermi approximation we recover the wall formula 

hx4 

Tw.f. = 7(0) I T - P . = - r - f • xF=2meFRl/1i2 (62) 

Since Thomas Fermi becomes exact for an infinite system, i.e. for До —• со (with До 
being the radius of the potential well), this result is analogous to the one of the infinitely 
wide slab. However, for a finite RQ the Strutinsky smoothed result is smaller than the 
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7w.f.- This can be understood because "Thomas Fermi1' overestimates the smooth level 
density <7і(ег). Rather, the latter is supposed to be given by extended Thomas Fermi. It 
is very interesting that features like this show up here, which are well known for the case 
of the static energy. Related to these questions is of course the one for a plateau of 7(0) as 
function of the smoothing parameter 7 a v . The results of such a study are presented in Fig.3 
for all three smoothing procedures. The averaging parameter Д in Fig.3 relates to 7 a v as 
7 a v = 2xFAh2 /[2тЩ). The A coincides approximately with the number of shells involved 
in averaging. We see that a decent plateau is reached, indeed, if "energy smoothing1' is 
applied and if the cut off is chosen not too small. The line with dots represents 7w.f.- The 
discrepancy is the one we associate to the deficiency of Thomas Fermi. 

6.3 T h e oscil lator 

For spheroidal deformations (with Q defined by u>s = wo/Q,u?x = teaVQ) of a simple 
oscillator without spin orbit couplings friction has been evaluated similar to the case above. 
The results are shown in Fig.4, in Figs.4.a)-c) together with the analog of 7„..f. (line with 
stars). For the oscillator potential this value was evaluated by first rewriting (62) as 

and relating then the xp to the number Np of occupied oscillator shells by 

xF = (2meFR2
0y/2/h = y/b/2{NF + 2) (66) 

The striking feature of these results is that friction decreases with 7 a v . A detailed look [20] 
shows a decrease like 7^,2 for frequency and density smoothing and a softer one like 7",1 

in the case of energy averaging. In the bottom right corner we put together the results of 
Lorentzian smoothing, shown in the other parts of the figure by dashed lilies. 

7 Discuss ion 

We have presented several microscopic models for strength distributions of isoscalar modes. 
All of them show the same pattern when the excitation of the system is increased: A 
concentration of strength in a low frequency peak. The same feature is also obtained from 
applying Strutinsky smoothing to (collective) response functions. So far the individual 
models predict a different transition temperature and they disagree in the value and the 
temperature dependence of the transport coefficients.' 
Let's look at friction, for which there exists a "macroscopic" model if collisions are neglected 
entirely. In an expansion to A - 1 / 3 its leading expression is the wall formula [1]. Recently 
this has been confirmed again within a slab model [21]. Within this model "macroscopicity" 
could be simulated by applying Strutinsky smoothing. As we have seen, a similar but not 
identical result is obtained for a spherical nucleus if treated by an infinitely deep square 
well. However, in this case Strutinsky smoothing leads to a value generally smaller than 
7-w.f. depending on parameters like the cut-off energy etc. The situation differs even more 
if an oscillator potential is used which has a natural cutoff, simply due to the very fact 
that the relevant one body operator couples at most between two major shells. Calculated 
as function of the smoothing parameter 7 a v , above some critical value of 7 a v friction even 
decreases. Moreover, for the case of energy smoothing this decrease has a behaviour which 
one might be inclined to associate to the one known from hydrodynamics: it is proportional 
to 7 ^ and thus in a sense proportional to the associated relaxation time. 
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These features hint on the importance of the collision term. Let us for the moment go to 
the other extreme where collisions dominate nuclear dynamics. Let us discuss this situa
tion with the help of Fig.4.c. The critical value of 7 a v is about 1 — 2 fto?o- Recalling the 
common condition under which hydrodynamics applies this value does not necessarily ap
pear unreasonable. Notice, please, that at present we look at the "nucleonic" or "intrinsic" 
response function, not at the collective one whose modes appear at smaller frequencies. 
But the typical nucleonic excitation occurs at 2Кша, so that this fluid of intrinsic particles 
will show hydrodynamic behaviour only for larger 7 a v . 
A very important issue is to translate these values into temperature by associating the 
7av to the Г of (24) or the corresponding relaxation time from. (38). For the moment let's 
naively put both tiuj = / І , i.e. neglect the frequency dependence, and с —• oo. Then one 
gets 7av ~ T 2 / 3 , telling us that for the nuclear fluid the transition to "hydrodynamics" 
occurs at the large temperatures of T > у/бНшо. Notice, again, that these numbers do not 
refer to the actual excitations of the nucleus which are downshifted by the effects of the 
coupling constant k. Therefore we should perhaps not take these numbers too literally, 
here. 
"With respect to the interpretation of Strutinsky smoothing another message from this esti
mate is more important, namely the very fact of the dependence on T to power 2. Notice, 
please, that this is very distinct from the common relation one is used to in comparing 
Strutinsky smoothing and temperature smoothing, where one finds 7 a v ~ 4 — 5Г. This is 
a very clear indication that we cannot expect to settle the question of nuclear dissipation 
fully by just smoothing the single particle response. We have learned above that in this way 
we essentially get the wall formula. But this does not tell us what the true dissipation із. 
There can be no doubt that at finite excitations collisions musthe taken into account.-But 
then, besides the problem we just encountered, one must be careful about the dependence 
of the collision rate on other details. 
Let us take the estimate (24) and look at the implications of the presence of the cut-off 
parameter с and the frequency dependence of the whole expressions. There exist two 
studies from which we can deduce information on their importance. Firstly, for a finite c, 
the single particle width Г does not grow indefinitely. But most likely this feature prohibits 
friction from decreasing with temperature. Indeed, in the computations presented in [8] 
(see Fig . l l ) 7(T) approached a constant value, at least up to T = 5 MeV. Secondly, let's 
look at the implication of the frequency dependence. This does not simply come in by fixing 
the Тіш — /x to some given excitation. We have to look at the folding integral in (20). Taking 
the full Qkfa) actually leads to a smaller width of the strength distribution than a constant 
value of Г would lead to. This has been proven in [11] studying strength distributions of 
vibrations. As an immediate implication one would expect friction to become smaller than 
given by the estimate with a constant Г or 7 a v . The results for the transport coefficients 
given in sect.3 have been obtained with a computation accounting for all these effects. As 
we have mentioned at several places these results are in very encouraging agreement with 
values of the degree of damping deduced from fission experiments. 
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1. Large amplitude motion is very interesting and complicate field of nuclear physics. 

There are not so much methods and models treating this problem [1], so every new result 

here is valuable. 

In this paper we use the method of Wigner function moments in the frame of TDHF 

theory with the simple Hamiltonian to derive the set of nonlinear dynamical equations 

for the quadrupole and monopole moments of nucleus. This model is attractive, because 

it allows to write exact equations, which can be solved exactly. And what is more, it can 

be generalized to become rather realistic. 

2. Our model is based on the equation of motion for one-body density matrix p = 

p{rur2,t) in the TDHF theory: 

f = M-. .. w 
We transform it into the equation for Wigner function [2] . 

fhH!^-*"-^.}^/.. ' ; (2) 

where upper index of nabla shows the function which this operator acts on, H\y is Wigner 

transform of the Hamiltonian: 

Яиг(г, p ) = J e-**/ f t ( r + | \H\ r - | ) вв. 

If the Hamiltonian is the sum of the kinetic energy and the local potential V(r) , its Wigner 
. • . " . P2 

transform is just the classical version of the same Hamiltonian: Hw — TJ r V(T). Then 
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equation (2) becomes: 

Our model potential is the harmonic oscillator with the quadrupole-quadrupole resid

ual interaction: V(r,t) = ^тиРг2 -f ^q(t)Q(r), where Q(r) = x\ + x\ — 2xJ, q(t) = 

tr Qp = I drdpQ(r)/(r, p , i) . Only the first term of the sin-operator survive in this case 

and we have: 

Ж + ̂ Ь Р ^ - Ь а ^ 
with 

— = [m u? + 2 A <?(*) (fa + fa - 2 fa)] Xi. (5) 

Now we apply the method of Wigner function moments [3] to derive the closed system 

of the dynamical equations for cartesian tensors of second rank. Integrating equation (4) 

over the phase space {r, p} with the weights X{Xj, p,Xj, piPj we get: 

/ зд%^ »+/**, ta(n(r'*£?"''" * - °- w 
i j ^ (n(r, t)ui(r, t)) dr+ n(r, і ) і ; т - dr+ — хі~(ПГЛ*іdr = °> (7) 

^ / Лі(г , t)dr + ml n(r, t) u t(r, і ) — dr+-JY^ g^A"^ ') d r = °> (8) ' 

where [.. .]ij means that the quantity into brackets is symmetrized with respect to in

dexes і and j ([uibj]ij = a{bj + ajbi). Here we. have introduced the notations: n(r, t) = 

/ / (r ,p, t ) t /p, mn(r,t)ui(r,i) = / p,/(r ,p,i)dp, Aj...fc(r,t) = / p.pj • • -рь / ( г ,р , і )ф . 

By definition n(r,t) is the nucleon density, u(r, t) is the mean velocity of nucleons, 

Aij(r,t)/2m is the kinetic energy tensor (or pressure tensor). Integrating by parts the 

last terms in (6)-(8) and introducing the notations Jij(t) = / XiXjn(r, t)dr for an inertia 

tensor and n,j(t) = / Aij(r,t)dr for an integral kinetic energy tensor we have: 

d Mt) ~ If xin{y,t)ui(r,t)dr] = 0 , (9) 
dt 

d_ 
dt 

— Jxin{Y,t)ui{r,t)dT+jxin{T,t)—dr-~inij{t) = {), (10) 

Щ(і) + т fn(r,t) L ( r , i ) ^ 4 dr = 0. (11) 
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The last integral of the equation (8) with the third rank tensor Л3ц has disappeared 

due to the evident boundary condition A,ij(r,t) —*• 0 at r —•* со, which follows from the 

boundary condition for the Wigner function / ( r , p , t) —>• 0 at г —» oo. As a result we are 

left with the closed system of equations for second rank tensors. 

The equations (9) and (11) are evidently symmetric with respect to indexes i,j and 

the equation (10) has not the definite symmetry. We can construct easily the symmetric 

and antisymmetric equations by evident combinations of the equation (10) with different 

indexes: 

m 

d 
m7t 

j t j y ^ n f o O u i M ^ r j + [ / * i * ( r » * ) f £ * ] . . - £ П ' і ( * ) = 0, (12) 

/ n ( r , 0 {xjUi(r,t) - аод(г,*)}<!г = - / n{r,t) l XJ~- - Xi— \ dr. (13) 

The integral on the left-hand side of theequation (13) is the angular momentum of the 

nucleus. When V(r,t) is a self-consistent potential, the right-hand side of this equation 

is equal to zero and the equation express the angular momentum conservation law. For 

our model potential 

dV dV 
xj-*~ ~ ж ' а ~ 7 = IMifyxjXi {8ц - Sji + ба - Sj2 - 26i3 + 2Sj3). 

This expression is different from zero for j = 3, і = 1,2 or і = 3, j = 1,2 and proportional 

to жіагз or X2X3. The corresponding integral / n(r, t) х^хз dr is equal to zero, because our 

potential does not destroy the triplanar symmetry of the nucleon distribution n(r , t). 

Therefore our model conserves the angular momentum. 

The nontrivial information is contained in the symmetric equation (12). We transform 

it using the equation (9) arid the expression (5) for the potential derivative: 

m ^ U i ( 0 + 2ЛІ(*) {mw2 + Xq(t) (Sa + Sfl + Si2 + Sj2 - 2Si3 - 26j3)} -—Пу(<) = 0. 
(14) 

By definition q(t) = «7ц(і) + J2i(f) — 2J33(i), hence this equation is nonlinear in J , j . As 

is seen from ,its structure we can write the set of coupled dynamical equations for the 

tensors J n + J22 and J33: 

. . . . 2 
m ( J n + J22) + 2( J n + J22) {тшг + 2Л ( J „ + J22 - 2J3 3)} (Пи + П22) = 0, (15) 

rnhz + 2 J33 {тш2 - 4A(Ju + J22-2 J33)} Пзз = 0, (16) 
m 
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where dot means the time derivative and we don't write out the time dependence of 

tensors for simplicity. To be closed, this system must be supplemented with the dynam

ical equations for the tensors П22 -f П22 and П33. They are easily obtained from, the 

equation (11): 

|n , 4 (<) + 2 m { m w 4 2 A q ( t ) (Sa + 6i2-2Sa)} /n(r,i)u,-(r,t)Xidr = 0. (17) 

Using here equation (9) we have: 

(Пц + П22) + m (Лі + Л2) {mw2 + 2 A ( J„ + J22 - 2 J33)} = 0,. (18) 

П33 + m J33 {mu2-4X(Jn-\-J22-2J33)}^0. (19) 

As is seen from the structure of the equations (15)-(19), it will be more convenient to 

rewrite them in terms of new variables: the component of the quadrupole moment Q20 = 

Лі + «̂ 22— 2 J33, the mean square radius QQQ = J u + J22 + ^33 and the irreducible-tensors 
з 

П20 = Пц + П22 — 2 П33 and П00 = /_^ П„. Taking the simple combinations of the 
a=l 

equations (15), (16) and (18), (19) we get finally: 

m2Qoo + 2 mVQoo + 4 m A Q\0 - 2 П0о = P, 

ro2Q20 + 2 m2w2Q2o + 4 m A <?20(2 Qoo - Q20) - 2 П20 = 0, (20) * 

Поо + m2u2Qoo + 2 m A Q20Q20 = 0, 

П20 + m2u2Q2o + 2 m A Q20(2 <joo - Q20) = 0 -

Third equation of this system gives the integral of motion: 

rioo + mVQoo + m A ^ 0 = const. . (21) 

3. Let us consider the system (20) in small amplitude approximation. Taking the vari

ations Q\0(t) = Q}o(0) + SQxo{t), Пло(і) = Пдо(О) + 5ПАО(*) and neglecting the terms 

quadratic in 6, one obtains two independent systems: the system for quadrupole tensors, 

m2SQ20 + (2 m V + 8 m A Qoo(0)) SQ20 - 2 Ш2о.=? 0, (22) 

Stl-20 + m2u>2£Q2o = 0, 

and the system for monopole tensors, 

m2SQ00 + 2mW6Qoo--26nQo^0, (23) 

6ІІ00 + m 2u2SQm = 0. 
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We consider the spherical nuclei in this paper, so -we put everywhere (Эго(О) = 0. Sup

posing the time dependence e'n t for all the variables one can find easily the next eigenfre-

quencies: 

H0 = 2w • (24) 

for the monopole vibrations and 

fi2=2A/cj2 + ^AQ 0 0(o) (25) 

for the quadrupole vibrations. Using in (25) the usual expression [1, 4] for the force 

constant 
—ти2 .„„.. 

arid having in mind, that Qoo(0) = A < r2 >, one can obtain the well known [1, 4] result 

for the quadrupole eigenfrequensy 

fi2=\/2w. (27) 

The energies EQ = Ш 0 and E2 = ТШг are in qualitative agreement with the experimental 

values of the energies of the monopole and quadrupole giant resonances (for Ьш = 4 1 Л - 1 ' 3 

MeV). 

So, in the small amplitude approximation our model gives only two levels, which can 

be interpreted as giant 0 + and 2 + resonances. This is true also for the calculations with 

realistic interactions [5]. 

Principally another situation is observed in general case, when the system (20) is 

solved without any approximations. We solve it numerically with the help of Runge-

Kut ta procedure. The solutions depend strongly on the initial conditions (i.e.). We take 

Q20(0) = Пго(О) = 0 because we deal with spherical nuclei. Qoo(0) is chosen in the evident 

way: Qoo(0) = | R 2 A . The initial value for Поо(0 i s fixed by the equilibrium conditions, 

when nothing depends on the time (all the time derivatives are equal to zero). The first 

equation of the system (20) in the state of equilibrium gives the required relation: 

m VQoo(O) - Поо(0) = О. 

The initial values for the time derivatives Qoo(0) and Q2o(0) are arbitrary. We have-

performed the calculations for two values of the force constant A and for four sets,of 

Qoo(0), Q2o(0): 1) 6100, 10000, 2) 6100, 10, 3) 10, 10000, 4) 10, 10 (all the values are in 
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MeV-fm2). The time-dependence of the function цЬо(2) for the first variant of i.e. with 

A = АвоЬг i s demonstrated by the fig.l. As.is seen, it oscillates quite irregularly. The 

maximal period of oscillations, when the curve begin to repeat itself, is T2 = 457.4 MeV - 1 

( r = t/7i). The pictures for other functions and other variants of i.e. are more or less 

similar. Having the periods of oscillations one can perform the Fourier analysis of the 

curves and represent* all the functions by series 

f(t) = -— + y j ( ° t cos w,i + bi sin cj,-t). 
X 

The results of such calculations are demonstrated in the table 1, where the eigenfre-

quences %u>i and the corresponding coefficients a,- and 6,- of the functions Q20 and Qoo 

are shown for the first variant of i.e. and A = Ав0ь- As is seen there are about 40 

eigenfrequences having the diapason of the amplitudes a,-, 6,- from 10~3 to 103, the dozen 

of them having this diapason from 10° to 103. All these frequences correspond to transi

tions between various levels Ev of the nucleus, i.e. they can be represented as differences 

huifnv = Ец — Ev. So, it is necessary to perform some combinatorkal analysis to find the 

eigenvalues Ev. Of course the energies of GQR and GMR can be recognized immediatly 

without any combinatorics. They are very close to that of calculated in the small am

plitude approximation: E2 (Й^іг) became 9.49 MeV instead of 9.78 MeV and Eo (hun) 

became 13.67 MeV instead of 13.84 MeV. So, we confirmed the well known fact, that 

giant resonances are described very well in the small amplitude approximation. 

It is very interesting to discover the multiphonon states. One can find two-, three-

and four-phonon states, corresponding to GQR. Their energies are hu22 = 2 • E2 = 18.98 

MeV, hu30 = 3 • E2 = 28.48 MeV and Пш3б = 4 • E2 = 37.97 MeV. There are two- and 

three-phonon states corresponding to GMR. Their energies are HW29 = 2 • EQ = 2 7 . 3 4 

MeV and hui37 = 3 • EQ = 41 MeV. There is one two-phonon state consisting of the 

quadrupole and monopole phonons (its energy is hw2s = E2 + Eo = 23.16 MeV). There 

are two three-phonon states consisting of: two quadrupole plus one monopole phonons 

^ 3 3 = 2 • JB2 + Eo = 32.65 MeV and two monopole plus one quadrupole phonons ^ 3 5 = 

E2 + 2 • Eo = 36.83 MeV. 

It is not so difficult to show, that all the rest ЬШІ are just the differences-of these (and 

more high lying) multiphonon states. For example, %Ш\ — ЪЕ2 — 21?oi fo*>2 = ЬЕ§ — 7J?2> 

йо-6 = E0 — 2?2, tu*}7 = 2E2 — E0 and so on. 
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The calculations with the A = f АвоЬг show, that the results" axe rather sensitive to 

the force constant. For example, the energies of GQR and GMR are encreased by 1.2 

MeV and 0.06 MeV respectively, their strengths decreasing about 15%. The strengths 

of multiphonon states are decreased about 2 times and more. The comparison of the 

results of calculations with different i.e. shows that the strengths of all the states are very 

sensitive to i.e., what is evident.' Not so evident is ' the noticeable dependence of energies 

on i.e.. We interpret i t as the manifestation of the dynamical deformation of the nucleus. 

It is possible also to notice the next ruler the less the initial values of Qoo or O20 a r e 

chosen, the less the resulting amplitudes aj, Ь,- are obtained. The amplitudes of some reso

nances become so small, that it would be better to say, that these resonances disappeared. 

For example the limit of small amplitudes is practically achieved for the fourth variant 

of i.e., where only GQR and GMR have the noticeable amplitudes and their energies are 

equal exactly to y/2hw and 2hoj. 

It is seen from the table 1, that the maximum amplitude of the quadrupole moment 

is Q2o(max) ^ 1034 fm2. This value corresponds to the deformation parameter /? ~ 0.13. 

Increasing the initial value of Q20 one increases Q2o(max). The calculations show that 

the maximum feasible amplitude is Q2o(max) a 2403 fm2, that corresponds to /? ~ 

0.28. Further increasing of 6?2o(0) leads to the instability: the amplitudes begin to grow 

infinitely. 

4 . Let us enumerate the main results of this paper. The set of nonlinear dynamical 

equations for quadrupole Q20 and monopole Q0o moments of nuclei is derived from the 

TDHF equation with the help of the method of Wigner function moments. Due to the 

simplicity of the used Hamiltonian all the derivation are performed exactly, without any 

approximations. These equations are solved numerically for 2 0 8Pb. It is found, that the 

functions Q2o(t) and Qoo(t) oscillate irregularly. Their Fourier analysis yields about 40 

eigenfrequencies, which correspond to various, differencies of the energy levels. Combina-

toric analysis allows to find the giant quadrupple and monopole resonances and a lot of 

multiphonon states constructed of these two resonances. 

The theory can be modified to take into account spin degrees of freedom. In this case 

it will be possible to study a large amplitude motion with the rather realistic Nilsson 

potential. The extension to the description of excitations of higher multipolarities is 
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straightforward. 
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T a b l e 1 . Four ie r coefficients a n d energies for A = Asohr a n d Qoo(0) = 6100, Q2o(0) = 10 4 

n [j '• n — 

hiü{ Qoo Q20 

i MeV bj ai bj aj 

0 0.00 j ' O.00Ö 69.547 0.000 -346.892 
1 1.14 -2.729 -0.735 9.464 2.550 
2 ].90 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.004 
3 2.28 O.006 -0.010 -0.038 0.065 
4 3.04 -O.086 0.035 0.407 -0.167 
5 3.42 0.000 0.000 -0.001 -0.002 
6 4.18 -0.641 -5.152 26.682 213.580 
7 • 5.32 16.475 2.312 -46.538 -6.508 
8 6.07 O.OOO 0.000 0.001 0.001 
9 6.46 -0.005 0.012 0.015 -0.035 

10 7.21 0.029 • -0.016 -0.172 0.097 
11 8.35 0.818 3.234 -8.459 -33.331 
12 .9.49 -37.702 -0.585 1008.723 14.817 
13 10.63 0.342 -1.194 0.865 -3.034 
14 11.39 0.001 0.00] -0.029 0.021 
15 11.77 0.008 0.005 0.014 0.008 
16 12.53 -0.703 -1.803 -0.983 -2.512 
17 13.67 461.418 -50.204 53.062 -5.838 
18 14.81 2.606 -16.684 -0.640 4.139 
19 15.95 -0.020 -0.008 0.014 0.006 • 
20 16.70 -0.006 -0.011 0.029 0.053 
21 17.84 1.833 -0.433 -7.259 1.729 
22 18.98 -1.073 34.542 0.703 -23.925 
23 20.12 0.179 0.054 -0.128 -0.038 
24 22.02 0.238 -0.088 0.347 -0.130 

•25 23.16 0.199 2.142 1.069 il.233 
26 24.30 -0.140 -0.024 0.628 0.107 
27 25.44 0.000 0.000 0.001 -0.002 
28 26.20 -0.005 0.002 0.029 -0.015 

• 29 27.34 -0.041 -0.187 0.145 0.651 
30 28.48 0.453 0.021 -1.055 -0.046 
3 1 29.62 0.001 -0.004 -0.003 0.009 
32 31.51 0.001 0.002 -0.012 -0.035 
33 32.65 -0.130 .0.010 0.191 -0.015 
34 33.79 -0.001 0.009 0.003 -0.017 
35 36.83 -0.015 0.000 -0.025 0.005 
36 37.97 0.001 0.000 -0.002 0.027 . 
•37 41.00 0.001 0.000 ' -0i003 0.001 



Fig«l« The time-dependence (T = t/%) of the quadruple moment for 

A = Aßohr and the initial conditions <Joo(0) = 6100, Q2o(0) = 104. 
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ABSTRACT 

A semiclassical theory of collective vibrations, based on the linearized Viasov equation, 
is reviewed, and reformulated in terms'of angle-action variables. The relation between 
the expression obtained here for the zero-order polarization propagator and that derived 
previously by Brink et al. 1 is discussed. A formulation of the theory useful for the study 
of collective vibrations in axially symmetric deformed systems is also dicussed. 

1. Introduct ion 

The Viasov equation is just the Liouville equation of classical statistical mechan
ics with a self-consistent potential. Liouville's equation preserves the density of points 
in phase space. Hence we can apply this classical equation of motion also to quantum 
systems, since, if we start out with a phase-space density that is consistent with the 
Pauli principle (no more than^one particle in-cell h3 of phase space), then our system 
will continue to satisfy this condition also at later times 2 . Of course some quantum 
effects, like the possibility for a particle of penetrating under a potential barrier,are 
lost in this semiclassical description. 

2. Dis tr ibut ion Function 

The single-particle distribution function / ( r , p , t) has the property that the quan
tity / ( r , p , t)drdp gives the number of constituents of the many-body system which, 
at time t, are located within a phse-space volume drdp about the point (r, p ) . The 
spatial density is given by p(r, t) = j dpf(r, p , t). 
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The time evolution of / is governed Ъу a Boltzmann-type equation 3 

^ + ^ - V / - b F . V p / = I c o„. . (1) '-

Here m is the mass of a constituent, P the force on a constituent due to a possible ex
ternal field, and Icou. incorporates the effect of interactions betweeen the constituents 
of the many-body system. 

3 . Mean-f ie ld a p p r o x i m a t i o n 

Equation (1) is a complicated integro-differential equation and it is tempting to 
make some simplifying assumption in order to make it more manageable. A common 
ansatz is the mean-field approximation: i t is assumed that on the average the effect 
of collisions between constituents is that of creating a static,equilibriurn mean field 
in which every constituent moves as an independent particle. Clearly this is a rather 
drastic approximation, but a posteriori it has-been seen to work quite well in quantum 
many-fermion systems like nuclei or metallic clusters. This can be attributed to the 
effect of the Pauli principle that inhibits collisions which lead to occupied single-
particle states. Thus, in the mean-field approximation Eq.l becomes 

{/o, M = 0 , (2) 

where {, } denote the Poisson brackets, /o(r, p) = F(ho) is the equilibrium distribu
tion function, and 

ло = | ^ + а д - (з) 
the equilibrium mean-field hamiltonian, with Uo(r) a phenomenological mean field (in 
nuclei UQ is often approximated with the well known Saxon-Woods potential well, in 
metallic clusters the jellium model gives a similar mean field). 

In principle Uo and / 0 should b e determined in a self-consistent way from the 
two-body interaction u(r — r ' ) between constituents, since, classically, 

U0(r) = Jdr'u(r-r')JdpMr',p) (4) 

In quantum mechanics there is an extra contribution due to exchange (Fock) terms. 
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4. Linear Response 

A very common method for obtaining information about microscopic many-body 
systems is that of perturbing their equilibrium state -with external forces. Under these 
conditions, Eq.2 must be replaced by ~ 

^ ~ + {/(r,P,t). Mr,P,*)} = 0, (5) 

with 
h(r-\p,-t)= •Z- + U(r,t) + Ue:t(r,t), (6) 

and • . ' 
U(r,t)^ j dr'u(r-r') J'dpf(r',p,t), (7) 

while Uext represents the external field. ' , 

If the external perturbation is small, it will induce only small fluctuations about 
equilibrium. In this hypothesis 

Лг ,Р , і ) = Уо(г,р) + £/(г,р,і) , - ( 8 ) • 

w i t h ' o y < / 0 , 

and 
u(r ,p, i) = u0(r,p) + ta(r,p,0, (9) 

where 
8h(Tlp,t) = tfeit(r,t) + J dr'u(r - r') J dpSftt', ptt) (10) 

The first part of the. perturbation accounts for the direct action, of the external field 
on the constituents, while the second part is a consequence of the density fluctuation 
induced by the external field. In the hypothesis of small deviations from equilibrium, 
the Vlasov equation (Eq.5) can be linearized^ giving 

~ + {SfM + {fo,Sh}=V, (П) 

This is a linear differential equation in the seven variables (t, r, p), and in general it is 
not easy to solve it. However, it has been pointed out in * that there is a whole class of 
systems for which the solution of Eq. l l is almost trivial. These are all the systems for 
which the equilibrium mean-field hamiltbnian is separable. For separable hamiltonians 
we can employ the angle-action variables Ф and J instead of г and p for describing 
the single-particle motion. The angle variables фа axe canonical coordinates and the 
action variables Ja are the conjugate momenta (more precisely,with our normalization, 
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in which the angle varables take values in [0,2ж], the conjugate momenta are Ja/2it)-
For a particle moving according to /i0, the action-angle variables satisfy Hamilton's 
equations 

фа = 2тг—~ = ша . (12a) 

Ja = - 2 * f ^ = 0 (12b) 
Офа 

Thus the action variables are constants of the motion, the Hamiltonian depends only 
on the action coordinates, and not on the angle coordinates. Moreover the motion is 
periodic in the angle variables, a generic function Q(r, p) becomes a multiply periodic 
function of the angle variables фа, and can be expanded in Fourier series as: 

3 ( г , р ) = 2 > п е - ф , (13) 
n 

where n is a vector with integer components. 

Using action-angle variables, the problem of solving Eq.ll becomes trivial, since 

and,using the expression (13) for 6f, 

W , M = X>'(n.oO Sfn е''п-ф. : (15) 
n * , 

Similarly, {fo,f>h} becomes , 

{fo,6h} =.^-{ / l°'^> = -F'(ho)^i(nju) 6hn ein-*. (16) 

Finally, taking the Fourier transform with respect to time, Eq.(ll) gives the following 
expression for the Fourier coefficients of Sf(u}) 

Because of the fluctuation of the self-consistent mean field induced by the external 
force, the perturbation Sh contains two terms, and the second term in Eq.lO (self-
consistent term) contains 8f, so that Eq.17 gives only an implicit solution of Eq. l l . It 
is convenient to express the solution of the linearized Vlasov equation, Eq.l l , through 
a propagator, defined by the equation. 

6p(r,u) = J'dr'27(r,r\«)tfe,t(r',to). (18) 
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also, it is more convenient to work in momentum space, rather than in coordinate 
space, so, taking Fourier transforms, 

Z>(q\q,u/) = Jdr' Ь г е - ' ч ' - ^ ^ г » ^ ' 4 - 1 (19) 

with the help of Eq.lO and Eq.17, the polarization propagator in momentum space 
can be shown to satisfy the integral equation *'4 

D(4\4,u) =D°(q!iq,u>) + ^ J dkD\4',h,u)u(k)D(k,q,u>), (20) 

with 

?V.q.«) = E / d J *"(*o) nmta£^+iv) Qn(q',J) G-ta, J), (21) 

and 

Q n ( 4 ' J ) = ( 2 ^ / * Є~ І П 'Ф е ' Ч Г ( 2 2 ) 

Thus we see that the linearized Vlasov equation leads to an integral equation for 
the polarization propagator which is similar to the RPA integral equation (no ex
change terms though) satisfied by the quantum particle-hole propagator. Moreover, 
the Vlasov equation gives also an explicit expression for the zero-order polarization 
propagator D°%, which, for separable systems, is relatively simple.. 

Kirzhnitz and collaborators have obtained an expression for the classical polar
ization propagator, which is more general than Eq.21 5 . However, in order to use 
Kirzhnitz's formula, one musl b e able to integrate the single-particle motion over an 
infinite time, and this in practice limits the usefulness of Kirzhnitz's formula to peri
odic orbits, while Eq.21 applies also to multiply periodic motion (see 6 for. a discussion 
of the relation between our method and Kirzhnitz's method). 

5. Features of zero-order propagator 

Equation (21) for the zero-order propagator has several interesting features. First' 
of all we notice thai; 2?° is completely determined by the equilibrium hamiltonian h0, 
and by the equilibrium distribution F(ho). Here we shall be interested only in systems 
of fermions at zero temperature, for which the Thomas-Fermi model gives 

F(h0) = j ^ 6 ( E F - hQ), (23a) 

or 
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F'(h0) = J^S(EF - h0), (23b) 

•which means that , in this case only the particles on the Fermi surface can contribute 
to the excitation process. Clearly this is a very reasonable approximation if the 
excitation energy is small compared to the Fermi energy. The zero-order propagator 
(21) has poles at the frequencies n • w( J ) (the small imaginary parameter i-q has been 
added in order to give an unambiguous prescription on the integration path, at" the 
poles). The vector fa>(J) is defined as (see Eq.l2a) 

ш( J ) = 2vrV jho(J ) . (24) 

The fact that ш depends on J gives a width to the resonances {u is a constant for the 
harmonic oscillator potential). The components of fa> are the fundamental frequencies 
of the multiply-periodic single-particle motion in the equilibrium mean field. The 
Fourier coefficients (22) replace the quantum matrix elements, in fact they are their 
classical limit (Ref.7,p.l67). 

6. Spher ica l ly S y m m e t r i c S y s t e m s . 

The zero-order propagator (21) is still a fairly complicated object. It becomes 
simpler if the equilibrium mean field displays some symmetry. For systems that have 
a spherical shape at equilibrium, ho is always separable in the spherical coordinates 
(r, 0, (p), our theory applies, and it is possible to obtain a simplification of the propa
gator (21), as well as of the integral equation (20). An expression for the propagator 
D° for spherically symmetric potentials has been obtained in 1 , although in a slightly 
different way, and the connection between Eq. 21 and the expression given in * is not 
self-evident. Nonetheless, for spherical potentials', Eq. 21 is exactly equivalent to the 
expression obtained in * (see Ref.8). Instead of the action variables (Jr, J$, Jv) = J 
that arise naturally in a treatment with polar coordinates (Ref.9, p.472), we can use 
any three other independent constants of the motion, e.g. the particle energy E = ho, 
the particle angular momentum A, and the projection Лг of the angular momentum. 
Then Eq. 21 gives 

xd[JT,JesJ<e)x pf/cn n.u(Ex\) 
,n.fa»(J5,A).— (ш +іт}) 

(25) 

"«.•Иг £/<*/«/<* I ^ ^ I m 
X Q n * C E A A z , q ' ) Q „ ( . E A A 2 , q ) 

The Jacobian can be easily evaluated to be 

І ^ # І =(̂ №.,A), (26) 
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where Г is the period of radial motion. Moreover, there is an intrinsic degeneracy in 
any central potential,since the plane of the orbit is constant. This implies that two 
of the components of the frequency vector w are equal: 

л dhQ n dh0 ,„„N 

Then Eq. 25 gives " 

I>0(q',q,w) = ]T fdEF'(E) I d\(2*)2T(E,\) 

x П3Цг(Д,Л)+П2Ыу(Д,Л) g 

n3wr(E, A) + n2wv(E, X)-(u + iri) ^ 

Y,jdX* Q*n(S,A,A2,q') Qn(£,A,A.,q) x 
« і 

By expanding the external field e , q r in multipoles, the Fourier coefficients (22) can 
be related to the coefficients of * that contain only a radial integral, and Eq. 28 is 
seen to be indeed equivalent to Eq. 5.22 of *. For spherically symmetric systems, the 
integral equation (20) can also be simplified, since, expanding in multipoles gives 

DL{q',q,u)=Dl{q',q,u) + - — / dkk2D0
L{q',k,4>)u(k)DL(k,q,Uj) , (29) 

(2*T Jo 

thus,instead of the three-dimensional integral equation (20), for spherical systems we' 
get a set of uncoupled one-dimensional integral equations for each multipole compo
nent. The multipole strength function is given by 

. SL(q,u) = 1mDL(qiq,u). • (30) 
7Г . 

7. Deformed (axially symmetric) Sys tems . 

If the equilibrium mean field Uo is spherically, symmetric, then ho is always 
separable, and our theory can be applied. For deformed systems we must distiguish 
between separable and non separable hamiltonians, since, even for axially symmetric 
deformed systems, the single-particle motion can be chaotic 10 . A very simple model 
for a deformed nucleus, or a deformed microcluster, is obtained by*approximating the 
deformed mean field with a static deformed cavity. The hamiltonian corresponding to 
such a cavity is separable in the (prolate or oblate) spheroidal coordinates (u, v,ip). 
Moreover, since we are assuming axial symmetry about the г-axis, there is some 
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simplification of the general formula Eq. 21. The propagator (21) can be expanded 
in partial waves as n 

P ° ( q \ q , " ) = £ E E DL'LMW,<l,")YL>M(<i,)Y£M(cO . ' (31) 
L=0 M=-.L L'=|Af| . 

and 

• . ; n-a>(£ f ,e,Az) (32) 
n • ut(EF, є, Az) - (w + г*77) 

with б a constant of the motion that replaces A. The coefficients Q„ are 

x (4тт)гІ'УІ,м(^(и, и), 0)іь(дг(и;и)) , 
(33) 

We note that,because of the assumed rotation symmetry about the z-axis, the 
integer nip must be equal to M.For these deformed systems, we obtain, instead of the 
set of uncoupled integral equations (29), the following set of coupled integral equations 

I 

DL>LM{q',q,u) = D°L,LM(q',q,uj) 
-I «•> /«OO 

+ 7^ЙТ Е - / dkk2D0
L,eM(q',k,u;)u(k)DiLM{k,q,u>). 

An interesting feature displayed in this equation is that, contrary to the spherical 
case, in deformed systems the two-body interaction between the constituents does 
couple the responses of different multipolarity.' As usual the strength function for a 
given multipole is 

SbM(q,bj) = Im£>LLAf(?,g,w) . (35) 
7Г 
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Abstract 

The nuclear rotational motion in deformed nuclei has been investigated at • 
varying rotational frequencies and excitation energies by comparing measured 
and calculated spectra of the nucleus 1(SSYb. The calculated spectra were obtained 
making use of simulations of the y-decay cascades by Montecarlo techniques. 
The energies and transition strengths were obtained from cranked mean field 
rotational bands, interacting via a surface-delta interaction. The main properties 
of rotational decay are reproduced in a satisfactory way. 
The role of the residual interaction acting among rotational bands was found to be 
very important. The fluctuation analysis method was applied to both the measured 
and calculated spectra. 

Introduction 

The nuclear structure of well deformed, strongly rotating hot nuclei, is usually 
studied by measuring single, double and triple-fold coincidence spectra of the 
y-decay of excited nuclei.. 
These nuclei, generally populated by fusion reactions in a region of high angular 
momentum ( I = 40-50 ft) follow a decay flow which cools them from the entry 
state, close to the neutron binding energy, down to the ground state. The decay 
.flow passes through a region of high level density already at -2-3 'MeV above the 
yrast line, giving rise to "quasi-continuum" in the measured spectra, and, then, 
through discrete and well separated rotational bands at few hundreds keV above 

•yrast. 
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Standard techniques of discrete spectroscopy are, in general, useful only to 
investigate the most intense bands at'low heat energies. Nevertheless, there are 
strong evidences that rotational transitions keep their collective character even 
high above the yrast line, where El statistical transition:; compete with rotational 
E2 decays. 
To explain the general patterns. observed in the? experimental spectra it is 
necessary to assume that the rotational strength becomes fragmented over a wide 
range of levels, so that a given initial state can decay to a distribution of final 
states. This phenomenon is called damping of rotational .motion. 
At high excitation energy, rotational bands become very closely spaced and any 
single band can be viewed as a collective sequence of related states imbedded in 
a dense background of other, more or less complicated states, to which it will 
couple by residual interaction. This coupling leads to the stationary states of the 
system, the compound states (CN). which are complicated mixtures of'the 
available unperturbed configurations L1,2]. 

This picture of the rotational decay seems to be fairly established, but several 
central questions remain to be answered, like the number of levels associated 
with the decay in the damped and in the undamped region, the energy above yrast 
where rotational damping sets in, the shape of the strength function associated to 
the E2 decay and its width. 
These questions, from a theoretical point of view, are strictly related to the 
residual interaction acting on the unperturbed rotational states generated by the 
cranked mean field. The shape of the strength function depends on the strength of 
the residual interaction. 

A satisfactory connection between theory and experiment needs a simulation of 
the decay cascades followed by the application of the same analysis procedures 
to the calculated and measured y-y spectra. .In the next section, the main features 
of the new developed simulation code are described. 

The nuclear rotational motion 

For many deformed nuclei several discrete rotational bands, built on single 
particle configurations close to the yrast line, have been identified. One can 
assume that such regular bands extend up to a certain thermal energy Un above 
the yrast line (. Fig. 1-а ), and that at higher excitation energy the bands become 
mixed. The rotational structures at varying thermal energie.s form a typical pattern 
in the two dimensional coincidence matrix, consisting of an empty valley along 
the Eyi=Ey2 diagonal, bounded by ridges on either side. A schematic illustration 
of this pattern is given in the contribution of P. Bosetti to this conference. An 
example of a measured y-y spectrum is shown in fig. l-b. 
The ridges are clearly visible and have a width of -20 keV, consistent with the 
spreading of the moments of inertia; the valley is rather shallow, due to events 
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originating in the region in which the rotational bands are strongly interacting. 
The bands admixed in such complicated states display a distribution of transition 
energies, because they react differently to the nuclear rotation. Consequently, a 
complicated state can decay to a variety of final states, displaying the distribution 
of transition energies of the underlying mixed rotational bands. 

Valley 

Figure 1: A schematic illustration of the rotational motion as a function of the excitation 
energy.above yrast is shown in the left part ta). It lias been supposed that below a certain 
energy U0 the collective transitions mostly follow regular rotational bands. Above U0, 
rotational damping sets in. unci the transition strength is spread over many final states. In the 
right part (b) \ve show a section of the y-y matrix of the loaYb. obtained with the ESSA30 
multidetector array. The ridges are formed from contributions arising from the region of 
regular bands, while the contributions from the region of damped rotational motion produce 
aflat background, which fills the valley. " , • 
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Simulation of rotational cascades 

Realistic band mixing calculations were performed to. investigate the rotational 
motion and extract more detailed infonnation on the transition from the regular to 
the damped regime. For the nucleus 168Yb, at each spin value between 1= 30 and 
1= 60, the lowest 2000 rotational bands above yrast were obtained by cranked 
shell model calculations. With a surface-delta interaction 

К(1,2)=^я-/о-М0Г-5(г1-Ло)-61/і-Ло)-Хі'я;('і)і1,('ь). 

acting among them, the lowest 1000 mixed bands covering the excitation energy 
interval up to about 2.5 MeV above the yrast have been generated. 
R0 is the mean radius of the nucleus and u(1 is the amplitude of the radial function 
at the surface Ro-
In addition, the transition probabilities s? between all states i,j with the same 
parity at spin 1 and (1-2) have been calculated from the overlap of the 
wavefunctions at the two spins. 
Studying theE2 strength distribution as function of the heat energy, one finds a 
progressive fragmentation of the rotational strength, as shown in fig. 2. The three 
inserts display the distribution of rotational transition strengths at the heat energy 
U= 0, 657 arid 1640 keV. averaging over a bin of 5 levels. In the right part of the 
figure we show the branching number 

"fcTMrtO') = 

/ \ IS» 
\ J 

This quantity gives an indication of the number of states populated by the decay 
out of the \-th state. 
The shape of strength function depends on the strength of the residual interaction. 
This point is illustrated in fig. 3., where the quadrupole transition probability is 
given at two thermal energies U, in the case of no residual interaction and with 
surface-delta residual interaction with strength equal to Vn =27.5/A MeV [3,4,5]. 
Using the rotational levels calculated in this way and their E2-decay strengths, 
simulations of the cascades of y-rays were made starting from an initial 
distribution of spin I and internal energy U below neutron binding energies. 
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Figure 2: In the left hand side of the figure we illustrate schematically the gradual 
fragmentation of the E2 rotational strength, as obtained by the band-mixing calculations 
described in the text. The E2 strengtii distribution from initial levels placed at excitation 
energy £/=0.657.1640 keV are given in the inserts (bottom middle and top). The right part 
of the figure displays the behaviour of the branching number as и function ofU. 
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Since the calculated levels at each spin cover the heat energy interval from 0 to 
-15 MeV, above this energy a continuous distribution of states with level density 
described by the Fermi gas model is assumed. The "a" parameter of the level 
density was obtained by fitting the calculated density of level with the Fermi gas 
expression - • " 

The decay transition probabilities T(E2,U) were calculated with the expression: 

• where B(E2,Ey) is the predicted transition strength, that, in the case U is larger 
then -2.5 MeV, was assumed to have a gaussian shape with a constant width Гго, 
whose value was extrapolated from the width of the calculated B(E2,Ey) at U 

.below -2.5 MeV. 
The competition between the rotational transitions and the statistical dipole 
transitions is treated according to a Montecarlo procedure. For the El transition 
probability the expression 

was used, where the giant dipole resonance strength function is 

J г rr • 

fmiU)'K'J([u*-u*J+№r . • • . , . . . 
with the coefficient К given by 

tf = !._i...d ' NZ 
' Л Зл tic трсг А 

With HE1 we indicate an hindrance factor for the El decay. The normalization for 
the statistical El strength was obtained comparing the calculate and measured, 
intensities of the "yrast" and low excited bands. An hindrance factor of 
approximately 0.2 reproduces the measured intensities. The computer code at the 
present level makes the E2 transitions remove 2 unit of angular momentum and 
the El transitions 0 units. 
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The construction of a more elaborated code that mixes bands of different 
signatures and parities is under way. However, this first attempt to simulate the 
entire decay cascades in a . self-consistent way from calculated. levels and 
transition probabilities, already at the present level, is very useful, as discussed in 
the following section. 

The results subsequently described should be considered as preliminary 
because of some limitations in the present version of the code. They are: 
a) We have run 4 independent simulations for each parity and signature 
configuration. This is convenient, because the interaction conserves parity and 
signature, but we have violated in this way the selection rules for El-transitions. 
Wc expect that this will not influence the average properties of the decay flow in 
an important way. 
b) The moment of inerria of the calculated bands is about 30% higher than the 
experimental value. This is a well-known feature of the Nilssoh potential, and can 
be remedied performing a Strutinsky renormalization of the transition energies. 
c) As was remarked above, the value of the hindrance factor was determined 
comparing the population of the yrast and low excited bands with experiment; 
however, to have good yrast population, we have too much intensity in the low 
lying simulated bands. .A systematic comparison between simulations and 
experiment is needed. 
d) Pairing correlations are not considered in the present calculations. Therefore, 
we have only presented results for l>30ft. However, even in the high-spin region, 

• pairing may play a role for the low-lying bands. 

Results and comparison with experiment 

We first discuss briefly the main properties of the y-decay flow. The 
dependence on spin of the average thermal energy for various initial conditions in 
the U-I plane is shown in fig 4. It is seen that the flow lines tend towards an 
asymptotic line. A simple analytic formula for the asymptotic .line <U>asym was 
derived in reference 16]. which, applied to a nucleus of mass A=160, and 
deformation є2=0.3, gives 

ы«А-к1ШШ¥ (i) 

where "a" is the level density parameter. 
From the calculated bands, one gets a=15. so that from eq. (i) one obtaines that 
<U>asym~1.5 MeV for 1=40, in good agreement with fig. 4. 
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Figure 4: The average thermal energy resulting .front the simulations is shown as a function 
of spin, for different initiul conditions, indicated hy the diamonds. The empty circles show the 
flow resulting from the initial conditions adopted in the simulation. 

The results described in the following have been 'obtained using an entry 
distribution defined by two gaussians in spin and energy^ with average and 
FWHM given by <1>=58. I>H), <U>=6 MeV. Ги=б MQV. 
A typical diagonal cut of an experimental (Eyi.Ey?) spectrum , namely -'the (Ey r 
Eyi) distribution associated to a given value of (Eyi+Ey2)/2 , is shown in fig. 5. 
Spectra of this type were also obtained simulating ((H).OOO cascades and using as 
input sets of levels and transition strengths calculated without residual interaction 
and with two surface-delta residual interactions differing in their strength. They 
are shown in fig. 6. It is remarkable, in such spectra, the. effect of the residual 
interaction,- which makes the ridges- become more pronounced when its strength 
decreases. The value of strength for which the calculated spectrum has a 
satisfactory resemblance to the measured spectrum, is V„=27.5/A MeV. 

A more detailed and quantitative study of the ridge and valley structures can be 
made with the fluctuation analysis techniques 17,81 which has been developed 
recently and that is described in the contribution of P. Bosetti and al. at this 
Conference. The underlying idea is that the number of decay paths followed by 
the quadrupdfe transitions cooling a rapidly rotating nucleus few MeV above 
"yrast"- line (continuum), is much larger than that associated with the decay 
followed close to the "yrast" band (discrete). Thus, y-coincidences from decay 
paths in the damped rotational region will display a smaller counting fluctuating 
pattern than those along discrete bands. 
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'Figure 5: Diagonal cut of the iE.„.E.,:) spectrum of mYb. The (E.;l-Ey2) distribution 
associated to a stripe. 00 keV wide and perpendicular to the principal valley, at the average 
'(-energy of 920 keV is plotted. Each channel corresponds to 4 keV. •> 

The resulting fluctuation analysis method has become a powerful probe to test the 
different mechanisms at work in nuclear rotation. From the analysis of 
fluctuations in the ridge region of two "dimensional (Еу^Еуз) spectra, an effective 
number of the.E2-decay paths associated with decays along rotational bands is 
extracted. 
It can be shown that the number of paths can be extracted from the analysis of 
coincidence spectra using the following basic equation: 

* ; : ; „ = 
N.... /*-' 

Hl-1 
(ii) 

Й. 

in terms of the first and second moments U| and (i2 of the number of counts in a 
sector of the y-y matrix containing a number of events Nove. We choose the size of 
the sector as 

І І. 

(60 keV x 60 keV for rare earth nuclei) so that each cascade puts in average one 
count in it. 
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Figure 6: Diagonal cut of the (FV.E12) simulated spectra. The (Ey,-Ey2) distributions 
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interaction are shown. 
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The factor Р'зурш is a correction due to the finite resolution of the detector 
system, defined through the relation: 

J(^(£)]^E 

~ J«r \ 

It takes care of the fact that for a given path of energy E there is a certain 
probability Pj(E) for detection in a channel j of the y-y spectrum. 

The simulated , two-dimensional spectra obtained with a strength of the 
residual interaction V0=27.5/A MeV are compared with the experime'ntal ones in 
fig. 7. Again, the general aspect of the spectra is rather similar, and the typical 
ridge-valley structure is clearly seen in both. One can also compare the 
fluctuation properties of both spectra on equal footing, showing the spectra of the 
ratio Д2/Д1 which determines the value of Np„lh (cf. eq. (ii)). t 

The results for Np;ilh from the first ridge analysis are shown in figure 8, as a 
function of the energy (Ey[+Ey2)/2 for the case of no residual interaction and for 
the surface-delta residual interaction with two different values of the strength. 
Again, the effect of the residual interaction is rather strong. The comparison with 
the experimental data is also shown indicating that the value V0=27.5/A MeV is 
the best choice for the residual interaction strength. It should be mentioned that 
this very good agreement of the calculated number of paths in the case of the 
strongest residual interaction with the associated empirical values is obtained in 
spite of the fact that the energies of the low lying rotational states are not well 
reproduced with the present calculations. Because the present results are very 
encouraging, efforts in the direction of improving the agreements of the 
calculations with the first excited measured bands are being made. 

Another important possibility offered by the, calculations is the direct 
evaluation of the number of discrete bands. If one defines as discrete a level for 
which the branching number of its E2 decay is less than 2, it is possible to count 
at each spin the number of discrete levels. The results of this counting is shown in 
fig. 9. • " 
In examining this figure and comparing it with fig. 8 it is important to know that 
the average moment of inertia of the calculated bands ,' relating the average y-
energy to the spin, is -KOft'/MeV. This implies that spin I=40ft corresponds to 
(E^+E^/^IOOO keV. 
The fact that the number of discrete levels is very close to the number of paths 
obtained with the fluctuation method supports the validity of the used analysis 
procedure». However, a more detailed comparison in the valley region, and in 
triple and higher order correlations will be performed to be able to assess .the 
general validity of the fluctuation methods and of the principles on which it is' 
based. „ . 
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Data Simul 

Figure 7: The twn-dimensionul experimental (left column) and simulated (right column) 
spectra are compared in the top figures. In the middle figures, a smooth fit to each of the two 
spectra is shown. The computed fluctuations of the top spectra are relative to these fits. The 
resulting values of the ratio \ігЦі., are then displayed in the bottom spectra. For all spectra, 
the distribution at the right part of the diagonal E^E^ was obtained subtracting the 
strongest discrete lines. 
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Conclusions 

A simulation of die y-decay cascades with interacting rotational bands has been 
made and (EY),Ev2) -spectra were calculated. The comparison with the experiment 
was made by examining the general appearance of the spectra and also studying 
the fluctuation properties. The preliminary results obtained .so far are rather 
satisfactory, and point to the important role of the residual interaction. In 
particular, the strength of the residual interaction that better reproduces the 
qualitative features of the spectra also gives a number of decay paths in 
agreement with experimental results. The assumption that the fluctuation analysis 
applied to the ridge region gives the number of non-interacting, cold rotational 
bands was also, for the first time, proved to be realistic. 

To summarize, we have demonstrated that, with the construction of simulated 
spectra, it is possible to describe the average properties of the measured quasi-
continuum and to learn about the band mixing at high thermal energies. 
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On the Decay Theory of tht; Coinpotjnd Nucleus 

by 

K. Dietrich 
Phys ik-Depar tment of the TUM 

James Franck St r . 1, D-85747 Garching, FRG 

1.) In t roduct ion 

The concept of the • "compound nuc leus" has been in t roduced by N. 
Bohr1 in o r d e r to u n d e r s t a n d the narrowly spaced s h a r p resonances 
(width 0,001-leV!) which had been observed in reac t ions of low ene rgy 
neu t rons (a couple of MeV) with nuclei. Ever s ince th is event , the 
notion of the compound nucleus and the u n d e r s t a n d i n g of i t s formation 
and decay has played a v e r y important role in nuclear phys ic s . 

Bohr conceived the compound nucleus as a highly complicated dynamical 
s ta te of s t rongly in t e rac t ing nucleons. I t is oblivious of i t s formation 
(apart from conserved observables ) , and i t decays into the open 
channels after a time which exceeds considerably the ave rage time 
between success ive collisions of a nucleon in the nucleus . 

As we all know, the g r e a t success of the compound nucleus p ic tu re had 
the effect of postponing the a r r iva l of the shell model. The main reason 
•why both concepts may coexist is p robably t h e Pauli pr inciple ,.which 
reduces substant ia l ly the effects of the nucleon-nucleon interact ion at 
low excitation energ ies . Due to the many body cha rac t e r of the system, 
the dens i ty of available A-body shell model energies increases 
exponentially with the excitation ene rgy so t h a t . the nucleon-nucleon 
interaction mixes very many configurations already at moderate 
excitation energies. Thus, Bohr's picture of a v e r y complicated 
compound state is rapidly approached. . . . 

The insight that these seemingly contradictory ideas are both valid for 
the nucleus, was gained in the fifties and, by the way, led also to the 
invention of the optical model by Feshbach, Porter and WeiOkopf.* 

Before we come to the details, let me first remind you that we use the 
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concept of a compound nucleus in two quite different situations: 

(Ї) At low excitation energies (a few MeV) where the average width Г 
of the levels is much smaller than the .average distance D between 
neighbouring levels: 

Г « J> С*-*) 
Let Ho be the par t of the total manybody Hamiltonian which does 
not .contain the "coupling to the continuum", i. e. the coupling to 
the entrance and exit channels and let H represent this coupling. 
Then we can define the compound nuclear s tates are individual 
eigenstates of H0. The formation and decay of these states is 
produced by the coupling H . The smallness of the width (see (1))' 
implies that H is a small. coupling which can be usually treated as 
a perturbation. 

(ii) As the excitation energy increases, the opposite limit of a width Г 
which exceeds by far the level distance D 

is rapidly reached. 

In this case the "compound state" is to be described by a density 
operator p which represents a statistical distribution of the system in 
the space of the eigenstates Ч'п of H0. 

The microcanonical choice of the weights' P n is usually more justified 
than any other ensemble. From practical reasons, one uses in general 
the canonical distribution. 
.The coupling H1 of' the states * n to the open channels is much larger 
.in the case (1.2). It is generally treated semiclassically rather than by' 
perturbation theory. 
Although the decay time is now much shorter ̂  we still assume that the 
equilibration time, i. e. the time necessary to reach the thermal 
equilibrium, is still much smaller than the decay time. -Of course, at 
very high excitation energies, this condition ceases to be fulfilled, and 
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t hus emission of par t i c les is observed pr ior to the es tabl i shment of a 
thermal equil ibrium.-

Can we still learn something from s t u d y i n g the decay of a compound 
nucleus? 

We shall t r y to demons t ra te in the sequel , t h e th i s i s indeed the case. 
We shall deal with t h e s i tuat ion (ii), i. e. a compound nucleus a t 
re lat ively high excitation ene rgy which i s lo b e descr ibed as a system 
in thermal equilibrium which decays by the coupl ing to s eve ra l open 
channels . We shall deal; with the specific quest ion how the deformation 
of the emitting nuc leus and i t s collective rota t ion influences the 
emission probabi l i ty of n e u t r o n s and p ro tons . 

Theory of the decay of a hot, deformed, ro ta t ing nuc leus 

I n what follows I r e p o r t on a r ecen t work by K. Pomorski, J. Richert, 
and myself.3 We imagine a deformed excited nucleus which performs a 
collective rotation descr ibed in the usual c r a n k i n g approximation. For 
t h e sake of simplicity, we assume tha t , t he nucleus is axially symmetric 
and ro ta tes in a plane a round a fixed axis in space . We cons ider only 
the emission of neu t rons and pro tons . 

The decay width Л , л of a nucleus of t h e excitation e n e r g y E*, the 
total angular momentum I, and t h e neu t ron and pro ton numbers N and 
Z is given by the famous formula of WeiBkopf *. 

The quantities c a , £Q, SV denote the energy, the orbital angular 

momentum, and the intrinsic spin of the emitted particle of type v. The 

functions p(E*,I) and Pg(E*Rl IR) represent the level densities of the 

emitting and of the residual nucleus. pR depends on the excitation 
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»пеі-і£у Б*р and the sntfulnr mome>'tu.m IH uf the reeiducil nucleuo. "The 
function ZO ^ ҐЄ Л/І ' f) *H L n o tvunsiniasion coefficient which 
represent;?, for each type V of emitted particles, th* fraction of the 
flux penetrating the barrier -л-ith an angular пчотепЦ.«л z& and an 
energy *« The last argument г denotes any further г-.-.гнпіеІегє upon 
which the transmission coefficient depends. 
T.t Is our purpose to evaluate thu transmission coefficient- for a 
deformed, rotating nucleus. 
I t is -weU-knovm from the theory of a-dfccay, that the rigoroue 
quantum-mechanical theory, of the- decay process • Is considerably 
complicated by a deformation .of the nucleus. The physical reason for 
this complication is that the outgoing waves are not apherioal in 

ішііщ, і. ц,п mnlhnr mirlnllfii Tullfi *-h? influence of the deformation 
and rotation on the emission width I \ 0 is frequently only considered 
for the level densities p and pR (see for instance ref.5) with the 
exception of papers by V.P.Alcshin e (see rcf.6 for references to 
fragmentary earlier work) "vv'ho calculated the average transmission 
factor by using the classical Bolbsmann distribution. 
For calculating the transmission factor \v© use as basic approach the 
Thomas-Fermi approximation (TFA): The nucleus is described as a .gas 
of free neutrons and protons which are confined to a finite nuclear 
volume and satisfy the Ferml-Dlrac statistics., 
We denote coordinates referring to the body-fixed reference frame K' 
by a prime : and let the 3'-a>;is coincide with the eymmetry axis of the 
nucleus. The deformed nucleus rotates with a frequency u around an 
axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis which ia chosen to be at the 
eatne time the X'-axis of. the body-fixed frame X' and the 1-axis of t h e ' 
laboratory frame K. In the TFA, the neutrons and protons are 
distributed in phase space according to the functions 

where the etep function О t*") i s e4ual to 1 inside the nuclear 
о 

volume Я and zero outside wf it 
$jr)* /* ^r^'eJl A 0- oMervise (2'^ 
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The parameter Vc (= 50 MeV) JK t h e nuclear well dep th and the 

potent ia l V c b i s the Coulomb potent ial ac t ing on a proton a t point 

^ (e0=elementary charge) 

The parameters pn and / i p a r e the chemical po ten t ia l s for n e u t r o n s and 

p ro tons , r e s p . , which a r e determined by the cons t r a in t s 

2 -fey/eft'£ £?',№ • C2.7) 
The quant i ty £x r e p r e s e n t s the orbital angu la r momentum of a nucleon 

along the axis of rotat ion 

The rotational f r equency о is determined by the conserva t ion ' of the 
total angular momentum In • • 

ж - fay/A'/,1 (£,(т+/Р(?:?')) a*) 
In (2.9) the ave rage contr ibut ion of the in t r ins ic sp ins is assumed to 
be negligible. 
The simple form (2.2) and (2.3) of the d i s t r ibu t ion functions implies 
tha t we descr ibe the compound nucleus by a g rand canonical ensemble 
r a the r than by a microcanonical ensemble. The tempera ture T of the 
dis t r ibut ion is determined b y the average excitation e n e r g y E* of the 
nucleus 

As long as we only consider mean values, the replacement of the 
microcanonical ensemble by a ' canonical one is probably acceptable. 
Detailed investigations of this question have not yet been undertaken 
to the best of our knowledge. 
In the discussion of the emission process , we first consider only 
neutrons and then • generalize the result for protons. 
A neutron which hits the surface £ of the nucleus at a point X„ 

with a normal velocity 2Ґ, [ XQ J is classically emitted,, if the 
kinetic energy of its motion perpendicular to the surface exceeds the 
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well depth V„. 

After the emission the velocity perpendicu la r to the sur face 2Л (Xo ) 
i s reduced due to the loss of kinetic energy 

|Z %*(%) = -Ж- VJ_\%) - / / (2.12) 
г whereas t h e veloci ty paral lel to the surface i s unchanged . 
The velocity ЧТ = X • a n c * l ^ e canonical momentum p" a r e related to 
each other by the equat ion 

ft1 = м??1+ таї1*?' а-із) 
, where the angu la r velocity vec tor points in the direct ion of the 
1-axis: < £ V ~ Me]* = СОЩ 
The relation (2.12) can be derived from the e n e r g y conserva t ion which 
holds for the momenta before (p* ) and af ter emission 
(p ) assuming tha t t he tangential momentum p*' is unchanged.-

p(<n) fit*. ^?/Z , . 

*?№&)]- fit? Шгм - К] <*•*» 
where SQ is the Heaviside function 

The total number.n of neutrons emitted pe r time unit i s given by 

where ct6"f is an infinitesimal element of the surface J). The' canonical 
momentum p*' and the velocity i r are related to each other by equ. 
(2.13). 
We now ask for the probability per time unit that a neutron is emitted 
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with given final energy єа 

where p l f p2» Рз are the components of the final neutron momentum in 
the laboratory frame K. Since the transformation between the 
врасе-fixed frame К and the rotating frame K' does not change the 
length of a vector and since the momentum, of the neutron does not 
change any more after emission, we may write 

., where the momentum components 10і (0J are related to the 
components p"i before emission by the relations (2.12)-(2.14). The 
argument (0) of P£ should indicate that we use the time zero for the 

instant of emission. і 
The number of neutrons ^ Д£ emitted per unit time with an 

energy in the interval S,-^i^s-^P -A <3f is given by the 
expression 

Using the energy conservation at the surface point X0 , the 

argument of the <S-function may be rewritten as follows: 

t t 
where 

Jtft- Г/J = xjz (pj-pj) - 4 fa'-pi'j (UD 
The number діє V / ^ J f Д£/3 °* neutrons emitted per unit time 

with an energy and angular momentum within the limits .(&" T"J & * 2 V 

and (Jt£*-Jiub . <£*-д +J* гг- / is obtained from the expression 

•s&-f№]sfirjffa/%>/f <*•*» 
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where wc ough t to choose LQ = 0, 1, 2, and AL = 1. 
The form of t h e a n g u l a r momentum cons t ra in t in (2.22) a r i s e s from the 
fact tha t the absolute value of the angu la r momentum nL^ of the 
neu t ron remains cons tan t after emission. 

The classical t rea tment of t h e p ro ton emission proceeds ana logous ly . I t 
is s l ight ly more complicated because the protons continue to feel the 
long- range Coulomb field of the deformed* nucleus a f te r emission. Thus 
the components pj of the momentum in the frame К a r e funct ions of the 
time after emission. Consequently, the final ene rgy £ц and t h e final 
value of the angula r momentum a re only at ta ined a t large times (t-*e) 
af ter t he emission. 
The total number ті of emitted pro tons p e r time uni t , the number of 
p ro tons emitted pe r time uni t in the e n e r g y in terval Eit~4lr'{£<;E.i- —£ » 

and , finally, the number of p ro tons p e r time u n i t in the energy 

in terval £,-&$<. с-s F -t- -ё£ and .with the angular momentum nLn are 
* Л. * г <*• X 

given by 

/i 

Here, JO: Coo) and ^ / o © ) a re t h e momentum components and 
the angula r momentums of the emitted proton at infinite time after 
emission. As i t s t a n d s , t h e evaluation of (2.24) and (2.25) imply a 
calculation of the classical trajectories of the protons after emission. 
The kinetic ene rgy of the emitted proton at infinity and just after 
emission differ by the Coulomb potential at the surface point Xo • 

r Л-%; ^УЖ^І + // лр.п ґ2' 
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We may ust: (2.26) in o r d e r to rewr i te the e n e r g y cons t r a in t s in (2.24) 

and (2.25). Thus a t r a j ec to ry calculation is not r equ i red for (2.24). As 

for (2.25), one may rep lace l-e{°>)! by the angu la r momentum I£(0)1 j u s t 

af ter emission, if the nuclear deformation is no t too l a rge . In th i s case, 

a t ra jec tory calculation i s not needed in (2.25). 

The Coulomb potential VC b(51) has two different effects: 

a) I t accelerates the emitted proton so that i t s final kinet ic ene rgy i s 

l a rge r (by the amount of the Coulomb potent ial a t t he sur face E) than 

the final kinetic e n e r g y of a neu t ron which i s emitted with the same 

momentum at the nuclear sur face . Thus the spec t ra l d is t r ibut ion of the 

p ro tons is shifted to h ighe r energies by about th is amount as compared 

to the one of the neu t rons . 

b) The dis tr ibut ion function fp of the p ro tons is smaller than the 

dis t r ibut ion function fn of t he n e u t r o n s a t t he same poin t of t h e phase 

space, due to the effect of the Coulomb potent ial . Note t h a t ' ,the 

chemical potentials pn, p p a re almost equal if the nuclei a re close to 

B-stabil i ty. The difference. between the d is t r ibut ion functions r educes 

the emission probabil i ty of protons compared to the one of neu t rons . 

The reduct ion is l a rges t around the waist of a spheroidal nucleus and 

smallest in the vicinity of the poles. 

The expression ~yl ^Л " c\Z ("772—/// " C±£.'l r e p r e s e n t s the 

probabil i ty of emission p e r unit time of a neu t ron (proton) with given 

final energy C'Q and given final angular momentum FILQ. I t is t h u s to be 

identified with the "ave rage" transmission coefficient Zc) (S /.л"?") 

Let u s note t ha t in our derivation the spin degeneracy factor ut /*•$£> f *y 
e JL is contained in the definition of the distribution functions 

(2.2) and (2.3). 

We applied a quantum mechanical correct ion to the purely classical 

result which c o r r e s p o n d s to quantum-mechanical transmission 
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perpendicular to the barriev 2 . l-n the' results . we show In the next 
section, thin quantum correction has bean incorporated. It has 
quantitatively а зтлії effect except for the emission of neutrons of 
very low energy. 
І^итпбгісаі Rosults 
So far -we have performed numerical results only for neutrons, a-nd ve 
have replaced the distribution function fn(^;?) by & constant. This 
drastic approximation la expected to falsify the momentum dependence 
of the emitted neutrons, but we expect that the dependence of the 
average transmission factor on the deformation and on the collective 
rotation of the nucleus is not seriously affected by it. Note that this 
approximation makes- us lose the dependence of the transmission factor 
on the temperature of. the compound nucleus» 
In fig. 1, we show the average transmission coefficient BS ' (Sj / / Co) 
as a function of the energy e of an emitted s-wave neutron (L=0) for 
two values of the rotational frequency o: 

Case (a) : « = 0 ; case (b) : no = 0.8 MeV 
The fully drawn line corresponds to a deformed 1 Z * B B nucleus 
described in the Trontalango-Koonin parametrizatlon.' Tho deformation 
correspondvs to an axis ratio of 1,7. The fully drawn line represents the 
result for the deformed nucleus! For comparison we give tho results 
for a spherical nucleus by the daahed curves. 
In fig. 2, the same calculation is shown with the only difference that 
the emitted neutrons have angular momentum. Ln = 4. 
From the results we can draw the following conclusions: 
(i) The collective rotation" ha? almost no effect on the average 

transmission factor, irrespectively of the angular momentum of the 
emitted neutron. The reason іє presumably that the collective 
rotation produces only a small additional angular momentum of 
about 0,5n for fu> r 0,8 MeV, 

(ii) The effect of the deformation on the average transmission factor 
io seen to be substantial. The transmission coefficient for an 
a-wave neutron ів smaller for the deformed nucleus than for the 
spherical nucleus, еєр. for neutrons of low energy с <* 5 MeV.. 
Above « «? 10 MeV the effect of the deformation ten.d«? to aero. 

On the other hand, the transmission coefficient for emia«sion of a 
neutron of angular momentum L = 4 is coneiderably larger for the 
deformed nucleus than .for the epherical nucleus. The difference is the 
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larger, the smaller the energy of the emitted neutron. Only Ht energies 
> 15 MeV, the difference becomes small. In particular it is noteworthy 
that, contrary to the case of a spherical nucleus, a deformed nucleus 
may emit neutrons carrying a finite angular momentum LQ and, at the 
same time, a small energy €<*. 

The physical origin of this result is the fact that the angular 
momentum of the neutron is not a conserved quantity in a deformed 
potential. 

In fig. 3, we show the average transmission factor for neutrons of сд = 
10 MeV as a function of their angular momentum. Again the dashed 
curve represents the result for a spherical nucleus i a e Ba and the fully 
drawn curve for the deformed nucleus. We clearly observe that the 
emission of neutrons of angular momentum Lfl > 2 is considerably 
larger for the deformed nucleus, whereas it is somewhat smaller for ,LQ 
= 0,1. The influence of the collective rotation is again seen to be small. 

Summary and Open Problems 

We have applied the TFA to the calculation of the emission of neutrons 
and protons from a hot, deformed,. rotating nucleus. The effect of the 
deformation on the transmission factor was found to. be large and the 
one* of the collective rotation to be small. So far, we have numerical 
results only for neutrons. We expect similar effects for the emission of 
protons, perhaps even more drastic ones. 
For the decay of an ensemble of oriented, compound nuclei, the angular 
distribution of the emitted particles will yield an important additional 
piece of information. Perhaps the effect of the collective rotation, which 
is very small for the total yield, will turn out to be somewhat larger 
for the angular distribution of the emitted particles. 

The relatively large effect of the deformation on the emission of 
nucleone may perhaps be ueed to determine the deformation of nuclei 
at high temperatures, where they emit mainly neutrons and protone 
rather than photons. The dependence of the transmission on the 
deformation of the nucleus will also be important for the detailed 
understanding of the competition - between evaporation and fission. 
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There are many problems to be tackled next: 

(i) We have to see how the emission of a-particles can be described on 

the same level of approximation. 

(ii) We have to show that the TFA for the emission can be viewed as 

lowest approximation in a rigorous quantum mechanical theory of the 

decay of a strongly deformed nucleus. 

(iii)We have to investigate how our present results modify the competition 

between the decay by fission and by evaporation of a compound 

nucleus and the conclusions on the value of the nuclear friction to be 

drawn from this study. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig 1: Transmission coefficient €r as a function of the energy с for an 
emitted neutron of angular momentum 8. - 0 
Case a: Rotational frequency о - 0 
Case b: Rotational frequency fio = 0,8 MeV 
corresponding to an angular momentum of (s 60 ft 

Emitting nucleus : ia* Ba 
Fully drawn(dashed)curves: emission from a deformed (spherical) 
nucleus. 
Deformation corresponding to an axis ratio 1,7. 

Fig. 2: Same as fig. 1, but for angular momentum £ = 4 of the emitted 
neutron 

Fig. 3: Transmission coefficient v as a function of the angular 

momentum і of the eaitted neutron for fixed energy с = 10 MeV 
Case а: о = 0 Case b: fio = 0,8 MeV 
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ABSTRACT 
The level structure of the rare odd-odd nucleus 73°Taio7, surviving in nature 
in an excited isomeric 9~ state is important for an assessment of its astrophy
sics! relevance. Excitation of the isomer with real photons (photoabsorption) 
and with virtual photons (Coulomb-excitation) indicate the presence of exci
ted levels that decay by an appreciable fraction to the 8 h ground state. Both 
experiments used activation techniques. We here report on matrix elements 
in the rotational band built on the 9~ isomer measured by in-beam Coulomb 
excitation of an enriched target. 
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Int roduct ion 
The odd-odd nucleus 180Ta survives in nature in a 9~ isomeric state at an excitation 
energy of 75.3 keV in which the proton (Nilsson state | ~ [514]) and the neutron (Nilsson 
state 2 [624]) align their angular momenta. The 1 + ground state decays with an 8 h 
half life. The spectroscopy of this nucleus is of astTophysical interest because neither the 
isomer formation nor its survival are so far adequately explained (see ref. 1). 

Experiment 
The Cor.lomb excitation of Та was studied using 130 MeV 32S ions as projectiles and recor
ding the decay gamma-rays in coincidence with the particles, backscattered from natural 
targets (0.01% 180Ta in 181Ta) and from enriched targets (~1% 180Ta in 99% 181Ta, see. 
Tef. 2 and-5.6% 180Ta in 94.4% 181Ta, see ref. 3). The two gamma spectra of the enriched 
targets show transitions'belonging the isotope 180Ta. The gamma lines are assigned to the 
crossover (E2) and cascade (Ml + E2) transitions between the first two rotational levels 
built on the 9~ isomer (see Fig. 1). The gamma-ray energies have an accuracy of ±1 keV. 

Results 

The. absolute intensities and angular distributions of the gamma lines must await a careful 
evaluation using the computer code GOSIA. 
The measured cascade-to-crossover intensity ratio Icalhr = 1.8 ± 0.6 can be used to 
obtain a value for the combination of electromagnetic rotational parameters (Qo/gtf -
Єя)2 = (1-38 ± 0.46) 103 (eb)2. Here Qo denotes the intrinsic quadrupole moment and 
g/.; and g/? the gyromagnetic ratios of the two odd particles and the collective rotation, 
respectively. 
The magnetic moment of the 9" state has been measured to be (4.77 ± 0.05) nm (ref. 
4). Using the rotational formula and a value of gR = 0.32 ± 0.05 (systematics, ref. 5) we 
obtain (gA- - g/г) = 0.233 ± 0.062. A value of Q0 = 6.6 ± 0.7 eb may be estimated for 
,80Ta based on Qo values of neighbouring nuclei. With these data we obtain Qo/(g/c - %R) 
= (29 ± 8) eb compared to our measured value of (±37 ± 7) eb from the branching ratio. 

The two odd nucleons contribute gA' = 0.553 ± 0.012 to the gyromagnetic ratio. We 
encourage theoretical calculations for gA'. 
From the gamma-ray energies we determined inertia! parameters A = 10.16 keV for the 
10" -»9- and A = 10.25 keV for the I I - -*10" transitions. 
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Figure Cap t ion . 
Pig. 1: Partial level scheme of 180Ta. The lowest rotational transitions, following the Cou
lomb excitation of 180Ta by backscattered 130 MeV 32S ions ате indicated. The rotational 
levels are built on the K=9~ isomeric state at 75.3 keV. 
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Abstract 

We present a unified theory of nucleon and heavy ion induced reactions in an approach 
which accounts consistently for multistep direct (MSD) and (in the case of nucleon induced 
reactions) for multistep compound (MSC) processes. In a statistical treatment of the nuclear 
spectroscopy in the continuum the MSD part of the cross section is obtained as an incoherent 
superposition of n-step contributions, folded with transition strength functions which are 
specified in the QRPA theory. In the MSC part the evolution of the system is described in 
the space of closed channels, using level densities from a realistic shell model. The theory 
is applied to inclusive (n, n') data at incident energies between 7 and 25 MeV on 93JV6. In 
all cases double differential and angular integrated cross sections are described very well 
in magnitude and shape without fitting parameters to the data. The calculations exhibit 
a smooth transition between MSC and MSD contributions that increases in width with 
increasing energy. For heavy ions we describe 1 2C inclusive sprectra on 1 2C,5 8 Ni, and 90Zr 

•at about 30 MeV/A by inelastic excitation and transfer-breakup to the continuum up to 
energy losses of about 60 MeV. 

1 Introduction 

Traditionally, nucleon induced reactions are described in. terms of compound nucleus and direct 
reaction models, which, however, are now seen as the extreme limits of the reaction mechanism, 
the link being provided by the preequilibrium models. Recent statistical theories of nuclear 
reactions [1,2, 3] split the preequilibrium contribution into multistep direct (MSD) and multistep 
compound mechanisms (MSC) according to whether all particles are bound or at least one is in 
the continuum. Also heavy ion induced reactions can be viewed in this framework, except that 
the MSC contribution does not exist, since the emission of a complex fragment is improbable. 
Such heavy ion reactions are called dissipative or deep inelastic. The theoretical formulations 
start from a quantum-mechanical basis and use well defined statistical assumptions'. It is the 
purpose of this contribution, to present the essential features of such a unified description of 
nuclear reactions over a broad range of incident and outgoing energies and apply them in practical 
calculations. 

There have been several formulations of MSC as well as of MSD theories. The classical work of 
Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin (FKK) [1] includes both MSD and MSC theories. More recently, 
a very rigorous MSC formulation has been given by Nishioka, et al. (NVWY) [3] and has also 
been applied by Herman et al. [5]. Theories for multistep direct processes have been formulated 
also by FKK [1], by Tamura, Udagawa, and Lenske (TUL) [2], and by Nishioka, Weidenmuller 
and Yoshida (NWY) [4]. The essential differences between these theories are. in the way the 
statistical assumptions are introduced for higher order processes. Here is not the space to go 
further into a comparison of the different MSD approaches. However, this question has also 
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been addressed in reviews by Koning and Akkermans [6], Bonetti et al. [7] and by Gadioli and 
Hodgson [8]. 

In this work we use the NVWY approach for the MSC and the TUL approach for the calcula
tion of the MSD contributions since these theories are derived in terms of many body theory, 
quantum-mechanical reaction models and minimal statistical assumptions. Of course, it is possi
ble that stronger assumptions may also be justified and may also suffice to describe data, but in 
this work we would like to establish the feasibility and the capabilities of a rigorous application 
of statistical multistep theories. 

We also make it clear that the choice of the nuclear structure input is conceptually strongly 
linked to the reaction part of the theory, because average optical models, form factors, etc. are 
generated in the same process. Here, often very schematic assumptions are made and we will 
put particular emphasis on these questions. We will also address briefly the question of the 
connection between the MSD and MSC processes. 

As a test case we use in this work the (n, n') reactions on 93Nb and 56Fe at energies between 
7 MeV and 25 MeV. For these reactions both a large amount of experimental data exists on 
cross sections and angular distributions for different exit channels, and also a large number of 
theoretical calculations, so that it can serve as a test case. Among others MSC calculations have 
been done in the FKK approach by the Milano-Oxford group [10], by Gadioli and Hodgson 
[8], and in the NVWY approach by Herman et al.[5]. Comparison calculations of different MSD 
approaches were done by Koning et al.[6]. Combined MSC and MSD studies have been performed 
by Marcinkowski, a t 'a l . [11], Kalka et al. [12], by Chadwick et al. [13], and by P.Demetriou et 
al. [14]. The last works are of particular interest here, because they also address the connection 
between MSC and MSD processes. 

For heavy ion induced reactions we apply the method to experimental da ta of 1 2 C inclusive 
spectra of 1 2 C induced reactions'on several nuclei [15]. It is found that in this case inelastic as 
well as transfer processes to the continuum have to be included. Previous work on lower energy 
heavy ion reactions included inelastic scattering and polarization [16], single nucleon transfer 
[17], and charge exchange [18, 19]. 

2 Theoretical Approaches 

2.1 S t a t i s t i c a l M u l t i s t e p D i r e c t R e a c t i o n s 

Here we give a brief discussion of the Statistical Multistep Direct Reactions theory, which was 
originally proposed by Tamura, et al. (TUL) [2] for treating preequilibrium scattering to the 
continuum and has since been further developed in refs. [20, 21, 22, 23]. The effective hamiltonian 
in the open channel space is divided as H = Hopt + H,ntr + V", into an optical model part 
Hopt, the intrinsic Hamiltonian H,ntr of the separated nuclei, and the residual projectile-target 
interaction Vrea. The n-step transition amplitude from the entrance channel to an exit channel 
| 7 > = | a7Ay > of exit energy E is then given by 

T$ = (xL_) | (7 І у"«(СсЛо"(£)У"Г-1 | 0) |х£+)). (1) 

Using the fact that experimental information on continuum reactions is always state (i.e. energy) 
averaged, we only consider averaged double differential cross sections 

<-^> = Y.AE-EJ 
ЧШЕ' 7 EzS (n) 

(2) 
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where an averaging function g(E — Ey) is introduced which accounts for the energy resolution 
of the experiment. 

In the TUL-approach one chooses a complete set of model states \c) which diagonalizes the 
intrinsic residual interaction within a given model subspace, e.g. in a npn/i-space. The cen
tral statistical assumption of the TUL theory is that the residual interaction in HintT leads to 
a statistical distribution of the states |c) over the exact but unknown continuum eigenstates 
I7) in the full space. Thus in the expansion of the exact states in terms of the model states 
I7) = £ c

 2c(7) |c), the amplitudes zc(f) are statistical quantities. The second moments of their 
statistical distribution 

<*(7>с(7»Д = 72*ХУМУМЕ-ЯГ) = *ЄСА(Е) (З) 
7 

define a strength function PC(E) (per unit energy) which accounts for the damping and spreading 
of the model states over the true eigenstates. It corresponds to the partial level density of the 
state с at excitation energy E. 
To proceed further the residual projectile-target interaction in eq.(l) is expanded into multipole 
components Vrc3(r,£) = £ A Fx(r)0\(£), with average state independent form factor's Fx(r) and 
transition operators 0 A ( £ ) which depends on the intrinsic nuclear coordinates f = £а£л- Taking 
a two-body interaction for VTes,0\ acts in either nucleus as a one- body operator and thus 
changes the p/i-number by 1 in either nucleus ("chaining hypothesis"). Also only transitions 
which increase the ph-number are considered ("never-come-back" hypothesis [1]) because of the 
increasing statistical weight of higher order configurations. The microscopic definition of F\ 
and Од will be touched upon briefly below. In performing the averaging one is lead to defining 
transition strength functions as 

SA(S,c) = £ | < c | 0 A | C ' > | 2 ^ ( S ) , (4) 
c' 

which are the average nuclear response functions for the transition operator 0\ for the transitions 
from state с to the ensemble of states c' at excitation energy E. 
For one-step cross sections the expression is then obtained as 

where 5A(E) = S\(E,0) is the ground state response'function. In higher order cross sections 
the intermediate propagation of the system enters into eqs. (1) and (2). It can be treated by 
factorizing Gchan into a strongly fluctuating part due to Glntr and into a slowly varying part due 
to Gopt by means of Cauchy's theorem and performing the averaging as before. Without going 
further into the details here [20, 22] we give the final expression for the two-step cross section 

<^>=Е/^іЛі№.о)^(^^)|(хЬ")|^ас^(я-іі)л1|х(+))|яг (6) 

It is obtained as the folding of averaged strength functions for each step with a two-step DWBA 
cross section calculated with averaged form factors. In the intermediate channels as a further 
approximation the state dependence of the transition strength functions after the first step is 
replaced by a dependence on the excitation energy E\ after the first step. Higher order cross 
sections are given in an analogous way as in eq. (6). These expressions are well defined and 
calculable. 
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We now make some comments regarding the nuclear structure properties in the continuum that 
appear in eqs. (5) and (6) including the transition density and the transition strength function of 
multipolarity A. These have to include the collective response of the nucleus for which a reliable 
description is provided by the RPA [24] or by the QRPA for open shell nuclei. Since we are 
ultimately interested in averaged quantities, we use an approximate approach to RPA which, 
however, retains the essential microscopic features [20, 22]. It amounts to approximating the 
RPA Green function by averaged transition densities and a response function. In a suggestive 
way the method can be represented as using the schematic RPA with a separable particle-hole 
interaction 

У""(1,2) = ^кл^л(1)УдС2) , (7) 

however, with the radial part of l/д and the strength constant к\ to be specified microscopically, 
as seen below. This residual interaction is easily diagonalized in a large quasiparticle space. The 
QRPA response function is obtained as 

Х?НРА{Е) = х1чр(ЕЖ1-кхх1ЧР(Е)) , (8) 

where X\4P is the uncorrected two quasiparticle (2qp) response function. Using a complex energy 
Е+іГ/2 with a width Г = Д+Г 1 as the sum of an averaging width Д and an empirical spreading 
width Г* is then a simple means of obtaining averaged quantities The averaged strength function 
needed for the calculation of the MSD cross sections can be calculated from this as S\(E) = 
~Jmx^RPA[E)/Tr and the average transition density as />A(1) = —«л Im (0| U*Gpx |0) /(irSx). 
The strength function contains in a unified way the collective and non-collective average response 
of the nucleus and includes the most important correlations, namely collective vibrations and 
pairing. In a microscopic treatment of the structure aspects we specify the one-body fields in 
eq.(7) by calculating them self-consistently from a realistic NN-interaction 

t M i ) = / « dfl 7 ^ ( 1 , 2 ) ^ ( 2 ) . (9) 

with the average transition density p\ and with a similar expression for к. Then the system 
of equations for the nuclear structure is closed and depends only on the microscopic residual 
interaction VNN. In the present work, however, we use empirical transition densities, as given 
below. 

2.2 Statistical Multistep Compound Reactions 

For the statistical multistep compound (MSC) processes we follow the approach of Nishioka et 
al, (NVWY) [3], where details of the MSC calculations were given. We shall limit ourselves here 
to a very brief outline of the method and to the differences to the formulation to ref. [5]. The 
NVWY theory describes the equilibration of the composite nucleus as a series of transitions 
along the chain of classes of closed states of increasing complexity. The average MSC cross-
section connecting channels a and b via formation of an intermediate composite nucleus is given 
schematically as 

^ = ( 1 + М Е Т п П п , т Т Д (10) 

The summation includes all classes n and m. The transmission coefficients T£ describe the 
coupling between channel a and class n and are microscopically defined in terms of the average 
bound level density p„ of class n, and in terms of the average matrix elements Wn<a connecting 
channel a with the states in class n. The probability transport matrix 1Гтп is denned in terms 
of the mean squared matrix element V ^ coupling states in classes n and rh, and the average 
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spreading width Г^ of states in class n [5]. Under the chaining hypothesis V£m couples only 
neighbouring classes. In ref.[3] the quantities < Wn^a > and V^,, were expressed in terms of the 
transmission coefficients and of the imaginary part of the optical model. 

The present calculations differ from those reported in ref. [5] by the way the level densities are 
calculated. Instead of using an equidistant single particle spectrum [25] we used combinatorial 
calculations [26] with realistic single particle energies. For configurations containing more than 5. 
particle-hole pairs this procedure becomes cumbersome and their level densities were calculated 
through the convolution of the two known densities. In ref.[5] it was also assumed that the whole 
incoming flux enters the first (2plh) class. It is clear that this approximation becomes worse when 
the incident energy increases, since it is diffictilt to form a bound ph-state in one step, as also 
recognized in FKK calculations in ref.[13]. We removed this restriction in a phenomenological 
way here by feeding the incoming channel transmission coefficient (after subtracting the part 
that goes into the MSD chain) into the different MSC classes according to phase space and 
global coupling arguments [23]. 

3 Results for Nucleon Induced Reactions 

3 .1 D e t a i l s of t h e c a l c u l a t i o n s 

We only briefly sketch details of the calculations since particulars can be found in the references 
cited. In the MSC calculations [5, 28] npnh excitations up to n = 12 were included such that 
compound and precompound contributions are calculated simultaneously. As input we used 
binding energies, global optical model parameters [29] and a set of single particle levels from 
ref. [27]. The ratio R in the feeding of the different MSC classes was set equal to 1 [23]. The 
MSD calculations were done with one- and two-step contributions in the multistep DWBA and 
QRPA approaches [23j. The microscopic calculations for the strength functions were done in a 
similar scheme as in ref. [20, 22] using a G-matrix interaction for the effective NN-interaction. 
In the present study, rather than using the self-consistent scheme outline in section 2, the radial 
part of the single pij-tfcle field U\ was chosen as the derivative of the ground state potential 
and the strength constants к\ were determined by fitting to the positions of low-energy surface 
excitations for A > 2 and to the position of the giant monopole and giant quadrupole resonances 
for A = 0 , 1 . However, these values were always close the selfconsistent ones. Single particle levels 
were obtained from a standard Nilsson model and pairing was treated within BCS with fixed gap 
parameters of Д р = 1.23 MeV and Д„ = 1.0 MeV. The spreading width Г* (see after eq. (8)) 
describes in a global way the internal nuclear dissipation of the model states and is parametrized 
as Г* = Го/1 + exp(E — Eth/a), with Го, Ethr,a adjusted to give about the correct widths for 
the giant resonances. We mduded multipolarities A < 4 for En = 7 and 14 MeV and A < 6 for 
En = 20 and 25.7 McV. 

3.2 M S D - M S C c a l c u l a t i o n s 

In this section we present results which for the first time account for both MSC and MSD 
contributions to preequilibrium reaction in a unified microscopic approach. As 'a representative 
example the reaction 93Nb(n,n') at incident neutron energies between En = 7 and 25 MeV 
have been chosen but similar calculations were performed for 5 6 Fe(n , n ' ) . These reactions cover 
a range of energies where the reaction mechanism is expected to evolve from a dominance of 
MSC to an increasing importance of MSD scattering, and thus the calculations should lead to 
conclusions on the validity of the approach, in particular since they were not especially adjusted 
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E (MeV) E (MeV) 

Figure 1: Double differential cross sections for ^N^n, n') at En around 14 MeV (left) and 
angle integrated neutron spectra at various energies. The curves are 1-step (dashed) and 
2-step (dotted) MSD contribution, MSC contribution (dash-dot) and total sum (solid). 
An elastic line was added from the standard optical model. 

to the data. In fig.l we show for 93Nb(n, n') double differential cross sections at energies around 
14 MeV and angle integrated cross sections at several energies. Shown are calculations for one-
and two-step MSD contributions, for the MSC contribution, and for the sum. In the double and 
somewhat less in the single differential cross sections both calculations and data show structures 
in the highest energy part of the spectra. In the calculation these structures are due to the 
excitation of low-lying collective target states and to the giant dipole resonance, the latter being 
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better seen at the higher incident energies. 

In both double and single differential cross sections the overall description of the data is remar
kable in all cases. Even at low incident energy the MSD-process is still important and clearly 
required to account for the observed strengh in the first 3 to 4 MeV of energy loss. A very satis
factory result is tha t the transition from MSD to MSC dominance as the energy loss increases 
is correctly obtained in the theory. The MSD region increases with incident energy and there 
exists an overlap region in which MSD and MSC are of comparable strength. 

With increasing energy loss and scattering angle one- and twostep MSD contributions obtain a 
similar magnitude. In the 14 MeV data, this occurs in a region where the spectra are already 
dominated by MSC, but at En = 25.7 MeV, where the overlap region extends over a larger 
range of energy losses, it is seen, that the two-step MSD contribution is essential to describe 
the data. We find that at the energies considered two steps of MSD together with the MSC 
contribution are sufficient to describe the data. However, for higher energies more than 2-step 
MSD contributions might also contribute. 

In summary we see that the data are generally very well described by the combined MSD-
MSC calculation and this is true also for the other calculations, e.g. for 5 6 F e , not shown. This 
is achieved without adjusting parameters to fit the present data indicating that the present 
calculations already account for the essential parts of the reaction mechanism in preequilibrium 
scattering. It should be noted that this agreement depends crucially on the use of QRPA strength 
functions, i.e. on including collective features of the nuclear response. This can be demonstrated 
in calculations where the non-collective response functions are used. This drastically reduces 
the MSD contribution leading to a strong underprediction of the data. In this context we might 
make a connection to the calculations of Chadwick et al. [13] in the FKK formalism, where a 
strength parameter VQ is used to scale the MSD contributions. This parameter might effectively 
take into account the missing collectivity of the strength functions used there. 

4 Results for Heavy Ion Reactions 
t 

The same approach for MSD prosses can also be applied to heavy ion induced reactions, except 
that both target and projectile can be excited, i.e. their respective strength function have to 
be folded over the sharing of the excitation energy. This has been done previously for reactions 
at energies near the Coulomb barrier in various applications [16, 17, 18]. Here we apply it to 
incident energies around the Fermi energy and also treat the structure calculations in a more 
microscopic way. We have calculated 1 2 C inclusive spectra measured in experiments of 1 2C 
induced reactions on 1 2 C , 58Ni, and ^Zr at Ei2C =. 344.5MeV [15]. In these reactions two 
mechanisms contribute to the inclusive cross spectra: Firstly, the inelastic excitation of target 
and projectile, where the projectile excitation has to be below the particle emmission threshold. 
Secondly, we have considered nucleon transfer, in particular, proton and neutron pickup by the 
projectile, leading to states in 1 3 C* and 13iV* above the particle threshold, i.e. transfer to the 
continuum. We have assumed a subsequent isotropic decay in the center-of-mass system of the 
excited nuclei (pickup-particle decay, PPD) . 

For the inelastic excitation one- and two-step processes have been included, as before. The 
strength functions were calculated as in the last chapter. Global optical parameters have been 
used from ref. [30]. The transfer to the continuum has been treated as a one-step process from 
all bound states of the target to continuum single particle states in the projectile. The single 
particle strength for the hole states was taken from the BCS calculation, for the particle states 
it was assumed to be unity. In principle, single particle strength functions should be calculated 
including dynamical core polarisation, as already used in ref. [17, 31]. More details on the 
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Figure 2: Double differential 12C inclusive cross section from 12C -f12 С collision at E = 
344.5MеУ. Upper part: Inelastic MSD cross sections for 1-step (dashed), 2-step (dash-
dot), and sum plus elastic (solid). Lower part: total elastic and inelastic from upper part 
(short dashed), transfer and particle decay (long dashed), total sum (solid). Energy .scale 
is 12C lab energy (upper part) and energy loss (lower part). 

calculations are found in refs. [21, 22, 23]. 
In fig. 2 we show results for the system 12C +1 2 C. The calculations on the other systems 
12C +5 8 Ni^Zr give qualitatively very similar results and agreement with the data. In the 
upper part of fig. 2 we show the results of the inelastic calculations, including 1-step, 2-step, and 
the sum also including the elastic scattering. As in the nucleon induced reactions we see strong 
structures in the higher energy part of the spectra, which correspond to singly or multiply excited 
low lying collective states. E.g. the third peak at about 9-10 Mev excitation energy contains a 
double excitation of the 2 + , 4.4MeV state and a single excitation of the 3~, 9.6MeV state. We 
explain the data up to about 12 MeV Excitation energy, but by the giant resonance region the 
inelastic calculations fall below the data. 
In the lower part of fig. 2 we show the sum of the elastic and inelastic processes from the upper 
part, the PPD process and the total sum. It is seen that the PPD process very well explains the 
data for higher energy losses to. well above 60 MeV. Again the magnitude of these procceses is 
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not fitted to the data. A detailed analysis of the PPD process shows that not only the strong d3/2 

proton resonance but the whole continuum significantly contributes to the Tesult. There is an 
intermediate region of energy losses where we underpredict the data. Here we expect that higher 
order inelastic processes will contribute. In summary we obtain a very satisfactory absolute 
desription of a large part of the transition region from quasielastic todissipative reactions. 

5 Summary and Conclusions 

An approach Jo micleon induced preequilibrium reactions has been presented which accounts 
for the statistical and quantum-mechanical aspects in multistep direct and compound scatte
ring- Both the MSD and the MSC part of the theory use microscopic decriptions of the nuclear 
structure and reaction mechanism. The TUL theory [2] has been extended with respect to the 
statistical treatment and the implementation of nuclear structure [20, 22]. Although the theo-
rectical derivation is rather involved the final result of the TUL approach is very transparent. 
The essence of the theory is that preequilibrium scattering evolves as a sequence of direct mul
tistep processes which are governed by the quantum-statistical properties of the target nucleus. 
Multistep compound processes (MSC) for nucleon induced reactions were described with the 
NVWY theory of ref. [3]. In the application of the MSC theory microscopic level densities were 
used providing a consistent connection to the microscopic description of the MSD approach. 

MSC and MSD theories have been used to analyse inclusive cross sections in inelastic neutron 
scattering on 93ЛГ6 and 5 6 Fe at incident energies between En = 7 and 25.7 MeV. For both targets 
and at all incident energies the shapes and magnitudes of the spectra were well reproduced, 
confirming that the combination of MSD and MSC theory opens a way to a unified approach to 
preequilibrium scattering. In future work the feeding of the MSC chain by MSD channels will 
be further investigated. For heavy ion induced reactions inclusive 1 2 C spectra were calculated, 
including both inelastic excitation and transfer to the continuum followed by particle decay. The 
experimental spectra are well desribed in shape and magnitude up to large energy losses. 

Thus the present approach seems to be ver}' well suited to quantitatively reproduce continuum 
spectra for both light and heavy ion induced over a wide range of incident energies and energy 
losses. Thus It a useful approach for preequilibrium and dissipative reactions. This approach 
makes only minimal statistical assumptions and treats the process fully quantum-mechanically. 
However, it is possible that in many applications such a detailed description is not neccessary 
and more averaged approaches can be used. This opens a connection to the use of averaged level 
densities and response functions, as introduced by W. Strutinsky, and discussed extensively at 
the conference, as well as to semiclassical descriptions of the reaction dynamics. 
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THE MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION OF GIANT RESONANCES IN STABLE 
AND UNSTABLE NUCLEI. 
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The results of microscopic calculations of the giant 
resonances in magic 3table and unstable nuclei are discussed. 
The theory is based on the Green function method and takes 
consistently into account more complex configuration . than 
those' accounted for in the RPA, i.e. 1p1h®phonon 
configurations. New dynamic observable effects of ground 
state correlations caused by these complex configurations are 
treated. A generalization of the approach to non-magic and 
hot nuclei is obtained. 

1 .Introduction. 

The main (and rather old!) problems of the microscopic 
theory of giant resonances in cold nuclei are the description 
of their widths, fine structure and decay characteristics. .It 
is clear that one can not solve the last two problems 
reliably without solving the widths problem. During the last 
few years, there has been a successful development In this 
direction for magic nuclei С1-7]. In these works, the problem 
of treating microscopically the main physical sources of the 
width, i.e. of the RFA configurations (the Landay damping), 
the more complex configuration (so-called spreading width Г*) 
and the single-particle continuum (escape width Г г ) , has been 
numerically solved in the framework of different theoretical 
approaches. 

Since the RPA+continuum problem has already been solved , 
the main physical problem remains of taking into account the 
configuration which are more complex than those accounted lor 
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in the BPA approach, such as all the 2p2h configurations. 
Physically and computationally, it is preferable to use the 
approach with phonons, i.e. Ip1h®phonon and two phonon 
configurations [8,3-73 instead of 'pure' 2p2h ones. The 
physical reason is that, at least for magic nuclei, we have a 
small parameter, namely, the dimensionless phonon creation 
amplitude squared, g2<1. This fact gives immediately several 
simplifications of the complex configuration problem C5-71: 
1.We get a principle of selection of the terms, i.e. we may 
restrict ourselves only to the 1p1h«phonon configurations 
since they contain g2 terms. 

2. Moreover, we can consider explicitly the iplhephonon 
configurations with the maximum values of g2, taking into 
account only collective phonons. The most important 
contribution should come from low-lying collective phonons 
since the typical values of the poles caused by such 
lp1hs>phonon configuration are in the giant resonance energy 
region. Thus, it is reasonable to restrict ourselves to a 
small number of the roost collective low-lying phonons. 
3.This in turn allows us to reduce the numerical difficulty 
of the problem, which is very important since our approach is 
based on the theory of finite Fermi systems (TFFS) of Migdal 
and uses the nonseparable Landau-Migdal interaction. It is 
clear from the basic concept of TFPS that the Inclusion of a 
relatively small number of high configurations, which give 
rise to an Irregular and long distance contribution, should 
not strongly change the known values of the TFFS parameters 
which describe the local effective Interaction and the local 
effective charges. Of course, all these simplifications must 
be checked numerically. 

In this article, we will discuss the main resulte of the 
giant resonance calculations performed within our approach 
for magic nuclei (section 3). including new ground state 
correlation effects (section 4). We conclude with preliminary 
results on the generalization of our approach to non-magic 
and hot nuclei. 
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2 .Theory 

The details ої the approach lor magic nuclei have heen 
given in reis.C9-12,5] and will only be sketched here. In 
re£s. C9,101, the theory was formulated in a representation 
of tie single-particle wave Junctions, where the propogators 
of the equation lor the transition density p we computed in 
g2 approximation. In reis. [11,12,5-71 the theory' was 
formulated ід coordinate space and the previous approach, was 
generalized beyond the g2 approximation. The main reason lor 
this generalization was that in the g2 approximation there 
are -unphysical second order poles of the propogators which 
are not numerically important Ю г М1 excitations С101, but 
may be. in general, dangerous lor EL excitations. 

The most advanced variant is that of refs.C5-7], There the 
basic integral equation lor p, which determines the 
characteristics ol the excitation spectrum up to (30-40 )Mev, 
is given by: 

р(г,ы)=-ХА(г,г,,ш)еч7°(гг)аг'- /ACr.r'.aOFCr'JpCr'^jdr* (1) 

This has been solved in the coordinate representation. Here 
the quantity V° is the external Held with energy щ, F and e 
axe the quasiparticie effective interaction and local charge. 
As discussed in the Introduction, they can be taken from the 
TFFS, where, lor example, the Landau-Migdal phenomeriological 
Interaction has the following lorra 

F(r,r* )*Qolt(r)+r (г)'̂ :l'Г2+(g+g"̂ :l'̂ ;2)аtа2]б(г-г,) <2) 

The eq.(1) quite similar formally to the usual BPA one. 
The difference їв contained in our generalized propogator A. 
which is a sum ol the ("refind") BPA part and the lp1h«phonon 
configurations part. 

The excitation energies are determined by solving the 
homogeneous equation obtained from, eq. (1). The transition 
probabilities between the ground state and excited state are 
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determined by the strength function which is simply connected 
with the transition density: 

S(w)=-^ Im Хеч?°(г)р(г,ш)аг (З) 

Both of the above-mentioned variants of our approach are 
based on the consistent иве of the Green function method and 
are generalizations ox the TPPS which esplicitly take into 
account more complex configurations than the БРА or TFFS. 
They have the following important features which are 
connected with the peculiarities of the Green function 
method: 

Lit takes the single-particle continuum into full account 
in the RPA part of our problem С 5-71. This has been done (for 
the first time in the RPA ргоЬІегаИЗ]) by using the 
coordinate representation and the appropriate mathematical 
properties of Green functions. Thus, the question connected 
with the cut in the single-particle basis in the usual RPA or 
standart TPFS, have been clarified completely. Physically, 
that means that we are now able to reliably calculate the 
escape width and envelope of a resonance at least within the 
RPA. 
2.In addition to the usual RPA ground state correlations 

(GSC), the GSC caused by the 1p1h«phonon configurations are 
consistently taken into account. The new GSC give some new 
and observable effects which will be discussed in Bection 4. 
3.The consistent treatment of the pairing and particle-

particle interaction effects has been performed in the TFPS. 
The finite temperature extension of the TPPS has also been 
done using the Matsubara technique (see [141, for example, 
and references therein). It turns out that it is poseible to 
obtain a natural generalization of these results to include 
(in the g2 approximation) more complex iplhephonon 
configurations with all the GSC. A part of these results will 
be represented in Section 5. 

A more detailed description of our calculations for magic 
nuclei, including the sets of the low-lying collective 
phonons, which have been calculated within the TPPS, the 
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values ol parameters ol the bandau-Migdal interaction ets. 
are given in rels. L5,7J (isovector El and E2 resonances), 
C6,7,10] (M1 resonances), [7,15] (Isoscalar EO resonances), 
[16] (isoscalar E2 resonance in *°Ca). As a rule, we use the 
same known values oi the interaction parameters lor all the 
nuclei and phonons under consideration. But sometimes, to 
obtain a better description, we have changed the parameter 
і to lit the phonon energies to available experimental 
energies [6,163 or to correctly obtain the spurious 1" state 
[51. This is a neccessary procedure within this approach 
because it is not sell- consistent (we used the standart 
Woods- Saxon phenomenological single- particle scheme). 

In order to simulate the. iinite experimental resolution 
and/or to take, into account the remaining complex 
configurations, we use a smearing parameter д in the 
calculations. It is chosen to be equal, at least 
approximately, to the experimental resolution. In a sense, 
this is a price we have to pay lor using the known parameters 
ol the interaction taken Irora TFFS, rather than fitting all 
ol them. One oi the aims oi our calculations is to check the 
possibility ol using these parameters in an approach with 
relatively small numbers oi complex configurations (to be 
exact, small numbers oi phonons). In fact, the calculations 
have confirmed this. 

3.Results: magic stable and unstable nuclei. 

In fig. 1, the results of the calculations of the 
isovector E1 resonance in zoa.Pb are shown (л=0.25МеУ). Here 
one can see level ol agreement with experiment in such 
calculations and a large disagreement with experiment for the 
calculation withih the PRA+continuura approach. All the 
theoretical Integral characteristics have been obtained for 
the (4.0-20.0) MeV interval (see [51 for details). We have 
obtained a good description ol the mean energy 1=13.8 MeV 
(E =13.4 MeV) and the total width- Г=3.87 MeV (Г =4.05 
MeV). The theoretical integral cross section is c£ =3367 
itibMeV (aexp=3306.8 mbMeV), but the classical sura rule gives 
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cr'=2984 гаЬМе?. The difference between our a. (BPA)=2709 rabMeV 
and сҐ" is connected with the small interval of integration, 
whereas the 10% difference between о^ъ and cfL is probably 
connected with new GSG caused by complex configurations[17]. 

As an example of the calculations in unstable nuclei the 
result for the isoscalar and isovector M1 resonances in =<5Ni 
are represented in fig 2. (a=100kev). The influence of the 
1p1he>phonon states is quite noticeable, reducing the strength 
in the peak by more than a factor of two, and resulting in a 
long tail of the M1 strength in the high- energy region. In 
contrast to the M1 resonance in 208Pb[6], there is no 
fragmentation width for the resonance peak. 

We have obtained a reasonable description of giant 
resonances in stable magic nuclei [5,6,7,15,163. So the 
results of the calculations for unstable 38NI, 78Ni, 132Sn, 
100Sn [6,7,181, performed with the same values of force and 
local charge parameters, allow us to hope that we have 
obtained reliable predictions of giant resonance 
characteristics which will be measured in the future 
experiment with radiactive beams[193. 

4.Mew effects of ground state correlations. 

As was mentioned above, our approach takes consistently 
into account 1p1h@phonon ground state correlations, in the 
following denoted by GSCph, as opposed to the RPA GSC. The 
GSCph include so-called "backward moving" diagrams (they are 
pictured in [7,151). All poles of the 1p1h®phonon part of the 
propogator A in eq. (1 > have the form (є -єь+ш h o n o n ) . 
However, the residues of these poles depend strongly on 
whether or not we take into account "backward moving" 
diagrams, i.e. GCS . There may be cases when only these 
diagrams, i.e.- the appropriate terras, survive (the first of 
these cases was calculated in [20]); In other words, all the 
effect is determined by the GSCph. Thus, the GSCph lead to a 
redistribution of the strength or sometimes to the appearance 
of new transitions. 

Let us see this analytically. We consider one. of three 
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terras of the iplhephonon part of the propagator A in the g2 

approximation (A=ARpA+A<1>+A<z>+At3>), which corresponds to 
the following diagram for the quantity К*1': » 

^ " ( w b - ^ J d e іГ(є.ш), £"= 5 (4) 

1-n. n - n n 
4 5 s 43 ' S3 Э ' 

пз-п« A " 1 „ <3||gs||5> » (5) 
+ с^^^С1^ч5ГП^Ч-)2ІЇ

 2-,+1 
*a 

Here n^O or ї, є43=є4-єз axe occupation numbers and single-
particle differences, шв are phonon energies and the single-
particle index 3={пэ,Зэ,1э}. The Integral (4) was taken using 
the Feyraann diagram technique where the fermion and phonon 
Green functions contain two terms each. If we leave only one 
(pole) terra in these Green functions, which corresponds to 
"forward moving" diagrams, we obtain only the first term in 
(5). This is the case of the simple and elegant model of 
ГЄЇВЛ211. The remaining three terms in (5) correspond to the 
GSC .. The similar results are obtained for A<2> and At3> 

ph 
terms. 

Of course, the most interesting case is that when all the 
effects are caused only by the GSC h. There are euch cases, 
and most of them, which were considered within this approach, 
exist for *°Ca: 4 0 . Lit was observed that the isoscalar E2 strength in Ca is 
split at about 14 MeV and 18 MeV, and the strength is divided 
over two intervale around these values with approximately 
equal part of it In each Interval [22,231. Until now, there 
was no theoretical explanation of these facts (for details 
see C22,23v16l). In fig.3, we show the result в of our 
calculations within the approach described in section 2. One 
can see a very noticeable influence of the GSC u. Just due to 

ph 
inclusion of this effect, a reasonable agreement with 
experiment has been obtalnedM6]. 

2.In fig. 4 the results of similar calculations for the 
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-to isoscalar EO resonance in CaC15l are shown. As in the E2 
resonance case, a very strong influence ol the GSC is 

Pb 
seen, especially in the low-energy region. There is a 
confirmation ol this ellect .in (e,e*,a ) and (a,a') 
reaction[231. 
3.According to selection rules, the M1 excitation in 4°Ca 

which has been observedC24] at E^=10.3MeV can not exist 
within the RPA lor the magic *°Ca. We calculated this 
phenomenon using the approachC25,6] where all the eilects oi 
1p1h®phonon conligurations including the GSC h eliects were 
accounted lor in the g2 approximation. II we restrict our 
single- particle basis by one shell above and one below the 
Fermi surlace, which is the minimum basis necessary lor the 
description ol the. usual isovector M1 resonance, only terras, 
responsible lor the GSC h will survive in the propogator (5). 
The result ol the calculation are shown In lig. 5. The 
calculations reproduce well the observable data and. give also 
many additional Г levels with small values oi B(M1)T. 

B(MUt,^ 40 Ca 

Fig.5. И1 resonance in 
experiment [24,30 ]. 

40 Ca. The dashed lines represent the 
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Although the nucleus *°Ca is very special one, we think 
that the dynamic effects of the GSCoh should he manifested in 
other nuclei and phenomena primarily in the wide energy-
region near the nucleon binding energy and also [25,261 for 
low-lying levels. 

The GSC h effects can be seen more explicitly in a very 
simple two-level model which is especially usful for LS 
saturated nuclei[273. In 4°Ca we take into account only the 
first 3" phonon ф=0.36, cos=3.74 MeV) and two single-
particle proton levels 1 ^ 2 and 1*7^г (£^1{i5/z)~ 
e(1f7/2)=6.17 MeV). For M1 and EO excitation there is no 
terms in (5) containing the second order poles and the 
equation for transition density is reduced to two equations 
linear in ш2. The solution gives two very near "Г levels at 
E=9.6MeV and 2BQt\)*=0.9 u*. The same calculaion for 1<s0 
((3=0.7, us=6.13 MeV. e(1p^2)-e(1d5/2)= 8.5 MeV) gave E=16.8 
MeV and ZB(M1)T=0.48 |i*. This is in, a satisfactory agreement 
with experiment for the most strong observed 1+ levelB: 
Ex=10.3 MeV, B(M1)^=(1.12+0.07) u.* in 4°Ca and Ex=17.1 MeV, 
В(М1)т=(0.35±0.05) u* in 1<s0. In the case of EO excitation in 
*°Ca the вате model gives 0+ levels at about 9-10MeV, which 
is also caused only by the GSC h. ТЬеве simple results 
confirm our calculations in refs. [20,6,151. 

5.Non-magic and hot nuclei. 

It is known that within the quaeiparticle RPA (QRPA) the 
role of pairing is not Btrong for integral characteristics of 
giant resonances. However, the pairing effects may be 
numerically important for width, fine structure and decay 
characteristics. Quite unclear is the influence of pairing on 
the GSC h effects. Also the partial static case w=o is 
important to calculate , for example, isotopic variations of 
nuclear radii with the inclusion of 1p1h®phonon 
configurations in the open- shell nuclei. 

We have generalized our approach for non-magic nuclei 
omitting the dynamic effect of the gap change in the external 
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field (d'1!=d<2>=0) and, what is more important here, using 
the g2 approximation for propagators' in the equation for the 
transition densityC273. It turned out that numerically this 
scheme is not very complicated as compared to the case oi 
magic nuclei. In our approximation dfl}=d,2J=0, we have 
obtained two (instead ol one) equations for vertices V and 
V*1, each oi wh?ch contains six 1p1h<s>phonon propagators 
instead oi three iA'°.A'2,,A.,:") ior magic nuclei. 

It is probably simpler to show our main result graphically 
in terms ої the particle- vibration coupling model, which 
have been used lor magic nuclei in reis.C21l. This model Is a 
partial case oi our approach in g2 approximation^]. In 
analogy with [9] It is easy to obtain a generalization oi the 
model [21 ] to non-magic nuclei Irom our generalized 
model[281. The result has the lorm 
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Неге the lines with two opposite arrows denote the Green 
function F41' and Р*2> caused by Cooper pairing. Thus, the 
last three graphs appear due to the inclusion of pairing. On 
the contrary to [21 ] the appropriate formulae contain the 
GSC . . 

pb 
Using the Matsubara technique, we have obtained also a 

generalization of the previous results for temperature T*0, 
i.e. the system of equations which describe non-magic hot 
nuclei and include the GSC . effects[28J. 

ph 
These calculations are now in progress. 
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Conclusion 

The approach under consideration includes all three 
mechanism which are песеввагу, according at least to the 
modern realization ol the problem, to describe the resonance 
widths. The consistent use ol the Green lunction technique 
made it роввіЬІе to naturally obtain a new dynamic ellect, 
i.e. a noticeable influence ol the GSC . to characteristics 
ol excited states. Our results lor magic nuclei, including 
those lor the line structure oi the isoscalar E2 resonance in 
20ePb C151 and the GSCph ef leets,agree reasonably well with 
experiment. The results also conlirmed our assumption ol the 
possibility, at least in a lirst approximation, to use the 
Known parameters ol the TFFS lor ali the nuclei under 
consideration. We have obtained a generalization ol the 
approach їог non-magic, and hot nuclei. One can hope that the 
numerical realization ol the generalized theory will allow us 
to reliably calculate and predict giant resonance properties 
in non-magic stable and unstable nuclei." 

The authors are greatly Indebted to Pro!. D-Kuenezov lor a 
carelul reading ol the manuscript. 
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Abstract 
We report on computer simulations of oscillating Woods-Saxon or cav

ity potentials filled with either a classical or a quanta! gas of independent 
particles have been done. We have now available of the order of 600 excita
tion histories of such gases undergoing usually one period of oscillation (but 
sometimes several), classified according to frequency and multipolarity of the 
oscillation and of the degree of diffuseness of the potential. We are still in 
the process of displaying and interpreting some of the results, but certain 
important features are already apparent. A notable finding is that, contrary 
to concerns sometimes voiced in the literature, the classical wall formula 
[l] does not fail catastrophically when confronted with quanta! calculations. 
This is true even for relatively small systems - in our case 112 neutrons in 
doubly degenerate eigenstates. On the contrary,.the wall formula, in addi
tion to reproducing accurately the classical computer simulations, gives also 
an approximate account of the quantal results in the regime where it is'ex-
pected to be valid, namely for not too small oscillation frequencies and not • 
too large surface difhiseness. In those cases it is gratifying to observe that 

1 ' • 
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the deviations from the wall formula actually correlate (semi-quantitatively) 
with the wave-mechanical corrections derived by Koonin et al.[2] 

1 Introduction 
In a previous paper |3) we reported on preliminary results concerning the 
elastic or dissipative response of a gas in a container to the container's time 
dependence. Here we present a broad comparison between classical and quan
ta! calculations of the excitation of a gas of independent particles during one 
period of oscillation, and the results are compared with the predictions of the 
classical wall formula [1]. In both the classical and quantal calculations two 
independent numerical codes were developed. In the classical calculations 
one of them follows trajectories of particles of a gas in a diffuse Woods-
Saxon potential, and the other one in a billiard (case of zero diffuseness). In 
the quantal calculations the time-dependent Schroedinger equation is solved 
for a billiard potential in one code and for a diffuse Woods-Saxon potential 
in the other. Results obtained in a billiard can be directly compared to the 
wall-formula predictions, whereas those obtained in a Woods-Saxon poten
tial enable us to study in addition the dependence on diffuseness. With the 
help of those codes we study the behaviour of classical and quantal gases 
in time-dependent integrable shapes like a spheroid, and in non-integrable 
shapes described by Legendre polynomials P3,P^,PS and P&, where the par
ticle trajectories are largely chaotic. 

2 The description of the calculations 

2.1. Classical calculations 
In the classical calculations the trajectory of a particle is followed by 

solving a classical equation of motion. In the case of the cavity, particles 
between bounces off the container walls move along straight lines. The nu
merical problem in this case is to find the point in. time and space of the 
collision of a particle with a moving wall. In the case of the diffuse Woods-
Saxon potential the equation of motion must be integrated numerically all 
the way along the trajectory. This integration is performed by a four-point 
predictor-corrector method. The particles' initial conditions are chosen in a 

2 
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random Monte Carlo way assuming a uniform distribution in phase space. 
Thus the filling up of the potential with particles proceeded as follows. 

At each point in space the particle density is proportional to the third power 
of the local Fermi momentum, which is proportional to the square root of the 
depth of the potential with respect to the chemical potential (i.e. the Fermi 
level). Integrating such a density and equating the result to the number of 
particles in the quanta! case (N=112) we establish the Fermi energy. (This 
Fermi energy turned out to depend quite significantly on the diffuseness of 
the potential, being about 45 MeV for a Woods-Saxon diffuseness parameter 
a=0.1 fin and about 75 MeV for a=1.0 fm. This reflects the fact that the 
effective radius of the bottom part of the potential well decreases with in
creasing a.) In order to get good statistics, 20000 trajectories were followed 
in each case. 

2.2. Quantal calculation^ 
In the quantal calculations'we follow the time evolution of 112 uncharged 

fermions (neutrons) in a cavity or in a Woods-Saxon potential. In both 
cases the numerical solution is based on an expansion of the wave functions 
in a suitable basis. In the case of a billiard the basis wavefunctions are 
eigenfunctions of the spherical cavity, and in case of a Woods-Saxon potential 
they are eigenfunctions of a deformed harmonic oscillator. The size of the 
potentials considered was taken to correspond to a nucleus A=184 with a 
radius RQ equal to 1.16AI/3/m = 6.5978/m. 

The depth Vo of the potential was taken equal to 200AfeV so as to sup
press the escape of particles into the continuum. The diffuseness parameter 
a was varied from 0.1 fm to 1.0 fm. 

Explicitly, we have 

V(r,«) = -Vb/(1 + e x p ( ^ ^ l ) (1) 

R{t) = щ{1+Оп(і)Рп{соав) + а1Р1ісозв)) (2) 

for polynomial deformations, or 

R(t) = 1/у/(з{пв)*/а* + {созву/<? (3) 

for spheroidal deformations. 

3 •' * ' 
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Here 

<*»(*) = y - ! 1 ^ : ( c o + c1cosM)) (4) 

where n=2,3,4,5,6 determines the order of the Legendre polynomial Pn(cos9), 
and the coefficient c-y specifies the amplitude of the oscillation around the 
shape specified by CQ. The factor у/Щр- ensures that the RMS deviation of 
the surface from the spherical shape is the same for all n. The factor A(r) 
ensures volume conservation and ax(t) ensures fixity of the center of mass in 
the case of odd polynomials Pn. 

In both cases (billiard and a diffuse potential) we first solve the static part 
of the Schroedinger equation. Due to the axial symmetry the good quantum 
number is the projection m of the angular momentum on the symmetry axis. 
In case of the reflection symmetry (even Legendre polynomials) additionaly 
the parity 7Г is also preserved. For each m or тгі* we calculate single particle 
energy levels by diagonalizing the hamiltonian. After that we fill up the 
lowest levels with particles up to N=112, taking into account the degeneracy 
of the levels, equal to 2 for m = 0 and 4 for m > 0. The relative excitation 
energy (E(t)—EQ)JEQ is followed by solving the time dependent Schroedinger 
equation in a suitable static deformed oscillator basis (EQ is the initial energy 
of the gas). 

In case of the cavity calculations the kinetic energy operator is trans
formed to new coordinates, £ = г/.й(0),0,0, where r,0 and ф are usual 
spherical coordinates, and R{6) specifies the shape of the axially symmetric 
cavity. In these new coordinates the cavity is spherical but the kinetic energy 
operator no longer takes the form of the Laplace operator. In order that a 
basis fulfil boundary conditions at any instant of time we choose it to be a 
set of eigenfunctions of the spherical cavity in £, 0, ф variables. Specifically, 
these eigenfunctions are: 

*«A» = Nnil,nji(al
nt)Pr(cos6)cosW) (5) 

where ji and a'n are the spherical Bessel functions and their roots, respec
tively, P,m are the associated Legendre polynomials, I > ro, and Nm,i)n are 
the constant normalization factors. 

The basis states included in the present calculations were those with 
/ < 19 and n < 9, with additional cutoff on the roots of the Bessel functions: 
e!i < 32.5, which corresponds to the energy of spherical states less than 32.52 
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in units of 2mfi%/h~. In the same units, the Fermi energy of the system 
considered is around 100. As an example, the dimension of the basis in the 
7тг = 0 subspace was 60 for positive parity, and 59 for negative parity states. 

In solving the time dependent Schroedinger equation in the case of a 
diffuse Woods-Saxon potential, there are three parameters which influence 
the results: the number of oscillator shells iV0, the number of Gauss-Laguerre 
and Gauss-Hermite integration points (n l ,n2) used in evaluating the matrix 
elements of the potential, and the number of time steps. We have checked 
the convergence of the results as a function of all these parameters. For 
example, the relative excitation of the gas after one period, of the P 4 vibration 
with an amplitude a = 0.2 and 77 = 0.06 was 0.0205, 0:0196 and 0.0193 for 
N0 = 18,20 and 22. The adiabaticity parameter r? is denned as before [4]: 
77 = ROCIU/VF, where Uf is the Fermi velocity of particles in the bulk. This 
parameter defines the ratio of the fastest speed of the wall to the fastest 
speed of the particles. The number of time steps required to get convergence 
changes with TJ. For higher 77, fewer time steps are needed. We found that for 
one period of vibration an adequate, number of time steps for 77 = 0.02 was 
16000 and for 77 = 0.60 was 800. We do not calculate the matrix elements 
of the hamiltonian at each time step, but after one hundred time steps for 
77 = 0.02 and after twenty for 77 = 0.60. For the intermediate time steps we 
calculated the matrix elements by linear interpolation. For the P 4 vibration 
with 77 = 0.02 the relative excitation was 0.062089, 0.059250 .and 0.059105 
when the cumber of points iV# at which we calculated the matrix elements 
was 40,80 and 160. 

3 Results 
In Fig.l the quantal results of Eexc/Eo for the spheroid and for the P 4 shape 
are shown as a function of time for one period of oscillations. The shapes 
are vibrating around a sphere (со = 0) with an amplitude c\ = 0.2 and 
a frequency и corresponding to an adiabaticity parameter 77 = 0.48. This 
corresponds to a value of %ш around 20MeV. This energy is much higher 
than the average spacing between single particle levels. We find in this case 
a characteristic dissipative behaviour especially for cavity. 

The solid curves in Fig.l show the predictions of the one-body dissipation 
for a billiard [4] i.e. a diffuseness 0 = 0. The other curves correspond to the 
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results of quantal calculations for a = 0.0/m, 0.2 fm, 0.4 fm, 0.6 fm, 0.8 
fm and 1 fm. (Increasing diffuseness corresponds to decreasing excitation 
energy). As one can see, the results of the calculations are somewhat lower 
than the one-body predictions even for a = 0, and the suppression of the 
excitation increases with the diffusenesses of the potential. 

In Fig.2 the corresponding classical results' are shown. The solid curves 
correspond again to the predictions of the one-body dissipation for a — 0 
and the other curves are coded as in Fig.l. 

The case a = 0 /m (closely spaced dots) corresponds to the billiard case, 
which can be directly compared to the wall formula predictions. As one can 
see the agreement in this case is close not only for the case of Р 4 but also 
for the spheroid, which for lower values of 77 is known to show an elastic 
rather than a dissipative behaviour. This seems to be due to the fact that 
for 77 = 0.48 the time for one oscillation allows the particles to make typically 
only one collision with the wall. This means that there is not enough time 
for particles to realize that the potential is integrable. 

In Figs 3 and 4 quantal and classical results of calculations of Eexc/Eo 
after one period of oscillations for P3, P4 , Ps and P6 shapes are shown for 
different values of 77. 

In the quantal case one sees an almost linear dependence of the excitation 
on difFuseness. In the classical case the dependence on diffuseness is more 
complicated. We'are in the process of analyzing this behaviour. The analysis-
is complicated by the fact noted earlier that increasing the value of a for a 
very deep potential implies that the value of the effective radius of the lower 
part of the potential (where the particles reside) is decreased. 

Fig.5 summarizes the relative excitations calculated after one period for 
all multipoles and frequencies (77 values) in the case of zero diffuseness. The 
classical results (squares) agree with the wall formula (solid line) in all cases 
except for Pi and the spheroid which show the expected deviations for small 
77. The quantal results are systematically below the wall formula prediction. 
The dashed line is the result of using the formula derived in [2] which corrects 
the wall formula for the wave-mechanical suppression of the dissipation due to 
the finite ratio of the wavelength of the quantized particles to the wavelength 
of the multipole ripples of the oscillating cavity. 
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A b s t r a c t We consider externally driven many-body systems with complex spectra of intrinsic 
states. The effects of the coupling to the external world are analyzed by assuming time depen
dent random matrix properties for the intrinsic system. We derive and solve evolution equations 
for intrinsic state population probabilities, average excitation energy and its fluctuations. The 
diffusive process is likely dominated by memory effects and an unexpected type of fluctuations. 

Due to space limitation we shall skip the presentation of the motivation for our study, 
the historical perspective, a rather large number of relevant references to earlier work 
along with a significant amount of details of our approach: We refer the reader to Ruf. 
[1] and references therein for additional information. We assume that the Hamiltonian 
describing the intrinsic system has the following structure 

#PO = tfo-rtfiPO, (1) 

where X stands for the shape/collective variables. For HQ we shall choose a N x N- diagonal" 
constant matrix for all values of the collective coordinate X. This is not a restriction as 
a matter of fact, but will simplify somewhat our formulas. H\(X) is an N x N GOE 
matrix, either full or banded [2]. The presence of the HQ term is required by the need 
to model a system with a given level density. In what follows we shall discuss only the 
case of constant mean level density, i.e. p(E) = p = constant. If the average magnitude 
of a matrix element of Hi(X) is of the same order as (or a bit larger than) the average 
level spacing of HQ(X), then the average level density for the full Hamiltonian H{X) is 
essentially given by the HQ(X) term, while the fluctuation properties, which in this case 
will have a GOE character, are determined by the random part of the Hamiltonian # i ( X ) 

[3]. 
The matrix elements of H\(X) are Gaussian random numbers with zero mean and 

with the covariance given by 

Ї Щ В Д Д І № =• [SikSn + 6«6jk]F(X - Y), (2) 
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where F{X) is some bell-shaped function, with a characteristic width XQ and the overline 
stands for the ensemble average. If chosen in this way, our Hamiltonian will correspond 
to a spectrum with GOE type of fluctuations for each fixed value of X. 

One can formally write the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation as 

ф{т) = Texp \-іє J dsH(s) ф(0) = и(т)ф{0) (З) 

where T stands for the usual time-ordering operator and r = VQt/Xo is a new dimen-
sionless time or length variable. We shall assume that the intrinsic system is driven at a 
constant velocity, i.e. X = Vot. There is essentially only one dimensional parameter in 
this model, namely 

Xo TQ Xo . . 
є = TIF = ~ ' T° = I T ' r ° = hP- (4) 

where To is the recurrence Poincare time of the intrinsic system and To is the characteristic 
time of the slow" variable. 

We are interested in computing matrix elements of the following type 

(ф(т)\А(т)\ф(т)) = (ф(0)\иЦт)А(тЩт)\ф(0)), (5) 

where А(т) = 1, # ( r ) , # ( т ) 2 , дН(Х)/дХ, ..., for the case when the initial state ^(0) 
is not correlated with the Hamiltonian, in particular ф(0) is not an eigenstate of -ff(O). 

In the following we shall only give a flavor of the formalism, in the so-called leading 
1/iV approximation [1]. N is usually a comfortably large number. One can show that the 
ensemble averaged propagator is diagonal in the eigenstate representation of #o and its 
diagonal matrix elements can be found as solutions of the'following set of equations 

Uk{r) = ехр[-ієе*т] - (6) 

/ dsi / ds2exp[-i£efcs2]-P
,(5i - s2) 22Un(Sl ~ s2)Uk{r - -Si), 

Jo Jo n=1 

where еь are eigenvalues of Ho. The equation for the ensemble averaged propagator has 
a particularly simple and appealing diagrammatic representation. It represents a particle 
propagating in an elastic medium, emitting and absorbing phonons (or mesons). Only 
the so called rainbow diagrams are allowed in the leading l/N approximation. 

In order to compute the time dependence of the occupation number probabilities 

nfc(r) = (Ф(т)\к)(к\ф(т)) = X>(0)(/ |£/t(T)|fc)<fc|t/(r) |0. (7) 

we introduce the generalized transition probabilities 2ы(т1,т2) = (l\U^(Ti)\k)(k\U(T2)\l), 
which satisfy in the leading l/N approximation the .following set of equations . 

Т№(т„т2) = U'k(Tl)Uk{r2)Skl+- • (8) 

І dSl / ds2y2Tin(si,S2)F(sl-s2)Uk(T1-sl)Ul(T2-s2). 
.Jo Jo „ 
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Figure 1: A generic instantaneous level scheme for a random Hamiltonian of the type 
described by Eqs. (1,2). For each fixed value of-the parameter s, the spectrum has GOE 
fluctuation properties and.unit mean level density. 

The occupation number probabilities are afterwards obtained from the following relations 

• nk(T) = ^2Tik{Ttr)ni(0)t where ^ п к ( т ) = 1, for all r . (9) 
I к 

A remarkable property of the leading 1/N approximation is that only the diagonal ele
ments of the density matrix are needed. The diagrammatic representation of the equations 
for the generalized transition probabilities Т}к{тг,т2) is similar to that for the T-matrix 

' for two particles interacting by the exchange of a phonon or a meson. Here again the 
crossed phonon lines are absent and they appear only as corrections to the leading 1/N 
approximation. 

Once the transition probabilities Т1к{ті,т2) are known, a variety of other interesting 
quantities can be easily evaluated, e.g. the mean excitation energy, the energy variance, 
the Hellman-Feynman force, etc. In particular, the Hellman-Feynman force in the strict 
adiabatic limit has always a potential character, which reflects the time-reversible nature 
of this approximation. At the same time the variance of the energy of the system is 
vanishing. At finite velocities the potential character of the Hellman-Feynman force 
disappears, a nonconservative component'arises and at the same time there are significant 
fluctuations of this force arid also significant memory effects are likely present. The 
questiort we are trying to answer here is the nature of the nonconservative component of 
this force, its dependence on the velocity, the magnitude of fluctuations and the extent 
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0.05 

Figure 2: The time dependence of the occupation probabilities rik(t), for к = 1 , . . . , 25, in 
increasing order for the case Vo = 4. 

of the memory effects. In particular, is a Langevin type of phenomenological treatment 
legitimate for the case of the coupling of a fast quantum system with a slow variable? 

In Fig. 1 we show a representative instantaneous energy spectrum for the random 
Hamiltonians we are considering here. The correlation length XQ is of order unity and the 
mean level density is set to one as well. In this particular example the dependence of the 
Hamiltonian on the slow variable is smooth. In spite of the simplicity of the input, the 
emerging spectrum has a rather rich structure, there is a large number of avoided level 
crossings, separated quite often by distances significantly smaller than the correlation 
length Xo « 1 and larger as well. Of the common threads in the study of nuclear friction 
is the implementation of the Landau-Zerwr mechanism [4]. Whether that is really the 
case is one of the questions we address here. 

Without any further ado, we shall proceed to present here succinctly a few results. We 
have considered Hamiltonians with typically N = 51 levels and as initial conditions we 
have chosen the eigenstate of Ho exactly in the middle of the spectrum. We have varied 
the velocity with which we have driven the system in rather wide limits, from Vo = 0.001 
(which corresponds essentially to a static Hamiltonian) to Vo = 4 (very fast motion). 

In Figs. 2 and 3 we show two representative sets for the time dependence of the occu
pation number probabilities njt(i) for all states on one side of the initially occupied state. 
The other half is exactly symmetrical for the conditions we have just,described. The case 
in Fig. 2 is somewhat less interest. It corresponds to an almost Markovian evolution and 
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the asymptotic state is always the one corresponding to equal occupation probabilities for 
all the levels. The system is evolving until it reaches equilibrium corresponding effectively 
to an infinite temperature. For velocities smaller than one," the time evolution of the 
occupation probabilities for different states is very similar to the one shown in Fig. 3, for 
the case Vo = 0.0625. 

The short time behaviour (t < 0.5) is almost identical in both cases (small and large 
Vo respectively) and it can be understood in terms of the so-called spreading width Г|, 
which is half the imaginary part of the ensemble averaged propagator. In Fig. 2 one can 
see explicitly the difference between the case of a constant random Hamiltonian and a 
time dependent "one. For a constant random Hamiltonian, independent of the velocity, the 
time dependence of the occupation number probabilities would have looked almost exactly 
like those in Fig. 3, i.e. a relatively rapid spread of the wave function followed by an. 
asymptotic steady state. One can understand relatively easily the asymptotic distribution 
for the case Vo = 0. The occupation number probabilities are given in this case by the 
following expression 

• *i(0 = 'ЕіШЧЬЩ* +• .(io) 

^(ко\Фп)(Фп\ЮК)(Фт\ко)ехр\і(ЄпГ^Л 
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the highest velocity. 

where ко is the label of the initially occupied state, фп and en are respectively eigenfunc-
tions and eigenvalues of the initial Hamiltonian Н(0)фп = ЄпФп- In the long time limit, 
after taking the ensemble average, the second term in the above equation vanishes. 

We have computed several other quantities, among them the mean energy as a function 
of time, the energy variance, the average Hellman-Feynman force and a quantity related 
to the variance of the Hellman-Feynman force: 

E(t) = m)\H(t)№)), E2(ty = (Ф(і)\т) - jB(t)] 'wt)>, (ID 

(12)' 

Here the oyerdot stands as usual for the time derivative. The mean energy and the mean 
of the Hellman-Feynman force have a quite simple behaviour, both of them are time 
independent, jF(t) = E(t) — 0 in all these cases. One can explain this behaviour in 
several ways, maybe not all equivalent to one another, but we shall skip this here, since 
in any case this has nothing to do with the issue of dissipation. 

In the case of a time dependent Hamiltonian and for small driving velocities (Vo < 1) 
the energy variance increases linearly in time in the asymptotic region (for t > 1), as one 
can see also from Fig.. 4 

E2(t)2 = El+2Dt, (13) 
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Figure 5: Tiie time dependence of thesquare root of ̂ \e vat^nce of the Hellman-Feynman 
force Т2(і) for a range of velocities K> = 4," 2, 1,- O.fr 0.25, 0.І25 and 0.0625. The highest 
curve corresponds to the smallest velocity. 

where E\ (without any time argument) is the asytf^totic value of the ensemble average 
of the energy variance for a time independent Нат^чоП'а.п (̂ -g- #(0)) . D is an energy 
diffusion constant. As one can see from our resu l t the diffusion constant D is an in
creasing function of the driving velocity. The ma^Uu^ e of this diffusion constant is a 
measure of the magnitude of the irreversible part (r the dynamics and our results seem 
to be consistent so far with a quadratic law, namel/ V a Vo' 

At the present time we have only a somewhat l i f t ed information about the character 
of fluctuations in this problem, except for the vari^^e °f t h e energy. The quantity JF2(t) 
gives only an upper estimate of the size of the flucti>4ioHs of the Hellman-Feynrnan force 
and in some sense the same applies to E%(t). We C(/4d have tried instead to evaluate the 
following quantities 

mf- = ~(Ф(І)\ЩІ)\Ф{І)У - T(t)\ E'2(ty ч ШЦЩШІФ - jswF, (и) 
vO -

whose calculation would.have been rather complicated bovver , if one would have chosen 
to perform the ensemble average analytically. For а Я^цгап^ога Hamiltonianthis last type 
of energy variance is identically vanishing. As one *̂4i see from Fig; 5, ^(t) has a some
what unexpected velocity dependence. In the asymf t0tic ^gion its magnitude is actually 
decreasing with thedriving velocity and at the sarn^ijne the time slope is negative, which 
is, to put it somewhat mildly, at least surprising. / \ 8pite of the fact that the diffusion 
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in energy seems to have a "normal" behaviour, the fluctuations of the Hellman-Feynman 

force do not seem to follow our usual understanding of the dissipation-fluctuation picture. 

One should also note that in this particular model, the Hellman-Feynman force is nonva-

nishing only because the Hamiltonian is time (respectively coordinate) dependent. Even 

in the limit Vo-»0 and in the asymptotic region the fluctuation amplitude of this force is 

finite. This moreover seems to be at odds with the fact that the mean energy of the sys

tem is exactly constant. At the same time the mean friction force is. also vanishing, as we 

have mentioned above, which means that there is actually no usual friction force present 

(proportional to some power of the velocity for example). Consequently the force has 

only a fluctuating .component. These unusual features point likely to a rather unexpected 

picture of the dynamics, which in spite of so much stochasticity leads to a somewhat 

coherent time evolution, probably because of a peculiar character .of the memory effects. 

In conclusion, we have derived a set of evolution equations for an externally driven 

complex quantum system, described in terms, of random matrices in order to study the 

nature of energy transfer from the slow towards the fast'degrees of freedom. Our results 

suggest that a traditionally accepted picture for dissipation in many-body system, through 

the Landau-Zener mechanism is likely incorrect. Even though an extracted diffusion 

constant seems to have the expected behaviour with the driving velocity, the diffusion 

process is seemingly very different from a Langevin/Fokker-Planck picture, with unusual 

type of fluctuations and dominated by significant memory effects. 
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J Abstract • * 

The role of shell effects in the properties of heavy and superheavy nuclei is 
discussed. Results obtained with the use of the Strutinski shell correction are illus--
trated. 

1 Introduction 
It is already nearly 30 years since the method of a microscopic calculation of shell correc
tion has been proposed by V.M. Strutinski [1,2]. The method has provided a practical tool 
to calculate a realistic microscopic part of nuclear mass in the macroscopic-microscopic 
model proposed by W.J. Swiatecki [3] and then developed by him and W.D. Myers [4]. 

The Strutinski method, further developed and justified by him and other theoreticians 
(e.g. [5-12]), is still commonly used in calculations of nuclear mass and of its dependence 
on deformation. • 

The objective of the present paper is to give some examples of results obtained by 
this method for the heaviest nuclei. Shell effects are especially important for these nuclei, 
as many of them would not exist without these effects. One can say that shell effects 
significantly extend the nuclear chart towards large atomic and mass "numbers and the 
Strutinski method is important in the description of this extension. 
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2 Essential role of shell effects in the propert ies of 
heaviest nuclei 

In this chapter, we will illustrate quantitatively the essential role of shell effects in the 
properties, and particularly in stability, of heaviest nuclei. 

Figure 1, taken from [13], illustrates shell effects-in the mass of heaviest nuclei, 
Mcxp — M. Here, Mexp is the experimenentalal mass and M is the mass calculated by 
the macroscopic model without any shell effects. For the latter, the widely used Yukawa-
plus-exponential model [14] is taken. One can see that the shell effect is negative, i.e. it 
decreases masses of the nuclei. Its absolute value increases with the increasing atomic 
number Z, up to about 5 MeV for the nuclei: 26o106 and 264108, which, together with the 
recently synthesized nucleus 266106, are the heaviest even-even nuclei observed'up to now. 
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Figure 1: Shell effects in the mass of nuclei [13]. 

Figure 2 [13] shows logarithm of the spontaneous-fission half-life Tsj: experimental 
and calculated within a macroscopic model without any shell effects. Thus, the difference 
between the two shown values is the shell effect in T'ej. Instead, however, of showing this 
difference directly, we intensionally show in fig. 2 the half-life, itself, to see its values; 
in particular, to see the large interval in which these values vary when passing from the 
beginning to the end of the considered region of nuclei. For example, the value calculated 
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for the nucleus 2eo106 is by about 40 orders of magnitude smaller than the values obtained 
•for nuclei with Z — 92 (U). The macroscopic calculation of Taj , done here, consists 
in using the Yukawa-plus-exponential model (Y) [14] for the calculation of the fission 
barrier, and a smooth, phenomenological model [15,16] for the calculation of the mass 
(inertia) parameter, which describes the inertia of a nucleus with respect to changes of 
its deformation. . 
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Figure 2: Logarithm of experimental (exp) and macroscopic (Y) spontaneous-fission half-
life Ta/, given in seconds [13]. 

One can see in fig. 2 that the shell effect delays the fission process in all considered 
nuclei, except only few lightest ones (isotopes of uranium). The delay increases from few 
orders (Pu isotopes) to about 15 orders of magnitude for the nucleus 26O106, which has the 
largest Z among the even-even nuclei with measured Taf. For such a heavy nucleus like 
260106, with T,j °f *n e order of few milliseconds, this elongation makes up practically the 
whole half-life of these nuclei. In other words, they would,not exist without shell effects. 

The mechanism by which practically whole half-life of a very heavy nucleus is made 
up by shell effects is illustrated in fig. 3. The illustration [13] is given for the nucleus 
264108. Here, the total fission barrier (Y+SHELL)i including shell effects, is shown by 
solid line and its smooth part (obtained by the Yukawa-plus:exponential model (Y)), by 
dashed line. The smooth barrier obtained by another macroscopic model (liquid drop, 
LD [17]) is also shown (dotted line), for comparison. One can see that a significant height 
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(about 6 MeV) of the fission barrier is obtained only after the inclusion of shell effects. 
Without them, no fission barrier (Y and LD) appears. 
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Figure 3: Total fission barrier (Y+SHELL) and its smooth part obtained by the Yukawa-
plus-exponential (Y) and by the liquid-drop (LD) models, for the nucleus 264108 [13]. 

It has been shown in [13] that also a decay is delayed by the shell effect. It is delayed 
by up to about 5 orders of magnitude for heaviest nuclei considered in figs. 1 and 2. This 
fact is usually not realized and stresses the importance of the shell effect also for well 
deformed nuclei, located far from the spherical magic (or near to magic) nuclei for which 
the effect is commonly discussed. 

Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate a very important role of shell effects in the properties 
of heaviest nuclei, particularly in their stability. Simultaneously, they illustrate a strong 
dependence of shell effects on the proton Z and neutron N numbers. This gives an im
plication to theory that each nucleus should be treated individually .(i.e. without any 
averaging over a number of nuclei) in a theoretical analysis. The strong dependence of 
shell effects also on the deformation of a nucleus, illustrated in fig. 3, requires a careful 
treatment of this deformation in the analysis. In other words, the analysis of the prop
erties of a heavy nucleus should be performed in a sufficiently large, multidimensional 
deformation space. 
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3 Examples of theoretical results 

3.1 Shell correction at the ground-state deformations 

Figure 4 shows the shell correction to the ground-state potential energy, calculated in 
the 4-dimensional deformation space {/Зд}, Л = 2,4,6,8, for heaviest nuclei with atomic 
number Z = 90 — 114. The correction is defined here as a global quantity 

EAsE{0i)-.Emur{O)1 (1) 

which is the gain in the potential energy of a nucleus due to its shell structure. Here, the 
total energy E is taken at the equilibrium values /3° of tha deformation, parameters /Зд of 
a nucleus, while the macroscopic part of this energy, Ema„, is taken at zero deformation 
(spherical shape), which is the equilibrium deformation of the nucleus when its shell 
structure is disregejded. 
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Figure 4: Contour map of the shell correction Eth of nuclei. 

One can see that the correction is negative in the whole region, i.e. it increases 
the binding energy of the nuclei. Starting from about 2 MeV (in absolute value), it 
systematically increases, up to about 7 MeV, then it decreases, and then increases again, 

/ as one passes from about the beginning of the considered region up to its end. The largest 
value of Eth (-7.2 MeV) is obtained for the nucleus 27O108162, which is expected [18,19] 
to be a doubly magic deformed nucleus. The increase of-the correction again at the end 
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of the region is connected with approaching the spherical doubly magic nucleus 298114i84, 
predicted by calculations [20,21] long time ago. The shell correction calculated for it is 
about -9.5 MeV [22]. Experimentally known deformed shell at N = 152 manifests itself 
by a plateau in the E3h map of fig. 4. Crosses in the figure indicate the heaviest nuclei 
synthesized up to now. One can see that these nuclei profit by about 5.5-6.5 MeV in 
their energy, from the shell correction. Without this profit, they could not exist, as was 
illustrated in fig. 3. 

3.2 Shell correction at large deformations 

Strong shell effects may be obtained not only at relatively small, ground-state deforma
tions, but also for large deformations, at which fission fragments of a nucleus are, to large 
extent, already formed. A good example for this is the potential energy of the nucleus 
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Figure 5: Contour map of the potential energy E calculated for 258Fm. Numbers at 
contour lines give the values of the energy which is normalized to zero at the equilibrium 
point I. Solid' contour lines correspond to positive and dashed lines to negative energies 
[24]. 

258Fm, for which bimodal fission has been observed [23]. The energy is shown in fig. 5, 
taken from [24]. It is plotted as a function of the deformations /?2 and Д» . At each 
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point (/?2,Д0, the energy is minimized in the /?3, /?5 and /36 degrees of freedom. Thus, the 
analysis is performed in the 5-dimensional deformation space. A line i , which is close to 
the static fission trajectory, із indicated. I t starts" at the first minimum I (the equilibrium 
point), passes through the saddle point A and comes to a shallow second minimum. Then 
it splits (at the point D) into two trajectories: L\ and L2. One trajectory ( i i ) goes 
into the valley which (as will be shown in fig. 6) corresponds to more compact shapes 
(CS) of the nucleus, and thus to the fission mode with high total kinetic energy (TKE) 
of the fission fragments, and the other (.L2) to the valley which corresponds to more elon
gated shapes (ES), and thus to the mode with low TKE. One can see that both fission 
modes, proceeding along the trajectories L\ and £2 have the same fission barrier, as no 

barrier appears behind the bifurcation point D. Thus, the half-life for both modes is the 

same, in agreement with experiment. The compact shapes valley CS is obtained due to 

shell effects of two almost spherical, almost doubly magic fission fragments 129Sn, already 

formed, to large extentfc at the deformations corresponding to the valley. The valley has 

been obtained in a number of calculations using various parametrizations of shapes of 

' nuclei around 258Fm (e.g. [25-28]). 
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Figure 6: Shapes of the nucleus 2 5 8Fm, corresponding to the energies given in fig. 5 [24]. 

The shapes of the nucleus 2 5 8Fm, corresponding to the potential energy given in 
fig. 5, are shown in. fig. 6. One can see that the shapes corresponding to the trajectory 
Zii are much more compact than the shapes corresponding to Z2 and t h e / are reflection 
symmetric. 
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3.3 Shell effects in half-lives 

Figure 7, taken from [29], gives an example of strong shell effects in both a-decay and 
spontaneous-fission half-lives of nuclei of the element 106. One can see very strong effects 
of the deformed shell at N = 162 and much weaker effects of the shell at N — 152, for 
this element. Recent measurement [30,31] of the a-decay energy of the nucleus 266106 
supports this picture. 
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Figure 7: Dependence of logarithm of the a-decay and spontaneous-fission half-lives (given 
in seconds) on the neutron number iV, for the element 106 [29]. 

Thus, shell effects seem to make half-lives of some nuclides of the element 106 (and 
also of still heavier elements) long enough to observe them. A big problem, however, are 
small cross sections for synthesis of these nuclides (e.g. [32,33]). 

The authors would like to acknowledge a support by the Polish Committee for Scien
tific Research (KBN), grant no. 209 549 101, and by GSI-Darmstadt. 
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1/Д9ЫММ0 
DIRECT NUCLEON DECAY OF GIANT RESONANCES 

M.H.Urm 
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute,115409 Moscow, Russia 

l .The direct nucleon decay of giant resonances (GR's) in medium and heavy nuclei 
is now the subject of intensive experimental and theoretical studies (see, e.g. ref.[lj). 
The simplest (one-hole) configurations are mainly populated after this decay. Thus, the 
collective and single-particle aspects of nuclear motion are combined in this phenomenon. 
Therefore, the particle-hole basis seems to be suitable for description of the direct nucleon 
decay of GR's. Hence, the random phase approximation with exact inclusion of the single-
particle continuum (continuum-RPA) can be used (at least, as a first step) to calculate the 
partial nucleon escape widths Ге of GR's (c is the set of decay-channel quantum numbers) 
and other quantities which characterize.the GR direct nucleon decay. 

A method for calculating the GR strength function within the continuum-RPA has 
.long been formulated [2,3]. This method allows one to calculate the energy e<j, total 
nucleon escape width Га, and fraction of the relevant sum rule (SR)d for the particle-
hole states (doorway states) carrying the GR quantum numbers. To evaluate the partial 
nucleon escape widths Tdc of these states' (Td = ^2C Tdc) within the continuum-RPA it is 
convenient to calculate the S-matrix of the nucleon scattering via GR virtual excitation. 
This method has been formulated recently [4-6]. A nuclear mean field and a particle-hole 
interaction are input quantities for the both methods. An alternative approach to the 
calculation of Tdc has been also proposed recently [7,8]. - . 

The strength function calculations performed for. a number of GR's with the use of 
the realistic mean field and particle-hole interaction show that one or more narrow closely-
spaced nonoverlapped doorway states exhaust most of the relevant sum rule (see, e.g. 
refs.[2,3,5,6]). The energy dependence of the cross sections of nuclear reactions accompa
nied by GR excitation in medium and heavy nuclei exhibits a broad bump corresponding 
to GR. This bump is formed due to the coupling of the doorway states to many-particle 
configurations (they are complicated superpositions of 2 particle - 2 hole, 3 particle - 3 hole 
etc. configurations and are denoted further as |Л)), Allowance for this coupling is beyond 
the RPA. However, this coupling can be taken into account by a simple phenomenological 
way under the assumption that the two following assertions are valid: (i) there are no 
common channels for the nucleon decay of the doorway and many-particle states; (ii) in
teraction between the different doorway, states via the many-particle states vanishes after 
energy averaging of reaction amplitudes (in other words, the coupling of each doorway 
state to the many-particle configurations occurs independently of other doorway states). 
As a result, the spreading (and the energy shift) of each doorway-state resonance of the 
energy averaged S-matrix can be described in terms of a phenomenological spreading width 
Г І (and an energy shift Ad) without changing the nucleon escape widths [6]. An approach 
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for describing this coupling with the use of a limited basis of many-particle configurations 
has been proposed in refs. [8]. Thus, the calculated Tdc values can be compared (in one 
way or another) with the relevant experimental data. 

The content of my talk follows from the preceding: a concise description for.the meth
ods of both the Trfc evaluating and the phenomenological inclusion of the coupling of GR 
to |A)-states (Sect.2.); remarke on both calculation results of the Гс values for the iso-
baric analog (IAR), Gammow-Teller (GTR), isoscalar monopole (ISMR) resonances and 
the comparison with known experimental data (Sect.3.); the description for the semidi-
rect pbotonucleon reactions, as an example of application of the method proposed to the 
isovector giant dipole resonance (GDR) (Sect .4.). 

The results presented in this talk have been obtained in collaboration with G.A.Che-
komazov, S.E.Muraviev and O.A.Rumyantsev (all are from Moscow Engineering Physics 
Institute). 

2. There, are two equivalent ways to derive the expression for the matrix of the 
nucleon-nucleuB scattering within the continuum-RPA [4-6].- One of them is based on the 
integral equation for the effective particle-hole interaction (i.e. for the interaction which 
is reduceable in the particle-hole channel) [9]. The "resonant" part of the amplitude of 
the nucleus-nucleon scattering (and, therefore, the "resonant" part of the 5-matrix) is de
termined by the appropriate matrix element of the effective interaction. In this case, the 
continuum "eigen-problem" is reduced to the solution of the integral equation for the "cap
ture" effective field. On the other hand, thie equation is equivalent to the ungomogeneoue 
equation for the particle-hole density matrix. The asymptotic behaviour of the solutions 
of this equation also determines the 5-matrix elemente. The £-matrix is unitary, because 
the (ineducable) particle-hole interaction is real and a full basis of single-particle states is 
used. The obtained expression for the S-matrix is exact within the continuum-RPA. 

As in the case of the GR strength function, the calculated S-matrix exhibits one 
or more nonoverlapped doorway-state resonances. The Breit-Wigner parametrization of 
the 5-matrix in the vicinity of each resonance allows one to find all above-mentioned 
parameters of doorway states. Four familiar GR's - IAR, GTR, ISMR and GDR- have 
been studied within the continuum-RPA using a phenomenological (shell-model) mean 
field and the Landau-Migdal particle-hole interaction as the input data for the method 
considered [4-6,10-12]. In the case of the 2 0 8 P6 parent nucleus (this is a well-excepted 
subject of the experimental and theoretical studies) no gross structure was found for all 
GR's.considered except for the DGR..It means that only one doorway state corresponds 
to a given QR. This state exhausts most of the relevant sum rule. In the case of DGR 
several nonoverlapped doorway-state resonances of different strength' have been found in 
a rather wide energy interval in vicinity of the DGR energy (see Fig.l.). 

In view of two assertions mentioned in previous section, the spread (aid the energy 
shift),of each doorway-state resonance in energy-averaged reaction amplitudes takes place 
independently of one another. This statement follows from the statistical assumption that 
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the energy-averaged doorway-state mass-operator (Mdd'(w))av is diagonal: 

A l 

where Td and A<f are the doorway-state spreading width and energy shift respectively. 
We consider these quantities as phenomenological ones. The absence of common channels 
for nucleon decay of doorway- and |A)-states together with eq.(l) allows one to state that 
the doorway-state partial escape widths Г<іс are not changed when the coupling to many-
particle configurations is taken into account in the average over energy. It means that in 
the absence of the GR gross-structure the partial widths Г^с(сс) calculated for the "main" 
doorway state should be only recalculated to the observable channel energy c^ for a 
comparison with relevant experimental values Г " р : 

T?c = T*c(cc){Pc(el*»))av/Pc{ec) (2) 

Here (Pc)av is the potential barrier penetrability averaged over the giant resonance. Thus, 
the microscopic theory pretends to the description of the reduced partial escape widths of 
GR's. 

In the case, when the GR gross-structure appears as a result of the continuum-RPA 
calculations, the effective partial escape widths of the GR have a meaning only provided 
that the root-mean-squared dispersion of the doorway-state energies is less than the GR 
total width. In that caee, the effective widths depend on the way of excitation of the GR 
(see Sect.4.). . 

3. We start brief discussion of the calculated results with the IAR and GTR. The 
calculation of the IAR partial proton width has a long history (see refs.[10,ll,13]) and 
refs. therein). The method briefly formulated above has been used in refs.[lO,ll]. The 
essential point of the calculations is the use of the relevant self-consistency condition, 
which is a result of approximate isospin symmetry of the shell-model Hamiltonian: the 
symmetry potential in the nuclear mean field is determined by the excess-neutron density 
via the ieovector part of the particle-hole interaction [14]. Due to this condition the IAR 
partial proton escape widths Г|:аІС are only slightly dependent on reasonable variations 
of the model parameters [10,11]. The calculation results obtained for magic and near-
magic parent nuclei in a wide mass interval are in satisfactory agreement with relevant 
experimental data [10,11]. The open problem now is the self-consistent, description of Г с 

for nuclei in which the neutron pairing takes place. It seems that the alternative approach 
to that description based on the explicit use of the approximate isospin conservation in 
nuclei [10,11] can be successfully used for mentioned nuclei. We. are going to consider this 
problem in the future. 

Pioneering quantitative experimental data on the partial proton widths of the GTR 
have been recently obtained for the 2 0 8 Pb parent nucleus [15]. The predicted values of 
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Г(іс(се) for the main decay channels were more that twice as less as the relevant experi
mental values [6]. The use of Р ^ є ^ ) instead of <-Pc0>Ix?))av in eq-(2) increases the cal
culated values within the factor of 1.5. The preliminary results on the use of (Pc(e^!p))av 
in eq.(2) show the satisfactory agreement with the experimental data for the main decay 
channels [16]. Although the extension of the comparison of calculated results with relevant 
experimental data is needed, the description of the partial proton widths of the IAR and 
GTR seems at the moment to be satisfactory. Recall that the description is based on the 
use of the coniinuum-RPA, phenomenological (shell-model) mean field and isovector part 
of the Landau-Migdal particle-hole interaction ( \(F'+G'5\V2)T±T28(TI — ?г)). 

The opposite situation takes place in the description of partial neutron escape widths 
of the ISMR. Although the Tf* values obtained for the 2 0 8P6 parent nucleus [17] seems 
to be contradictory, the calculations overestimate these values more than twice for the 
main decay channels [4-6]. The possible reason "is in the choice of the isoscalar part of the 
particle-hole interaction. To check this assumption we are going to use separable forces 
instead of the Landau-Migdal interaction. 

4. There are a lot of rather old data on- the direct nucleon decay .of the GDR. We 
bear in mind the semidirect photonucleon reactions (N, 7) and (7, N). Usually these data 
are described by a phenomenological way within the framework of the direct-semidirect 
radiative nucleon-capture model (DSD-model) [18]. Only recently the measurements of 
the direct-decay branches and relative populations of hole states after the direct neutron 
decay of the GDR and the region above excited in the 2 0 8Pb(1 7O,1 7 O'J-reaction have 
been attempted [19]. We represent our recent results on the description of the mentioned 
quantities within the method given above by word of mouth. 

As in the case of the Ге calculation we start with the continuum-RPA calculations both 
of the photoabsorbtion cross section aa(u) and of the partial (7, JV)-reaction cross sections 
o-e(u>). The cross section <га(ш) is proportional to the strength function S{u) corresponding 
to the external field — ̂ т ^ г У ї м ( w is the gamma-quantum energy, ^т is the nucleon 
isospin operator, TY\M is the nucleon coordinate,' the condition (N — Z)A~l <C 1 is also 
used) : 

оа{ш) = Bu,S(v) ; В = ^ ^ . (3) 

After separation of the spin-angular iind isospin variables the expression for the GDR 
strength function can be represented in the form: 

S(u) = -~Im f V(r, <j)A(r, r',U)V{T'\cj)drdr', (4) 

where the radial part of the effective field V(r, w) satisfies, the equation [9]: 

V(ryW) = r+^fA(ryiU)V(r,
yw)dr,

1 (5) 
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( r 2 r ' 2 ) - 1 А(т, г', ш) is the radial particle-hole propagator carrying the GDR quantum num
bers. The expression for A in terms of radial single-particle Green functions and bound-
state wave functions is well known. We use the same notations as in ref.[6] In view of the 
fact that excitations of only the particle-hole type can be described within the RPA, we 
have according to eqs.(3),(4): <ra = £ c <rc, <rc =-Л(„) °м(")т» where 

'мООг = шВіПМпі\] xl(v)ir)V(rtu)xl{r)dr (6) 

Here r = n,p is the isobaric index; p = Cfnj^, 1ц = Єр, (p) is the set of quantum numbers 
for single-particle bound states; ty,)^) = З((»')| |5ЛІ||(А«))2 lB the kinematic factor indicative 
of the selection rules for El single-particle transitions; n£ is the occupation factor (the 

nucleon pairing is supposed to be absent); г - 1 х Д г ) *8 the radial bound-state wave function, 
T~1Xc(u)(T) is the radial continuum-state wave function normalized to the ^-function of 
energy and chosen to be real; є = cM -f- w. 

Cross sections aa and ac calculated according to eqs. (3)- (6) exhibit several nonover-
lapped doorway-state resonances in the vicinity of the GDR energy. The parameters of 
these resonances are evaluated by means of the Breit-Wigner parametrization of the calcu
lated reaction amplitudes. The parametrization can be done using the pole representation 
for the effective field (4) in the vicinity of the doorway-state energy (see e.g. ref.[S]): 

v(TyU) ~ £ [А{ТУ,Ш)У(Т'>Ш)<ІТ' ~ J2 Vd{r)Id
ir • CO 

Here matrix element r<j = Jr3pd(r)dr determines the amplitude of the "entrance" radiative 
width r<f7, pd and Vd = F'pd are the doorway-state transition density and transition field 
respectively. The last quantity determines the amplitude of the doorway-state escape width 
according to the relationship: 

гІіи'тМ = И*х/оям)(І/2) / хіи^х^г > c = ** + ш*> (8) 
which follows from eq.(7) and the expression for the 5-matrix obtained in ref.[4-6]. 

Being based on eqs. (3)-(8), we can represent the resonant part of cross sections aa 

and а с in the form: 

or V^ "d<Td V ^ i ^ ^ ffd 1**(У)АШ*) 

°* = -2ІгпХ,ш_Шл + ІТ(і/2, a<-l~,\\ „-„t + iTd/2- (») 

where ffj/2 = (В/тг)1 f2rd)Td = T,rt»)rFd^)T{vd)- The calculated sum rule (SR)g = 
Yld(SR)d = 2ir ̂ 2d uidOd exhausted by the GDR in this description should be compared 
with the classical sum rule {SR)C\ = ISA MeV • mb, sd that ratio xg = $2d Xd = 
(SR)g/(SR)ci should be close to unity. 
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According to the consideration given in Sections l.,2. the coupling of the doorway 
states to many-particle configurations can be taken into account in the average over eaergy 
by means of independent spreading and energy shift of each doorway-state resonance in 
the RPA reaction-amplitudes. In particular, it means that the following substitutions in 
eqs. (8) should be done (the fluctua&ional part of the cross sections is neglected): 

аа-*&а,<тс-+&с ; (w - а/ ,*-МГЛІ/2)- 1 — (ш-ud +iTd/2)-1. (10) 

The spreading width Г^Г^ ^> Г*) and energy shift Д<* = Qd — u& of each doorway state 
can be parametrized in the same manner as in the case of the single-quasiparticle damping 
[9]: td — aWrf , Д<* = Pud, where a and /? are adjustable parameters. They can can 
be found for each nucleus by comparison of the calculated photoabsorbtion cross section 
aa{u) with experimental one a" p in the vicinity of the GDR energy. Further we use the 
simplest parametrization for a"p: 

< T " P H = 7 " ' i f * ; . , (11) 

where шо and VQ are the observable GDR energy and total width respectively, 2VUJGOG — 
(SR)a = xa(SR)d, *G is the fraction of the dipole sum rule exhausted by the GDR. 
According to eqs.(9), (10) we get the formulae for the semidirect part of the energy averaged 
photoabsorbtion and (7, #,.)-reaction cross sections respectively: 

_ 1/2 i / 2 r i / 2 , x 

*<->-£(—«,).+ил i»>- " • ( - ) - E l E - ^ e T s t e ; ! •••• (13) 

Here 
r«fM^)r(w) = r(iM(J/)T(a/i)P(J/)T(u;)/P(i/)7.(a7[i), (14) 

where P(„)T(a>) is the penetrability of the potential barrier for the relevant partial nucleon 
wave. Notice, that (i) the transition from the first of eqe.(8) to eq.(12) does not change 
sum rule (5Я)г ,( і і) there are no free parameters in eq.(13). 

Using eq.(l3) and the detailed balancing principle we get the formula for the semidirect 
part of the energy-averaged partial (N, 7)-reaction cross section <7e(w): 

"<H = ^ £ 
2 

00 
E -Mr&fcM 

w - ud + *Td/2 

2 

є = ш + сц. (15) 

Here m is the nucleon mass, the amplitudes Г1 '2 are defined by eqs.(8),(14) with n£ = 1, 

provided that the radiative nucleon capture by i\TT-magic nuclei is considered. 

Differential and integral relative yields of semidirect photonucleone (direct-decay bran

ches) can be evaluated with the help of eqs.(12),(13): 

у;"И = Щ and у;£ =
 Jrdf\d". (16) 
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The differential yields Fc
7Ar(w) can be expressed in terms of the effective partial es

cape widths of the GDR Г ^ , provided that the root-mean-squared dispersion Д of the 
doorway-state energies is less than the GDR spreading width T^au* (A = ] ~%2d 0d{u>d — 

г^н=E E*TO)>)|7E*< - E%»' (1T) 
0 ) d I ' d t » 

Because of the GDR gross-structure, the effective partial escape widths depend on 
a way of GDR excitation. For example, the effective partial escape widths Г^Д Т = 
S d ^ S i ^ y v determining the diagonal elements of the energy averaged 5-matrix for the 
elastic micleon scattering via GDR excitation [5,6] may be noticeably different from widths 
(17). 

In the description of the (e, e'N) and (Л, A'N) reactions accompanied by the GDR 
excitation spherical Bessel function j i (gr) (hq is the momentum transfer) may sometimes 
be used as the radial dependence of the external field. In this case, the effective partial 
escape widths Г*, . are determined by expr.(17)> where amplitudes a J are recalculated 
using the substitution т —* З д - 1 д ( д г ) . The calculations performed for the 206Pb parent 
nucleus show that ratios Г*? ч/ 'Г^ч are close to unity within an accuracy to 10 -r- 20% up 
to q ~ З і ? - 1 (ІЇ is the nuclear radius). 

To illustrate the method proposed we have calculated certain of the GDR parameters 
and the photoabsorbtion cross sections for 2 0 8 Pb, l 4 0 Ce as weir as the semidirect part of 
the 2 0 8 Pb(n, 70)-, 140C7e(n, 7o)-reaction cross sections. All parameters of the phenomeno-
logical (shell-model) mean field as well as strength F' are standard and given in detail in 
refe.[5,6]. The doorway-state parameters have been calculated within the excitation energy 
interval of 8 -r 16 MeV for 2 0 8 Pb and of 7 -S-17 MeV for 1 4 0 Ce. Certain of the calculated 
GDR parameters for 2 0 8 P6 are the following: ыд = 11.7AfeV,A = l.SMeV,xs = 89%, 
the distribution of the dipole strength x<j is given in Fig.l . The following GDR pa
rameters have been deduced from the experimental photoabsorbtion crose section [20]: 
U>G = 13.4MeV, TG = 4.0MeK, xo = 137%. The first two values have been used for fitting 
the calculated cross section aa{ui) (12) to expr . ( l l ) with the help of two adjustable param
eters a = 0 . 0 2 Ш е У - \ / ? = 0.22 (Fig.l.). Then the semidirect part of the 208РЬ(п,70)-
reaction cross section has been calculated according to eq.(15) without the use of any 
free parameters. To take into account the potential barrier penetrability more exactly, we 
used the experimental neutron-channel energies с = e*** + w in calculations of the (n, 7)-
and (7, n)-reaction cross sections according to eqs.(l3)-(15). By the same manner the 
140Ce(n> 7o)-reaction сговв section has been also calculated (xg = 83%, XQ = 119%). The 
results shown in Figs. 2.,3. are in satisfactory agreement with the relevant experimental 
data [21,22]. To take into account unequality XQ > 100% by the simplest (phenomenolog-
ical) way, we have multiplaied the calculated cross sections ac by factor XQ/X9 (seeFigs. 
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2.,3.). More consistent (microscopical) way needs a consideration of velocity-dependent 
forces. 

In the case of *l5SP6 considered the inequality Д < aa/~ allows one to say about the 
GDR spreading width Гд = аш* = 2.9AfeV and about the GDR partial escape widths 
V^N(u/G) and TJK(LJC). Calculated according to eq.(l7), the GDR total neutron escape 
width П71Ос?) = Е^(„) ^U)(^G) equals 0.3 MeV. The ratio Г» я (ь /С ) /Г, =s 0.1 can be 
considered as the ratio of intensities of the direct and "statistical" GDR neutron decay af
ter photoabsorbtion by 208РЛ. The comparison of the calculated partial widths Г"7?\,A^G) 
and I ^ ? , ( W G ) for several channels of the GDR decay is given in Table 1. As expected, 
these widths differ in magnitude :-,.<iceabl,v as a rule. Table 2 contains the integral relative 
yields У^2.ы anc* t n e relative populations Ic = Ус

7ды/ Ц с ^7ды ( ш %) calculated according 
to eq.(l6) for 2 0 8 P6 parent nucleus within the energy interval of Лы —• 15 -і- 20 McV. Un
fortunately, the experimental data on the relative populations and on the integral relative 
yields obtained in ref.[l9] for above mentioned interval are not yet of the quality to allow 
the direct comparision with the calculation results. 

In conclusion of this section it may be noted that the simplest version of the method for 
the description of both the partial semidirect photonucleon-reaction cross sections and the 
GDR direct nucleon decay is proposed. A limited number of applications of the method 
has been only considered. Apart from increasing the number of applications, there are 
possibilities to extend the continuum-RPA calculations. The lines of the extension are the 
following: (i) the inclusion of the nqnresonant ("direct") part of cross sections aa,ac,ac 

to describe these cross sections sufficiently far from the GDR energy; (ii) the use of dif
ferent types of the particle-hole interaction (see also Sect.3.) (Ці) the description of the 
semidirect photoproton reactions with the inclusion of the GDR isospin splitting and the 
1AR excitation; (iv) taking into consideration velocity-dependent forces; (v) taking into 
consideration the nucleon pairing (See also Sect.3. and ref.[23]). 

These problems could be subjects of further studies. Nevertheless, one can say at the 
moment that the approach based both oa the continuum-RPA and on phenomenological 
consideration of the GR coupling to many-particle configurations seems to be productive 
in the description of the direct nucleon decays of giant resonances in medium and heavy 
nuclei. 

Author is grateful to G.A.Chekomazov for the help in preparing the manuscript of 
this talk. 

The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant MQ2000 
from the International Science Foundation. 
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Table 1 
Calculated partial widths Г^?* and Г"?і-Іог several decay-channels in 2 0 8 P6 

M 

и 
pnn 

keV 

ттТП 

keV 

3 Pl /2 

«1/2 

12,5 

12,2 

<*3/2 

66,9 

32,9 

2/5/2 

ds/2 

103 

22,9 

<*Б/2 

3,7 

1,1 

'm і і—: 

07/2 

218 

128 

Зрз/2 

«1/2 

25,9 

25,1 

da/2 

16,5 

8,9 

<*Б/2 

83,4 

48,6 

Table 2 
Integral relative yields У^&ы and relative populatios Ic calculated for the energy in

terval Да> = 15 -г- 20 MeV in i o 8 P 6 

. с 

?ZL Ю3 

let % 

3pi/2 

8.1 

9.0 

2/7/2 

1.6 

1.8 

ІЛ9/2 

9.1 

10.2 

Ь'із/2 

10.9 

12.2 

3Рз/2 

16.2 

18.1 

2/б/2 

43.7 

48.8 
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Fig.l . Experimental photoabsorbtion cross section at^rp (dashed line) [20], cal
culated cross sections Oa, (narrow resonances) in arbitrary units and aa (solid line) in 
208Fo. Numbers indicate xd values in %. 

Fig. 2. Experimental (dots) [21]' and calculated 208.Pft(n> 7o)- reaction cross sec
tions. The solid line corresponds to the calculation according to eq.(15), the dashed line 
corresponds to the result obtained by multiplying the calculated cross section by factor 

Fig.3. Experimental (dots) [22] and calculated 140<7e(n, 70)- reaction cross sec
tions. The solid line correeponde to the calculation according to eq.(15), the daehed line 
corresponds to the result obtained by multiplying the calculated cross section by factor 
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EXTENSION OP THE Q P M T O T ^ O BASED ON THE FORMALISM OF THE 
THERMO FIELD DYNAMICS 

A.I.Vdovin, D.S.Kosov 

Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia 

1 Introduction 
The study of phenomena occurring in hot nuclear systems in the framework provided 
by the nuclear many body theory has attracted attention of many authors [1-6]. The 
problem of particular interest is collective excitations in these systems and their depen
dence on the temperature 2Y One of the reasons for this is the increasing amount of 
experimental data on the giant dipole resonances in highly excited nuclei. In studying 
hot nuclear systems, theorists often follow the way of extending the known models for 
cold nuclei to the case T Ф 0. I t is well proved for cold heavy nuclei tha t the main part 
of the width of collective giant resonance states is due to the coupling of the RPA -
states with more complex ones, like 2p-2h or four quasiparticle or two phonon states [7-
9]. The same idea has been explored for giant resonances in hot nuclei in the framework 
of the nuclear field theory and within the theory of finite Fermi - systems extended to 
Г ^ О (see, respectively, [2] and [3]). 

We formulate here an. approach based on extension of the quasiparticle - phonon 
nuclear model (the QPM) [8, 9] to Г ф 0. The QPM gives reasonable description of 
spreading widths of giant resonances and other resonance - like structures in spectra 
of heavy nuclei at the excitation energies Ex < 20 — 25 MeV. Distinctive features 
of the QPM are the schematic (namely, separable) residual forces and the use of the 
RPA phonons as elementary blocks to describe excitations in even - even nuclei. Both 
ingredients simplify drastically formulas of the model as well as numerical calculations 
within it. 

2 The formalism of the thermo field dynamics 
To extend the QPM to T ф 0, we explore the formalism of the thermo field dynamics 
(the TFD) [10]. The main idea behind the TFD is to define a thermal vacuum |0(/?)) 
such that the thermal expectation value of any operator 

< Л > ° Т г ( е х р ( 1 - ^ ) ) Т г 1 Д ^ - ^ > ' . \ • . 

(/3 = Г" 1 ) equals the expectation value with respect .to the thermal vacuum state 

« A » = (0(/?)И|0(/?)> 

The extension of quantum field theory at T — 0 to finite temperature requires a 
doubling of the field degrees of freedom. In the TFD, a tilde conjugate operator A is 
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associated with any operator A acting in ordinary space through the tilde conjugation 
rules 

(AB) = AB ; (ci.4 + c2B)~ = c^A + c\B , 

where A and В stand for any operators and сг and c2 are c-numbers. The asterisk 
denotes the complex conjugate. The tilde operation commutes with the hermitian con
jugation operation and any tilde and non-tilde operators are assumed to commute or 
anticommute with each other. For any system governed by the Hamiltonian H the whole 
Hilbert space now is spanned by the direct product of the eigen states of H and those of 
the tilde Hamiltonian H having the same eigenvalues. The time - translation operator 
is not the energy operator H but the thermal Hamiltonian Ті — H — H. This means 
that the properties of the system excitations are obtained by the diagonalization of Ті. 

It is easy to see that with the doubling of Hilbert space the temperature dependent 
vacuum |0(/3)) has to be defined as follows: 

This state is the vacuum for the thermal quasiparticle annihilation operators: 

Pjm — Xj&jm T yjajrn 

• &«№)>'=&т|о(/?)>= о 
The transformation {x, y} is a unitary one and due to this the standard anticommu-

tation relations are valid for PjmiPfrmPjmiPt™' ^ e coefficients Xj,yj are the thermal 
(Fermi in our case) occupation numbers of the states \n). 

. xi = y/1 ~ nj і Уз ~ л/"7 

1 
Щ ~ 1 + exp{/3Ej) 

3 T h e pairing correlations at T ф О 
Now we apply [11, 12] the outlined formalism to a hot nuclear system governed by the 
Hamiltonian of the QPM. This Hamiltonian consists of the average fields for protons and 
neutrons, the monopole pp- and nn- pairing interactions and the separable multipole 
particle - hole interactions consisting of the isoscalar and isovector parts 

H = H3p + Hpair + Hph 

Within the QPM, one follows the standard way of transformation of the Hamiltonian 
of a system of interacting nucleons to that of interacting elementary excitation modes. 
The first step along this way is the Bogoliubov transformation from the creation and 
annihilation operators of particles and holes to the creation and annihilation operators 
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of quasiparticles. To take into account the influence of temperature, we have to make 
additional canonical transformation to the operators of thermal quasiparticles that will 
annihilate the thermal vacuum. So the final form, of the transformation from the nu-
cleon creation and annihilation operators a , a+ , a , a + t o thermal quasiparticles 
/? , /?+ , fj , /? + , which have |0(/3)) as a vacuum, is the following [5, 11, 13] : 

V /3+ ( i ) 

To find the coefficients Uj,Vj, Xj, j/j , we minimize the grand thermodynamic potential 
12 = (0(/?)|%'|0(/?)) -TS ( S is entropy of the system) for a system of nucleons governed 
by .the Harniltonian H' = Нар + Нра{т a t T = cons*. In the calculations, one should have 
in mind that the ground state energy E equals (0(/?)|#'|0(/?)) but not (0(/?)|"H'|0(/?)) 
[10]. 

The entropy S of the system is 

S = - S ( 2 j + l)(nj In n / + (1 - nj) ln( l - n,-)) 
i 

The calculation of fi is straightforward 

П = <0(/3)|tfQV(r) + Яр.,-г(г)|0(/?)) - T S = 

- ^ ( Е Г ( 2 І + 1 ) В Д ( 1 - 2 п , ) І - Г 5 

We use the following notation: Ej is the single - particle energy; AT is the chemical 
potential; Gr is the constant of the pairing interaction. The index r is an isotopic index 
and takes two values, т = n,p. We suppose that r is included in the set of shell model 

«quantum numbers [nljr] that we usually denote by one index j . The symbol J2T means 
that the summation is taken only over neutron or proton single - particle states. 

. After variation of fi over «j,Vj, nj we have 

(Ej - Xrfcvj - ^ ( « J - v])Y,T(2j + 1)1*^(1 - 2nj) = 0 

(Ej - Ar)(«? - v}) + ujVjGTJ2T(2j + l ) u i V i ( l - 2nj)+ 

+ T ( l n n i - l n ( l - n i ) ) = 0 • 

For the coefficients « j , u;, nj the following relations are valid: 
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In its turn Д т , Ат can be found from the equations: 

NT = lT,T(2j + 1) f 1 - . Ej~K =(1 - 2пл) 

4 x^T,„- , \ 1 —2n,-

g-?№+V-*->4-*' (2) 
where NT is the number of nucleons of a given type. 

Eqs.(2) are the well known equations for pairing at Г ф 0 with the Hamiltonian of 
Bardeen - Cooper - Shrieffer (see e.g. ref.[14]). Using the TFD formalism they were 
derived also in [13]. 

4 The random phase approximation at T ф О 
After the transformation (1) to the thermal quasiparticles the thermal Hamiltonian of 
the QPM takes the form 

- 4 E E (̂ A) + ^іА)К^д(ОМлДрг) - м^Дг)мА>г)}, 
Z Ад т,р=±1 . 

where 

Мд+(г) = 1~У^£Т
іГ$ {UjCii'; AM) + (-)A-Mj(j j ' ; A - /І)] + *,(#'; AM)} 

In these formulas we use the following notation: /: . , ' is the reduced single - particle 

matrix element of the multipole operator; the coupling constants of the 
isoscalar and isovector multipole - multipole interactions, respectively; uVt, = «,«•< + 

uyVj , u.7; = UjUy — v-iVj. Changing the sign of r means changing n «-+ p. The square 
brackets [ ]A/I stand for the coupling of single - particle angular momenta j , j to the sum 
angular momentum A. The bar over lower indices jm denotes the time reversal state. 

One can easily see from the expression for 7Ї that the structure of the thermal 
Hamiltonian in terms of the operators /?+,/3, /3+,/3 is .the same as of the Hamiltonian 
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Н Дп terms of the Bogoliubov quasiparticles a + , a (cf. [9]). The main difference is 
redefinition- of vertices corresponding to terms of the same operator structure. For, 
example, the coefficient at the term AjH(jiJ2',^А*)^^(ІзІ4; A/x) depends now not only on 
the superfluid particle-hole factor и)?}2 as at T = 0 but on the particle -. particle (or 
hole - hole) factor vj~J3 as well. The thermal vacuum |0(/3)) now formally plajrs the role 
which is similar to the role of the quasiparticle vacuum at T = 0. So further derivation 
can be done in parallel with the Г = 0 case. 

Firstly, we introduce a thermal phonon" operator and redefine the thermal ground 
state as a phonon vacuum |Фо(/?)): 

-(-)W^WV]*-M - ( - ^ i W ^ - ̂ )НФ^-;) ' 
Qi\W)) = 0 

Then, we suppose that the standard assumptions of the RPA are valid, namely, the 
number of thermal quasiparticles in the new vacuum state |Ф0(/?)) is negligible and 
thermal phonon operators commute : 

< Ф о ( і в ) | # т й т | Ф о ( Л ) « 0 ' 

<*O(/?)|[QA,.- , Q + V , . : ] | * O ( / 3 ) > ^ 6 ^ 6 * 

With these assumptions it is easy to find the following constraint on the bifermionic 
amplitudes of the thermal phonon:. 

5 Е ( ^ ) 2 - ( ^ ) 2 + ( ^ О 2 - ( ^ О 2 + 2 (^0 2 -2 (ф) 2 =5 л л ^ , . (З) 

Making the inverse transformation from the operators Q^ii Qxtf to bifermionic op
erators [/Зі"/?2ІАд e t c - w e Se* ' n e following expression for H in terms of thermal quasi
particles and phonons: • •'-, 

•. n = nrpa+ngph = £єі (# т &> - #„&•»)-
' jm • • 

1 fr<A> 4. nkW > • . , . 

4 £ £ \ л
+ . 7 ^Щ {(Qt,- + (-)A-"QA-.,-)X ; 

8X^ii'r,P=±l • ^ A + 1 

-(<%* + (-)A"M^-««)(QA„-' + (-)А""^-^')} - . (4) 

-\ £ £ ^ / f W l T / f f {((-)А-*0& + Q*-*)BfiWi A - A*) -

- ((-)A_MQt.- + Qx-JBfiUfi A ~ *») + Л.с.} 
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In (4) we introduce the tilde operators Qx^ and Bp(jj'; A — fi), for convenience, and 
omit the terms like Bp(jj']A — fi)Bp(jj ;Л — ц) etc. because their effect is supposed to 
be small in the RPA as for the analogous term at Г = 0. 

The expectation value of Ті. over the one-phonon state Qt,i№o(P)) has the form: 

= | Е { ( ^ І + ^ О [ ( ^ ) 2 + ( ^ ) 2 - ( ^ ) 2 - ( ^ О 2 ] + ' (5) 
33 

After variation of (5) at the constraint (3) over ф, ф, rj, £, Ф, Ф, one gets the homogeneous 
system of linear equations. It can be resolved if the energy of the one-phonon state w\,-
is the root of the following secular equation: 

[Х?(ш) + X*JT(u)](kW + fc{A)) - 4кРкМх?(ш)Х?т(иг) = 1 (6) 

For the bifermionic amplitudes of the one-phonon wave function one gets: 

^ ' V2A/?' (ej + erf-uxi . *** ]J2Af^ (е5+£у) + шхг 

rT~/ Jy"W1-T lJv / 1-7V ГА,- = Г Т ~ / , у У у ^ 7 у А у 
2Л/™ (е,- + ел-0+«А,- ij" V 2Л/"ТА< (ел-+е,.. )-wA , -

Ді. __ __ П Т & у ^ / г ^ ^ .A,- = _ ГГЇ&ІЇУРРЬУ/Ч 

The secular eq.(6) is the same as in [15] where it has been derived using the Green 
function method. This is true for the expressions for the amplitudes ф,ф,г/ as well. 
The last expressions can be found, e.g., in ref.[16]. One should keep in mind that we 
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define the phonon operator in terms of the thermal quasiparticles, thus giving rise to 
additional factors proportional to nj and (1 — ??_,) in our expressions. 

Wi th the RPA values of the amplitudes ib, Ф,77, £, т/', ф the first two terms of H (5), 
which we denoted by H r p a , take the diagonal form in terms of the thermal phonon 
operators: 

nrpa = I>A;(QtiQ.v,- - Qt,nQx»d 

5 T h e q u a s i p a r t i c l e — p h o n o n i n t e r a c t i o n a t T ф О 
The last term in (5) (we denote it by 7iqPh) is the interaction term of thermal quasipar
ticles and thermal phonons (i.e., phonons are built of pairs of thermal quasiparticles). 
This term mixes the states with a different phonon number, and due to this mixing the 
strength of the RPA-state is fragmented over some excitation energy interval. In other 
words, the term 7igph produces a spreading width of a thermal one-phonon state like 
the case of T = 0 [9]. 

To describe the fragmentation of thermal phonons, we use the variational method 
with a trial wave function of the form: 

I W ^ ) ) = ( L ^ ^ ) Q : U + £ Р&№и)[Я1пМпь]ш\\ЫР)) (7) 

So we take into account the effect of the interaction between phonqns on excited 
states but not on the vacuum state which is supposed to be the thermal phonon vacuum 
|Ф0(/?)) a s before. The wave function (7) has to be normalized 

£(*• (Ju) f + 2 Z (P^(Ju)f = l (8) 
.\iiiA2t2 

To find the energy of the state (7) r\jv and the coefficients І2, P , we again minimize 
the expectation value of Ті over |Ф/з( JJWV)) at the constraint (8). We have 

<Ф„(7М)|7*|Ф„(7М)) = ^л[Щ^))Ч 

+2 E.Ku+^Jl^(^)]42E E ^ ( ^ № И * И (9) 
АііїЛгіг 

where 

is the coupling matrix element of one- and two-phonon configurations. The function 
U*£(Ji) is a bilinear form of the phonon amplitudes ф, ф, т/, ф, ф, £, namely: 

ЙЙ(л\г) '= -і= ̂ Г г Т ^ Т Т х £ т [(-)'г$* { ]lЦ }^Ж 
JU2J3 

+ 
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4- (_ЛАі-Аа-рЛгч J ^1 ^2 J I i-A2i2J« , / \J-MrJi j J Хл X2 1 г л„,л 2 { 2 + [ ) І Л * і ІЗ І2 ^ / ^ i ^ + t - ) ГЛ*|Л j2 jx)L*hh 
Where 

-^ч^ч^^-(- /(^^з+СЙ^Й, +*й£чй, + *£?<&)-

X ЛААіМ <6А2!2 -4- <AAlІ1 іЛАа?» 4 - лАі?> ^А2.'2 4- Л Ч ' 1 п А 2 ' 2 Ї 4 -*\y,hj3(Pj*h ^ У 1x33^3233 +г7ііізЧшз +Чізз71з2зз)+ 

After variation of (9) at the constraint (8) one gets the homogeneous system of linear 
equations with the coefficients depending on energy r\ju. The system can be resolved if 
rjjv is the root of the following secular equation: 

2 A I 1 1 A 2 , - 2 " A I M + wAa«a - r)Ju 

6 Discussion 
Equation (10) for the energies of excited states built on the thermal ground (compound) 
state of a hot nucleus together with the expression for Ufy* (Л) gives us the possibility 
to calculate spreading of strength of a collective resonance state (a thermal RPA-state) in 
hot nuclei. Formally, eq.(10) has the same form as at Г = 0 (see, e.g. [9]). The difference 
is that now Ux££(Ji) depends on the temperature through the thermal occupation 
numbers (not only directly but through the amplitudes ф,фт} etc. as well). Moreover, 
the energies of one-phonon states u>x, are calculated in the thermal RPA and the number 
of phonons of given multipolarity at finite temperature is twice as large as at T == 0 
because of new poles £j — є у which appear in the thermal RPA. equation (6). 

As one can see from the expressions for the bifermionic amplitudes, in the leading 
order the non-tilde amplitudes ф, ф are proportional to (1 — n,) , the mixed amplitudes 
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77, С are proportional to rij and the tilde amplitudes ф, ф are proportional to rij. So, at 
Г —* 0 only the terms containing ф, ф will survive, and, as a result, one gets for Ux^(Ji) 
the same expression as in refs.[S, 9]. It means that there is a natural correspondence 
between the results of our approach at T Ф 0 and at Г = 0. 

In the above-stated consideration, we followed quite closely the way outlined in [4, 5]. 
The difference from, e.g. [4], is due to a specific form of a residual interaction (which is 
now taken to be separable for simplicity) and the phonon language when we go beyond 
the thermal RPA. It seems interesting to clarify in detail what the difference between 
the second thermal RPA approach of [4] and our way to take into account the coupling 
with comlex configurations by mixing one- and two- thermal phonon states is. 

The present TFD approach to the damping of nuclear excitations at finite tempera
ture differs quite noticeably from that of papers [2, 3]. In those papers, the Matsubara 
formalism has been used but the main point was that the thermal particle - hole and the 
thermal phonon excitations have been considered on equal footing, i.e., both systems 
were heated and both Fermi and Bose thermal occupation numbers came into play, 
respectively. In the TFD approach, the thermal phonons are formed of the thermal 
quasiparticles but the phonon system itself is not heated and, therefore, Bose thermal 
occupation numbers didn't appear in our consideration. Certainly, one can project the 
initial Hamiltonian from bifermion to boson space using some kind of boson expansion 
and only after that make the TFD transformation. This way has been discussed by 
Hatsuda [5], for example. Then, Bose thermal occupation numbers appear naturally 
but the structure of bosons has to be calculated at T = 0. This is not the case e.g. in 
[2] where the structure of phonons have been calculated in the thermal RPA. It seems 
to us that this is a kind of double counting. 

This work was partially supported by the Russian foundation for fundamental re
searches under grant 94-02-05137-a 
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Abstract 

Fission has been studied as a dynamical process competing with evaporative statis

tical decay in the decay of hot nuclei. The scission time is evaluated by measurements, 

of the pre- and post-scission charged particle multiplicities in the reactions of 136Xe + 

48Ti at 18.5A MeV. The time to the scission point in a fissioning nucleus is found to 

be ~ 10 - 2 0 sec for a symmetric decay channel and ~ 10 - 2 1 sec for very asymmetric 
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decay channels. The importance of the fission delay even in the decay of very heavy hot 

nuclei is shown for the production of heavy residues in the reactions of 4t?Ar + 232Th 

at 40A MeV and ^Cu + Au at 35A MeV. Significant heavy residue cross sections, 

associated with a high neutron multiplicity, is observed at в — 6° in both reactions. 

Model simulations, including the experimentally dericed scission time scale, suggest 

that these fragments are the evaporation residues from primary compound, nuclei with 

mass 250~260 and excitation energies of ~1.0 GeV for 40Ar + 232Th and 1.0~1.5GeV 

for raCu + 197Au. 

• 

1. Introduction 

How hot can one make a nucleus and how does such a hot nucleus decay? Recently significant 

efforts to understand hot nuclei have been made in variety of heavy ion reaction systems in 

the intermediate energy range [1]. Schwinn et al. have studied Аг + 197Au,232Th reactions-

from 27A MeV to 77A MeV by measuring the folding angle of the fragments from symmetric 

fission [2]. With increasing incident energy a sharp decrease has been observed in the cross" 

section for fission events which have a folding angle near that expected for central collisions. 

On the other hand the neutron multiplicity, measured in the same experiments, showed 

a significant amount of very relaxed collisions for all incident energies. These data were 

interpreted as indicating that , at the incident energy of about 27A MeV, the excitation 

energy one can store in the compound nucleus reaches a maximum with a value of 600-700 

MeV ( E x ~ 2.5 MeV/nucleon). This value is much lower than those obtained for the lighter 

system where the excitation energies of 4-5 MeV/nucleon have been achieved [3,4]. 

In the decay of such hot nuclei the competition between evaporative decay and fission 

may be important. Recently interesting observations on the fission time scale have been 

reported by Hilsher et al.[5]. They measured the pre- and post-scission neutron multiplicities 

for fusion-fission events and concluded that the fission occurred at rather low excitation 

energies. This suggests that fission is a relatively slow process in the deexcitation of hot 
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nuclei, compared to evaporative decay, especially at high excitation energies. This may 

change drastically the decay process of very hot nucleus from the statistical expectations-

Hereafter we call this slowing of fission relative to the particle evaporatir « as "fission delay" 

and its mean time "fission delay t ime". 

First in this report we discuss determination of the scission time scale in fission decay with 

- different mass asymmetries for the 136Xe -f 48Ti reaction at 18.5A MeV, by measurements of 

charged particle multiplicities. Secondly we show our recent results in 40Ar + 2 3 2Th at 40A 

MeV and ^ C u + 197Au at 35A MeV, where evaporatiqn residue-like fragments assorciated 

with high neutron multiplicities, are observed. In model simulations the importance of the 

fission delay in producing such heavy residues in these reactions is explored. 

2. Scission t ime scale in 1 3 6Xe + 48Ti a t 18.5A M e V [6] 

The experiment was performed at GSI, Darmstadt, Germany, using 18.5A MeV 136Xe on 

a 48Ti target. Fission-like fragments are detected by 12 PPACs which cover about 75% of 

the forward hemisphere. Light charged particles are measured by a plastic scintillator at 

0 = 9° and by a Si-Csl telescope at в = 40°. The masses of the fission fragments have been 

reconstructed kinematically. Two body events were analyzed to determine the scission time. 

The contribution of three body events, in which only two of them are detected, is estimated 

to be less than 20%. On the left side of Fig.l a contour plot of the reconstructed mass 

distribution vs total kinetic energy is shown. The mass of the compound nucleus bei. .e 

scission was taken as Axor= lS4 . The reconstructed mass depends linearly on Атот but the 

- mass asymmetry of the two fragments used in the following analysis is rather independent 

of Ayor- As one can see in the figure two distinct regions of the distribution are observed. 

One corresponds to peripheral collisions where projectile-like and target-like fragments with 

high TKE values are detected. The other corresponds to fragments with a broad mass 

distribution and low TKE values. 
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MASS vs. ткЕ PLOT for two body Fragment Mass Distrbution 

Fig. 1. Left : Reconstructed mass vs total kinetic energy. Right : Mass distribution of fully 

relaxed events selected for this analysis 

For the latter the TKE value of the fragments changes systematically with the fragment 

mass and the ridge of the TKE distribution follows the Viola systematics. This indicates 

that these fragments originate from fully relaxed collisions. In the following analysis these 

fully relaxed events are selected as indicated by the dashed line in the figure. On the right 

side of Fig.l the projected mass spectrum of the fully relaxed events is shown. Four mass 

windows, shown by dotted lines in the figure, are selected in the mass distribution in order 

to investigate the dependence of the charged particle multiplicity on the mass asymmetry 

of binary fragments. For each window the energy spectra of light charged particles were ex

amined as a function of the angle between the axis of the binary products and the particle, 

in the moving frame of the system. In order to extract pre- and post-scission multiplicities, 

the spectra were fit by three moving sources, one compound nucleus source and two fission 

fragment sources. The extracted multiplicities are summarized in Fig.2 for protons (left side) 

and for a particles (right side), respectively. They are plotted as a function of mass asym

metry of the binary products. The total multiplicity of protons and alpha particles (square 

symbols) is almost constant for different mass asymmetries, whereas the pre-scission (circles) 
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and post-scission (diamonds) multiplicities depend strongly on the mass asymmetry. The 

pre-scission multiplicity increases significantly when the mass asymmetry increases and the 

post-scission multiplicity decreases with increasing asymmetry. The characteristic features 

of the multiplicities are very similar for protons and a particles. 
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Fig. 2. Extracted proton (left) and a particle (right) multiplicities from the source fits. Lines 

are to guide the eye. , 

The multiplicity of charged particles from a hot nucleus is closely related to the excitation 

energy of the nucleus. In previous studies the proton and a particle multiplicities from hot 

nuclei is found to increase linearly with increasing excitation energy from 0.5 MeV/nucleon to 

4.5MeV/nucleon [3]. Using this linear relation one can evaluate the average excitation energy 

in which a binary decay occurs. The derived energies for the different mass asymmetries are 

plotted on the left side of Fig.3. For a given asymmetry four data points are given, which 

are separately calculated from the pre- and post-scission proton and a particle multiplicities. 

The four points agree well for all mass asymmetries. In order to evaluate the time to the 

scission point, the average cumulative decay time of the light particles is calculated from the 

top of the cascade (570MeV) to the extracted average excitation energy,' using a statistical 

cascade calculation code EVAP [7]. In the calculation the calculated time depends on the 

value of the level density parameter, especially for large mass asymmetry. In this analysis 
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two different assumptions are used. One is a constant level density parameter a=A/10 and 

the other is a temperature dependent level density parameter [3]. The results are given on" 

the right side of Fig-3. The evaluated time is ~10~20sec for a symmetric binary decay and 

~10~21sec or less for the most asymmetric case. The time scale for the asymmetric case is 

comparable to the time for about one rotation of the binary system in a fully relaxed deep 

inelastic collision. In fact the angular distribution of the fragments for the very asymmetric 

case shows a forward-backward peaking in the moving frame, whereas it shows a symmetric 

distribution for the symmetric binary decay. However one should note that the scission time 

becomes significantly shorter for the asymmetry of 1.5 (mass splitting of 110-74) than for 

the symmetric case , where little deep inelastic contribution is expected. A further study 

is now underway using the 20Ne + 165Ho reaction at 50A MeV, in which similar excitation 

energies but much less deep inelastic contribution is expected in the large asymmetric range. 
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Fig. 3. Excitation energy at scission (left) and рге-scission life time (right) as a function of mass 

asymmetry. 

3. The formation and decay of hot nuclei in 40Ar + 2 3 2Th and 6 3Cu -f 197Au 

These experiments have been performed in the Texas A&M K-500 superconducting cyclotron 

facility, using a 4tf neutron ball. The efficiency of the neutron ball was calibrated by a 252Cf 

source. Heavy evaporation residue-like and fission-like fragments were detected by a large 
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area Si detector at в = 6°. Mass and velocity were evaluated from the time of flight and the 

energy. The mass resolution was ± 5% for fragments with A ~ 150 and V . ~ l-5cm/ns. All 

heavy fragments were recorded in coincidence with the neutron multiplicity. 

A . 6 3Cu + 1 9 7Au at 35A M e V 

The observed neutron multiplicity is shown by closed circles in Fig.4. No background and 

efficiency corrections have been made for the experimental points. The average background 

multiplicity was 1.4 neutrons. The efficiency of the ball for the Cf source was 82% and 

it is reduced to about 70% for the neutrons isotropically evaporated from a slow moving 

source, mainly because of the opening of the scattering chamber in the forward direction. 

The distribution shows clearly two components, one peaked .at the lower multiplicity and the 

other with a peak at M„^26. Apparently the former corresponds to the peripheral collisions 

and the latter to the more central collisions. 
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Fig. 4. Single neutron multiplicity distribution for 63Cu + 197Au. Circles are from the experiment 

and histograms are from a EUGENE-GEMINI calculation. See details in the text. 

The contour plot of the mass versus velocity for the heavy fragments detected at 9 = 6° is 

shown in the lower part of Fig.5 and the associated average neutron multiplicity is shown in 

the upper part. In the figure no no data for fragments with A < 50 are shown. The avarage 
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neutron multiplicities are shown for the fragments in two mass regions. The multiplicity has 

been corrected only for the background. Fragments with A ~ 150 and V =0.5-1.5 cm/ns 

were observed. The lower limit of the observed velocity is set by the experimental threshold. 

These heavy fragments are associated with a high neutron.multiplicity which increases when 

the fragment velocity increases. The fragments with 50 < A < 100 also show a comparable 

average neutron multiplicity and have a similar trend to the lieavier fragments, but with a 

velocity offset of about 1-1.5 cm/ns 
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Fig. 5... Upper : Experimental average neutron multiplicity as a function of fragemnt velocity 

in the different fragment mass regions. Lower : Experimental mass vs velocity distribution for 

heavy fragments for 63Cu -J- 197Au. Contour levels are 1,10,20",30 mb/sr/(cm/ns) starting from the 

outermost contour. 

B. 4 0Ar + 2 3 2Th a t 40A MeV [8] 

The observed heavy fragments at в = 6° are shown in Fig.6. The upper contour plot is for 

mass versus velocity and the lower plot is for mass versus associated neutron multiplicity. 
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In the upper figure one clearly see three components. One is in ' the mass region of A < 40, 

which is dominated by the projectile-like fragments. The component with 70 < A < 140 

corresponds to fission-like fragments. The other with A > 150 is evaporation residue-like 

fragments and has a velocity of 0.5 to 1.0 cm/ns. The lower limit of the observed velocity 

is set by the experimental threshold. The velocity of the fission-like fragments is between 

1.0-2.0cm/ns. In the lower figure the associated neutron multiplicity is shown as a function 

of the fragment mass. The neutron multiplicity for the fission-like and the residue-like 

fragments is Mn— 30. The neutron efficiency for this run was 70% for the Cf-source in this 

run. 

DO BO 

MASS (u) 

Fig. 6. Experimental results for fragments in 40Ar + 232Th. Velocity (upper) and neutron 

multiplicity (lower) as a function of mass. 

C. Model simulation 

The observed heavy fragments in 40Ar + 323Th and 63Cu + 197Au reactions are. associated 

with a high neutron multiplicity. This indicates that these fragments originate from central 
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collisions. This observation is consistent with a picture of an incomplete fusion reaction 

followed by either evaporative or fission-evaporative decays. The former scenario leads to 

the heavy residues and the latter to the fission fragments. The residue-like fragment velocity 

of 0.5-1.5 cm/ns in 63Cu + 197Au and that of 0.5-1.0 cm/ns in 40Ar + 2 3 2Th corresponds to a 

reaction with 40-75% linear momentum transfer in both reactions if these originate from an 

incomplete fusion-evaporation process. The fission fragments in the latter scenario should 

be emitted at the forward angle in order to be detected at в = 6°. The 1-Г.5 cm/ns offset, 

comparing to the velocity of the residue-like fragments, corresponds to the Coulomb velocity 

of the forward emitted fragment added to the velocity of the parent nucleus. 

In order to treat the incomplete fusion reaction in the entrance channel, the code EU

GENE is used [9]. In the program the preequilibrium nucleon emission for a given-impact 

parameter is treated by following nucleon-nucleon collisions in the overlap region of the 

projectile and the target. The rest of the projectile is treated as a spectator with a little 

excitation energy. The properties of the primary excited nucleus are generated for the im

pact parameter range of 0 < b < 12fm in both reactions. For the 63Cu + 197Au reaction 

the contour plots of the mass, excitation energy and angular momentum of the primary 

nucleus are given as a function of impact parameter on the left side of Fig.7. For central 

collisions the mass and excitation energy of the primary compound nucleus are A ~ 250 and 

Ez = 1.0-1.5 GeV, respectively. The angular momentum is peaked at intermediate impact 

parameters and has a value up to 100ft. Similar results are obtained for the 40Ar + 232Th 

reaction, where the excitation energy and mass of the primary compound nucleus for the 

most central collisions are Ex ~1.0GeV and A ~260, respectively. 

The primary hot nuclei are allowed to decay statistically, using either a simplified sta

tistical.decay code built in EUGENE or a more sophisticated code GEMINI [10]. 
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Fig. 7. Left : Properties of the ргітату compound nuclei generated by EUGENE for 63CU + 
197Au. Right : Final mass distribution of the fragments after the statistical decay using GEMINI 

with no fission delay (top), a constant fission delay ( middle) and a mass dependent delay (bottom). 

An important ingredient in both statistical decay codes is the fission delay discussed above. 

In the code EUGENE, a constant fission delay is applied in which fission channels with A 

> 20 open only when the cumulative decay time of evaporative light particles exceeds a 

given time. In GEMINI mass dependent fission delay (MDD) is also employed, which is 

experimentally determined from Fig.3 using an empirical formula. 

Tscission — I ~7-\ TO \L) 

where Го = l.OxlO-20 sec and Ai and A2 are the mass of the two fragments (Аг < A-z). 

From Fig.3 7o=1.5 is extracted for a constant level density parameter a=A/10. The final 
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mass destributions, after the statistical decay for the different fission delays, are shown on 

the right side of Fig.7. In this simulation GEMINI is used as the statistical decay code. 

As one can see, the mass distribution depends strongly on the. different fission delays. In 

this experiments, however, we have ouly one differential mass distribution at в = 6° and 

therefore the comparisons between the experiment and the calculations are tentative. 

The calculated neutron multiplicity distributions are very similar between two statistical 

decay codes and also rather independent of the specifics of the assumed fission delays. The 

calculated neutron multiplicity distribution is shown by histograms in Fig.4. The thin solid 

histogram shows the neutron multiplicity from all sources, i.e., from projectile-like, pree-

quilibrium and compound nucleus(CN)-like sources. The, thin dashed histogram shows the 

multiplicity distribution for the neutrons from the CN-like source. The difference between 

the two on the high neutron multiplicity side corresponds to the number of preequilibrium 

neutrons for central collisions. In order to compare the calculated neutron multiplicity with 

the experimental result, each generated neutron is filtered by the experimental neutron ball 

efficiency both in energy and geometry. The filtered multiplicity distribution is shown by a 

thick solid histogram for the neutrons" from all sources and by a thick dashed histogram for. 

those from the CN-like source. (No background is added to the calculated result, whereas 

the experimental distribution includes 1.4 neutrons from the background). The difference 

between two filtered histograms becomes small, because most of the-preequilibrium neutrons 

are energetic and emitted at forward angles in which there is no neutron.ball segment. A 

good agreement between the calculation and the experimental results is obtained. This indi

cates that the calculated excitation energy of the primary nucleus in the EUGENE entrance' 

channel is reasonable. 

The mass and mass dependence of the neutron multiplicity for the reaction 40Ar + 232Th, 

calculated by EUGENE, are plotted in Fig.8 for different fission delay constants. For the 

fission delay of 1.0x10-21 sec, almost no heavy residues with A > 160 are produced. This 

indicates that all heavy and hot primary nuclei decay .through a fission channel in the deex-

citation cascade. When the fission delay constant of 5.0x1O-20 sec is employed, evaporation 
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residues are observed as seen in the dashed histogram. This time scale is comparable to that 

observed for a symmmetic binary process in Fig.3. In the comparisons' in Fig.8 the calcu

lated mass yields in the lower figure are normalized to the data. The correlation between the 

mass of the heavy fragments and average neutron multiplicity is shown iu the upper figure. 

The calculated neutron "multiplicities are filtered by the experimental detection efficiency. 

The agreement is very good when the fission delay of 5xlO-20sec is employed. In the. figure 

the neutron multiplicity for lighter fragments with A < 40, which are mostly projectile-like 

fragments, is also compared with the calculation. Again a good agreement is obtained. 

зо 
25 

2 
V 20 

(a) 

K.-.^nw^ij 
\ . 

ПО 60 
MASS (u) 

Fig. 8. Comparisons between the experiment and the calculations in 40Ar + 232Th for neutron 

multiplicity vs mass (upper) and mass distribution (lower) at 9 = 6°.See details in the text. 

Similar results of heavy fragments for the 63Cu + 197Au reaction are shown in Fig. 9, 

where GEMINI with the mass dependent fission delay is used. The mass versus velocity 

distribution at в = 6° and' the associated -average neutron multiplicities are plotted for 

fragments with A > 50. The comparisons are made on an absolute scale. The contours, in 

the lower figure are the same as those in Fig. 5. The calculated cross section for the heavy 
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residues at v ~ 1 . 5 c m / n s is larger by a factor of 5 than that of the experiment and that 

for the fission fragments is too small at this augle. The associated neutron multiplicity for 

fragments with a high velocity is reasonable for both residue-hke. and fission-like events but 

it is too low for the slow velocity residues. 

The cross section for heavy fragments at в = 6° depends not only on the fission delay time 

but also on the fragment angular distribution. The disagreement in the neutron multiplicity 

may originate from the "fact that the entrance channel calculation in the EUGENE program 

does not include a deep inelastic process, which is important in this energy range. Further 

detailed comparisons are now underway. 

Eugene-Gemini for MDD 
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Fig. 9. Calculated neutron multiplicity (upper) and mass distribution (lower) as a function of. 

fragment velocity .at 6 = 6° for 63Cu + 197Au. Contour levels in the lower figure, is given as the 

same as in Fig.5 
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4 . Summary 

The time to the scission point in a hot nuclei is evaluated, using binary events in the 136Xe 

+ 48Ti at 18.5A MeV. The scission time depends strongly on the mass asymmetry of the. 

binary decay channel, i.e., ~10 - 2 0 sec for a symmetric channel and ~l0~*"21sec or less for a 

very asymmetric channel. These values indicate that the life time of the evaporative, light 

particle emission becomes shorter than the scission time at the excitation energy above ~ 1 

MeV/nucleon. 

Evaporation residue-like fragments are observed at в = 6° for 40Ar + ? 3 2Th at 40A 

MeV and 63Cu + 197Au at 35A MeV. These fragments are associated with a high neutron 

multiplicity. Model simulations suggest that these are evaporation residues with the primary 

nuclei with A ~260 and Ex ~ 1.0 GeV for 40Ar + 232Th and those with A ~250 and Ex ~ 

1.0-1.5 GeV for 63Cu + 197Au. In these simulations the fission delay plays a very important 

role in producing the residues as the final products. The time used for the fission delay is 

consistent with observed scission time scales. 
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иачь-ооччъ 
ON ACCELERATION OP POLARIZED IONS UP TO INTERMEDIATE 

ENERGY AT NEW FACILITY. 

Zaika N.I. 
Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine. 

Main topics of polarisation phenomena investigation at 
middle and intermediate energies and contemporary methods 
of various polarized ions are discussed.Perspectives to 
study shell structure effects are considered.Problems of 
polarized ions acceleration at the isochronous cyclotron 
U-240 and INR storage ring for A=1~40 ions are 
studied: i) depolarization resonances and means to 
overcome them; ii) optimal conditions to conserve maximal 
beam polarization after passing a transport beam line; 
iii) possibilities to accumulate polarized radioactive 
ions in the storage ring. 

SOME PHYSICAL PROBLEMS 

Among fields of polarization phenomena investigation [1] 
there are a number of problems closely related to topics of this 
school program. First of all these are: 1) a nature of excited 
nucleus levels and a determining form of motion in nucleus for 
the nucleus state; 2) dynamics of heavy ion-nucleus interaction 
at various collision conditions; Э) nucleon associations in 
nuclei; 4)a real shape of an individual nucleus and shape effects 
of extra-nucleons; 5) a spatial distribution of external nucleons 
in nucleus; 5) shell effects in spin dependent terms of a nuclear 
potential at nucleon- or nucleus-nucleus interaction. 

Shell effects studying is possible due to dependence of 
analyzing powers on quantum characteristics and structure of the 
levels,polarization transfer coefficient values depend on that 
shell or cluster model is most suitable for a projectile. A sign 
of heavy ions polarization is determined at certain collision 
conditions by impact distance, i.e.positive or negative 
scattering angles are realized at heavy ion-nucleus interaction. 
A. total reaction cross section depends on deformed projectile 
orientation at interaction,probably a transfer reaction cross 
section has to be linked with a disposition . of odd 1>0 
extra-nucleon in polarized incident ions. Because of surface form 
of spin-orbit term of an interaction potential its geometrical 
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parameters r , a variation with an atomic weight A should be so so 
most sensitive to shell effects. 

A polarization of плісіеі that have to be studied, on decay 
products ejection or by disturbed correlation method is always 
preferable due to more full and reliable information in comparing 
with investigation of unpolarized nuclei. There fore methods to 
polarize nuclei in nuclear reactions,by tilted foils, by 
attachment of polarized 1S electron at bare ion passing through a 
magnetized fferromagnetic material at proper ion energy, by an 
implantation of reaction radioactive products in a lattice at 
very low temperature were developed. 

A bulk of information on peculiarities of decay, nuclear 
structure and magnetic momenta were obtained by these 
methods. But most wide fields for investigation are attained with 
polarized ion beams owing to possibility to ensure various 
conditions on polarization value, ion types and energy of 
accelerated projectiles. The last is valuable because of 
dependence of various physical effects on energy. 

*INR FACILITY PROJECT 

At present, a development of accelerators for nuclear physics 
and particle physics research are directed on creation of new 
experimental possibilities in production of various types 
accelerated ions, increasing of their energies and ensuring of 
polarized beams for ̂ investigation of a large number of physical 
observables and high accuracy of their measurements. Though these 
three aims have particular requirements to a machine, their 
simultaneous satisfaction gives best investigation conditions to 
scientists. Progress in polarization experiment particularly due 
to successful construction of the various polarized ion aourcea 
(PIS) makes the goal accessible. 

In 1991 a new project of the ion storage ring (ISR) of 
Institute for Nuclear Research (INR) of Ukrainian National 
Academy of Sciences was created [2]. Main parameters of ISR are: 
circumference-100 m, A=1-130, A/q=1-3» <Bp) =5*4 Tm, maximal 
energy for p E =900 MeV, for A / Q = 2 ions E=300 MeV/u, V =2.43, 

P • . * 
V =3-16, number of superperiods P=2. As an injector is used the 
INR isochronous cyclotron with the brought out ions energy 
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E = 1 2 0 ( Q / A ) MeV/u. The accelerating complex will enable various 
experiments with light and. heavy ions in intermediate energy-
range. Owing to development of polarised ion sources and other 
experimental equipment for polarization phenomena studying the 
polarisation investigation at the complex will be accessible 
also. General scheme of the facility including, last, elaborations 
on external sources of polarised and unpolarised light and heavy 
ions СЭ] and the ion storage ring [23 is plotted on the Pig.1. 

U-240 ^ 2 s < 

b 

*l SI П SI її 

0. 
SR 
S a -ІЗ-ШКН Нзтол-

ECR 
Fig.1. Scheme of the INR facility without details of 

ion transport lines (dotted lines), a. Frame 
of reference for cyclotron. b. Spin rotator. 

ECR-heavy ion source; PHlS-polarized heavy ion 
source; PiS-polarised ion source; IL-light ion 
source; GL-Glaser lens; AM-analyzing magnet; 
CM-commutating magnet; Q-Quadr*upoles; EL-elect-
rostatic lens; D-electrostatic deflector; WF-
S- solenoids; ВМ-bending magnet; T-targets; EC-
electron cooling; KM-kicker magnets; SM-septum 
magnets; FM-fast magnets; RF-rf cavity. 
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DEPOLARIZATION RESONANCES 

A main obstacle on "the -way of polarized ion beams production 
at cyclic accelerators are depolarization resonances. Their 
number increases with energy and because of the ions properties 
variety on atomic weight A» charge q(z), g-factor the resonance 
conditions are different for every kind of accelerated polarized 
ions. An analysis of the resonance depolarization at the injector 
cyclotron U-240 for 12 ion types gave assuring results [4] and 
the analogous investigation for ISR was carried out. 

Most common depolarization resonance condition for a 
synchrotron type accelerator is following 

G7=k + mV + nV + IV _ (1) 
1 z x syn 

where k, m, n, 1 are integers including zero; V , V , V are 
frequencies of vertical betatron, horizontal betatron and syn
chrotron oscillation per one turn, respectively; G depends on the 
ion g-factor, A and q, G=gA/2q-1, g^j/Ц^І; 7 = E / E Q = 1 + E k/E 0 is 
Lorens factor at the kinetic ion energy per atomic mass unit 
E.and E =931.5 MeV. When the single resonance condition is 
fulfilled a final ion polarisation P_ is connected with initial 
one P. by the Proissart-Stora formula [53 

Pf=PiE2exp<-'IC|s|2/2a)-1], (2) 

where a strength of resonance Є depends on type of the resonance 
and accelerator characteristics and (X depends on an acceleration 
rate i.e. time of resonance passing.Common behavior.of the final 
polarization as a function of the resonance parameters Є and ОС is 
reflected in Pig 2. 

A weak resonance at1C|£|2/2(X«1 does not influence on the 

polarization, a strong resonance 1C|E| /2СУМ changes the sigh of 
initial polarization. Levels of polarization value conservation 
as a function of х=ТС|Є |2/2(X are shown in the Table 1. In the x 
range 0.17-1.8 the depolarization is rather high up to 
disappearing of the polarization.To conserve the polarization on 
the 99* level independently on its sign the difference of x have 
to be into range of three orders. 
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Table 1 

Lava l* % 

99 
95 
90 
SO 
70 

X 

p f>o 

O.0O5 
O.025 
O.05 
0 .105 
0 . 1 6 

P f<0 

5 . 4 
3 . 7 
3 . 0 
a.4 
1.9 
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Fig.2. Pinal polarization ая a function of depolarization 
resonance parameters, 7C|Є| /201 = 0.005X. 

RESONANCE CONDITION IN THE ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON 

An analysis of the resonance depolarization at the injector 
cyclotron U-240 for 12 ion types was carried out С4]. To 
obtain these results a common approach to resonance polarization 
at three sector cyclotron was developed.' Magnet field of a 
cyolotron В may be decomposed in every point of ion trajectory on 
vertical В and horizontal В components ( see Pig. 1 a ) 

z і . p 
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V ( B x + B 2^1/a» lBW» івз4 * lBJ^iBJ +iByl <3> 

<9B 

ax 
a V 
Эх2 

ав а̂ ъ 
— z z + — z xz 
flY 0Y0X 

Vertical component of the field may be represented aa a function 
of radius r and angle 9 

27C 
В = В M-HJ(r,9)], J U(r,9)d9 = О (4) 

ікв. -ікв. with Шг,9) = a0<r)+^[ ak<r)ea*0+ bk<r)e~iJto] , 

where к is a number of harmonic. 
Table 2 

N m 

В z da о zn о 
В. X1 ~m 

в 

N 

В z Аг о т т 
В. x2 

Л, 
з? 

В z__ За. 0b. 
о т к . к. 

в —- * ' 
Х1 2 Эх Ох 

о т 
> -V 
х1 2г 

*VV 
В z г О о т о д' 

В. хэ 4[N -1-к] ~дх* 

k±N 
В z r О о т о к к о ш da, 0b, 

^З^ЯТы 2^*"]""^ 2 (Э£2 > 
к w"k 

^Э^ТСЫ 2^!^]"^ 1"" Эх" 

в z Аг a« 
о т т о 

В z Аг о т т 
В. х2 S5 ЭУ2 4г. їх dx 

Expression of В w l В for various types of reaonancea, i.e. x у 
for different values of k,m,n in formula. (1)» are shown in the 
Table 2. At known flatter component of the magnetic field 0, 
number of cyclotron sectors N, amplitudes vertical z_ and 

ш 
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hcricontal Дг oscillations, coefficients a., b of/real cyclotron 
fisld Fourier expansion values В and x В can b e determined 
(details will be published elsewhere). As a ratio of resonance о strength to its width |Є| /£X for a cyclotron is reflected by the 

relation 

є va = < і <v2> < 3 _ ,»• 
о (5) Gd7/d9 

depolarization influence of the every resonance can be cleared 
up with application of the relations (2), (5). and the Table 2. 

Possible resonances and their strengths were determined for 
acceleration of polarized light and heavy ions at the cyclotron 
U-240. Ion types (1Н",2Н7 ЭН7 p, d, t, 3He,6Li,7Li,14N, 2 3Na) art 
perspective ones to produce them in contemporary • polarized ion 
sources including the sources that have been designed in -the INR 
t3].0n the Fig 2 a change of the betatron tunes V as functions of 

z 
accelerator radius for some levels of the magnetic field, are 
plotted (points). The lines are behavior of Vz for most dangerous 
resonances from common their number about 50 determined on the 
relation (1). Values of resonance strengths in the points of 
crossing of Vz lines and curves were analyzed taking into account 
the data of magnetic field measurements . Omitting details 
which will be published elsewhere it can be confirmed that beside» 

Г CM 
»н- [jG*94. 

Fig.3- Frequency of vertical betatron oscillations at 
different magnet field levels in the cyclotron 
(points). Solutions of equation (1) (lines) 
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з 
Не all above mentioned ions can be accelerated at. the cyclotron 

IT-240 without essential depolarization. 
RESONANCE CONDITION IN THE ISR 

blost dangerous resonances are intrinsic ones G7=kP ± V (P is. 
2. 

a number of accelerator superperiods) and imperfection field 
resonances С]Г=к. The first type of them at energy increasing 
follows over AG7=P or A7=P/|G|, imperfection resonances so as 
linear resonances of G7=k±V. type follow over AG7=1 or A7=1/|G|-
Thus numbers of these types resonances N . can be determined for 

r rx 
any ions at known maximal value Bp of an accelerator by 
expression 

N . =int [7 -7. . /A7 . 3 + 1 <6) 
rin 'max ' inj 'rinJ 

where 7|nax=[(BPQ/cA)2 + 1 ] 1 / 2 , 7inJ=1 + Einj./Eo,c=3.10708 if Bp 
in Tin, E. .=120(Z/A) MeV/u is an injection ion energy after the 
cyclotron U—240. N . may be lowered on 1 due to dependence .on 
many parameters of the first resonance energy in an investigated 
energy range. The calculations for the INR storage ring for many 
•types of ions with |G| in the range 0.143-7.94 confirm that 
common number of the all type of resonances reduced per the same 
energy interval is approximately proportional G and for the 
maximal G is equal about 8 per 100 MeV/u. Main results of the 
calculation are shown, in the Table Э- Besides discussed above 
characteristics,spin I»ion charge in the ISR q, acceleration 
energy range in "the storage ring up to Emax, common number of 
resonances Nr, number of intrinsic Nrin and imperfection field 
Nrim resonances, Bl value to turn spin on the 1C/2 angle are 
inserted also in this table for every ion. The data of OS, were 
calculated for r.f. amplitude V=10O kV. 

Two methods may be used to inject polarized ions in the 
storage ring;: i) an injection of polarized beam after U-240 with 
PI8; ii) an injection of secondary polarized particles induced by 
primary polarized cyclotron beam on the target at 9=0°. Though in 
the second method an intensity is lower on orders it' -gives a 
possibility to produce polarized ions including radioactive ones 
inaccessible from up to date PIS'a. Therefore some nuclei which 
can be induced in a simple transfer reaction by cyclotron 
accelerated polarized ions were included in the consideration. 
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Table 2 

Ion 

1H 
H 
ЭН 
ЭНе 
6Li 
7Li 
1 ЭС 
1 3N 
14N 
1 5N 
1 9F 
S 3Na 
2 7A1 
3 9K 

I 

1/2 
1 

1/2 
1/2 
1 

3/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1 

1/2 
1/2 
3/2 
5/2 
3/3 

Q 

1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
6 
7 
7 
7 
9 
11 
13 
19 

G 

1.793 
-0.143 
-7-937 
-4.191 
-0.178 
1.533 
0.5219 
-0.402 
-0.596 
-1..607 
4.5499 
0.5446 
0.5126 
-0.7ЭЭ 

, ._ 

E. .-E , m j max' 
MeV/u 
70-900 

3O-302.6 
13.3-145 
53.3-494 
ЭО-302.6 
22-230 
25.6-263 
34.8-344 
30-302.6 
26.1-268 
8.3-275 
27-4-280 
27.8-283 
28.5-289 

N 
r 
14 
1 

10 
17 
0 
4 
2 
1 
A 

3 
11 
2 
2 
1 

rin 

1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

0 

rim 

2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 

a 105 

3.063 
0.122 
4.510 
4.774 

1.122 
0.415 
0.309 
0.509 
1.281 
3-682 
0-419 
0.422 
0.610 

Bl,Tm 

6.07 
19.8 
1.90 
5-32 
20.6 
6.70 
11.1 
28.3 
42.0 
28.0 
3.06 
11.0 
11.2 
61.1 

In the given energy ranges there are no resonances only for 
Li ions. For other ions a number of resonances depends on ion 
type, i.e. G. In general about 70 of various types of 
depolarization resonances may be realized at acceleration in the 
storage ring of mentioned in the Table 2 ions, including the 
intrinsic and imperfection field resonances. Ah estimation of the 
resonance strengths and acceleration rates following [63 shows 
that many of them can essentially distort ion polarization. 

OVERCOMING OP DEPOLARIZATION 

Snake type means to overcome depolarization is universal 
one at the spin rotation angle % [73 because of opposite kick on 
spin in a resonance. Due to the large number and various types of 
resonances it is proposed for the INR SR to use spin rotator of 
solenoid type as it is made for protons at IU0P [83 

As it follows from the eauation of Thomas - BUT [93 a spin 
rotation rate is proportional G or G7 depending on B. or B^, 
respectively. In intermediate energy synchrotron 7^2 the solenoid 
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field, is more preferable one as it may be realized by more simple 
equipment. Values of the field, integral jBidl are shown in the 
Table 3- For majority of the ion types with a large number of the 
depolarization resonances <*H, 3H, ^ e , 7Li, 19PJ spin can be 
rotated on % at maximal energy if possible value of the field 
integral attains about 6,7 Tm. To ensure an optical transparency 
of the solenoid spin rotator, i.e. to overcome trajectory 
distortions in the ISR, skew Quadrupole lenses have to be used on 
both sides of the solenoid. Host acceptable area for installation 
of the spin rotator is straight part A or В of the ISR (вее 
Fig.1). 

The spin rotator will be useful in post acceleration stage 
also, because of prompt change of the spin orientation at every turn 
of the ions. At vertical spin orientation for ah injected ions 
of в=1/2, 1, 3/2 only t , t,. t_, t , t polarization 

XX 20" 22 Эх 33 
components are possible. The components with odd к change its 
sign to opposite one at every X turn of a spin. It will work in 
favor increasing o f m e asurement accuracy of the 
polarization observables if a memory of data acquisition will be 
interchange synchronously with a spin flip. 

A. spread of polarized ion trajectories in transport beam 
lines and edge field** of line units cause an ion depolarization. 
The calculations of some beam lines using the TRANSPIN program 
[10] showed that to attain maximal conservation of an ions 
polarization ona need to use even crossovers of beam for target 
or injection point» and acceptable small omittance of a beam. 
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IM3SWV 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN STUDY OP ТЛШ AND ENERGY PROPER
TIES OP COMPOUND NUCLEI AT THE RANGE OP UNRESOIVED 

RESONANCES 

V . S . O l k h o v s k y 

Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev-252028, Ukraine 

A brief analysis of time and energy compound-nucle
us properties is given for the case of unresolved 
resonances.Then a realistic program of searching re
sonance and time compound-nucleus characteristics is 
presented basing on the statistical approach to eva
luating the compound-nucleus cross sections,methods 
of obtaining compound-nucleus durations from known 
and proposed experiments and recently, derived sum 
rules. 

This lecture is devoted to the analysis of resonance • 
and time characteristics of compound-nuclei at the range of 
unresolved resonances and to.examining possibilities of obta
ining information .on these characteristics from the experime
ntal data on cross sections and other measured quantities. 

At first» the known expressions for compound-nucleus 
durations will be presented. They were derived by means of 
the Ohmure. method /1/ and generalized with the help of the 
tecbnique of the time operator (see,fojr example,/2,3/) or by 
utilizing the autocorrelation T-matrix functions /3»4/. The 
mean value Of," > and the variance *&%-• of the distribution 
of the compound-nucleus durations are defined for two-body 
channels by the following formulas (in the C-eystem): 

with time delay - ' /._.£, л-2 

and л • ' ' ' ' J? ' 

with 
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2 

where 7~C=T~<^|>.. 17.is the element £-*•£ of the T-matrix (or the 
reaction amplitude), t and 5?, are the total energy and final-
particle angular coordinates respectively, R^ R^ and<1uf > <?*£> 
are the interaction-field radius and the mean value of the in
verse relative velocity in the initial and final channel res
pectively. The formulas (1) and (3) are valid for a wide class 
of nuclear-reaction conditions - the smooth initial-par tide 
wave-packet weight amplitudes (in particular,when the energy 
spread &t is much larger than the mean total resonance width 

ГЛЯГаЫ the mean level distance Л)7*^^7*^)'] $>TjVWng the 
level density, Jj^ftT being the quantum numbers of total mo
mentum, spin and parity respectively) and/or the random phases 
of these amplitudes. The mean compound-nucleus cross section-
^^ , (^Ъс.у±& defined by the general expression 

with the known kinematic factor C,< • 
The compound-nucleus decay function (or,better to say, the 

surviving probability for a decaying compound nucleus) 
is defined in an empirical way as 

whereJv f"6y is a number of the formed (survived) compound nu
clei at the instant r" , 27=0 being the initial instant, and in 
a quantum-mechanical way as c . с / \ 1*2. 

'£ (*)= I p сні ( б Ъ ) 
vfobre fC(i)-Ojf &\ї(0)> ) J^^being the compound-nucleus 
wave function at the instant -£- (see,for instance,/3,5/). The 
compound-nucleus duration distribution density 

is the decay probability per a time unit. 

Рог exponential 
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1£<0х?У->ф2<*Гв'?*- .and^rV^fC>1 then £сф and Jty 
are non-exponential. Here for the sake of simplicity we have 
omitted the indexes і and ̂ . 

Now several general relations (sum rules) fox- time and re
sonance compound-nucleus characteristics via cross sections . 
are known for unresolved resonances at the approximation of 
random phases (or phase differences) hetween different parti
al compound-nucleus T-matrixes: . _. 

I <K***m>Kt<i$F*&>-Zx* с Т!*$> TSZ (8) 
І^^-^^Г''^^^1'^^ (9) 
and 

«here <ЬХ^(фьхЛ <«£•J (Ф are the mean(energy-averaged) 
compound-nucleus JSJC -partial time delay and cross section 
respectively, <^^^/c^5^-_.l> "being the Л^Г-partial cross 
section including the angle dependence, the weight 
factor which is equal to fc(lj+f) in the spinless approxima
tion, K£ is the wave number in the L -th channel, УЩ.Ш the 
number of open channels (with fixed ~5,.S and^r ) , /A Tsyr±B the 
fluctuation factor <~ 1 ( O^/ft^JW7*^ 1). 

The relations (8),(9)and (10) were derived in /4/,/6/. 
and /2/ respectively. For the same assumptions the following 
relation can he derived too: / 

ЯЛ ' 
Here it is useful to remind some known expressions and 

approaches in the statistical description of nuclear reacti
ons at the range of unresolved resonances. The energy-avera-
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ЗЬеп <*Тг»-' і 
J A* <S > \-**>(-<* ГТіх

9"У С")-
whichAis lmown as the Moldauer-Simonius theorem /7/. The mat-

/>is usually identified with the generalized-optical-
model S-matrix J* J at the approach of coupled channels. 
The diagonal matrix J1 can Ъе found using the Engelbrecht-
Weidenmuller procedure /в/г 

•with l/ew = (.u J . With this transformation the Satchler 
transmission matrix л 

is simultaneously diag'onalized: r^Tf _. 

with JXTSJT 4 /- ?^~*i* 1-Я-* УЬ*г\ S)sT7s*:s 4 

This procedure was' generalized in /9/ for multiple eigenvalu-
. -rTSJC 

es of / 
For evaluating compound-nucleus cross se.ctions the Molda-

uer and HRIW approaches basing on the development of the Hau-
ser-Feshbach approximation are usually used. 

For statistically equivalent channels (when,in particular, 
all with Л=1,2 are equal one to another for 
all С and f вл^^Я=і//Ґ7іЛ) and when A ^ * * =1, .it follows 
from sum rules (8) and (9) and the relation _ л 

(which follows from. (I2)and(15) ) that /4.6/. 
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In. turn, from (16) and (17) it follows that 

фгр*юр= іі<^1Х;Ссю>3 
(18) 

and the compound-nucleus decay function is exponential for 
non-overlapping resonances "with and 

&T™: '(F) > =Ыр Tsjr/JfTl* 

and the compound-nucleus decay function is strongly non-expo
nential for strongly overlapping resonances with Г "$>/f /JfGcf* 

When the generalized optical model works well, for statis--
tically equivalent channels we can find J3 and/ by the 
help of (12) and (14) for known or modelled/Г /x"and then 
<*П*рс(ф and<g^$Zby t h e help of (16) and (17). • 

Regarding information on^f^(^S^)> a n d <^'5?fe^-^ > or 

^ff^ifi^a special experimental base is needed, For this 
aim the data obtained from the experiments,- grounded on the 
blocking effect,the spectroscopy of Z-rays emitted from rear
rangement of atomic electron shells,the bremsstrahlung inter
ference effectc etc, are used (see,for instance,/2/ and refe
rences therein). Rather interesting and perspective are two 
proposals, based on measurements and analysis of the neutron 
macroscopic penetration /10/ and the autocorrelation cross-
section function by the double-collision method /11/. In both 
proposals it is possible to obtain.information on J&TZ,(^QJ* 
In the first proposal, the obtained in /10/ expression 

Jk£(е,о)=*г-<(Ч~С(гУ<иОк>/Жмfej. его 
( G^ff "beinfi *he total cross section) 

can be used. In the second proposal the expression 

which follows directly from (4) for smooth wave-packet weight 
amplitudes; at the approximation. 
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Returning to (11) one can вее that it can Ъе used as a sy
stem of linear algebraic equations for unknown 
if there are data on < ^ J ^ Y$%,) > a n d ^ ^ v feSifJJl> for as 
many values of Stj as values of J?s and JT give a real cont
ribution to 7-<€™*ic>. The evaluation ОІ<ІА'С*£€'С{£)]*? can he 
strongly simplified when the anisotropy ot < [Ът£. (EjS^')J^^> is 
much weaker than the anisotropy of <?((£. (£^5Zf.)S>* 

When one can find <ь~^?'с(Ф &nd.<f/bv£f'c{£i)ji> and,of cour
se, <C£l£C)CCE')> , it is principally easy to evaluate $7szi 

and l~7s^i Qn -the base of sum rules (8) and (9) at the app
roximation /Л =1 /6/. If there is an additional pos
sibility to use the relations (14) with utilizing the genera-
lized optical model it is possible to define not only J5 
and rTS* out also M Tf*'• 

There is an interesting perspective to try to generalize 
the sum rules for nonzero angular momentum correlations (in 
particular, for nonspherical compound nuclei formed in heavy-
ion collisions) using the proposals from /12,13/. 
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Abstract 

The dependence of nuclear shape transition on changes in the nuclear volume 
in 24Mg has been studied within the framework of the constrained finite tempera
ture Hartree-Fbck approximation. The deformation parameters /3 and 7 are very 
sensitive to changes in the nuclear volume. A first-order shape transition in 24Mg 
takes place at the temperature of 1 MeV and at the, volume of Vc = 1.025 VQ, 
where VQ is the zero temperature unconstrained volume of the system. We also 
show that a 2.5 % compression of the system causes the critical temperature of the 
deformed-to-spherical shape transition to shift downward by 0.7 MeV.'Similarly a 
2.5 % expansion of the system also yields a decrease in the critical temperature of 
0.3 MeV. Meanwhile a compression of the system leads to a corresponding reduc
tion in the magnitude of the level density, while an expansion increases its value 
only slightly. 

I. Introduction 

Nuclear shape transitions have been discussed extensively in the literature within! the 

framework of finite temperature mean field (FTMF) approximation [1-13]. It has been 

shown, in unconstrained finite temperature Hartree-Fock (FTHF) calculations, that the 

finite nuclear systems undergo deformed-to-spherical shape transitions [1-8]. Further

more in cranked finite temperature Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (CFTHFB) and finite tem

perature Hartree-Fock (CFTHF) calculations, shape transitions from prolate collective 

to oblate non-collective rotation take place for fixed non-zero values of the average angu

lar momentum [9-15]. Clearly deformed-to-spherical transitions cannot occur in cranked 

mean-field calculations as the equation of constraint must be satisfied for each value of 

angular momentum [14]. Despite large fluctuations in the order parameters, which tend 

to obscure these transitions [10], they can be identified by peaked structures in the spe-

. cific heat. In canonical, ensemble calculations, using either the exact shell model or the 

• experimental nuclear energy eigenspectrum, similar structures are seen in the specific 

heat which confirms that such shape transitions do occur [12, 15, 16]. Furthermore the 
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critical temperature is predicted remarkably well in FTMF calculations even in small 

model spaces [17]. Such transitions have been interpreted as thermal excitations from 

collective to non-collective portions of the nuclear spectrum [15, 16]. The peaks in the 

specific heat in all cases are the result of a sudden increase in the many-body level 

density around the critical temperature [15, 16]. Since this level density is also an ex

perimentally measurable quantity, it is believed to be the relevant order parameter for 

shape transitions in deformed nuclei [16]. 

In F T M F calculations, as the system heats up, it is usually allowed to expand freely. 

Therefore the specific heat calculated, strictly speaking, is not C(V),Tbut C(N) since only 

the average number of particles is held constant..In order to calculate C(V) in the FTMF 

approximation one has also to constrain the average volume of the' system to a fixed 

value. Such calculations enable one to investigate how structures in the specific heat, 

which are indicative of a shape transition in a deformed nuclear systems, respond to 

changes in the nuclear volume. This is fof particular interest in high energy heavy ion 

collisions as it may provide a means of determining the density of a compressed system 

and ultimately provide information about the nuclear equation of state. In this work 

we present the results at different volumes for fixed temperatures of 1.0 and 2.6 MeV 

and for different temperatures at a fixed volume V = 0.975 and 1.025 Vo where VQ is the 

unconstrained volume. The general formalism is given in section II. We then present 

and discuss our results in section III. Finally, in section IV, we draw our conclusions. 

II. Volume-constrained Finite Temperature Hartree-Fock Approximation 

We expand the Hartree-Fock (HF) orbitals in a harmonic oscillator basis with oscillator 

frequency Ь.и = 14 MeV, consisting of the 6s, Op, Is — Ы shells [18]. A realistic effec

tive hamiltonian, including folded diagram corrections was used [19]. Since we enforce 

degeneracy of the neutron and proton orbitals our solutions automatically have isospin 

zero. • • " '''';. - ' •• , : 

Minimizing the free energy, ' \ 

F = (H)-TS, (1) 

subject to following constraints, . . 

£ < * Г < = 6aP ;• ' ; . (2) 
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or 

(У) = ~(R)3 = V, (4) 

with. 

(R) = 4£(*И;>/«<*ГЧ- (5) 

where Г is the temperature, S = — 5^Q [fa In / a + (1 — / a ) ln(l — /„)] is the entropy, / a is 

the thermal .occupation probability in at}i HF orbit, and df is the expansion coefficient 

of the 0th orbit in the ith oscillator state, yields the FTHF equations. The volume 

constraint here is actually simply a constraint on the mean squared radius of the system 

and has been introduced in this way so that we can extract the "effective pressure" from 

the Lagrange multiplier of this constraint. Furthermore we approximate the volume of 

the system at all temperature with the spherical form and V3 is the prescribed volume 

for the system. This approximation is reasonable in the vicinity of the shape transition 

since here the deformations are in any case small. Even in the region far away from the 

critical points, the maximum deformation of /3 ~ 0.3 .only introduces a maximum error 

of ~ 2% [20]. In our calculation we have taken Va to lie between 0.975 to 1.026 times 

Vo, where Vo (= ^-(R)3 = 90.58 fm3) is the volume of the system at zero temperature.. 

The FTHF equations are given by: - , 

5>Г4 = ̂  (б) 
where 

and 

hT=Т;/*<1г<1Г(гк\нтА+щр.(і\г^), . (7) 
N 

ct,k,l 

-1 

fc = (8) [l + exp(^i) 

бд, fi and P are Lagrange multipliers associated with the equations of constraint and 

are determined self-consistently. If we had simply constrained the mean squared radius, 

the Lagrange multiplier would have been given by Л = 2nP(R). The subscript A in Eq. 

(7) indicates the two-body state |j7) is antisymmetrized. Note that the HF hamiltonian 

hijF possesses an extra term due to the volume constraint. . 

III. Results and Discussions 
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a. R e s u l t s at fixed t e m p e r a t u r e 

The Hill-Wheeler deformation parameters [21] /3 and 7 as functions of У obtained at 

T =• 1.0 and 2.6 MeV are given in Figure 1. At T — 2.6 MeV the system becomes 

spherical at V\ = 88.4 and V2 = 92.8 fm3. The system-reaches its maximal deformation 

at Vo(2,6) = 90.89 fin3,, its unconstrained (P = 0) volume- As soon as we begin to 

compress or to expand the system, it becomes less deformed. Between Vi and V2j 
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Figure 1: The Hill-Wheeler parameters /3 and Figure 2: The many body level density p of 
7 of 24Mg systems as a function of V at T = 24Mg systems as a function of V" at T = 1.0 
1.0 and 2.6 MeV. The system has a prolate and 2.6 MeV. Note that the scale for p is log-
shape, i.e. 7 = 0° at T = 2.6 MeV for Vi < arithmic. 
V < V2. 

the system remains prolate. At Г = 1.0 MeV, the system also reaches its maximal 

deformation at its unconstrained volume Vo(1.0) = 90.60 fm3. It is very interesting 

to note that the system remains tri-axial for most of the volumes considered, except 

at Vc — 92.84 fm3, when it suddenly becomes oblate. Generally speaking the system 

becomes less deformed at all volumes with increasing temperature. The discontinuities 

in /? and 7 as well as other properties of the system, as we shall show, seem to suggest 

that at T = 1.0 MeV the 24Mg system undergoes a first order transition at Vc. 

In the FT mean field approximation the many-body level density, is given by [1; 22] 

exp(S) V ; 
P = 

[2» Ea(«--#•)» / . ( ! - / . ) ! 1/2- (9) 
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The result of these level density calculations are given in Figure 2. Again, the level 

density at each temperature has a minimum at the volume corresponding to the uncon

strained volume. For T = 2.6 MeV, two discontinuities in the slope of p can be seen 

where shape transformations occur. For Г = 1.0 MeV the discontinuity of p at Vc is also 

an indication of a first order shape transition of the system from tri-axial to oblate. 

Finally in Figure 3, we give the "effective pressure" as a function of V. At both 

temperatures the pressure decreases with increasing volume. For V < 89.6 fm3, the pres

sure of system decreases with increasing temperature as we have shown in our previous 

work [13]. The trend reverses for V >'89.8 fm3. 

Q | | | 1 | 1 | | | 
V [fi"1 1.0 IS 2.0 '2.5 3.0 

T [MeV] 

Figure 3: The "effective pressure" P of 24Mg . Figure 4: The Hill-Wheeler parameters /? and 
systems as a function xof V at T = 1.0 and 2.6 7 of 24Mg systems as a function of T at V — 
МеУ. 1.025 VQ (solid curves), 1.0V0 (dashed curve), 

the'unconstrained results, and 0.975 V0 (long-
dashed curve). 

b. Resul ts at fixed volume . 

The comparisons among results at- compressed, expanded and unconstrained volumes 

will be given here. The Hill-Wheeler deformation parameters /? and 7 as functions 

of Г a t .V = 0.975, 1.0 and 1.025 Vo are shown in Figure 4. For the expanded case, 

V = 1.025 Vo (solid curve), the value of /3 jumps from 0.21 to 0.29 at around T = 1.0 

MeV, then decreases monotonically to 0 at T = 2.6 MeV when the system becomes 

spherical. 7 also shows a discontinuity at T = 1.0 MeV where its value drops suddenly 
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to 21° from 60°. It then decreases monotonically to 0° at T = 1.9 MeV. Again the first-

order transition from oblate shape to tri-axial at T = 1.0 MeV and at V = 1.025 V0 = VC 

is clearly seen. When the system expands the critical temperature of the triaxial-to-

prolate shape transition increases from 1.8 to 1.9 MeV, while it decreases to 1.6 MeV 

for the compressed case (V = 0.975 Vo, long-dashed curve). The critical temperature of 

the prolate-to-spherical shape transition decreases from 2.9 to 2.6 MeV when the system 

expands by 2.5%. For the same amount of compression the critical temperature decreases 

to 2.2 McV. This is somewhat unexpected, but not too surprising, as the system starts 

with the minimal deformation at low temperatures in the compressed case. 

In Figure 5 the specific heat as a function of T is given. The two peaks in the 

specific heat at T. = 1.9 and 2.6 MeV at V = 1.025 Vo (solid curve) indicate the. 

aforementioned triaxial-to-prolate and prolate-to-spherical transitions, respectively. For 

the unconstrained and the compressed cases,.the specific heat peaks at 1.8, 2.9 MeV and 

1.6, 2.2 MeV, respectively. Finally,- we give the many body leveldensity p as a function 

of T in Figure 6. The expansion in volume appears to cause p to increase slightly from 

the unconstrained case, while a similar compression drastically reduces its value. 

1.0- 13 2.0 2.5 

T[MeV] T[MeV] 

Figure 5: The specific heat of 24Mg sys- Figure 6: The many body level density.p 
tems as a function of T at V = 1.025 V0 of 24Mg systems as a function of T at V = 
(solid curve), 1.0 Vo (dashed curve), the un- 1.025 Vo (solid curve), 1.0 Vo (dashed curve), 
constrained results, and 0.975 V0 (long-dashed the unconstrained results, and 0.975 Vo (long-
curve), dashed curve). 
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IV. Conclusions 

From these results it is easily seen that the critical temperature for the deformed-to-

spherical shape transition responds in a very sensitive manner to the small changes in 

the nuclear volume. The deformation parameters /3 and 7 are very sensitive to changes in 

the nuclear volume. A first-order shape transition in 24Mg takes place at the temperature 

of 1 MeV and at V = 14. Previously we have shown that a 2.5 % compression, of the 

system yields a downward shift in the critical temperature of 0.7 MeV [13]. Similarly 

a 2.5% expansion of the system also yields a decrease in the critical temperature of 

0.3 MeV. As we have already noted the critical temperature is determined remarkably 

well in the FTMF approximation in the uncompressed system. Varying the amount of 

compression or expansion will yield a corresponding shift in the critical temperature. A 

compression of the system leads to a corresponding reduction in the magnitude of the • 

level density, while an expansion increases its value only slightly. 
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SEMICLASSICAL P E R I O D I C O R B I T T H E O R Y F O R T H E 

E Q U I L I B R I U M D E F O R M A T I O N S A N D C O L L E C T I V E 

D Y N A M I C S IN N U C L E I 

A. G. Magner 

Institute for Nuclear Research, 252028 Kiev, Ukraine 

Abstract 

Interpretation of nuclear deformations and resonance structure- of the' 
quadrupole strength function has been suggested within thesemiclassical pe
riodic orbit theory based on the Feynman's path integral representation for 
propagator. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Numerous calculations of the nuclear masses and deformation energies by the shell cor
rection method show gross shell structure in deformed nuclei [1,2]. The explanation of the 
origin of this phenomena in nuclei can be found in a general semiclassical theory. Balian and • 
Bloch [3] have connected the shell oscillations of the single-particle level density in nuclei 
with existence of the periodic orbits in the infinite spherical'square well potential. Gutswiller 
[4] suggested earlier more general solution based on the Feynmann path-integral representa
tion for propagator. We extended this semiclassical theory to the case of hamiltonians with 
certain degrees of symmetry when continuous families of classical orbits exist [5-8]. We then 
applied this approach to the spheroidal square well to get explanation of nuclear equilib
rium deformations [7]. Another application concerns the gross shell effects'in the collective 
dynamics described within the framework of the response function theory [9]. 

2. SEMICLASSICAL PERIODIC O R B I T THEORY 

The semiclassical periodic orbit theory (SPOT) [4-8] splits the single-particle level density 
g(e) into the two parts: 

g(e)=g(e) + Sg{e), ' ( l j 

where g(e) is the smooth Thomas-Fermi level density. The oscillating part of density Sg(e) 
is expressed in terms of the periodic orbits of certain families in potential well, 

S9 = S ^ ( / ? ) ( e , 7 ? ) « J ^ Лр(е, 17) sin 
0 . P 

jSp(e, 7?) + Up (2) 

where Sp(e, 77) is the action along periodic orbit (3, vp the phases related to the turning and 
caustic points and 77 the nuclear deformation parameter. 
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The distance between maxima of the Sg(e) (or gross shells) is determined by the gen
eralized Bohr-Sommerfeld quantisation rule, Д е ( = 7Ш) = 2n%fTp(e.,TJ), with the classical 
rotation period Tp for basic orbits. Fot the energy shell correction SE [1,5-8] one obtains 

8E=E (Jr)' *5(/3)(A'v) ~ ( I ) Sg{x> ̂  (3) 

where Л is the chemical potential, T the mean period for major orbits. The amplitude of Sg(e) 
(2) and SE (3) is determined by the degree of classical degeneracy К of the orbits' family with 
the same action Sp, Ap ~ (kpL)^2 where L is the mean orbit's length, kp = y/2mX/h, m is 
the nuclean mass. So, the most degenerate and shortest orbits give the major contributions 
to the shell correction SE (3). Energy minima for magic nuclei correspond to minima of the 
level density at the Fermi energy. 

3 . N U C L E A R D E F O R M A T I O N S 

Fig.l shows the contour diagram for the energy shell correction SE(N,ri) versus the 
particle number N and deformation parameter 77 [7]. The 77 denotes the ratio of the semi-
axis of the nuclear spheroidal shape. The region of the negative values of the SE, or the 
increased binding, are shaded. For small deformations the most important periodic orbits 
in the spheroidal square well are the family of triangles and rhomboids in the plane of 
the symmetry axis, see Fig.2. (The triangle contribution was found with M.Brack and 
S.Reimann, 1993). These orbits have the maximal degeneracy fC = 2 and the smallest 
period Tp, see Fig.3. The slopes of the minimum valleys dN/dr] » —N/2 obtained for 
such orbits in (3), see Fig.l, are in agreement with the calculations by the shell correction 
method. So, these orbits are responsible for small nuclear deformations corresponding to the 
first minimum of the double humped barrier in fission. The second minimum or isomeric 
shapes for larger deformations 77 « 1.6 — 2.2 is due to an interference of the planar orbits with 
the simplest 3-dimensional ones with the same К = 2 and approximately the same periods 
Tp, see Fig.3. 

4. R E S P O N S E F U N C T I O N 

Let us apply SPOT to. get the gross shell corrections Sxcoii(u) to the.collective (RPA) 
response function Xcoii{u>) which describes small nuclear quadrupole vibrations induced by an 
external field periodically dependent o:; time, see [9]. Here, we split quantities into smooth 
and oscillating components like in the shell correction method, 

SY(U)) 
XCOHM = XCOHM +' 6Хсоіі(ш), 6XCOU(U}>) = 6KSX(U>) + SK' ^ 

6x(u>) and SK are the shell corrections to an "intrinsic" response function х(ш) defined by the 
one-body Green function G and coupling constant к related to the nuclear energy through 
the stiffness, respectively. By making use of the SPOT expansions for the Green functions 
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G [4-6] one obtains 

**И= J2 Щ^)^\г^(Х)±50:(Х)) + іТ0и + іи^}, (5) 

ял2 / т \ 2 

where /3 and /3' are the planar orbits in iafinitely deep square well potential, TZcpp,(oj) is a 
smooth function of X and w. Gross shell effects are due again to the shortest periodic orbits. 

We show in Fig.3 the shell component of the imaginary part of response function 6х'ы1{.ш) 
calculated within SPOT versus %u> for the quadrupole vibrations in nucleus 20BPb. As it is 
seen from Fig.3 the first and second maxima can be interpreted as the low-lying and giant 
quadrupole resonances because the resonance energies and weighted sum distribution are in 
agreement with the. RPA results and experimental data. 

SPOT is applied successfully for a study of the gross shell effects in metal clusters and in 
quantum chaos problems. This approach can surve a basis for an extension of the Strutinsky's 
shell correction method for a description of the collective dynamics in terms of response 
functions and transport coefficients. 
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WOODS-SAW vritk spin-огбіі WOODS-SAXON without spin-mil 

зоо\ 

INFINITE SQUARE WELL HARMOMC OSCILLATOR 

Pig.l. Shell energies 6E(N,T}) fox potentials as indicated. Bold solid lines designate positions 
of miadmnm valleys obtained for the orbits (triangles and rhomboids) in the plane of the symmetry 
axis for the spheroidal infinitely deep well (also plotted in the Woods-Saxon diagram) and for 
Liseajons orbits in perpendicular plaae for harmonic oscillator. FnD dots are the experimental 
•alaea of nnclear deformations ia the ground states and in the second well. 

Fig.l. Examples of triangalar aad 
rhomboid al orbits ia the axkvof-
symmetry plane. • The families 
of each orbits is twice degenerate 
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10 г^гт 

Fig.3. Rotation freqienciee Op = 2-xJTp for tke shortest periodic orbits in tke infinitely deep 
spheroidal well; solid and broken lines are lor tke non-planax and planar orbit? (left); estimates 
for tke energy skell corrections (rigkt); Пфд. and SE,ps. correspond to tke triangular orbit in tke 
spherical infinitely deep potential. With tke carves tke ratios a>r : u>„ = np : гц, and uu : u>„ — л» : 
rtv of tke partial freqneiciee axe ekown. 

- 8(&) 

8 /2 f6 JaCMeV] 
Fig.4. Tke skell correction to tke imaginary part of tke quadnpole response function Х д̂О*») 

(4>(в),(3) (strength taction) in nnite of 25А(Д*Д)г/3(6>:)3/(512іг), A is tke nnclear «dine. Two 
scales are skown: x = 2тЬи>/(Ш), (П = K2kf/mR) and hut. Tke daeked line represents tke seH-
contistent BPA caknlatioi of tke B{E2) -valnee [10] in tke single-particle nnite (see scale on tke 
rigkt). Tke i l ia line and arrow indicate tke experimental data from [10] and references therein. 
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1. Introduction 
Experiments on investigation of distribution of excitation energy [ref. 1] have demon-

' strated that in the 58Ni(880 MeV)+197Au, 56Fe(505 MeV)+ 16SHo, 74Ge(629 MeV) + 
165Ho reactions the excitation energy is about equally divided between the binary prod
ucts.. In the reactions 52Cr + 208 Pb, 238U(146S MeV) -f 124Sn, 238U(1398 MeV) + n o P d 
reactions a large part of the excitation energy (ЕЕ) is concentrated in the. light fragment 
even for a wide range of total kinetic energy losses (TKEL). It is important also to know 
how the ЕЕ is distributed between the fragments for reconstruction of the primary reac-

' tion product yields from measured yields of evaporation residues and for calculation of 
the exotic nuclei production cross section. 

The fact that the termodynamic equilibrium is not attained so quickly as it was as
sumed earlier points out the important role of the interacting nuclei structure even at 
relatively large TKEL. The effect of the neutron number changes in the projectile-nucleus 
(PN) on mass, charge and energetic distributions of the products in deep inelastic heavy 
ion collisions is studied in [2]. The values of the charge distribution variance in the 
154Sm+154Sm and 144Sm +144Sm reactions have a big difference, that was explained in [2] 
by the large binding energy of neutrons in the latter reaction. This difference in variances 
is decreased ;with increasing the TKEL. Interesting results for yields of neutron-rich nuclei 
in the incomplete fusion reactions 40 |M,48Ca + 248 Cm were obtained in [3]. The observed 
yields of such elements as Th, U and Pu in the reaction with 40Ca turned out to be 
two order of magnitude smaller than that in the reaction with 48Ca. However, the cross 
section of production of elements with the above target-nucleus mass is of two orders of 
magnitude smaller for the reaction with 44Ca than that for the reaction with 48Ca. £From 

the analysis of the N/Z-r&tio distribution of secondary nuclides the authors concluded 

that target-like fragments (TLF) have small ЕЕ. 

I t is clear that the structure of excited states, the strength of the coupling of different 
excitation modes with a relative motion will effect ЕЕ distribution between fragments. In 
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the models [4-6] based on one-body dissipation approach, the friction force is determined 
by nucleon exchange through the n window" during a nuclei collision. 

One of the advantages of our model [7] is that it allows take explicitly into account 
the effect of the nuclear shell structure on a collision,process, A realistic scheme of single-
particle (s.p.) states, nucleon separation energies and s.p. matrix elements of hucleon 
transitions both in each nucleus and from one nucleus to another are the constituents 
of our model. The s.p. approach is improved Ъу phenomenological account of xesidual 
interaction between nucleons. Another advantage of the model is a possibility to con
sider simultaneously the particle-hole (p-h) excitations in each nucleus and the nucleon 
exchange between nuclei. In the framework of this model a good agreement with the ex
perimental results has been obtained in describing the dependence of ЕЕ sharing between 
reaction products, as well as the centroids position and variances of the charge and mass 
distributions depending on the TKEL [7]. 

2. Model 
The model is based on the assumption .that the colliding nuclei moving approximately 
along the classical trajectories preserve most of their individual properties at the kinetic 
energies under consideration. Therefore, for quantum-mechanical considering of the in
trinsic degrees of freedom the s.p. approximation with the realistic scheme of the s.p. 
levels for each nucleus.is used. Each nucleus is described by a potential well (Woods-
Saxon type potential) with nucleons in it. The interaction picture can be presented as 
follows: during the interaction time both potential wells act on the nucleons of each nu
cleus causing nucleon transitions between s.p. states. The transitions taking place in 
every nucleus are p-h excitations, while those occurring between partner-nuclei are nu
cleon exchange. Thus, in the suggested model the s.p. mechanism is considered as the 
main mechanism of excitation and dissipation. The two body nucleon collisions are taken 
into account only through the temperature-dependent occupation numbers of the s.p. 
states. 

The total Hamiltonian of a dinuclear system H takes the form • 

if=ffTCr+Hin + Vint (1) 

where Hrei the Hamiltonian of a relative motion and the last two terms in (1) describe 
the intrinsic motion of nuclei and the coupling between relative and intrinsic motions. 
It is clear that relative motion of nuclei, besides, depends on the nonconservative and 
nonstationary coupling potential < t|VJnt|f > which can be calculated by solving the 
equation of motion for the s.p. density matrix. The s.p. basis is .constructed from the 
asymptotical s.p. state vectors of noninteracting nuclei but taking into account in the 
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second order of perturbation theory the effect of meanfield of one nucleus on s.p. states 
of the other nucleus. 

In the second quantization form the single-particle Hamiltoman of the DNS can he 
written as 

-Н(Щі))=Ніп(Щі)) + Knt(R(0), 

^n(R(0) = E g « ( R W ) a ^ = S ^ ( R W ) a ^ + I]£>(R( i))aTar' (2) 
t P T 

In the expression (2) ёр(т) аге perturbed single-particle energies in the projectile (target) 
nucleus. These states are characterized by a set of quantum numbers P = (np,jp, lp, mp) 
and T = {TITIJTJT^T)- The matrix elements Xpp> a n (^ XJT» generate particle-hole 
transitions in the same nucleus. The matrix elements gPT correspond to the nucleon 
exchange between the reaction partners due to the nonstationary mean field of a DNS 

[10]. 
In the relaxation time approximation [11] the equation of motion for the single-particle 

density-matrix n(t) after linearization of the two-body collision integral takes the form: 

ihEm=[Й,ад] - *im - n4mm ' (з). 
where the relaxation time r is calculated as in [12] , n e , (R(i ) ) is a local quasiequilibrium 
density matrix at fixed value of the collective coordinate R ( t ) which is determined by the 
excitation energy of each nucleus. To solve the eq.(2) we used the following approximative 
iteration procedure (At < r ) • . 

щ(і) = fi?(R(*)) [ l " exp ( ^ ) ] + * ( 0 exp (~^j , (4) 

n,-(i) = ni(t-At) + ^2Wik(R(t),At)[nk(t-&t)-ni(t-At)}, 
h 

V^(R(f), At) = jKfc(R(t))l2Sm.2ff Г ^ ^ ^ ' ' ^ W ) ) = fe(*(0) - h№))]/h. 

The present model allows us to calculate the average number of protons <.Zp(r) > 
or neutrons <Npp)>, their variance a\ or <rjj and to determine the intrinsic excitation 
energies EpT'(t) and E*£T\t) for proton and neutron subsystems of each nucleus: 

<Zp(T)>(t) = Y, np(T)(t),<NP(T)>(t) = J2 np(T)(t), • (5) 
P(T) P(T) 
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* £ $ ( * + Д * ) = < ? , ( < ) (7) 

+ E ( Q ) [ ^ ( R W ) - ^ (T)(R(*))] ["р(т)(< + Д*) - ftp(T)(t)], 
P(T) 

where A (p (^(R(t)) is the Fermi energy (a = Z,N denotes a proton or neutron subsystems) 
of a PLF " P " or TKF "Т.". The top index 'Z(N) of the sum restricts the summation over 
the proton (neutron) s.p. levels; It is seen from (6) that the .fragment ЕЕ is calculated 
step by step along the time scale. 

3 . Mode l ' ca l cu la t ions 
We have done our calculations at various values of orbital angular momentum I. For 
illustrating the possibilities of application of our model at large times of nucleus-nucleus 
interaction, we have also made the calculations at the small value of orbital angular mo
mentum. The relative motion trajectory of the interacting nuclei was calculated using the 
same methods as in [8,9]. The s.p. matrix elements Хррч Хтт> a n d S P T w e r e determined 
in the analytical approach proposed in [10]; 

The following notations are used in the Tables: Rp^=Ep/E} is the ratio of the ЕЕ 
of a PLF to the ЕЕ of a TLF; R ^ ^ E ^ / E ^ is the ratios of p-h ЕЕ in the nucleus 
"i" to nucleon exchange ЕЕ in the nucleus "і"(г = Р , Г ) ; R?/N=E*(Z)/E^N) is the ratio 
of the excitation energies of proton E* ' and neutron E^ subsystems in each nucleus. 

' The ЕЕ of each nucleus E*(i = P,T) was calculated using-(7) by summing of exci
tation energies of proton E^ ' and neutron E^ ' subsystems of the dinuclear system 
nuclei. Calculated values of RplT (Tables 1, 2 and 3) show that in the 20Ne+248Cm, 
3 4Ar+2 4 8Cm, 4 0 Ca+ 248Cm and 40-48Ca+238U reactions the ЕЕ concentrated in the light 
product is significantly larger than that at termodynamic equilibrium; In the 20Ne+248Cm, 
3 4Ar+2 4 8Cm, and 40Ca-f 248Cm reactions the ЕЕ is shared about equally between the PLF 
and TLF. This effect is observed in most explicit way in reactions with 20Ne and 34Ar. 
In 40 '48Ca+238U reactions the ЕЕ distribution is intermediate between the equally sharing 
and the sharing proportionally to the fragments masses. 

It should be noted that the value of the ratio RplT increases with the initial orbital 
angular momentum /. ' 

It is seen (Tables 1,"2 and 3) that in all these reactions decreasing the N/Z-ratio in the 
PN leads to increasing the excitation energy in the PLF, i.e. to increasing the ratio RplT 

and to decreasing the ratio Rp' . Decreasing the neutron number at fixed proton number 
results in the following two effects. First, an increase of the'neutron binding energy, that 
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causes the neutrons to transfer intensively from the heavy fragment to the light one and 
the same but inverse effect for the protons. Second, a decrease of the neutron s.p. -level 
density around the Fermi surface, that causes the rise (decrease) of the mean ЕЕ of the 
neutron (proton) s.p. transition. It can be seen from the decreasing of ratio RP' -

Table 1.. Results of calculations of ratios Rf/cx, R?/N (i=P(projectile)„ T(target)),, RpIT, 
variances a\^ cfj and the change of the average number of protons Д£( р )=< ZWr) >-Zp and 
neutrons AiV(p)=<iVP(T) >-iVP for PLF ia 3J>40>46Ar+ 348Cm and 40Ca+ 248Cm reactions for 
two values of orbital angular momentum /. 

Reaction 
Elab (MeV) . 

/ 
DP'1/ex Sip 
rtph/ex 

Jtrp 
J.Z/N 
Tip 

4'N 

RP,T 

AZW 
о 

°z 
ANW 

°N 

34Ar+248Cm 
280 

44 
O.01 
0.01 
o.oo 
O.10 
O.80 
-1.36 
4.90 
14.35 
7.40 

64 
0.01 
0.02 
0.01 
0.08 
1.31 
-0.51 
4.86 
12.62 
7.29 

4 o A r + 2 4 8 C m 

280 
34 

0.07 
0.03 
0.51 
0.74 
0.74 
1.54 
6.59 
6.28 
6.30 

64 
• 0.07 

0.03 
0.30 
0.40 
0.82 
1.13 
б!04 
6.27 
5.93 

4 6 A r + 2 4 8 C m 

280 
31 

0.10 
0.02 
1.67 
1.42 
0.73 
9.70 
6.28 
-2.51 
4.62 

71 
0.10 
0.02 
1.92 
1.30 
0.93 
8.22 
5.81 
-2.34 
4.39 

40Ca+248Cm 
285 

33 
0.04 
0.І2 
0.08 
0.14 

.1.17 
-0.18 
2.64 
4.13 
3.67 

63-
0.16 
0.15 
0.16 
0.21 
1.56 
-0..04 
1.82 
1.56 
2.43 

The calculated results of the ratios Щ . and (see Tables 1, 2 and 3) strongly 
depend on N/Z-таііо for the PN. This means that changing N/Z - ratio causes changes of 
the nucleon binding energy and the shell structure of the light nucleus. From the analysis 
of values of ratio Щ 'ex one can conclude that the nucleon exchange process between 
interacting nuclei is the main mechanism of dissipation of relative motion kinetic energy. 
Comparing the values of the ratios R7- 'ex, /?,-' and Rp/T shows that if the neutron num
ber in PN increases, than the contribution of the proton exchange process to the total 
ЕЕ increases and becomes comparable to contribution coming from the neutron exchange 
process. Similarly, one can see in Tables 1, 2 and 3, that the relative contribution of 
the p-h excitations (mainly, of the protons) to the total excitation energy also increases 
with the neutron number in the PN. This enhancement of the proton's role in dissipa
tion process can be explained with increasing of the proton binding energy. The shell 
structure peculiarities of PN also affect the values of centroid position and the variance 
of the charge (mass) distributions of the reaction products. According to our calcula
tions, in the reactions w i t h ^ C a , the centroid of the charge distribution moves in the 
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direction of the charge asymmetry that agrees with the experimentally observed increas-
ing of the yields of nuclides with masses greater than the mass of the target-nucleus [3]. 

Reaction 

Еиъ (MeV) 
I 

ДР/./ЄХ 

я? / е з г 

RZJN 

RZ/N 

RplT 

• AZ(p> 

4 
AiV(p) 

_2 

20Ne+248Cm 

124 
4 

0.14 

0.03 
0.34 

0.33 
0.53 
0.57 
3.54 

6.94 

4.40 

24 
0.06 

0.05 

0.09 
0.10 

1.69 
0.14 

3.43 

6.51 
3.95 

22Ne+248Cm 

124 
7 

0.14 

0.20 
1.27 

0.48 

0.28 
4.37 

3.91 

2.77 
2.96 

27 

0.28 

0.05 
1.82 

0.24 

0.58 
1.23 
2.54 
1.12 

2.49 

Table 2. The same as in Table 1, but for 
reactions 20-22Ne-r-248Cm. 

Table 3. The same as in Table 1, 
but for reactions 40-48 Ca+248Cm and 
40-48Ca+238U. ' . 

Reaction 

E,ab (MeV) 
/ 

pfph/cx 

Hf/ex 

• RZJN 

RlIN 

RP/T 

AZ^ 

AZexp 

4 
дМр) 
ддЭ 

_2 

40Ca+248Cm 

285 

3 

0.14 

0.05 

0.28 
0.16 
0.71 

-1.68 

63 
0.09 
0.08 

0.18 

0.16 

0.97 

-1.21 

-2.0°) 
4.26 
6.17 

2.82 

9.56 

5.30°) 
4.22 5.54 

48Єа+248Ст 

285 

6 
0.08 
0.06 

0.18. 

0.58 

0.50 

-0.22 

61 

0.18 
0.05 

0.39 
0.54 
0.81 

0.48 
0.0°) 

5.66 

1.10 

4.43 
0.36 

1.00°) 

5.67 4.38 

4°Ca+238U 

280 
5 

0.06 
0.05 
0.19 

0.31 

0.46 

-4.20 

64 

0.09 
0.10 

•0.19 
0.20 

0.71 
-1.20 

-4.06> 
5.20 
7.50 

3.76 
5.37 

1.50b) 

6.39 5.07 

48Ca+238U 

285 
4 

0.07 

0.04 

0.25 

0.72 

0.44 

-0.49 

64 

0.09 

0.08 
0.17 

0.39 

0.60 

-0.98 

-0.30c> 
6.34 

0.90 

5.24 

-0.46 

-0.25c> 

6.53 5.54 
a ' experimental data for primary products [3]; 6) experimental data for secondary 
products [13,14]; c' experimental data for secondary products [14]. 

In reaction with 48Ca, the shift of the charge distribution centroid was directed to the 
charge symmetry, that also agrees with the increasing the experimentally observed [3] 
yields of nuclides with masses smaller than the mass of the target-nucleus. Unfortunately, 
for some characteristics of the reactions the experimental data are not complete. In 
reactions, in which the large drift is observed, the more'correct calculation requires the 
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consistent consideration of charge (mass) asymmetry changes with dinuclear system mean-
field changes. 

In conclusion one can say that the shell structure and N/Z-ratio of the interacting 
nuclei strongly affect the excitation energy sharing between fragments and mass (charge) 
distributions of products in deep inelastic heavy ion collisions. In order to determine 
unambiguously in experiment the pattern of the ЕЕ distribution between the binary 
products of the deep inelastic heavy ion collisions, one can propose to study the reactions 
of 20Ne and 34Ar with 248Cm, in which the a large part of the ЕЕ is obtained by the 
light PLF It should be noted that in all these reactions the value of the ЕЕ of the 
PLF decreases with the initial orbital angular momentum. A nucleon exchange process 
between interacting nuclei is the main mechanism of the relative motion kinetic energy 
dissipation. The contribution of the proton exchange process to the total ЕЕ increases 
with the neutron number in the PN and becomes comparable to the contribution coming 
from the neutron exchange process. The relative contribution of p-h excitations (mainly, 
of the protons) to the ЕЕ of nuclei also increases with the neutron number in the PN and 
the initial orbital angular momentum. 

" Our result is the ЕЕ of the heavy product should not be large. Therefore, the prob
ability of particle evaporation from heavy fragments should be small. The authors of 
the experimental work [3] came to the same conclusion basing on the obtained narrow 
form of the isotope distributions. From the analysis of the shift of the charge distribution 
centroids it follows that the strong asymmetric combinations of the nuclei are the most 
advantageous for the synthesis of superheavy nuclei. 
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O N T H E D I R E C T N U C L E O N D E C A Y O F H I G H - S P I N S U B B A R R I E R 
. S I N G L E - P A R T I C L E S T A T E S I N N E A R - M A G I C N U C L E I 

G . A . C h e k o i a a z o v a n d M . H . U r i n 
Moscow Engineering Physics Insliiute,115409 Moscow, Russia 

1. The one nucleon transfer reactions are the source of a lot of data on spreading 
highly excited 8ingle-quasiparticle states in medium and heavy nuclei (see e.g. ref.[l] 
and refs. therein). These data have been successfully described in the case of both near-
magic ("hard") [1,2] and "soft" [3,4] spherical nuclei. As it seems, the main interest ie 
shifted now to the investigation of decays of the mentioned states. The experimental 
data on the direct nucleon decays of high-spin subbarrier single-particle states populated 
in 9 0 ^ т ( 7 і » }

в He) and 2 0 8 Pb(a , 3 Me) reactions respectively have been reported recently 
[5,6]. 

In the present work we try to describe certain of these data: the relative intensities 
(branching ratios) for the neutron decays of the lfci.7/2, ІІ13/2 and 2Лц/2 single-neutron 
states in 2 0 9 P6 to the ground state, and to the 3"~,5~ low-energy excited states of 208Pb. 
Respectively a simple optical model and the simplest version of the coupled-channel 
approach have been used for evaluating the mentioned branching ratios. Results are 
compared with the data drawn from experimental cross sections. 

2. We start from a reasonable assumption that there exists a vertex descriptive 
of the one nucleon transfer reaction amplitude. Let /ц(т,є) be the radial part of the 
vertex corresponding to the transferred nucleon having certain values of total (j) and 
orbital (/) angular momenta. Then the energy-averaged cross section of the one nucleon 
transfer reaction is proportional to the relevant strength function: 

Here £ is the energy of the transferred nucleon, дц is the relevant radial part of the 
energy-averaged single-particle Green function. The simplest description of this Green 
function can be obtained within the framework of an optical model. Using the well-
known representation of gji = g?ft in the vicinity of the energy CJI of a single-particle 
resonance we get from eq.(l): 

-#(«)—}?*(«) . 3'('>e'S(«-«J'+iifl' (2) 

where Sji is the single-particle strength function; Г | , = 2fW(r} єц)\х)і ( r ) l 2 ^ r *8 t n e 

single-particle spreading width, W is the imaginary part of the optical potential; ajj ~ 
I J fii(r* cn)Xji (r)<fr|2 ie the cross section of the one particle transfer to the (j/)-state, 
Xji is the radial part of the wave function of the single-particle quasistationary state. 



This wave function is normalized to unity in the nucleus volume. From this point 
onwards we assume that the spreading width is much more than the escape width for 
the single-particle direct decay. 

The energy-averaged reaction amplitude corresponding to the nucleon transfer to 
the certain single-particle continuum state (the target nucleus remains in the 0 + ground 
state) is also determined by the vertex mentioned above. Neglecting the fiuctuational 
part of the energy-averaged cross section, we bave: 

*il,o+(e) ~ I / Мг>с)х$(т)*г\*- (3) 

Here Xeji ig * n e radial part of the energy-averaged single-particle 
wave function of the continuum state. This wave function is normalized to the 6-
function of energy. If the optical model is also used for the calculation of this wave 
function, the expression for the branching ratio Ь/і,о+ follows from eqs. (l)-(3): 

W M - - J i 3 ( 5 - - - j r - • • (4) 

where r! :o+(ej;[) is the escape width of the single-particle quasistationary state. It 
should be noted that: (i) the ratio (4) calculated according to eqs.(l),(3) is independent 
of the vertex fjtt provided that the vicinity of a single-particle resonance is considered; 
(ii) in the absence of the single-particle state coupling to other configurations (Г:Ь = 0) 
cross sections (1) and (3) are coincident. 

Let the target nucleus excited state can be considered as vibrational one and V, /5jt 
and WL be the angular momentum, parity, dynamic deformation parameter and energy 
of this state respectively. If the pariicle-phonon coupling is week (this condition is 
fulfilled for near-magic nuclei), then the direct pari.of the energy-averaged cross section 
corresponding to the nucleon transfer into the single-particle continuum states (the 
target nucleus remains in the one-phonon state) is described by the formula, which is 
the direct generalization of eq.(3). The generalization is similar to the transition from 
the simple optical model to the simplest (one-phonon) version of the coupled-channel 
approach (see e.g. ref.[4]) and leads to the expression: 

where VL(T) S (2£ + l)-lt20LRdU(r)/dr, R is the nuclear radius, U is the single-
particle (shell-model) potential, e' = e —<•>£, (i'll^blli''') is * n e reduced matrix element. 
The ratio of cross sections (5) and (1) (branching ratio) calculated in the vicinity of a 
single-particle resonance is also independent of the vertex fji and can be considered as 
the ratio of relevant widths: 
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In practice branching ratios (4), (6) averaged over finite excitation energy interval 
Д are considered (from this point onward» L* includes 0 + ) : 

Wben Л contains several single-particle resonances, the averaged branching ratio for 
the direct nucleon decay from the interval A to the -f-etate can be defined as follows: 

where гы;ч(с) = <т|('(с)/ J V a j ( l ( c ) ** * n e probability of (jJ)-fetate excitation. Branching 
ratios (8) can be compared with relevant experimental values (deduced after elimination 
of the statistical decay contribution [5,6]), provided that probabilities WJI are known. 

З.ТЪе parameters of the' optical-model potential as well as the parameters of the 
one-phonon states are the input data for the evaluation of the branching ratios consid
ered. They are the same parameters which are used for the description of the elastic 
and inelastic nucleon-nucleus scattering by means of an optical model. The choice of the 
optical-model parameters is performed now within the dispersive optical-model analysis 
(see e.g. ref.[7]). The analysis of experimental data on both the elastic scattering within 
wide energy interval and the single-particle bound states is .needed for the determina
tion of the optical-model parameters. Nevertheless, as the first step in the analysis of 
branching ratios (4), (6)-(8), we use a simplified version of the optical model. Namely, 
we use "combined" optical-model potential Uom{r)\ 

Uom(r) = U(r) + AU(r, c) , AU(T, C) = ReAU(r, c) + iW(r, c) , 

ReAU(r, c) = 0.3є/„.(г, Д, a) MeV , . W{r,є) = - 4 a ^ ± ( 0 . 4 e + 1.57) MeV. 

Here U is the shell-model potential of the Woode-Saxon type, / u s is the Woods-Saxon 
function. As for Uу we use the potential from ref [4]. In particular, this potential allows 
one to reproduce satisfactorily the experimental neutron binding energy for 709Pb : 
B^ - 3.94 MeV, B?lc = 4.27 MeV. The parameters of AU in eq.(9)x where neutron 
energy с is given in MeV, are taken from ref.[8]. Potential (9) is close to the potential 
which has been widely used in ref. [4] for the analysis of the low-energy neutron-nucleus 
scattering for a great many spherical nuclei. 

Using the potential Uom in the' limit W —• 0 we evaluated the energies CJI and 
escape widths ГТ (0+(с ;{) for several single-neutron quasistationary states of 2 0 9Pb up 
to Em = Bn + с a 12 MeV (Table 1). The branching ratios fyi.z* and (Ь,і,£»)д have 
been evaluated according (1),(3),(5),(7) for the excitation energy intervals considered in 
refs.[5,6]. (The method for calculating the optical-model Green function pjf' is given e.g. 
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in.ref. [4]. The function dfwa/dr has been used as fji. The substitution df^t/dr —• 
f-we changes the results only, slightly.) In the case of the 1&і7/2>1Ііз/2>27ііі/2 states 
we have evaluated also branching ratios (&ь*)д (8) for two excitation energy intervals 
Д і = 8.5 -r 10 MeV and Д2 = 10 -~ 12 MeV using the partial probabilities uyi(c) 
from ref. [9]. The results are given in Table 2 together with the values deduced from 
experimental data [6]. The parameters of the 3~ and 5~ low-lying states [10] are also 
given in Table 2. The calculated branching ratios (Ьх«)д are in qualitive agreement 
with the experimental values for the drtect neutron decay into the ground and 3~ states 
(Table 2). The calculated and experimental (Ь6-)д are in marked disagreement. The 
possible reason of this disagreement lies in the description of the 5~ state in terms of the 
dynamic vibration parameters, whereas this state can be considered as the particle-hole 
configuration {209/2Зр~Д}Б-. 

Table 3 contains the calculated branching ratios (Ь,-{іь*)д for several single-neutron 
quasistationary states and excitation energy intervals Д considered in.ref. [6]. These 
calculated values can be used for the analysis of data obtained in the mentioned refer
ence. 

4. In the present work a,method for evaluation of branching ratios for the di
rect nucleon decay of high-spin subbarrier single-particle states in near-magic ("hard") 
medium and heavy nuclei is given. The method is based on the simplest version of 
the coupled-channels approach and the simple optical model. Some applications of the 
method have been considered. 

The interesting and not fully solved theoretical problem is the description of the 
direct nucleon decay of subbarrier single-particle states in "soft" spherical nuclei where 
the strong particle-2+-phonon coupling takes place. The methodsfor the description of 
this coupling [3,4] can be applied to the direct nucleon decay to the ground state and 
should be apparently improved for the description of the direct nucleon decay to the 
first 2+-state. A comparison of the calculated branching ratios with experimental ones 
can be a serious test of the theory of the strong particle-2+-phonon coupling. For this 
reason, the accumulation of relevant experimental data seems to be necessary. 

The authors are grateful to S. Fortier and M.Harakeh for valuable discussions. 
The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant No. 

MQ 2000 from the International Science Foundation. 
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Table 1 
Calculated energy and escape width for several single-neutron quasistationary states of 
209 Pb 

Я 

eit, MeV 

rJu+teO, kev 

2J»ii/2 

2.680 

105 

lfcl7/2 

4.989 

2.1 

1J13/2 

8.056 

160 

Table 2 
Calculated and experimental branching ratios. The upper and lower lines correspond 
to intervals Ai and Д2 respectively 

Lx 

0+ 

3 -

5 -

wx 
MeV 

0 

2.6 

3.2 

PL 

0 

0.1 

0.05 

<Ь,Ч.Х->А» % | <ЬЛ->А.% І 

2Л11/2 
28 

37 
1.17 

0.84 
0.48 

0.31 

1*17/2 
0.06 

0.34 
0.90 

1.35 
0.10 

0.25 

IJ13/2 
0.55 

1.8 
0.68 

0.79 
0.39 

0.33 

с ale 
0.78 

0.61 
0.87 

1.25 
0.16 

0.27 

exp 
0.49 

0.36 
2.1 

1.5 
7.0 

1.3 

Table 3 
Calculated branching ratios for several single-neutron quasistationary states of 2 0 9 P i 

51 

L* 
Л = Cx -r Є2 

MeV 

(ЬЛ,І')/\, % 

207/2 

0+ 
1.1-r 2.3 

3.4 

2Лц/2 

. 0+ 
2.3 Ч-3.1 

4.6 

2^7/2 

0+ 
3.1-b 4.1 

4 7 . 2 

2Лц/2 

3 -
3.3-h 4.6 

1.2 

2/»u/2 (50%) 
1*17/2 (50%) 

5 -
3.9-г-4.6 

0.3 
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DYNAMICAL EFFECTS IN THE FORMATION CROSS-SECTIONS OF 

NEUTRON DEFICIENT NUCLEI 

A. D'ARRIGO, G. GIARDINA, M. HERMAN, M. SACCHI and R. STURIALE -

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare and Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universitd, Messina, 

Italy 

! We investigate the sensitivity of statistical model calculations of 
individual evaporation residue (ER) production on the nuclear shape 
evolution and viscosity. To this aim we analyze the de-excitation of the 
217Ac and 200Po compound nuclei formed at the excitation energies 
between 34 and 90 MeV. We find a strong dependence of the 
calculated results on the nuclear dissipation and shape evolution, which 
make evaporation residues a useful tool for investigating dynamical 
effects. To this end, we use the refined statistical model which 
accounts for the time-dependent dynamical effects through, the 
transient time needed to establish a constant flow over the fission 
barrier. It accounts exactly for the angular momentum and parity 
coupling, allows for the neutron, proton, and a-particle multiple 
emission as well as for a fission channel and full y-cascade in residual 
nuclei. Particular attention is devoted to the determination of the level 
densities. These are calculated in the non-adiabatic approach allowing 
for the rotational and vibrational enhancements. The results of our 
calculations and the experimental data for the individual ER cross 
sections are presented. We indicate a new method of estimating the 
nuclear viscosity and claim that the statistical model interpretation of 
the ER's does not exclude high values for the viscosity parameter. 

1. General remarks 

The observation of the evaporation residues (ER) is clear evidence of the projectile- , 
target fusion and in the case of .the highly fissile nuclei the ER production only amounts to a 
small fraction of the fusion cross section. Nevertheless it becomes a highly sensitive probe for 
the fission dynamics and therefore it may also be used for the analysis of the nuclear 
dissipation. ' " . ' • ' 

In general, theoretical calculations fail to predict ER cross sections properly, in 
particular when fission is an important decay channel. It is of crucial importance to understand 
the response of the theoretical predictions to the input parameter variations and to determine 
the sensitivity of calculated results with respect to changes of the examined quantity. We study 
the influence of the nuclear shape evolution and viscosity on the individual ER excitation 
functions and observe an interdependence among the parameters used to describe the 
dynamical effects. 

. We assume that at the relatively low incident energies (less than 10 MeV per nucleon) 
the reaction proceeds mostly through the formation of the compound nucleus and pre-
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equilibrium effects can be disregarded. Among quantities entering statistical theories we will 
distinguish between static and dynamic parameters. With the former ones we mean those 
parameters which directly or indirectly depend on the shape evolution of the rotating nucleus. 
The shell corrections and collective effects fall into this category, while such quantities like 
binding energies, fission barriers at zero spin etc. form a static part of the model input Usually, 
only static parameters were considered in the analysis of the experimental data. This often 
resulted in the parameters far away from the reasonable starting values. This might be due to -
the lack of the dynamical effects which may force non-physical adjustment of the static 
ingredients. As the role of the static parameters is rather well studied and intuitively predictable 
we shall concentrate on the dynamical effects. We choose to investigate the interaction of 20Ne 
ions with 197Au leading to the formation of the neutron deficient nucleus 217Ac [1], and to 
study the evaporation residue production obtained by the 31P(119-210 MeV)+169Tm reaction. 

2. Results and discussions 

The statistical model used in die present study was described in detail in refs. 2-5. It 
accounts exacdy for the angular momentum and parity coupling, allows for the neutron, 
proton, and a-particle multiple emission as well as for. a fission channel and full y-cascade in 
residual nuclei. Particular attention is devoted to the determination of die level densities. These 
are calculated in the non-adiabatic approach allowing for the rotational and vibrational 
enhancements. These collective effects are gradually removed above a certain energy. In the 
case of the rotational enhancement this energy is related to the Coriolis force which couples 
intrinsic and collective motions. Our level densities acquire a dynamic .aspect through the 
dependence of the Coriolis force and of the rotational enhancement on the nuclear shape, 
which is, in turn, obtained from the classical model of die rotating liquid drop. Intrinsic level 
densities are calculated using the Ighatyuk approach [6], which takes into account shell 
structure effects and pairing correlations. Use of the correct level densities is of fundamental 
importance for the present analysis as they determine the phase space available for each 
channel, a very essence that governs any statistical decay. In the case of the ER production one 
should also carefully consider the low energy level densities since this is the energy interval in 
which most of the ER are formed. That is why we use the BCS approach [7] in our 
calculations with the standard value As far as the fission barriers are concerned, we 
use the rotating droplet model predictions (angular momentum dependent) as parametrized by 
Sierk [8] and allow for the temperature and angular momentum fade-out of the shell 
corrections [3]. This makes our shell corrections become dynamical quantities too. Dissipation 
effects, which delay fission, are treated according to refs. 9 and 10. These include stationary 
limit of Kramers[ll] and an exponential factor applied to Kramers' fission width to account for 
the transient time, after which the statistical regime is reached. The fusion cross section is 
determined according to the diffused barrier model [12]. Transmission coefficients for the 
particle channels are calculated from me optical model potential. The y-ray emission strengths 
are estimated from the Giant Multipole Resonance systematics [13] for El , E2 and Ml 
transitions. Binding energies are taken from Nix-МбПег masses [14]. 

The results of our calculations and the experimental data for the individual ER cross 
sections of the 20Ne + 197Au.reaction are presented in fig.l. These results were obtained 
choosing p =4-1021 s-1 for the viscosity parameter, Jw=24ft and AJ=2.5ft, for the parameters 
of the fade-out function describing spin dependence of the shell correction to the fission 
barrier. Such a fade-out brings shell correction to the fission barrier to a half at J=24h with the 
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diffuseness of 2.5 h. In the following we will denote the above set of parameters as the 
reference set. 

Having proved that the experimental data can be described in terms of the statistical 
model, let us turn to the sensitivity of calculations for various dynamical effects. First we turn 
off spin and temperature dependence of the shell correction to the fission barrier. The dotted 
line in fig.2 shows that, in this case, ER production grows by a factor two (ER-3n) up to more 
than one order of magnitude (ER-(6+7)n) and excitation function maxima tend to move 
towards higher energies with respect to the reference calculation (solid line), so that the 
agreement with the experimental data is lost. The results of such calculations are presented in 
fig.2 as dash-dotted line. One observes that if dynamical deformation in level densities is 
neglected, ER production cross sections decrease by an order of magnitude. In addition to the 
dynamical deformation our model also accounts for the static deformation of the nucleus in its 
ground state. Both deformations are simply summed up after application of the temperature 
damping to the static deformation. This approximation does not take into account the 
stabilising effect of the shell structure, which tends to preserve ground state deformation, but it 
suits our purpose of demonstrating the role played by the nuclear shape well enough. 
Surprisingly, a tiny static deformation also turns out to be relevant for the ER production. Its 
neglect substantially raises the production of ER's after emission of 3 neutrons (ER-3n), 
slightly lowers those for ER-(4+5)n, and drastically decreases the cross sections for ER-
(6+7)n. 

In fig.3 we present the effect of the nuclear dissipation on ER production. If nuclear 
dissipation is not taken into account the ER production drops down from one (ER-3n) up to 
two (ER-(6+7)n) orders of magnitude with respect to the reference set calculations, which is 
due to the lack of hindrance to the fission channel. In insert a) to fig.3 the dependence of the 
maxima for individual ER yields on the viscosity parameter p is shown. The yields were 
normalized to 1 at p=0.5-1021 s"1 to put in evidence the relative behaviour of individual ER's. 
One observes that ER yields strongly rise up with increasing (3 and that the steepness increases 
with the number of emitted neutrons. The latter might be useful for the determination of the 
viscosity parameter p. In fact, even though the overall increase of the ER production with 
increasing (3 may be compensated with the increase of AJ in the shell' correction damping 
function (see insert b) to fig.3), it should in principle be possible to find a unique combination 
of P and AJ reproducing individual ER cross sections ratios, due to the much weaker 
dependence of the relative yields for the individual ER's on the AJ variations. That is the way 
we have determined the P=4-1021 s"1 and AJ=2.5 values in our reference set. For comparison in 
fig.3 we also present the results of the calculations using P=91021 s"1 and AJ=8 values. One 
observes that in this case ER-3n and ER-(4+5)n cross sections are very close to the reference 
set while ER-(6+7)n cross sections are considerably overestimated. However, this result might 
be improved by a slight modification of the assumed shape evolution (see the relevant 
discussion above). This indicates that the analysis of the production of individual ER's might 
indeed furnish some information on the value of the viscosity parameter, under the condition 
that other ingredients of the calculations are considered appropriately. 

Therefore we affirm that theoretical prediction of the partition of the incoming flux 
between fission and particle emission channels is a very difficult task mostly because of the 
extreme sensitivity to the dynamical evolution of the nuclear shape and to the dissipation 
effects. Moreover, the dynamical effects must be carefully taken into account in the statistical 
model calculations. 

In our investigations we also studied the evaporation residues obtained by the P + 
6 Tm reaction leading to the formation of the neutron rieficent ^"Po . nucleus. The 
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experiment was conducted at the U-400 cyclotron of Dubna laboratories. The beam intensity 
on the separator target (10mm in the diameter) was typically (0.3 - 10.0)xl0 s . The beam 
energy was controlled by measuring the energy of the ions scattered at 30° in a thin 
(200fig/cm ) gold foil. Foils of Ті and Al were used as degraders to vary smoothly the beam 
energy. The typical energy spread of bombarding ions was = (1. - 1.5)%. 

The experimental data of the individual evaporation residue (ER) productions obtained 
by the de-excitation of the uPo are shown in fig. 4. In the same figure we also report the 
results of our calculations (lines) for the individual ER-xn cross sections. The parameter values 
used for the calculations are Jx/2=28 ti, AJ = 4 ti and p=31021 s"1. 

Figure 5 shows the dependence of ER cross section maxima o*max on the value of 

viscosity p for 200Po. The o"max values were normalized to 1 at P=0.510 s . Figure 6 
shows the dependence of o m a x on the AJ parameter; the results were normalized to 1 at AJ = 2 

tl. As one can observe, the trend of G^m as a function of AJ is significantly different for the 
various ER productions and this indicates the different sensitivity to the dynamical effects. 

Therefore the parameter values Used in our calculations (fig. 4) can be changed 
following the indications shown in figs. 5 and 6 for 200Po in such a way as to reach the same 
final excitation functions. Moreover, as one can observe from fig. 4, the calculations of each 
ER - distribution at low energies are, in general, significantly lower than the experimental data 
and this may be related to an insufficient description of the diffused fusion barrier model. 
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On distribution of emission times in evaporation-fission reactions 

V.RAleshin 
Institute for Nuclear Research 252028 Kiev, Ukraine ' -, 

Abstract 
It has been known for some years that standard statistical calculations over-
predict the charged particle multiplicities in evaporation-fission reactions. As a 
solution for this discrepancy it has been suggested by Lestone to take into ac
count the shape dependence of particle separation energies. In the present work 
we applied this suggestion to the 60Ni+100Mo system at the beam energy of 300-
600 MeV and compared the measured pre-scission multiplicities for neutrons, 
protons and alpha particles with the results of an evaporation model where mi- • 
clei have a time-dependent shape. We found out that a reasonable description of* 
charged particle multiplicities cannot be achieved even if the shape dependence 
in the separation energies is taken into account. The reason of this failure is 
rooted in the fact that the deformation strongly affects the separation energies 
only near the contact and scission configurations, whereas the majority of par
ticles are emitted between these two extreme configurations, approximately in 
the first quarter of the reaction time. . 

1. Introduction 
The investigation of fission mechanisms at high excitation energies is an object of current 
interest in nuclear physics (for a review see e.g. Benruchi et al [1]). Inforrnation on 
dynamic properties of highly excited fissioning nuclei can be deduced most effectively from 
measurements of light particles combined with the statistical model which was extended 
to the case of strongly-deformed, large-spin nuclei by Blann [2], Dossing [3], Ajitanand et 
al [4], and in our works [5, 6]. 

At a given temperature, spin and shape for an excited nucleus this model is capable of 
describing energy spectra, angular distributions and two-particle correlations. The model, 
however, has some difficulties in reproducing particle multiplicities. These difficulties are 
illustrated in our previous work [7] on particle evaporation in heavy-ion fission reactions 
for composite systems of. Л = 150 — 170 in the excitation energy range Ex = 100 — 300 
MeV which was studied experimentally by Gonin et al [8] and in the papers cited therein. 

By calculating the shape of the intermediate system as a function of time with the 
model of dissipative collisions developed by Feldmeier [9], we show that the evaporation 
model reproduces fairly well the multiplicity of pre-scission neutrons but predicts much 
larger multiplicity of charged particles. Assuming that this discrepancy is related to the 
light particle separation energies it was suggested to take these in the form of a half of the 
sum of separation energies from the two spherical nuclei whose masses are obtained by 
dividing the composite system mass according to its mass asymmetry at the moment of 
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emission. As a result the agreement for neutrons remained the same whereas for charged 
particles it became much better. 

Independently the problem of the large excess of calculated multiplicities over the mea
sured multiplicities for the pre-scission charged particles has been discussed by Lestone 
[10] for fissioning systems with A ~ 200. To solve the problem it was suggested to use the 
separation energies depending on the nuclear shape. To obtain these energies the defor
mation parameters for the mother and daughter nuclei were taken to be equal and their 
total energies were taken from the liquid drop model discribed by Myers and Swiatecki 
[И]. 

The present work was motivated by our previous studies of the light particle emission 
from fissioning nuclei with A = 150 —170, Ex =• 100 — 300 MeV in order to verify whether 
the introduction of shape dependence of separation energies can remove the discrepancy 
between the theoretical and measured multiplicities of charged particles. 

To simplify the calculation Lestone [10] replaced the series of shapes for the interme
diate nucleus by a4 single "representative" shape. It resulted that a good agreement in 
the multiplicities for pre-scission neutrons and charged particles was achieved when the 
"representative" shape is very close to the scission configuration. The calculations of the 
present work will be based on time-dependent shapes rather than a single "representative" 
configuration. This will allow us to study the distribution of the time elapsed from the 
contact to the emission for particles of a given type (time evolution of multiplicities). The 
goal is to scrutinize the concept of "representative" shapes and to verify whether such 
shapes are close to the scission configuration. 

2. Shape evolution in t h e sys tem 6 0Ni+1 0 0Mo 

For the analysis of the evaporation-fission processes we choose the 60Ni+100Mo system 
which has been studied experimentally by Gonin et al [8] at the beam energies 550 and 
655 MeV (that corresponds to the intermediate system excitation energies of 251 and 293 
MeV). The shape evolution of this system is calculated by the code HICOL of Feldmeier 
[9]. Following Blocki [12] the nuclear shapes in this code are described by two spheres 
joined by the segments of hyperbola. Such figures are uniquely defined by a set of three 
parameters s, a and A that are respectively, the center-to-center distance between two 
spheres, the ratio of a nuclear volume outside these spheres to the total volume of the 
intermediate system and the mass asymmetry. 

• In Fig.l the time evolution of these parameters is shown for the 60Ni+100Mo system 
at the beam energy 600 MeV and total angular momentum J = 86H representing the 
average angular momentum for the fission zone in systems with А и 150 (see Britt et al 
[13]).. It is not difficult to estimate from Fig.l that the semiaxes ratio for the intermediate 
system is always larger than two. Since the system stays in a very elongated state all the 
time, the process we consider can be called more precisely "quasi-fission", in the sense 
imparted in this concept by Back et al [14]. 

The shapes of the composite system are presented more explicitly in Fig.2 in which the 
system profile functions on each of the three stages are shown: the formation of the double-
nuclear system, its stretching and scission. According to Fig.2 (top) the neck between the 
colliding nuclei fills in at the times about 10~21s. It should be remarked that this is signif
icantly smaller than 5 x 10 -21s for which one observes the saturation of the a parameter 
(see Fig.l) . This is easily to explain by noticing that cr describes.the relative volume of 
the matter confined between two spheres rather than the diameter or the area of the neck. 
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Fig.l. The Blocki parameters s,a and A for 
the system 60Ni+100Mo at the beam energy 
600 MeV and total angular momentum J = 
86ft 
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From 1.4 x 10 - 2 1s to about 30 x 10 - 2 1s the system is steadily getting longer and its 
shape becomes close to cylindrical. Thus, the duration of this stage is about 20 times 
longer than the duration of the first stage. At a time greater than 30 x 10~21s the system 
develops a neck that then raptures in several times of 10 - 2 1s. 
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Fig.2. The sequence of shapes of the dou
ble nuclear system formed in the reaction 
6 0 N i + i o o M o a t t h e b e a m e n e r g y 6 0 0 M e V 

and total angular momentum J = 86h as a 
function of time in the initial (top), interme
diate (middle) and final (bottom) stages of 
the quasifission reaction •. 
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3. Particle separation energies 

The separation energy for particles emitted from a hot nucleus, with the atomic number 
Л, charge number Z and neutron number JV, is calculated as a difference of the hinding 
energies. The binding energies for emitted particles are taken from the mass tables. The 
binding energy for mother and daughter nuclei is calculated by the liquid drop model 
formula " * 

41 ) В = by A - bsA^Gs - \bsvJN~A
Z?-

bRc 
The coefficients by, bs and Ьлут appearing in the volume, surface and symmetry terms of 
the above expression as well as the radius Re for the Coulomb energy are taken from the 
work of Green and Engler [15]: 

bv = 15.56MeV, bs = 17.23MeV, Ъаущ = 46.57MeV, Re = 1 .24^ / 3 /m (2) 

The factors Gs and Gc describing the dependence of В on the nuclear shape are given 
by * . . 

Gs = Es/Eso, Gc = Ec/Eco - (3) 
wh~re Es and ESQ are the surface energies for the deformed and spherical nuclei, respec
tively; Ec and Eco are the corresponding Coulomb energies. Geometrical factors Gs and 
Gc in the daughter nucleus are assumed to be the same as in the mother one. 

The quantities Es,Eso,Ec and Eco are calculated within the Unite range liquid drop 
model using the formulas from the code HICOL. In this code Es and Ec are written as 
the double volume integrals of nuclear and Coulomb nucleon-nucleon interactions with the 
Yukawa-plus-exponential form for the nuclear interaction proposed by Krappe et al [16] 

• and Moller and Nix [17], whereas Eso and Eco are given by explicit analytical expressions 
obtained for these integrals in the spherical case. 

If one calculates Gs and Gc for the sequence of the shapes at the consecutive moments 
of the reaction time, these factors become the functions of time. One sees from Fig.3 that 
Gs and Gc deviate considerably from unity at the contact of two nuclei, but very rapidly 
they approach the values close to unity. After 1.5 x 10_21s they slowly begin to apart 
from unity which is related to the fact that the system starts to stretch from this time on. 

* ^ ^ ^ ^ г ч ^ ^ Т ^ ^ ^ * ^ * * ^ ^ Т * * » * * , * ^ ^ » Т * * 1 * * ^ * " ^ ' 

0 10 20 30 40 
-at. t(1(r2,s) 

Fig.3. Geometrical factors Gs and Gc versus 
time for the evolution of the shapes some of. 
which are shown in Fig.2 

In Fig.4 the separation energies, 5 , for neutrons, protons and alpha particles.are shown 
as a function of time. The separation energies are calculated for three different assump
tions: a mono-spherical nucleus for the composite system S^\ di-spherical nucleus S^ 
and a deformed nucleus calculated by HICOL S®. These are denoted in' Fig.4 by indices 
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1, 2 and 3 correspondingly. Having started from di-spherical values, the 5 ( 3 ) t h e n ap
proach their closest-to-spherical limits at the time when the neck fills in. Although the 
composite system at this moment is strongly deformed with its semiaxes ratio being close 
to 2 : 1, the corresponding difference S(3> — S*1) is very small. Later on when the system 
travels to the scission point, all 5 ( 3 ) tend towards 5 ( 2 ) and in the case of neutrons S& 
at the moment of scission almost coincides with S^2\ In the case of protons and alpha 
particles S ^ at the scission point reaches approximately a half way between S^ and 
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Fig.4. Particle separation energies versus 
time for the sequence of the shapes shown 
in Fig.2 
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For protons and alpha particles the monospherical separation energies S ^ are signif
icantly smaller than the di-spherical ones S ( 2 ) (the difference S^ - S^ is about 5 MeV • 
for protons and 9 MeV for alpha particles). This reflects the fact that the composite 
system 160Yb formed in the reaction is a neutron-deficient (or a proton-rich) nucleus in 
comparison to the stable nuclei of the same A whereas the nuclei making the system 
are not the proton- rich nuclei and consequently they emit less protons. The large'r the 
neutron deficit in the composite system is, the greater is the difference S<2) — S^\ 

Although the finite surface thickness is,' to a certain extent, incorporated into the 
Yukawa-plus-exponential folding potential, the Coulomb energy is calculated for a sharp 
surface only. Therefore it may be tempting to calculate the separation energies on the 
basis of the extended Thomas-Fermi approximation (ETF) of Centelles et al [18] using 
the nuclear density from Euler equations. An interesting result of these calculations is 
that at very large deformations (with semiaxes ratio > 2 : 1) the nuclear matter in the 
neck area is more diluted than in the balk region. In other words, in this approximation 
the di-nuclear character of intermediate systems is more pronounced than in the liquid 
drop model based on the constant density approximation. 

M.Centelles and X.Vinas [19] did calculations, within ETF, of total energies and mo
ments of inertia J for the composite nucleus 160Yb and its alpha-daughter 156Er as a 
function of the quadrupole moment Q of the mass distribution.. We transformed these 
energies into alpha particle separation energies as a function of J. It appeared that these 
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separation energies are in a good agreement with corresponding separation energies S(3) 
based on the finite range liquid drop model used in the above text. 

4. Particle multiplicities 
In the code HICOL one can follow the time dependence not. only for 5, a and Д but also 
for the temperatures and angular velocities of two nuclei in the composite system. This 
enables one to estimate the time when unified temperature and common angular velocity 
are established in the system. At this time (£,) we start the chain of decays. In the system 
under consideration f,- = 10_21s is taken. 
• A Monte Carlo method is a convenient tool for calculating- the particle multiplicities. 
At the initial moment of time t\ we calculate the neutron (ДО, proton (Rp) and alpha 
particle {Rex) emission rates as well as average excitation energies (її) and angular mo- ' 
menta (j) of corresponding daughter nuclei by equations given in the earlier paper [7]. 
Then, assuming that the emission moment te is a random number distributed according 
to the law exp(—Rtotte), where Rtot = Rn+Rp + Ra is the total emission rate, we choose 
a specific value of te using a random number generator. Afterwards we sample a type of 
the emitted particle in proportion to the weights Rri/Ru>t, Rp/Rtou Ra/Rtat, and we take 
the corresponding daughter nucleus as a new decaying nucleus. Assuming its shape same 
as that of the mother nucleus at the moment U -f fe, we simulate the next decay. 

100 190 200 290 

Ex(MeV) 
300 

Fig.5.' Multiplicities for pre-scission parti
cles evaporated in the reaction 60Ni+100Mo 
versus initial excitation energy. The calcula
tions with separation-energies S^\ S^ and 

are marked by numbers 1, 2 and 3 re
spectively. Experimental data include the 
following reactions: 24Mg+134Ba, 32S+128Te 
(• Gavron et al [20]), 160-f-142Nd (x Hinde 
et al [21]), 60Ni+100Mo (A Gonin et al 
[8]), 4 0Ar+n a tAg (o Lacey et al [22]), and 
37Cl+124Sn, 28Si+141Pr ( • Lindl et al [23]) 
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In* Fig.5 the measured and calculated multiplicities are shown for neutrons, protons and 
alpha particles in the 100-300 MeV range of the initial excitation energy for the composite 
system 6 0Ni+1 0 0Mo. The data points corresponding to different target-projectile combi
nations are depicted by different symbols. Recent.data of Boger et al [24] on pre-scission 
proton and alpha multiplicities from the reaction 640 MeV 86Kr+63Gu, corresponding to 
the excitation energy of 194 MeV of the intermediate composite nucleus 1 4 9Tb, are not 
shown in this figure because they practically coincide with those of Lacey et al [22] from 
the reaction 4 0Ar+n o tAg at 337 MeV. The solid, short-dashed and long-dashed curves are 
the results of the calculation with separation energies S^\ S ( 2 ) and S&\ respectively. It is 
seen that replacing of th*e mono-spherical separation energies SW by the shape dependent 
separation energies 5 ( 3 ) , results in a certain improvement of the agreement with the data 
for the alpha multiplicities but it does not affect essentially the proton multiplicities. 

In order to clarify the mechanism in which the separation energy can influence,the 
particle multiplicities, it is useful to consider the distribution of the emitted particles in 
time M(t). This distribution can be defined as the number of the particles emitted in the 
time span t — ! A, t + ~ Д where Д is a fixed time interval taken to be small compared to 
the lifetime of the composite system and t is the time elapsed from the beginning of the 
reaction. The function M(t) for neutrons, protons and alpha particles is given in Fig.6 at 
the initial excitation energies EX=20Q MeV and 300 MeV. The calculations are performed 
at Л == 4 X 10~21s and S = S^. The analogous calculations for S = S& are presented 
in Fig.7. -

t(lCT21s) t(l<rais) 

. Fig.6. The distribution of the emission events in time for the composite system in the 
60Ni+100Mo reaction at 200 MeV (top) and 300 MeV (bottom) excitation energies. The 
calculation is performed for. S = S^ 

Fig.7. The same as in Fig.6 but for S = 5 ( 2 ) . The neutron distributions are divided 
by a factor 10 

According to' Figures 6 and 7 the major portion of particles is emitted between 10~21s 
and 10_2os. This їй more clearly seen in the case of neutrons and protons. Within this 
time interval, however, S& is very similar to £<*-> (see f ig.3). Therefore the multiplicities 
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are not affected when S^ is replaced by S&. In the case of alpha particles the emission 
acts are distributed in time more evenly which leads to a more noticeable influence of 
deformation. 

For neutrons, which usually are the most probable particles to emit, this concentration 
of the emission events at times close to the beginning of the de-excitation chain is a 
straightforward consequence of the fact that particle emission rates are strongly increasing "• 
functions of excitation energy. Such concentration however, is not expected a priori-for 
protons and alpha particles. Towards the end of the de-excitation chain these particles 
could become more competitive because the nucleus becomes more neutron-deficient. But 
on the other hand, at fixed separation energies, the Rp/Rn and Ra/Rn ratios decrease 
when the temperature decreases. The concentration of the charged particle emission 
events in a remote area from the scission point seen in the figures 6 and 7 precludes 
the usage of the close-to-scission configurations as a "representative" shape in the frozen 
shape de-excitation calculations. 

The comparison of the M(t) distributions at different initial excitation energies in Figs. 
6 and 7 reveals that the tendency for the emission to occur not far from the contact point 
becomes' more pronounced with increasing energy. Therefore for a very hot nucleus the 
most intensive emission can occur, before the time Тж needed for one-half revolution. In 
this case, due to enhanced emission from the nuclear tips, the charged particles angular 
distributions will be anisotropic in the plane perpendicular to the spin. In the case under 
consideration the value Тж = 2.5 x 10 -21s is just'within the time interval of most intensive 
emission and large azimuthal anisotropics should not be expected. 

5. Discussion and conclusion 
As demonstrated earlier [7,10] the calculations involving the separation energies for spher
ical composite nuclei strongly overestimate the multiplicities of protons and alpha particles 
emitted in (quasi)fission reactions. In-order to remove this discrepancy Lestone [10] has 
proposed to take into consideration the shape dependence of separation energies. With 
an additional assumption that particle emission is most intensive in configurations close 
to the scission point he has obtained a good agreement with the data on light particle 
multiplicities for the composite nuclei with A ss 200. 

In the present work the shape-dependent separation energies were introduced in the 
particle emission calculation for the system 60Ni+100Mo. The shape of the system as a 
function of time was calculated within the Feldmeier model [9] of heavy-Ion collisions 
based on the one-body dissipation approach. New separation energies have lead to some
what better description of particle multiplicities but the disagreement remains still very 
large. The reason of this small improvement has been traced back to the fact that shape 
corrections to the separation energies are-only significant in the early stage ( t '< 10 - 2 1s) 
and in the late stage ( 2 — 4 x l0~2Os ) of the existence of the composite system while 
particle emission takes place mainly within the interval 10~21 -r 10~20s, .that is between 
these two time intervals. 

In addition we performed the calculations with separation energies in which during 
particle emission the intermediate system consists of two spherical nuclei corresponding to 
a given mass- asymmetry parameter. With this prescription for the separation energies the 
proton multiplicities decreased to meet the needed values while alpha multiplicities became 
even lower than the experimental values. This indicates that some important features of 
the initial double-nuclear configuration are lost too fast in our 'dynamic calculations. 
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For example, one should keep in mind that in the code HICOL the mass parameter for 
the neck degree of freedom is talcen zero. It is interesting to compare the neck, dynamics 
as predicted by this code with other versions of the one-body dissipation approach such 
as that of Zielinska-Pfabe et al [25] which uses the Werner-Wheeler inertia parameters. 
This could give solution if in this approach the neck fills in much later than the HICOL 
predicts. 

It seems more likely, however, that one has to revise the very basic principles of the 
Feldmeier model. The most important of those is that the internal motion of nucleons at 
given shape of the system is assumed to relax, at any instant of time. The nucleons adjust 
themselves to the given shape being in the internal thermal equilibrium described by the 
hot Thomas-Fermi distributions. 

The transition from the one-particle momentum distribution in the form of the two 
Fermi spheres separated by their relative momentum (for colliding nuclei) to a single 
sphere (for the composite nucleus) has been analyzed by Khoa et al [26] and Abgrall et 
•al [27]. Characteristic times, r, involved in the process of spherization of the momentum 
distribution are estimated to be r <20-30 fm/c which is too small to make an essential 
impact on the particle evaporation in our case. 

This estimation, however, has been done for higher energies (E/A > 25 MeV) and with 
the Uehling-Uhlenbeck collision integral responsible for the relaxation process whereas in 
the Feldmeier model this process is governed by the particle collisions with the moving 
surface. It should be stressed also that these works did not study the single particle 
potential (or spatial density) relaxation times which are important because in the model 
of independent'particles the nucleon separation energy is given approximately by S = 
U — k]r/2m where U is the depth of the potential well and kp is the Fermi momentum. 
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SU{4) S Y M M E T R Y V I O L A T I O N I N N U C L E I 

A N D T H E 2i/j3j8-DECAY R A T E 

O.A.Rv.myanistv and M.S. Urin 

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, 115409 Moscow, Russia 

1. The correct calculation of the nuclear Gamow-Teller (GT) amplitudes ів the 

main problem in the 2V/#/?-decay theoretical description. It has been found that these 

amplitudes calculated within the quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA) 

either exceed the relevant experimental valuee or are sensitive to the variation of model 

parameters (particularly to the strength of the particle-particle interaction) [l]. So 

such approach seems to be inadequate. In a number of calculations a great many basic 

nuclear states and a complicated form of the nucleon two-body interaction are used [2]. 

In this approach the physical- reason of the hindrance of the 2*//3/?-decay rate is not 

understood and calculations are limited by light nuclei only (practically the 2i//?/3-decay 

rate of 4 8 С a is only calculated). 

For these reasons, an alternative and rather simple approach to the description 

of GT excitations, which is based on the approximate epin-isospin SU{4) symmetry 

conservation in nuclei, seems efficient for the calculation of the nuclear 2i//?/?-decay 

amplitudes. If the SU(4) symmetry were exact, there would not be the 2i//3/3-decay 

of nuclei. So the decay rate is determined by the interactions violating the SU(4) 

symmetry. There is experimental evidence that the ЗД"(4) symmetry is approximately 

conserved: the GT resonance (GTR) exhausts most of the relevant sum rule and the 

GTR and IAR energies are fairly close.. 

The possibility to use the approximate SU (4) symmetry conservation for descrip

tion 'of nuclear excitations was long discussed. One can conclude from the latest refs. 

[3,4,5] (in spite of different opinions of the authors) that the use of the mentioned possi

bility for description of GT excitations can be productive. An attempt to use the SU(4) 

symmetry violation for estimation of 2i//3/3-decay amplitudes has been undertaken in 

ref. [6]. The non-5£/"(4)-8calar part of the nucleon two-body interaction has been con

sidered as a sourse of the 517(4) symmetry violation. In the recent paper [7] the SU(A) 

symmetry concept has been used within the QRPA for estimating the intensity of the 

quaeiparticle interaction. It has been made to relieve the dependence of the calculation 

results on the variation of the model parameters. In these works the source of the SU(4) 

symmetry violation either is not determined [7], or is determined incorrectly [6]. It is 
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known that the main source of the 517(4) symmetry violation in nuclei is the spin-orbit 
part of the mean field [4,5]. 

Based on the last statement we propose a rather simple approach to the calculation 
of the nuclear 2t»/?/?-decay amplitude. The shell model with Landau-Migdal particle-; 
hole interaction is used. The nucleoQ pairing is taken into account by means of the BCS 
method. The calculation of the 2j//3/3-decay rate for a number of nuclei is performed. 
An attempt to apply this approach to the evaluation of the 48Co half-live has been 
undertaken in Tef. [8]. 

2. Let |0) be the ground state wave function of parent nucleus (JV,2). We start 
from the approximation in which the isobaric analog and GT states (IAS and GTS 
respectively) are of equal energy and are described by the following wave functions: 

\I) = (N - Z)-l<*7<-40), T<-> « 2><->(a) , (1). 
a . 

|G,p) = (iV-Zr l /2yM(-) |0> ) yj~> ~ 2 > , ( a ) r < - ) ( e ) , (2) 
a 

where <r and r are the Pauli spherical matrixes. These states each exhaust 100% 
of the relevant sum rule. As a consequence of the eq.(l), there is a relationship 
between the isovector parte of the nuclear mean field and the particle-hole interac
tion (the partial self-consistency, see e.g. ref. [9]). If the Landau-Migdal forces 
T — %{F' + G'(<TI<T2)](TIT2)6(TI — Г2) are used as the mentioned interaction, the nuclear 
mean field should be taken in the form 

U = U0 + \F'P(T)TW , (3) 

where UQ is the SZ7(4)-ecalar part of the nuclear mean field and p(r) is the excess neutron 
density. The starting assumption leads also to the equality F' = СҐ. The quantity U0 

and strength parameters F' and G' are the phenomenological quantities of the model. 
Within the framework of the considered approach the GTS displacement energy 

and the intensity of the GTS mixing with other states are due to both the difference 
of the phenomenological (shell model) mean field from potential (3) and the violation 
of equality F' = G'. The violation of this equality reduces the. SU(4) symmetry to 
SU(2)„ X SU(2)T. The proton Coulomb interaction leads to the SU(2)r symmetry 
violation, while the phenomenological spin-orbit interaction v(<rl) leads to the 5(7(2), 
symmetry violation. It is known that the isospin mixing of the nuclear states can be 
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neglected with an accuracy of several percent. The difference of strength parameters F' 
and G' leads to some shift of the GTS energy from the Coulomb displacement energy 
but practically does not change the GTS wave function [4]. For this reason the GTS 
parameters mentioned above are determined mainly by the spin-orbit part of the mean 
nuclear field. 

Let |Л, p) be the wave functions of GT-type states which are orthogonal to GTS 
and are called further as anti-GT states (AGTS). If eq.(2) were fulfilled, these states 
could not be excited by means of operator YJT . The mixing of the AGTS and GTS 
is caused by interaction V = £ t t v(a)(al)a. According to eq.(2) the strength of this 

mixing equals 

АІ W~Z) 'XI Z{N - Z)[{EA " EG)' + Г 2 / 4 ] ' 
where EA and EG are the AGTS and GTS energies respectively. In eq.(4) we take 
into consideration the fact that in reality the GTS is a resonance with total width 
Г ~ 4 MeV. 

For further calculations it is convenient to transform the eq.(4) so that the sum-' 
mation includes the GTS too. This transformation allows one to calculate the intensity 
of the above-mentioned mixing within the single-quasiparticle approximation. 

„2 _ у KS^WVso^) -bsoYtW „ 
L, 3{N-Z)[{Es-EGy + T*/*) " 

(5) 

£ j 3(ЛГ - Z)\(ErX - Ea)* + ГУ4] ' 

where \S, j*) is \A, ц) or |G, /І); |тгА, /І) is two-quasip&rticle 1 + proton (x) - neutron hole 
(A) state with the energy ET\. 

3. For 0+ -+ 0+ transitions the nuclear 2i>/3/3-decay amplitude has the well-known 
form [10]: 

M = ^ ( - ^ " ( О ' І ^ ^ . М Х ^ А І І ^ - ^ О ) / ^ , • ' (6) 

where |0), \S,n) and |0') are the wave functions of the initial, intermediate (JT = 1+) 
and final nuclear states respectively; Es ів the intermediate state energy. Here and 
farther the energies are measured from value \(EQ + EQI), where EQ and EQI are the 
energies of the initial and final states. 
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For the calculation of the 2^/3/3-decay amplitude it is necessary to take into account' 

the mixing of the AGTS and GTS as well as the mixing of the final state with the GTS 

based on the AGTS. It can be made analogously to eq.(4). In view of eqs.(2),(4),(6) we 

get the expression for amplitude M within the framework of the proposed approach, 

M = 0 . 6 4 ^ ( - l ) M -
чгЛ.д 

,<0 ,1[^о,ГІ; )]- .А5оУІ; )І7гЛ,А і )(7гЛ,Н[^о,УІ" )]-А5оУм (" ) |0) 

(7) 
In this expression the "effective charge" for GT excitations e, = 0.-8 [9] caused by the 

quenching effect' is taken into account. • 

The 2i//3/?-decay rate has been calculated by means of formula Ti/2(2vf3ft) = 

B\M|~2 [10]. In the calculations the following model parameters were used. For SLf(4)-

scalar part of nuclear mean feeld as well as for mean spin-orbit interaction the Chep-

urnov parametrization was chosen [14]. The mean Coulomb field was calculated within 

the Hartree approximation using the single-proton density. The symmetry potential 

was calculated by means of partial self-consistency condition [9]. The intensities of '.be 

particle-hole interactions were chosen according to refs.[15,16]. The pairing problem was 

solved using the expressions and the parametrization of pairing interaction according to 

ref.[17]. The calculation results listed in the Table are in agreement with experimental 

data within the factor 2-4-3. 

parent 
nucleus 

reGe 
M 5e 
9*Zr 

™Mo 
noCd 
128 Г е 

:180ТЄ 
18eJfe 
150 Nd 

T?l$°r(2i,p/3) 
years 

3 X 1021 

3 x 102° 
1 X 1019 

2 X 1019 

1 x 1019 

4 Х І 0 2 4 

8 x 102° 
1 x 1021 

2 x 1019 

Т$"{21,№) 
years 

l . l i g g x l O 2 1 

l . l i g f x l O 2 0 

3.9 ± 0.9 x 1019 

1.16±g?xl01 9 

7.5 ± 0.3 X 1020 

refs. 

[11] 
[1] 
[12] 
[1] 

[13] • 

4. Although the relative accuracy of the presented approach is not high, it seems 

to be more preferable as compared to other approaches for the following reasons: (i) the 

nuclear 2i//3/3-decay amplitude is determined directly by the mechanism and strength 

of the 527(4) symmetry violation in nuclei; (ii) there are no free model parameters, 

all parameters are chosen from independent data; (iii) in the case of w C e the above-

mentioned amplitude can be expressed in terms of observable quantities [8]. 
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In conclusion we note the following. The presented rather simple approach is based 

only on the experimental facts that the GTR exhausts most of the' relevant sum rule 

and the GTR and IAR energies are fairly close. To calculate the nuclear 2i//?/3-decay 

amplitude there is no need to use in reality the SU(4) symmetry concept, which is-, 

invoked only for the interpretation of the mentioned experimental facts. 
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INCREASE OF COUPLING BETWEEN THE MODES OF 

MOTION IN ASYMMETRIC DINUCLEAR SYSTEM 
G.G.Adamian, N.V.Antonenko, R.V.Jolos, 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 

Head Post Office P.O.Box 79, 101000 Moscow, Russia 

Abstract 

A microscopical method is proposed to derive the diagonal and nondiagonal compo-
nents of the inertia tensor for a dinuclear system. It is shown that the coupling of 
the radial and mass asymmetry modes is weak for almost symmetric configuration 
but it enhances significantly as the asymmetry increases. 

The most important degrees'of freedom which are necessary to describe the interaction 

of two nuclei are the distance between the centers of colliding nuclei R, mass asymmetry 

degree of freedom n = (Аг — A-i)jA (A\ and A2 are mass numbers of nuclei, A = Ai + A2) 

and a neck radius or other characteristic of a neck [1-4]. The values of mass parameters 

and their dependence on dynamical variables considerably influence dynamics of the din

uclear system. For instance, in refs. [5] it was shown that the nondiagonal component 

of the inertia tensor describing the motion in the R—n plane increases significantly with 

increase of mass asymmetry. Due to the coupling of R— and n— modes of motion the 

part of the kinetic energy of 77—mode transforms into the kinetic energy of the radial 

motion and system approaches to the radial potential barrier with the increase of n. As 

a consequence, the stability of the dinuclear system for large mass asymmetry decreases 

and the production of light isotopes increases. There are different approaches to calculate 

the components of inertia tensor. These approaches mainly use the cranking expression 

and perform calculations in different single particle basis. However, the dependence of 

inertia tensor on various dynamical variables makes the computations very cumbersome. 

To obtain the results in a simpler way and demonstrate the increase of coupling between 

the R— and 77— modes of motion, we develop in this paper a simple and mainly analytical 

method to find the components of the mass tensor for a dinuclear system. 

It can be shown [6, 7] that the kinetic energy part of the nuclear Hamiltonian H- of 

the general type with the two-body forces can be .expressed in terms of current 

J » = - ^ (^+ ( r )W>(r) - V0+(r)tf(r)) 
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and density 

р(т) = ф+(т)ф(т) (2) 

operators as given below: 

Г = | | г і г і ( г К г ( г ) І ( г ) ' (З) 

Here i/>+, ф are the nucleon field operators. Operators p and j satisfy the commutation 

relation [6] 

[ K r ) , J ( r ' ) ] ^ - § V r ( ^ ( r - r ' ) K r ) ) (4) 
. m $ 

and the current operator has the following functional representation 

м-!v("w4))• .", > 
Using eqs. (3)-(5) we can represent the kinetic energy part T of the total Hamiltonian in 

terms of the functional derivatives of p 

T = -f- fdr V (p{r)-^] ~V (p(r)~} • (6) 

In what follows, we shall use the expression (6) to derive the inertia tensor for the collective 

motion of two-center system. We assume that the density p depends on some numbef of 

collective variables qj which are defined by the.relations 

qj = J dr/>(r)&(r), (7) 

where <7j(r) are functions required to derive qj. Then, with the expression for the func

tional derivative as given below 

' . : m^^h (8) 

we obtain the kinetic energy term as: 

JtJ 
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It is evident from (9) that the components of inverse inertia tensor are: 

(B~l)5P = ~J^p(r)Vgj(r)VgAry (10) 

Let us consider as collective variables the relative distance R between the fragment 

centers and the mass asymmetry parameter 77. For well separated fragments we get the 

usual definitions of R and TJ if we substitute in (7) the expressions for дл and gv defined 

by the equations: 
_je{z) 6{-z)\ 

9R-Z\-M--AT)- ( l l a ) 

ft = ~(9(z) - * ( -* ) ) . ( l ib ) 

Here z is the axis connecting fragment centers and 9 is the step function. The z = 0 is 

the point where the densities of nuclei are equal to each other. Fragment mass numbers 

are defined by the relation as given below: 

A m = J dr p{r)9{±z). ' • (12a) 

We generalize the definitions ( l la ,b) by introducing a function в instead of 9 to take into 

account the mutual interpenetration of nucleons belonging to the overlapping nuclei. This 

function 0 is defined in the following simple way 

*M-5(l + «f(;)j (13) 

where a is the small interval over which the value of 9 jumps from zero to one. In the 

limit a —• 0, в —+ в. Physically interval a amounts to the diffusion of nucleon density 

distribution in nucleus. The norm of 9 is defined as in eq. (12a) 

A m = f'drp(r)9(±z). (12b) 

Substituting ( l la ,b) with 9 instead of 9 into (10) and using (12b) we obtain 

mA\ TT1A2 

Since (9(±z) — 02(±z)) and 9(z)9(—z) are always positive, it is obvious from (14) that 

BRR decreases as the overlapping of interacting nuclei increases. For the well separated 

fragments we obtain a reduced mass fi = П1А1А2/А for two interacting nuclei. 
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Taking into account (13), the approximate value of eq. (14) is 

where 62 = -ко.2/A and 

Aneck = / <frp(r)exp ( - Т і " ) - " (16) 

is interpreted as the number of particles in the neck between two fragments: We obtain 

the other components of inverse inertia tensor as 

j — 1 \ •*• -^necfc (£-*)„,, = — '™* (15b) 

,_іч 1 Лпеск A2 — Ax {B~')Rn = -"Г? " ' " \ (15c) 

As it is seen from (16c) and 

• ІВд.,1 . KB-1)»,! -' [~J. AZ^ •\AX-A2\ (15d) 
у/ВпяВг,,, yJ{B-i)RR{B-4r,r, V \^A(A*A* - Л Л П Є А / 4 ) 

the nondiagonal coihponent of inertia tensor BRn is very small for almost symmetric 

configurations but increases significantly if the mass asymmetry parameter rj increases." 

In the same way as above we can obtain the components of the inertia tensor for degree 

of freedom connected with the neck. 

. Substituting in (16) an expression for p in the second quantized form and using the 

results of microscopic calculations for the nucleon occupation numbers [8] we can find Aneck 

and, therefore, the components of mass tensor microscopically.. Since we are interested in 

the description of the dinuclear system with a small overlap of nuclei in it we shall use 

as a basis the single particle wave functions of the noninteracting nuclei i.e. projectile 

(tpx) and target (</?г) [8]. Assuming the chaoticity of the phases of the.nondiagonal matrix 

elements of p and neglecting their contribution we obtain from (16) 

Aneck = ^2 nk J dr exp (~ J M r ) |?, . (17) 
fc61,2 J . V ° / ' 

where nfc are the Fermi occupation numbers. 

Because of the approximations used to derive the components of inverse inertia tensor' 

the influence of the interacting nuclei shell structure on the value of BJJI- is only partly 

taken into account. This influence manifests through 'the microscopical definitions of 
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Aneck- In the consistent microscopical calculation we should use directly the cranking 

expression to determine the inertia tensor. Thus, use of (15), and (17) in numerical 

calculations allows us to obtain the smoothed parts of the elements of inertia tensor. 

However, the obtained results "give possibility to elucidate the values of mass parameters 

and its dependences on the collective variables. Using (15d) we can estimate the coupling 

of R— and TJ~ modes of motion as a function of rj. 

Fig. 1: The ratio В^/у/В^ЩЦ depen

dence on mass asymmetry n at various val

ues of fragment separations R = R\ + R2 + d 

(R\,2 = 1.15A\'f2 fm are the nuclear radii) 

for the system 1 1 8Pd+n 8Pd. The calculated . 

results at d = —1,0,2 fm are presented by 

solid, short dashed and long dashed lines, re

spectively. 
"'5.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8. 1.0 

V 

To illustrate the obtained results we have considered the system U8Pd+U8Pd-*236U. 

The components of the inertia tensor are calculated exploiting the expressions (15) and 

(17). Using the single particle wave functions of harmonic oscillator in the cylindrical. 

representation, the integral in (17) is obtained analytically. For the frequency parameter 

of the harmonic oscillator wave functions we have taken the value и = (0.9A1/3 + 0.7)-1 

fm -2 which reproduces the systematics of nuclear radii. We have used b = 0.8 fm in our 

calculations. 

For the symmetric configurations the coupling between R— and TJ— modes of motion 

vanishes. The condition Вдч «^ у/ШяЩ^ is justified for almost symmetric configurations 

[4]. However, the value of the ratio В^/у/ВццВщ (fig. 1) increases significantly with 

increasing mass asymmetry n and can'approach to 0.4 in the limit n —• 1. This behavior 

of BR„ is in agreement with the results of refs. [5]. The condition BRV.<£. ^/BRRB^ is 

not correct for strongly asymmetric dinuclear systems and the nondiagonal components 

of the inertia tensor should be taken into account to consider dynamics of the strongly 

U*«J Т Т Т Т П I П | I > I I 1 I I | I | П П I U M | I ' I I I I I I I | N I ' I I I I I 
1 1 8 Q , . 118г-. . , 

. Pd+ Pd system ; 

I t 1 . . . 1 l_ . , 1 • L I . 1 t I . . 1 I I , . . I I t • . I H , . і , I . . . t , , , • 
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asymmetric systems. The coupling between R— and -q— modes of motion can b e the 

reason of the enhanced yield of light particles in fusion-type reactions observed in the 

experiments [9-11]. 
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VARIATIONAL CALCULATION OF T H E 6 H e G R O U N D STATE I N T H E 
THREE-CLUSTER R E S O N A T I N G G R O U P M E T H O D 

A P P R O X I M A T I O N 

Yu.A.Pozdnyakov, K.Q.Terenetsky, V.P.Verbitsky 
Institute for Nuclear Research, 252028, Kiev-28, Ukraine 

A b s t r a c t : The variational calculation of the 6He ground state energy and corresponding 
the most probable spatial configuration is carried out on the basis of the algebraic version 
resonating group method three-cluster approximation. In calculations the Pauli exclusion 
principle is taken into account exactly. It is turned out that with suitable choice of 
the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential absolute minimum of the 6He total energy is 
achieved for binary configuration a -f2 n. Less deep three-cluster configuration a -f n -f- n 
minimum is found also. It means that such configuration can give admixture into the 6He 
ground state. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The 6He nucleus excite now a great interest due to it is the most suitable object 
for testing the modern three-body like models. Almost all of them suffer from the two 
basic shortcomings: i) fenomenological treatment of the interaction between «-cluster. 
and valence neutrons and ii) approximate way of the Pauli principle taking into account. 
That is why it is desirable to study the 6He nucleus structure in frame of the model free 
of above-mentioned defects. 

In this work the 6He ground state structure is studied on the basis of the algebraic 
version resonating group method [l]-[3] supposing that this nucleus possesses by the three-
cluster structure a + n + n. At first we limited by the variational calculation of the ground 
state energy Emin and corresponding the most probable spatial configuration of this nu
cleus. 

2. OVERLAP I N T E G R A L A N D HAMILTONIAN MATRIX ELEMENTS 
OF T H E 6 H e NUCLEUS 

Expressions for the overlap integral and hamiltonian matrix elements for the 6He 
nucleus are calculated on the generating invariants build on the Brink's orbitals [4]. In 
our previous paper [5] the overlap integral and hamiltonian matrix elements for the 9Li 
nucleus have been obtained. Because of expressions for this values can easily be applied 
to any three-cluster system (supposing that all clusters are s-clusters) up to 12C nucleus, 
here we write down final result for the values in interest. 

Let R i , R 2 and R 3 are generating coordinates of a-cluster, neutron with spin directed 
upwards (nT)'and neutron with spin directed downwards (n | ) , respectively, but Sit S 2 and 
S3 are corresponding conjugate coordinates. Then overlap integral for the 6He nucleus 
takes the form 
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< Ф | ф > = exp(4RiS! + R 2 S 2 + R3S3)-

- ехріК^ЗБі + S2) + R 2 S ! 4- R 3 S 3 ] -
(1) 

- e x p [ R 1 ( 3 S 1 + S 3 ) + R 2 S 2 + R 3 S i ] + - • -

+ e x p f R ^ S , + S2 + S3) + R 2 S , + R a S ^ . 

Here and later on all values having dimension of length will be expressed in units of 
oscillator radius ro. Note that the second and third terms of the expression (1) correspond 
to the permutations in which one of the a-cluster neutron is exchanged with the valence 
neutron. While the last term corresponds to the simultaneous exchange of the a-cluster 
neutrons with the valence ones. So, formula (1) contains all permissible by the Pauli 
principle nucleon transpositions. 

In order to separate the wave packets center-of-mass motion it is necessary to go to 
the Jakobi coordinates 

P =4==(4Ri + R !+R3). Q = -U4S! + S2 + S3), 
v/6V ' ' "" ' J / ' " V6V 

2 / R 2 - r R з ^ - 2 
a = -7= R i - ~ - (-.-Ьіі). (2) \/зЧ 2 / ' V3V 

b = ~ ( R 2 - R 3 ) , b =-L(S 2 -S 3 ) . 

Such choice of the Jakobi coordinates is convenient for calculation of the two neutron 
separation energy S2n-

Passing in the expression (1) to the coordinates (2), we obtain 

і /£ /2? і 

< Ф|Ф>= exp(PQ)[exp(aa -f bb) - exp ( - a a + —-ab + - j -Ъа -f - b b ) -

( 3 ) 
,1 , . y/E {• л / б , . , і . . - . . 1 - м 

- exp ( - a a - - a b - - b a + - b b ) + exp ( - - a a ) ] . 

Denoting coefficients a t exponents as /3,- and coefficients in the exponent arguments at 
aa , a b , b a and bb as, respectively, a{ \ , afo, a^{ and a22\ (i=l,2,...,4), rewrite (3). in the 
form convenient in further: 

4 

< Ф | Ф > = е х р ( Р д ) £ # е х р ( а а ; + ЬЬ;), , (4) 
«=i >• • . ' . 

where , 

a, = aff a + a g b , b, = a g a + a g b . " (5) 
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Matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator T is given by 

<*№>=-^exp(PQ)x • 

4 
x ^ A[(P-Q) 2 +a 2 +a 2 +o 2 +o 2 -2 (aa l +bb i ) - 18] ехр(аа£+ЬЪ\), (6) 

»=i 

where M is the nucleon mass, and can be presented as a sum of the two terms. The first 
term 

<Ф|Т0)Ф>= --J$Lyecp(PQ)[(P - Q)2 -3 ] <Ф1Ф> (7) 

is the center-of-mass motion kinetic energy operator matrix element. The second one 

4iWr0
2 <Ф|г'|Ф>=-:пї7-?ехр(рд)х 

xJ3 /91[a2+o2+b2+b2-2(aa,-fbb,)- .15]exp(aa,+bb i) (8) 
i=i 

is the kinetic energy operator in the center-of-mass system matrix element. 
Matrix element of the potential energy 

6 

l W 2 , . . , , r 6 ) = £ ^(r«-ri) (») 
i<j'=l 

is calculated with the central exchange nucleon-nucleon interaction potential 

( r . - r ; ) 2 ' 

к *• 

У(г,--г,) = ^ = ^ К 0 ^ , 6 ) е х Р 
^ 

(10) 

Here VQ (&>&) is the intensity of the fc-th nucleon-nucleon interaction potential 
component, which depends on the spin-isospin states & and £,• of interacting nucleons. 

In the case under consideration operator (9) has four components 

и = иа + иащ + йаП1 + йпЫ. (її) 
All matrix element structure in (11) is the same. They can be presented in the form 

4 

<Ф\ие\Ф>=^2г1/3^2^ех?(^+ЪЬ{), (c=a,anT,ani,nTn|), (12) 
к «=i 

where 

-( і+дГ- ' (i3) 
but values fj£' have cumbersome while physical clear form and can be obtained in close 
analogy with the results of reference [5]. 
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3. VARIATIONAL CALCULATION OF T H E 6 He G R O U N D STATE 
E N E R G Y I N T H E T H R E E - C L U S T E R A P P R O A C H 

In the variational calculation nucleus ground state energy is obtained by minimization 
of its total internal energy 

E = T+U, (14) 

where T' and U are, respectively, kinetic and potential energy in the center-of-mass 
system, which are determined by the formulas 

and 

T' = 

u = 

<Ф[Г'1Ф> 

< ф | ф > 

<Ф|£/ |Ф> 

(15) 

(16) 
< Ф | Ф > 

Because of generating invariants used in our calculations as a trial functions are 
the wave packets, containing all states of the 6He nucleus (with the exception ones 
corresponding to the a-cluster excitation), we can speak.only about superposition of 
the most low-lying states. Nevertheless, we will say about 6He ground state bearing- in 
mind this remark. 

In- variational calculations conjugate coordinates should satisfy to the following 
conditions: 

Q = P , a = a, b = b . • (17) 

Then for the cluster kinetic energy in the center-of-mass system T' we obtain 
4 -

У^^ехр(ж^) 
T' = 

Afro2 
15 
4 

1. 
2 

+ b 2 - t= i 

^/Зіехр(жі) 
i= l 

(18) 

where 
Xi = a\{a2 + "12 ^ - a : 21 аЬ + аїїЬ2 

l22K (19) 

Unfortunately, the formula (18) leads to the wrong result in the asymptotic region, 
where it should give sum of the cluster nucleon zero oscillation kinetic energies. Really, 
in accordance with (18), at a and b —> oo T" —* (15Й2/4Мго), while direct calculation 
of T' in this case gives the value (9ft2/4Mrg). The difference (6ft2/4Mrg) is a cluster 
center-of-mass zero oscillation kinetic energy, which should be included into the cluster : 

relative motion kinetic energy. That is why it is necessary to modify the formula (18) in 
the following manner: ' ,. 

, T ' = MrJ 
9 
4 

5 
4 

5^#иехр(х , - ) 
a2 + b2- t = i 

> . 

J^/?,exp(a:i) 
(20) 

»=i 
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Over the same reason it is needed different frorru(-20) modification of the formula (18) 
for binary configuration a -+2 n. In this case we have 

r = 
iWV0

2 
12_7_ 
4 8 

^ j & X f exp(xj) 
2 i = l 

a --
]P/?,-exp(x,) 
»= i 

(21) 

with b = 0 in the expression (19). Note that while expressions (18), (20) and (21) give 
different asymptotic values, they have the same shell-model limit (Ш2/ШгІ). 

We do not give here explicit form of the center-of-mass potential energy U. Note only 
that with conditions (17) U, as well as T", depends on the vectors a and b modulus and 
the angle 0 between them. By the variation of this variables the minimum of the 6He 
total energy and corresponding the most probable spatial configuration of this nucleus 
are searched for. 

In the calculations the second set of the Volkov nucleon-nucleon interaction potential 
[6] is used. The oscillator radius r0 was chosen to reproduce the free ct-particle binding 
energy Ea. At such choice of r0 di-neutron (if it form) is unbound up to 2-2.5MeV, that is 
caused by the excess of its internal kinetic energy. This energy excess is subtracted from 
the free di-neutron total internal energy i?2n, in order to decrease it up to the di-neutron 
resonance energy 0.07MeV [7], and is included into the cluster relative motion kinetic 
energy. 

Because of in pur approach kinetic energy T' for two- and three-cluster configuration 
is calculated by means of two different formulas, it caused to introduce some radius rey/, 
which can be considered as an effective di-neutron radius, supposing that at г < r e / / 
there is di-neutron in the system and two uncorrelated neutrons otherwise. Radius r e / / 
is chosen in order the total 6He energy has not visible discontinuity when going from the 
formula (20) to that (21). It was established that aforementioned condition begins to 
fulfil just from the value rejj ~ (2.3 4- 2.5)r0. 

Numerical calculation show that at any acceptable value of the admixture parameter 
m, entering into the Volkov nucleon-nucleon interaction potential, absolute minimum of 
the total 6He energy, is achieved for the binary configuration a + 2 n. Final minimization 
is done with m = 0.62 at which experimental value S'£xp) = 0.975 ± 0.040MeF [7] is 
reproduced. 

Calculation results for the binary configuration of the 6He nucleus are given in the 
upper line of the Table. Apart from already mentioned values there are. also presented 
total energy in the minimum Emin, shell-model limit of the total energy -E^,-n and the 
most probable distance between or-cluster and di-neutron r a_2n . 

With m fixed above the minimization for the linear configuration n — a — n is carried 
out. The energy of this configuration is 0.35MeV higher as compared with a +2 n 
configuration, while two-neutron separation energy decrease up to 0.56MeV. It turned 
out that this values remain unchanged when moving a-cluster from the two neutron 
center-of-mass along a line, perpendicular to the line connecting neutrons, up to 2 fm. 

Results of the three-cluster configuration calculation are given in the bottom of the 
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Table, where r a _ n is the most probable distance between a-cluster and any of the neutrons, 
but rn-n is that between neutrons. Stress that rn_n notably exceeds refj ~ (3.2 -j- 3.4) 
fm. • . 

Table. Results of the variational 6He ground state calculation. 

ro, 
fm 

1.38 

Ea, 
MeV 

-28.0 

E*n, 
MeV 
0.07 

MeV 
0.98 

0.56 

MeV 
-28.9 

-28.5 

.fm 
3.37 

Та—ти 
fm 

2.30-=-3.05 

Tn—m 
•fm 

4.61 

Em-
MeV 

-11.7 

Comparison of the Emin and ЕІ]п shows that for both cases cluster configuration is 
preferable as compared with the shell-model one, because of they are located up to 17 
MeV lower. .. • 

The existence of two minima, more deep one for the configuration a-f 2 n and shallower 
one for the configuration a + n + n,'can be considered in favour that binary configuration 
in the 6He ground state is more probable. This conclusion is in agreement with the 
results of other authors [8]-[10]. It should be also mentioned that comparison of the most 
probable distances between clusters obtained by us with the location of the correlation 
matter density maxima obtained in the references [8]-[10] shows that both are close to 
each other. 

4. C O N C L U S I O N S 

In this paper the variational calculation of the 6He ground state energy and 
corresponding spatial configuration of. this nucleus is performed on the basis of fully 
microscopic with precise treatment of the Pauli' exclusion principle algebraic version 
resonating group method three-cluster approach. 
It is shown that at suitable choice of the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential binary 
configuration a + 2 n is more probable for the 6He ground state because of absolute 
minimum of the total energy corresponds just to this configuration. Existence of less 
deep the second minimum corresponding to the three-cluster configuration a + n + n 
indicates on the possibility of such configuration admixture into the 6He ground state. As 
for the shell-model configuration, results of the paper show that its contribution into the 
6He ground state is negligible. . 
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ABSTRACT 

Response functions for isoscalar multipole excitations are calculated for 
a large range of temperatures and analysed in terms of transport coefficients 
within the framework of the Fermi liquid-drop model. The strength distribu
tion shows a marked underdamped transition from the zero sound mode at 

. small temperatures to the collision dominated one at small frequencies and 
large temperatures. For the intermidiate .temperatures the overdamped modes 
are found as related to the low-lying peaks in the strength function. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Collective motion at finite excitations still is not completely understood. One would 
commonly expect it to be governed by "macroscopic"-features, the more so the larger the 
excitation will be. Traditionally macroscopic descriptions of average static and dynamic 
characteristics of nuclei has been based on the classical liquid drop model (LDM) [1,2]. On 
the other hand the dynamical distortion of the Fermi surface characteristic of Fermi liquids 
cannot be discarded [3-7] when we want to describe a nucleus as a finite drop. Collective 
dynamics of a Fermi liquid can be considered within the phase space approach which is based 
on the semiclassical collisional Landau-Vlasov equation [5,8]. Specific problems appears for 
small finite systems like a nucleus where in the surface region a semiclassical description 
becomes doubtful. However, this difficulty may eventually be surcumvented by making use 
of the leptodermous expansion in the. smallness parameter a/R ss Л - 1 / 3 , where a stands for 
the thickness of the diffuse edge and R is the nuclear radius [9]. One may then define the 
elective nuclear surface as the position of the maxima of the time-dependent spatial gradient 
of the particle density. In this way one can split the dynamic problem into two parts: (i) For 
the interior region, where relatively small dynamic oscillations of the particle density take 
place, the quasiparticle conception of the Landau-Fermi-liquid theory [5] can be justified 
and one may apply the semiclassical Landau-Vlasov equation. One may even go one step 
further and translate this equation for the distribution function into a set of equations for the 
physically observed quantities such as the particle density, current and pressure tensor [10] 
(ii) In the nuclear edge, instead of solving a very complicated dynamical problem, one may 
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use simple macroscopic boundary conditions for the previously mentioned observed quantities 
like in the standard dynamic problem of the classical hydrodynamics. We will consider the 
properties of the nuclear resonances as functions of temperature- These properties were 
studied earlier in refs.[ll,12] within the framework of the quantum response theory. .Such 
kind of investigations are interesting also in connection with averaging procedures of the 
nuclear responses considered in refs.[13,14]. 

2. FERMI-LIQUID D R O P MODEL (FLDM) 

We shall consider below small vibrations of the nuclear surface near a spherical shape in 
usual way [1,2] 

. R=Ro[l + Q{t)Y&{f)]1 Q(t) = Que~i"t. (1) 

where Q(t) is a collective variable. These vibrations are assumed to be induced by an external 
field Vext(r,t) concentrated in the surface region of the nucleus, see~[l], 

Vext(r,t) = qext(t)H^ 9«t(0 = Се-*", F(f) = -(^j b(j£) ' M*VW 

The functional derivative of the mean field V with respect to the density p is evaluated at 

the equilibrium density /эе,(г), which we are going to approximate by a step function. 
(i) In the nuclear volume of sufficiently heavy nuclei one may obtain the distribution 

function /(f, p, t) as a solution to the linearized collisional Landau-Vlasov equation: 

%Sf+^Vr8f-VrSVw-Vpfeq-SSt(f) = 0. (3) 
at m 

The variation 6f in (3) is the dynamic component of distribution function f,Sf = f — /<.,, 
feq the Fermi distribution function for the equilibrium, m* the effective nucleon mass. The 
quantity SVW in eq. (3) is the Wigner transform of the dynamic variation of the selfconsistent 
potential V parameterized in terms of the interaction amplitude with Landau constants TQ 
and T\ in usual way [5]. The SSt(f) denotes the collision term which we shall consider 
in the r-approximation [5] modified, however, by the frequency (w) and temperature (T) 
dependence of the "collision time" r , see refs. [6,7,10,15], 

T=:-[T» + C(Ma] ", (4) 

with С = 4Іт taken from [10]. The solution of the Landau-Vlasov equation (3) can be found 
as a superposition of plane sound waves, see [10], with the wave number к = w/vpS. The S 
is the sound velocity determined by the dispersion equation of ref.[5] in the т approximation 
and vp the particle velocity at the Fermi energy. .. '• 

(ii) The dynamics in the surface layer of the nucleus can be described by means of the 
macroscopic boundary conditions derived in [19], using the effective surface approximation 
[9]. For small vibration amplitudes they read: 

Ur = R(t) = R0Q(t)Yl0(r), (5) 
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sur г = Л о = SPs + Pe,t = ( д (J - 1)(/ + 2 ) 0 ( 0 L ^ ? « t ( 0 ) У»(г), (6) 

where UT and <ШГГ are the radial components of the velocity field U and momentum flux 
tensor 8Tlap determined in the nuclear volume in terms of the moments of the distribution 
function 8f [10]. The pressure SPs is due to the surface tension forces [1] and 'Pgxt is 
an external pressure related to the external potential Vext (2) with the coupling constant 
к = —(SV/Sp)eqcrR*/2P, /3 is the coefficient which in the nuclear energy density appears in 

front of I V/9e4(r) J [4,IS]. For the tension coefficient or we used an expression found in [18]. 

3. R E S P O N S E F U N C T I O N 
Let us calculate now the response function хіш) which measures how the average of F 

changes with the external field (2). Expressed in [12,2,4,19] in terms of the Fourier transform 
8рш(г) of the dynamic particle density variation Sp(r, t) (or the transition density) it can be 
obtained within FLDM as: 

We have introduced various new quantities, like x = uRo/vpS, 

B,(x) = m p o i S - ^ r , Cl(x) = C}s)+Cl>i)(x), (8) 
XJ{{X) ; ' 

ClS) = *J%(1 - 1)(J + 2), Cf = 2p&JL-V»(x) + j , (* ) ) , (9) 
3l\x). 

Zl{x)=2vI%-£-r{j\'{x)+jl{x)). (10) 
3l\x) 

ji(x) is the spherical Bessel function, j \ = dji(x)/dx, Jio = r0A
x^ is the nuclear radius, 

Го = 1.2/rn, p0 is the value of equilibrium density inside the nucleus, /з"1 = 47гГо/3. The 
quantity ц in (9) is the Fermi surface distortion parameter similar to the shear modulus in 
the momentum flux tensor ёПар of the solid state physics, see [10]. In the r-approximation 

^ = ^ Т ^ / 3 ^ е ( 5 2 ) - ( 1 + ^ ) ( 1 + Я / 3 ) / 3 ] . . (13) 

where A is the chemical potential. The viscosity coefficient v is 

In eqs. (8) we have used the sound.solution 6f of ref.[10] to the Landau-Vlasov equation (3) 
which satisfy the boundary conditions (5), (6).to get the dynamic component of the particle 
density 6p(r,t) as a sum of the "volume" and "surface" parts (see [18] for details). 

The poles of the collective response function (7) can be written as w. =.шп — іГп, п = 
0 ,1 , . . . , Wo < Wi < ••.. In the frequency region where the quadrupole excitations are observed 
the only lowest two solutions associated with n = 0 and 1 have been found. 
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Let us first look at the pole denoted by n = 1 with larger real part, see Fig. 1. At zero 
temperature this pole lies near the real axis, can be interpreted as a zero sound mode with 
a " ^ 1 and corresponds to the giant multipole resonance. The characteristic equation for 
poles coincides with the one obtained in ref. [10]. With increasing temperature Г the pole 
n = 1 is shifted to the low frequency region where ит becomes small, wr <C 1, (see also 
Fig. 2) such that we meet a transition from the zero sound regime to the hydrodynamic 
one dominated by collisions. For the latter we have a negligibly small value for fi (11), the 
measure of the surface distortion. In this limit ит —*- 0 we get the equation characteristic of 
classical hydrodynamics [1].-The pole n = 1 for all temperatures is related to the excitations 
of the underdamped mode with / \ smaller than or of the "order of u>j. . 

•Fig.l. The response function x"(w) = 
(C, ( S ) /K 2 )X"(W) (7) v e r s u s the fre
quency u> in unit ft = VF/RO for the 
quadrupole vibrations with the tem
peratures T = 0,2,4 and lOMeV; 
€F = 40MeV, bs ~ UMeV, A = 
208, r0 = 1.2/m, f0 = -0І2; Тг' = 
0.6, r0 = (-30/ft)MeV2. The under-
damped (n = 1) poles are shown in 
the bottom by full dots. 

1.5 -2.0 

Rew/П 
The other pole associated to n = 0 is purely imaginary (w0 = 0) and represents over-

damped motion, see [11]. It can be found analytically in the most important frequency 
region of about | u> \< D, = VF/RQ ~ X/A^^h. For these frequencies the pole exists only in 
the hydrodynamic regime with small \ шт |.- By making use of the perturbation expansion 
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in parameter wr we obtain the following expression for the overdamped pole 

coo = 0 , ra = 
5 b 5 ( J - l ) ( i + 2) 5bs(l - ! ) ( / + 2) 

T2. (1551 12A^3XT 12AV*\r0 

where bg = 4тгГо<т ~ YIMeV. In the second equation we neglected the w-dependence of 
the relaxation time r (4). The dependence Го ос Л - 1 / 3 is in contrast to the typical two-
body collision behavior A~2^3. However, our overdamped poles are related to the two-body 
viscosity in the collision dominated regime. The Го depends on the r like collisional giant 
resonance widths in the zero sound regime [10]. 

Fig.2. The function LJT(U>) plotted 
versus w/fi. 

4. T R A N S P O R T PROPERTIES 

Following [20] we derive the equation of motion for the collective variable Q(t) in the 
form of an energy conservation law from eqs. (3),(5),(6) of FLDM as; 

dt |лл<Й+!<?,<& + -nQ2R = -Kq{JS(t)QR (16) 

, ( * ) -where Qii(t) = Re Q{t), q\J = Re qext(t). The quantities 

Mi(u) = Re Bi(x) Im Zi(z), Сі(ш) = Re С,(ж), 

1 

(16) 

(18) 7,(u>) = Re Z\{x) + wlm B\{x) Im Ci(x), 
CO 

will serve the basis to define transport coefficients. 
. The interpretation of the various terms in (16) is obvious only if we replace the frequency 

dependent "inertia, friction" and "stiffness", i.e. Мі{ш)^і{ш) and Ci{u>) respectively, by 
constants. In order to compare our results with those of previous calculations [21,22] we 
introduce the dimensionless quantity 

? = - ^ = = = . (19) 
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which characterizes the degree of damping of the collective motion. 
To define these constants in cranking model type approximations one assumes the col

lective motion to be sufficiently slow such that the transport coefficients can be evaluated 
in the "zero-frequency" limit из = 0. Applying this procedure here for temperatures T ф О 
we obtain for inertia M/ and stiffness G\ the parameters of the classic hydrodynamic model. 
For'friction the situation is slightly different. We do get a form for T ф 0 

T» (0) = 2 * ^ / 3 ( 1 - 1) = 7 /
i D , vLD = ^ ^ (20) 

which has the dependence on temperature typical for hydrodynamics., However, our result 
differs from the one found in [3] for the classical liquid drop model of irrotational flow, 

^ = 2 ^ ( 1 4 ) ^ , (19). 

The difference is due to the fact that the Rayleigh function in our model has been obtained 
with accounting for the boundary conditions on the nuclear surface instead of the one taken 
in [3] for any volume of infinite liquid matter. Note that for the temperature Г = 0 in the 
"zero frequency" limit realised on the zero sound condition £(Uw)2/r0 = т~л <С w we get the 
finite values for the viscosity i/(0) (12) and, according to (18), the friction coefficient 7(0). 

More general definition of the transport coefficients has been suggested and apllied to 
in refs.[11,12,16,20,24] through a procedure of fitting an oscillator response function.to se
lected peaks of the collective response function. Here such a fitting procedure would also be 
adequate at intermediate temperature situations, especially for the overdamped case. We 
can do it here analytically because we know the poles and their residues, t.e. the values in 
the selected peaks of the strength function x"(w) — Im 'X(w) from (7). From these starting 
data we may find the parameters of the oscillator response function and then the transport 
coefficients. We shall use below this procedure for the both poles n = 0 ,1 . However, we 
want also to apply a simpler method by just evaluating the expressions (17)-(19) at the real • 
part шп of the poles. The physical meaning of such definition is obvious if a pole is close to 
the real axis for Гп <С un and so to the maximum of the strength function. 

Note that for the present model the zero-frequency limit for temperatures T ф 0 is so 
closely related to the hydrodynamical limit. Concentrating on the peak at small frequencies, 
see Fig.l, we may neglect the ш dependence of r (4) such that .the condition on collision 
dominance wr < 1 can be rewritten as: WT0/T2 <C 1. This condition is well fulfilled for 
low frequency peaks for temperatures of about T > lMeV and for maxima of the strength 
function at ш « ш\ in the high temperature region near T > 7 — 10MeV-

5. D I S C U S S I O N 

In Fig.l we show the temperature behavior of the isoscalar quadrupole response function 
,(7) for 2 0 8Pb. The points in the bottom of the figure are the underdamped poles for n = 1. 
To clarify the correspondence with different collision regimes the dependence of wr, see eq. 
(4), on ш is plotted in Fig. 2 for,the temperatures T considered in Fig. 1. Note that Fig.2 
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shows the principle possibility of two hydrodynamic regimes for small and sufficiently large 
frequencies at temperatures T ф 0 due to the ш-dependence of the relaxation time r (4). In 
Fig.3 we show the solutions to the dispersion equation for the sound velc-l i / S obtained by-
varying U T . In the limiting cases of шт —* oo and шт —»• 0 we get the zrz* • and first sound 
regimes, see [4,10], and a continuous transition between these collision I'-e^aies. 
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It is seen in Fig.l that in the zero temperature limit only one wide maximum appears at 
high frequencies. For large temperatures only one narrow peak exists but at low frequencies. 
For temperatures in about the range 0 < T < 2MeV, two maxima are present, one at 
low frequencies and one at high ones. The strengths concentrated in these maxima are 
redistributed such that the first peak shifts to higher frequencies with temperature and the 
opposite tendency takes place for the second maximum. In the temperature region of about 
0 < T < 3MeV the change of the high frequency maximum is small. This phenomenon is 
similar to the fact that a weak temperature dependence was observed in the experimental 
data for the excitation energy of the giant dipole resonance [23]. 

(a) Underdamped motion (n = 1). The high frequency resonance at T = 0, in Fig. 1, 
can be interpreted as the giant quadrupole resonance because of its energy £\ — Uu\, width 

Гі = /і/~і and its large contribution to the EWSR, which agrees with experimental data. This 
resonance is related to the underdamped mode. The width Гі is due to particle collisions 

•and for the zero temperature comes from the retardation effects. 
The results of numerical calculations of the poles for the underdamped excitations, trans

port coefficients and degree of damping т) are given in Table 1. The mass coefficient M is close 
to the adiabatic hydrodynamic quantity. The stiffness coefficient С for small temperatures 
is much greater than the liquid-drop quantity due to the strong effects of the Fermi-surface 
distortions. The. quantity С decreases monotonously with temperature and approaches the 
hydrodynamic limit for large temperatures. The effective damping parameter 77,. first, in-
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creases with temperature T and then decreases by the hydrodynamic law as -T - 2 "such that 
7; < 1. All the definitions of the transport coefficients discussed in Section 4 give about the. 
same results for low and high temperatures for which the poles are close to the теа.1 axis and, 
hence, to the positions of the strength function maxima. In the intermidiate temperature 
region where A ~ шх the definitions discussed here lead to different results. 

Table 1. The transport coefficients versus the temperature T in the units of LDM quantities 
and parameter 77 (17) taken for the frequency ш = w b in terms of the parameters of the oscillator 
response function £nd in maximum и = u^m^ of the strength function for the underdamped mode 
(n = 1) (с7л = Тіип, Гп = Ы„) . 

Т (MeV) 

G?! (MeV) 
Г: (MeV) 

м 
с 
•п 

Mosc 

bosc 
Vase 

етМ (MeV) 
Jlrf(m) 
C(m) 

0 

10.7 
2.8 

1-1 
20.9 
0.3 

1.1 
21.1 
0.3 ' 

10.6 
1.1 

20.9 
0.3 

2 

10.0 
3.6 

1.0 
16.1 
0.4 

0.9 
16.1 
0.3 

9.3 
1.0 

15.6 
0.4 

Table 2. The same for overdamped motion, 
taken from refs. [21,22]. 

T (MeV) 

To MeV 

моас 

етН (MeV) 

' 7?("0 

'/micro 
&micro (MeV) 

1 

0.026 

0.2 
1.1 

116.5 

0.03 
1.0 
1.1 

40.1 

0.46 
2.13 

2 

0.10 

0.2 
1.1 

29.1 

0.11 • 
1.0 
1.1 
10.0 

1.63 • 
1.19 

4 

7.7 
5.0 

1.0 
4.7 
0.5 

0:009 
0.1 
0.6 

0.44 
1.0 
1.1 
2.5 

6 

3.6 
5.2 

1.0 
2.0 
0.8 

0.09 . 
0.6 
0.8 

1.2 
1.0 
1.1 
1.1 

• 8 

'* 1,9 * 
2.0 

1.0 
1-1 
0.6 

0.8 
1.0 
0.7 

2.0 
1.0 
1.1 

' 0.6 

The microscopic quantities rimiero and 

3 

0.24 

0.2 • 
. 1.1 
13.0 

0.24 
• 1.0 

1.1 
4.4 • 

2.82 
1.12 

4 

0.43 

0.2 
1.1 
7.2 

0.44 
1.0 
1.1 
2.5 

4.66 
0.18 

6 

1.1 

0.2 
1.0 
2.8 

1.19 
1.0 
1.1 
1.1 

10 

2.3 
1.2 

1.0 
1.1 
0.4 

1.0 
1.0 
0.4 

2.3 
1.0 
1.1 
0.4 

"&micra a r e 

8 

3.9 

0.06 
0.6 
1.3 

2.00 
1.0 

• 1.1 
0.6 
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(b) Overdamped motion (n = 0). The nature of low frequency maxima of the strength 
function at T 7^ 0 seems to be different than the well-known low- lying collective states 
observed in experiments for cold nuclei. For temperatures of about 0 < X* < бЛ/eV these 
peaks are due to the overdamped poles. These poles remove from the real axis along the 
imaginary one by the law Го ос Г 2 , see (15), and so, their influence on the strength function 
falls off with temperature. For the same large temperatures an underdamped pole approaches 
the real axis and gives the dominate contribution to the strength function. 

In Table 2 we show the transport coefficients and effective damping ?? for the low frequency 
peaks related to the .overdamped poles. The numerical results for the rate of damping /o is 
very close to the analytical solution (15) for temperatures of about 0 < T < 6MeV. We used 
here the definition of the transport coefficients A'/OJC, Cosc and -qosc through the parameters of 
the oscillator response function [24]. Table 2 shows significant differences between the values 
obtained using this definition and the values of (17),(IS) in the first maxima of the strength 
function from (7) except for the stiffness coefficient being nearly the hydrodynamic quantity. 
However, the effective damping rj decreases with temperature by the same law of about T~2 in 
both definitions. The quantity Г0 ос r""1 (15) and increases with temperature approximately 
as T2 . For the friction coefficient 70sc we have an inverse temperature dependence because 
7o«c ос 1/Го ос г , see Table 2. 

Temperature dependence of the 7]osc in Table 2 is also significantly different than the 
microscopic results of [21,22] for the effective damping T)mi„.0. The microscopic quantity 
Timicro increases but our 77osc decreases with temperature. This dependence of 77 in [21,22] is 
associated with another definition of the relaxation time r and disappearance of nuclear shell 
effects in the stiffness coefficient С and inertia parameter M with increasing temperature 
[20]. For larger temperatures of about T > AMeV the.quantity 77 are of the same order of 
those given in ref. [21,22]. 

Fig.4. The Fermi-surface distortion 
coefficient Д = ii/peq\ versus LOT. 

0 5 10 15 20 
COT 

Figs. 2-4 show that for large temperature the Fermi surface distortion coefficient ц (13) 
approaches zero. We thus conclude from Figs. 1 - 4 that with increasing temperature we 
have an underdamped transition from the zero sound regime to the first sound regime and 
the Fermi-liquid drop model tends to the classical hydrodynamic model [1]. Such behavior 
of the response function x " ^ ) as a function of temperature is qualitatively in agreement 
with the microscopic calculations in [22]. 
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Macroscopic properties 
of surface excitations in a Fermi liquid 

Valery I. Abrosimov and Vladimir M. Koloruietz 

Institute for Nuclear Research, 252022 Kiev, Ukraine 

1. The surface region plays an essential role in талу collective phenomena in nuclei. 
The macroscopic properties of motion of the effective nuclear surface, such as the mass and 
friction parameters, are of particular interest for collective nuclear dynamics. It is conve
nient to use the simplest semi-infinite Fermi system, in studying the dynamical properties 
of the surface region of the nucleus. 

In the present paper we consider the kinetic properties of the surface excitations 
in the nuclear Fermi liquid in a semiclassical approach based он the phenomenolpgical 
Landau theory. In Sec.2 we discuss the surface response function for a semi-infinite Fermi 
liquid. In Sec.3 we find the macroscopic equation of motion of the surface. We show in 
Sec.4 that the hydrodynamical properties of the surface excitations in a Fermi liquid for 
zero temperature come from the momentum-dependent interaction. Finally, we discuss 
damping of the surface excitations. 

2. In papers [1,2] a semiclassical approach was proposed to study the surface excita
tions in a Fermi liquid. "We briefly review the main equations of this approach. We ссз-isider 
a system occupying the half-space z < 0. We assume that small deviations of the quasi-
particle phase-space distribution Sn(r,p,i) for z < 0 obey the linearized Landau-Vlasov 
equation 

jt8n(r,p,i) +v^{Sn(r,p,t) - ^ [ j F o 6p(r,t) + Ъ (р-ЖШ = % ( r , p , t ) ] , (1) 
\ • • • • 

the mirror-reflection condition at the moving surface 

[6n (Г, p i , pz,t)~ o n ( f , p i , -Px, <)] 
•«~*Л. , і ) 

&Ы + ™#М^А]\ (2)-
and the demand that 

6n(r;p,t) -» 0, z -+ -oo . (3) 
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Here Fi = l;i/l3/(47rm*^)^^"2,), і = 0,1, where Fo and Fi are the Landau p*axameters 
chaxacterizing the isoscalar and momentum-dependent quasiparticle interaction, m* is the 
effective quasiparticle mass, 

Sp(r,t)^l^6n(fJ,t) Г - ,(4) 

is the variation of the quasiparticle density, and 

fct)=J§(p/™*)H?,p,i) (5) 

is the quasiparticle current density. The macroscopic variable .Z(Fj_,i) describes a dis
placement of the surface of. the system from the equilibrium position z = 0. Like in the 
case of a finite nucleus, the motion, of the surface must be determined "self-consistently". 
This can be achieved by asking for the condition 

Here, a is the surface tension, PZz(f,t) is the normal component of the momentum flux 
tensor and an external force F(fj.,t) is included. 

Of our interest are solutions of eqs. (l)-(3)'corresponding to the external force of the 
form 

F(rx,t) =F(fcr,w)cos(wi-fcxrj_)exp(et). • (7) 

They may be written as 

6*n(r,p,t) = -~-Re[fk^.,u,(z,p)exp [~і(ші - fe±fl)]], (8) 

2( r j . ,* )=^e[^(* l iw)expH(w<-*xr j . ) ] ] . (9) 

To solve the problem the Fourier transformation method is used. It is similar to the one 
proposed first in [4] and employed later on in [1,2]. 

We may parametrize the solutions (9) in terms of response function as,[2] 

Z(fcx,u;) = Wx,u>)F(k±,u). ' (10) 

Then we get -
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Here R'(kxi^) and И"(кх,ш) are the real and imaginary parts of the response function 
of the surface to the external force (7). 

3. To find the macroscopic equation of motion of the surface we consider the rate of 
energy transfer from the external force (7) to the system measured'per unit of the surface 
[2]. It is determined as 

dE[Z{?x,t),jZ{?±1t)] д • . - . 
It ~ г^>т2{-г^<} (12) 

with 
~Z{fx,t) = R\k^u)^F(f±,t)-^R''(k±,u)^F(fx,t). (13) 

The energy transfer can be written also in the form 

Д [ * Р Х , « ) , * Я Р Г Ь , « ) ] _ [ - ^ B ( , x , „ ) + c { f c „ u , ) ) z ( r - i , i ) | z ( r - i , ( ) + . 

+т№х,») [ |2 ( гх ,<) ] 2 . (14) 

Here В, С and 7 are the kinetic coefficients of the macroscopic motion in the variable 
Z{fx-,t). We assume below that the external force (7) generates the surface waves with 

.the phase velocity much less than the Fermi one, i.e. . • • 

с = w/(kj_vF) «c 1. (15) 

We can find the following kinetic parameters in the approximation (15) 

3 
4 
3 • ' '• ' , ' , ' ' ' 

7(*i) = 7w.f. = jPoPF, (16) 

na \ _ -1 [/37Гл2 Jo Fi 1 Pom* 
B ^ ~ 2 L("8° TTTo ~ ТЩї\ X " ' . (17) 

C(k±) = aks2. • (18). 

The friction coefficient (16) is the same as the result obtained in the phenomenological 
theory of one-body dissipation [5].-The inertial parameter (17) cannot be obtained from 
the hydrodynamic kinetic energy. We can find that the velocity field is rotational [2]. 

The equation of motion for the free surface could be obtained from energy conserva
tion, that is by putting the left hand side of eq.(12) equal to zero. It reads 

B(k\)~Z(rj.,t) +T^Z(?±,t) + C(kL)Z(?±,t) = 0. • . (19) 
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This equation represents a harmonic oscillator with damping in the variable Z(fj_, t). Here 

the dynamical parameters are defined by (16)-(18). Using.standard values for the nuclear 

parameters we can find that the motion of the surface is aperiodic. 

4 . Now our interest is in some effects of the momentum-dependent forces on the 

surface excitations in a Fermi liquid. To meet this end we separate in the solution (8) 

the part connected with the momentum-dependent interaction. It can be shown, see [3], 

that the contribution to the momentum flux tensor induced by the momentum-dependent 

interaction is reduced to the pressure for the irrotational quasiparticle motion. It reads in 

the approximation (15) as 

P&\Kt) = j T ~ exp(ik2z) P£l)(fc; r±, w). « , | , 

~ 1 Fl —P0- exp(jfc±z) u2Z{rut). "' (20) 
3 l + F i / 3 k± 

The pressure (20) is connected with the macroscopic quantities by the same relations 

as used in the classical hydrodynamics. Indeed, we can verify that the hydrodynamical 

relation with t h e variation of the particle density, see e.g. [6], is carried out. One finds 

•P^ l ) ( r ,*) = f ^ ( F l i ( r , t ) . (21) 

Here К is the compressibility of the Fermi liquid, 

' К = 3 ^ 4 ( 1 + ^0) - • ' (22) 

is the contribution to the variation of the particle density induced by the momentum-
dependent interaction. Further, we can obtain the same relation between the potential for 
the irrotational component of the current density and the pressure (20) as used for the 
capillary waves in the classical liquid, see e.g. [7]. One gets 

Р£\?Л = -«г*; ^ ( F l ) ( r , i ) . • (24) 

Here 

0 t r ( r , * ) ) ( F l ) = da<pW(r,t) (25) 

and 
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with the potential in the approximation (1Б, 

»т)(г"4) - 1 Ї Ш П at « ^ ^ l z c f x A (2e) 

The momentum-dependent- interaction generates an additional contribution only to 
the inertial parameter, see (16)-(18). This contribution leads to the physical inertia for 
the surface motion of the Fermi liquid. The inertial parameter (17) is positive when the 
typical values FQ ~ —Q.4 and F\ и —0.9 are employed. Its.value approaches 10% of the 
irrotational hydrodynamical inertial parameter 2?,yr = mpo/k±. 

5. To take into account the two-body interactions we consider a collisional integral 
in the right hand side of eq. (1) in the improved relaxation time approximation. It reads 

'l[6n(r,p,t)] = --[Sn(r,p,t)-a6p{f,t)-/3(p-j(r,t))]. (27) 
T 

Here 

and 

a = de 
drib / л J~ J ~ ч 

( /££ )"«£- —*/<«-*,) (2S) 

In the same way as it has been done in.Sec.3 we can find .the kinetic parameters. One 

gets in the approximation F\ = 0 

B{h±) = B(kx) + B^T\k±). (30) 

Here 2 

* ^ - І (т) ШГЇГ (31) 

is the mass parameter found without the collisional integral in r.h.s. of eq. (1) and the 
contribution to the mass parameter comming from the collisional integral is 

B ( r ) ( ^ i ) = к V Вігг(кх), . (32) 

where 
B („(fcx) = ^ , (33) 

Ч[12+гйї+^+10>ї!7ьЬ ,: (34) 
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and 
ri = (rk±vF)-1. (35) 

The friction coefficient can be written as 

7(fc±) = 7w.f. + 7(r)(fc.L)- (36) 

Here 

7 ( г ) ( Ы = [ | ( ^ ) 2 - . 2 ] ^ ^ « - г 7 7 № . г . '• (37) 

is the contribution to the friction induced Ъу the collisional integral (27). We can see tha t 
this contribution is negative. 

6. The surface response function of a semi-infinite Fermi liquid is found using the • 
Landau-Vlasov equation for a Fermi system with a moving free surface. The motion of the 
surface of the nuclear Fermi liquid exhibits a purely exponential relaxation. It means that 
this collective motion is essentially determined by the friction coefficient. It is found that 
the hydrodynamical pressure at Г = 0 comes from the momentum-dependent interaction. 
This interaction leads to the physical inertia for the motion of the surface. An interplay, 
due to the self-consistency, between one-body damping and the collisional one results in 
decreasing of the final friction coefficient. ' 
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Abstract 

A phenomenological collective nuclear model is studied in which a heavy nucleus 

is pictured by a spherical uniformly charged piece of an elastic-like solid. Based on 

equations allowing for the effects of elasticity, surface tension and Coulomb repul

sion, we calculate the frequencies of spheroidal and torsional vibrations. The empha

sis is placed on the onset of instability of the quadrupole electro-elastic vibrations , 

that following the spirit of liquid drop model may be interpreted as a signature 

of the nuclear fission process. The analysis is aimed at revealing the similarities 

and differences between two macroscopic models of the elastic-like and liquid-like 

behavior of an incompressible nuclear matter. 

1 Introduction^ 

The Liquid Drop Model (LDM) of a heavy nucleus plays a very important role in phe

nomenological treatment of the process of nuclear fission interpreting the nuclear disin

tegration in terms of division of a drop of an inviscid uniformly charged incompressible 

liquid. One of the major heuristic assumptions underlying this model is that the nuclear 

matter possesses properties of liquid. In other words, it is presumed that macroscopic dy

namics of a nucleus is governed by equations of the classical hydrodynamics. This allows 

one to associate the start of the fission'process with the onset of instability of quadrupole 

spheroidal vibration. 
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In Ref.[l], the instability of nuclear vibrations hasbeen discussed from the point of view 

of a collective model in which a heavy spherical nucleus is viewed as a uniformly charged 

globe of an elastic incompressible matter. Having accepted the model of an elastic-like 

nuclear continuum (instead of a liquid-like, as in the standard LDM), it was shown that 

the Elastic Globe Model (EGM) leads to the characteristic parameter of nuclear fission 

Z2/A=35 against 49 inferred in the standard LDM [2]. Supplementing the analysis of 

this model begun in [1] we present here a systematic comparison of the LDM and EGM 

predictions concerning the onset of instability of quadrupole spheroidal vibration. 

Our consideration is based on equations of elasticity regarded in Ref.[3] where the 

problem of eigenvibrations of a spherical mass of a perfectly elastic homogeneous contin

uum has been studied in detail. One of the remarkable features of vibrational dynamics 

of an elastic globe is that the occurrence of torsional oscillations is solely due to elasticity 

of matter. This kind of vibrations cannot be expected in an inviscid liquid. Therefore 

it seems to be interesting to find out a possibility of torsional mechanism of nuclear fis

sion. As a first step in this direction is to determine condition of instability of torsional 

quadrupole vibration. Having used the parameters of equilibrium of a nucleus taken from 

semi-empirical mass formula this condition is derived. 

2 Model of an Elastic Uniformly Charged Globe 

The basic assumption underlying the Elastic Globe Model under consideration is the 

following [1]. A heavy nucleus of radius R = г 0 Л^ 3 (with r0=1.25 fm) is pictured by-

a spherical uniformly charged piece of incompressible elastic-like matter. By pz = n0qz 

we denote the charge density related to the bulk nuclear density as p0 = mn0, where 

qz = eZ/A, n0 = A/V = 3/(4яТд) and m is the nucleon mass (m = mp = 938.2796 

MeV). The equilibrium distribution of internal elastic strains is presumed to be isotropic: 

P°j = P0(r)6ij, where P0 is the pressure. Hereafter, index "o" labels parameters of the 

ground state. 

A basic heuristic assumption of the model in question is that the dynamics nuclear 

matter is governed by equations that are proved [3] to be equations of a perfectly elastic 
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continuum: 

dp dVk 

The incorporation of equation (2.3) into the dynamical analysis of nuclear collective mo

tions implies that an external perturbation may give rise t o ' vibrations breaking the 

isotropy m the distribution of an equilibrium internal stains. As is known, this is an 

inherent property of a perfectly elastic solid (in an inviscid liquid the isotropy of equi

librium state is not affected under external perturbations). In equation (2.2) W = q,$0 

stands for the density of internal energy of electric repulsion and 

Фо.= - у т г о 9 г ( г 2 - З Я 2 ) , г < Л , (2.4) 

is the potential of electric forces of the Coulomb repulsion. The local equilibrium in the 

nucleus interior is controlled by the equation: 

-dT - -n°q*-dTr- (2-5) 
The solution of this latter, supplemented by the boundary condition PV(R) = 0, is given 

ЪУ 

ft(r) = j 4 V - « 2 ) . (2.6) 
The pressure on the nucleus edge, following the spirit of LDM, may be parametrized by 

the Laplace formula 

P3 = -<r(div п ) я = ~ , • |nf = І. (2.7) 

where the coefficient of surface tension a = Ьа/(4тг г2,) = 0.857 Mev/fm2 is taken from the 

.semi-empirical mass formula [2]. By n = г /г we denote the unit vector normal to the 

nucleus surface. Finally, the equilibrium pressure P„ may be represented as follows: 

{ Pv, r<R, 

P., r = R. 
Po={ "' ' (2.8) 

[P., r = R. 

Equations (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7) determine characteristic parameters of the nucleus ground 

state. 
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To calculate the frequencies of the small-amplitude vibrations, we take advantage of 

the variational method which has been used for analysis of giant electric [4] and magnetic 

[5] resonances. The linearized equations (2.1)-(2.3) are represented as follows: 

dSVk 

dx к 
= 0, (2.9) 

dSVi dSPik Э6Ф n • • 

dSR 

It is convenient to represent the fluctuations in dynamical variables by means of 

*Ф(г, t) = Ф1(т)аь(і), 6Ц(т, t) = af (r)dL(*), (2.12) 

where a L ( r ) is the field of instantaneous displacements. Inserting 8V{ into (2.11), one 

obtains 

^ ) = -[Р\ЩЩ + ^Щ«, (2.13) 
Equation regulating the balance of energy in the course of vibrations is written as follows: 

Tt J \p°8v2dT - j 8Pi^dT + f ["•* 8фіп6Уі + SPii SVA.d(Ti = °> (2-1 4) 
This equation comes from (2.10) after multiplication of it by SVi and integration over 

the nucleus volume. Substituting (2.12) and (2.13) into (2.14) one obtains the energy of 

vibrations in the form of.the oscillator Hamiltonian: 

я-3йа+£иа, (2.i5) 
which remains to be constant in time. The parameter of inertia BL is given by: 

BL= IPoafafdr. • .. : (2.16) 
' v 

For the coefficient of rigidity CL we find 

CL 

Equations (2.15)-(2.18) represent the content of the variational principle. The first two 

.terms in (2.18) explicitly display contributions of elastic distortions into the restoring 

force of vibrations. 
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3 Spheroidal Electro-Elastic Modes. Instability of 

Quadrupole Spheroidal Vibration 

Spheroidal vibrations of an elastic globe as well as a liquid drop may be uniquely described 

in terms of harmonic distortions of the spherical shape R(6,t) = R(l + ax,(i)Pjr,(cos6)) 

where Px,(cos в) are the Legendre polynomial of the multipole order L. From the equation 

of incompressibility, (2.9), it follows that this field obeys the Laplace equation which 

should be supplemented by the boundary condition: 6VT = R. The displacement field 

satisfying this requirement is well known: 

aL = I 7 ^ V r L p L ( c o s ^ ( з л ) 

The mass parameter is 
_ 4тгттг0Д5 • 

B L ~ Ц2Ь + 1У ( 3 - 2 ) 

The function 4>L entering into (2.18) has the form [1]: 

The rigidity of spheroidal deformations is given by 

Г i f N r . T / ? ^ - 1 ) 32 2 2 5 ( L - 1 ) ( 3 I + 1) _ 
CL = ібтгсгД — у7Г q,n0R L{2L + l)2 • (3.4) 

It is seen that excitation of the dipole field leads to solely the displacement of the nucleus 

center-of-mass. The frequencies of electro-elastic spheroidal vibrations as a function of 

multipole degree are found to be 

^-Ъ-ь--^¥(ь~1){2Ь + 1)—зт (2І.+ 1) •:• . (3'5) 

It is interesting to compare the latter formula with that predicted by the liquid drop 

model. The latter reads [2]: 

UL-^UP{L-l){L + 2 ) - 3m (2L + 1Y ( 3 ' 6 ) 

It is seen that predictions for eigenfrequencies of spheroidal nuclear vibrations computed 

within the framework of EGM in question turn out to be somewhat different from those 

inferred in the LDM. 
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Let us consider the condition of instability of the quadrupole spheroidal vibration. The • 

quadrupole configuration is stable when u2(L = 2) > 0. From this condition it follows 

that stability of quadrupole vibration is provided for nuclei with 

(3.7) 
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Fig.2, Energy of quadrupole spheroidal vibration vs. mass number A 

In Fig.l the plot is presented of the parameter of rigidity of quadrupole spheroidal vibra

tion as a function of the ratio Z2/A computed in both models of a liquid drop and an 
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elastic globe. The dependence of atomic number Z on mass number A is approximated 

by the known Green formula 

which adequately describes location of nuclei in the /^-stability valley. Fig.2 displays the 

dependence of energy of quadrupole spheroidal vibration on mass number. It is seen 

that the 1ЛЖ predict the onset of instability of a quadrupole spheroidal mode foT nuclei 

(from the /J-stability line) with mass number A > 3S0 Avhereas the EGM for nuclei with 

A > 230. 

4 Torsional Electro-Elastic Modes . Onset of Tor

sional Quadrupole Instability 
We follow.the mathematical treatment of torsional nuclear vibrations developed in Ref.[5, 

6]. In the latter papers the torsional shear oscillations are considered as a macroscopic 

model of magnetic collective response of a heavy spherical nucleus. The displacement 

field of torsional displacements has the form [5]: 

aL -rotrrLPL(cose), (4.1) 

The quadrupole torsional vibrations are pictured by out of phase oscillations of north and 

south semispheres of an elastic globe (see Fig.l in Ref.[6]). 

The mass parameter of torsional vibrations is interpreted as a dynamical moment of 

inertia of the elastic globe: 

For example, for L = 1 one has the moment of inertia of a rigid globe. The calculation of 

stiffness of torsional electro-elastic vibrations yields: 

П — о - - Р 2 & Д - £ 2 ~ І) 1 6 ,,-2.2,2 Р2Ы-3 L(L2 - 1) • . 
,CL = 87ГО-Я . 2 X + 1 - у г q,n.R _ _ — . (4.3) 

From this latter equation i t follows that the dipole torsional mode corresponding to rigid 

rotation of the globe turns out to be eliminated. The frequencies of electro-elastic torsional 

modes are given by 

• " Ь ^ - 4 ( ^ + 3 ) - ^ - . ) . ,(4.4) 
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From (4.4) it follows that stability of torsional quadrupole vibrations {w2(L = 2) > 0) is 

provided in fact for all real nuclei since 

£-№•• <-' 
Indeed, numerical calculation of the rigidity parameter as a function of mass number 

shows that torsional quadrupole vibration becomes unstable (C(L = 2) < 0) for nuclei 

from ^-stability line with A > 695. From the model of an elastic globe in question, we 

may conclude that really existing nuclei stay to be stable under excitation of torsional 

quadrupole vibrations. 

5 Summary 
We have presented a phenomenological collective nuclear model based on assumption that 

nuclear matter possesses properties of an elastic-like solid. Modelling a heavy spherical 

nucleus by an elastic uniformly charged globe with the parameters of equilibrium taken 

from the mass formula, we have considered the problem of the onset of instability of 

electro-elastic spheroidal and torsional quadrupole vibrations. It is found that instability 

of quadrupole spheroidal vibration may be expected for nuclei with Z2/A > 35. This 

ratio corresponds to the nuclei for which the fission is one of the favorable channels of 

de-excitation. In principle, the model of elastic globe allows one torsional mechanism 

of nuclear desintegfation. However, the model considered leads to the conclusion that 

really existing nuclei from the /^-stability valley are stable under the torsional quadrupole 

vibrations. . 
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V.M.Kolomie t z , V.A.Plu jko 

Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine 

In recent years experimental and theoretical [1-3] investigations of the giant multipole 

resonances (GMR) built on excited states of nuclei have been very successful. 

The description of the damping width is not completely satisfactorily solved problem. 

An interplay between different relaxation mechanisms and a behaviour with temperature 

of the different contributions to total width are still questions of debate. 

Here we will investigate collisional damping using the moment expansion of the Vlasov-

Landau equation. We obtain simple analytical expressions for the viscosity and widths of 

GMR. These expressions are suitable independent of the nucleon's collision rate. Specifi

cally they are valid in the transition region from zero sound (collisionless) regime to first 

sound (hydrodynamic regime) in excited nuclei. 

1. T h e m o m e n t equa t ions 

We start by calculating the first three moments in the p space of Landau-Vlasov-

equation with a memory dependent collision integral [4,5]. We will take into account only 

the deformation of the Fermi sphere with multipolarities L < 2. As result we have (for 

more details, see [6]) ' 

dp д . -

ft 'ft ft ft 

TtmpUa + д^тРЩиа + dr~/"a + Pd?Q
V = °' (2) 

mPaP + Tr»UvPaP + P"pdr-„Ua + PvafrvUp==Qap' ; (3) 

In (l)-(3) and in the following the usual summation convention of indices and definition 

quantities are employed. Specifically, p is the local density of the nucleons; ц is the 

velocity; Pap is the pressure tensor, which can be written as Pap = PSap -f P'ap and P is 

the pressure due to motion of nucleons without distortion Fermi sphere; Qap is the second 

central moment of collision integral. 
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In the following we restrict our attention to the case of small vibrations in the vicinity 

of the equilibrium value of the density peq and the pressure Peq. We will consider the case 

of harmonic (exp(iwf)) behavior in time of quantities resulting from small vibration. 

In order to obtain an expression for the quantity Qa/3 in (3), we use the procedure of 

Refs.[9,10] for calculating the integral of the Unearized memory dependent collision term 

SSt(p, єр] over the energy, i.e., for calculating a total collision's number in the direction 

p = р/р of the momentum p per unit time: R(p) = / 6St(p,ep)dep. As result, for 

{Г, Пш} < ц, we find 

Qap = -P^/T2(u,T).. .(4) 

The quantity r2 is the relaxation time for a total number of collisions R(p) in the case of 

quadrupole deformations of the Fermi surface. It is dependent on thefrequency w and 

temperature Г (see also [9]) 

і/т2(и,Т) = {1 + Сш(Пи/(кТ))2}/ї2(П (5) 

The frequency dependence of r2 causes the retardation effects i n t h e collision integral. 

The dependence of temperature results from a smeared out behaviour of the equilibrium 

distribution function near the Fermi momentum. The quantity r2(T) is the thermal 

relaxation time [10]. The factor Сш defines the magnitude of the partial relaxation time 

т2 in.the quantum region hu^> T. 

The values С J* and r2{T) will discussed later (see Sect.2). 

Let us introduce the displacement x of the field й = дх/dt. The density variation 6p 

can be represented by a displacement field: 6p = p — peq = —div(peqx). Using (2)- (4), 

we find the equation for the normal mode of vibrations of the displacement field 

2 / / % д д (WT 2 ) 2 д , _ . . . 

я , -
. = -iw-Z-ІПшКр)- • • (6) 9гм 

where 

д д 2дХи, A U l U *UXVC 
Ла/3 = д - Ха + -Х—ХР — Х^—-Oaf}. 
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This equation has the form of" a Fourier transform of the Navier-Stokes equation for a 

displacement field. The quantity к in (6) is the local incompressibility of the nuclear 

liquid in equilibrium. 

The quantity TJW in (6) is the viscosity coefficient 

• =£SL {*T2) -
Пш шІ + W U) 

This expression is valid independent of the nucleon's collision rate. The general form 

of this relation agrees with the form of an interpolation formula assumed in [11]. 

2. The collisinal damping of collective excitations 

For qualitative analysis of the dependence of the GMR collisional widths on temper

ature we consider a nucleus as a homogeneous system with a sharp surface shape. Using 

of (6), we find an equation for the density vibration inside the nucleus 

шЧр + ^-KV25p = - і ш - і - r,uV28p (8) 

Here 

K'u = К + 8(єкіп/р)еч(шт2)2/(1 + (ит2)% 

where Єкіп is the density of kinetic energy; К = 9крєд is adiabatic compressibility modulus. 

We look for the solution of eq.(8) in the form Sp = const.ji(ki-)Yim(f). Then к and w arc 

connected by the dispersion relation 

со2 = (K'j9m)k2 + iu(Ar,j3pcq)k2. (9) 

The solution of this equation u> = ш0 + ІТ/2К define the energy of giant resonance Uu>0 

and its width Г. When %ш0 > Г we find (к is real) 

4 П,ш0 (и0т2) _ . . n m 

' - . Г = 1 5 - g M + (и,0т2ГТ2 = Т2{Шо'П . . ( 1 0 ) 

which is the general expression for the width, that is correct both in rare and fast collisions 

regimes. Here S = w0/(ujrA) is the velocity of sound in units of the Fermi velocity VF'-. 

S = (KJ(9mvF)y/2. , 
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In Ref.[7,8] expressions were obtained for the GMR widths in tb.e two limiting cases of 

гаге (w0r2 ^> 1) and frequent (<л>от2 <C 1) collisions but all multipolarities of the distortion 

of the Fermi surface have been taken into account. 

In the" first sound regime expressions for the widths are in coincidence. In the regime qf 

rare collisions (the zero sound) the contributions of distortions with different multipolar-, 

ities are governed by the variation in mean-field, i.e. they depend on a value of the speed 

of the zero sound ST = S(U}0T2 ^> 1). In the case of ST ^> 1, which corresponds to strong 

repulsive interaction, the Fermi surface distortion is restricted to the multipolarities L < 2 

and the expressions for the widths are in coincidence. For S = 1, an essential contribution 

to the width is given by the scattering of quasiparticles in the layers of the Fermi surface 

with multipolarities L > 2. As a result, the expression (10) leads to an underestimate for 

the value of Г in this case. Notice that for the model of the nucleus as a drop of-nuclear 

matter with sharp edges Sr ~ 1. For ST ĉ  1, using the exact expression (10) for the width 

in the case of quadrupole deformations of the Fermi surface as a basis, we propose an 

refinement formula that taking into account all multipolarities of the distortion of the 

Fermi surface: 

' r = 2cfcu;o(woY)/(i + c(a;oT)2). - . . - ( И ) 

This expression has correct behaviour in the limiting cases ш0т2 ^> 1 and UQT2 / C 1 

irrespective of the value ST and it is in coincidens with (10) when the Fermi surface 

distortion is restricted to the multipolarities L < 2. Here • 

т(й,Т) = т2<12 = т2{Т)с12/{1+Сш(Пи/(кТ))2}- • . (12) 

is a time for collisions between quasiparticles near Fermi surface. The quantity d2 equals 

' d2 =< w$2 -> I <w>, 

where < w > is the angles- average probability of scattering of nucleons near the Fermi 

surface; the function Ф2 defines the angular constraints for nucleon's scattering within 

the distorted layers of the Fermi surface with quadrupole multipclarity [7,8]. Notes that • 

. d2 = 4/5 in the absence of velocity dependent forces, i.e. for Ft = 0 if / > 0. Below we 

will use this value for d2. The scaling factor с is equal to 
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с = 2/(15d2S}) = 1/(2(1 + F0)(l + А / З ) ) , (13) 

5 / is the speed of the first sound: 

5 ) = K/(9mvjr) = (1 + F0)(l + F , /3 ) /3 , 

FI are the Landau parameters interaction between the nucleons. Note, that the general 

form of the equation (10), (11) maybe used both for the isoscalar and the isovector GMR. 

In several works, the following expression for collisional width was used 

' Г = Го = 2Н/т'= 2Лыь/(ыьт), (14) 

which corresponds to.the one in the relaxation rate approximation [9,12]. As is evident 

from (11), this formula is valid for describing of collisional damping only in the regime of 

rare collisions. 

The quantities Сш and Т2(Г) are required for the calculation the time T(CJ, Г) and 

thus for evaluation the collisional width. We will use the well- confirmed value Сш = 1/4, 

which corresponds to the Landau's prescription [13-15]. For the thermal relaxation time 

f2(T) we will use the estimation from [10] 

T2(T)/h = 4.9T2. (15) 

Fig.l shows the dependence of the collisional widths on (и>0т). The curve 1 is found 

using (11). We have taken values Fo = 1.6 and Fi = 0,i.e. с = 0.192. This magnitude 

of Fo makes possible describing the experimental values of GDR energies at Т. = О in 

frames of the model [12], where nuclear-matter solutions of the Vlasov- Landau equation 

are combined with boundary conditions. We also have used 1ги0 = 15.6 MeV (this value 

corresponds to the energy of the GDR in n2Sn). The curve 2 corresponds to the Го-

In Fig.2 we show the giant dipole resonance width in Sn region in dependence on 

excitation energy by example of U2Sn. The experimental data were taken from [1] (Fig.6). 

According to the experimental data we consider the energy ftu>o of giant dipole resonance 

as being independent of the temperature. The curve 1 is found by means of (11) with 

с = 0.192. The curve 2 corresponds to curve 2 of-Fig.l. We use the relation between the 

temperature and excitation energy U in frames of the back- shifted Fermi- gas model. 
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As can be seen from Fig.2, using-(ll) with allowance for the transition between the 

rare and frequent collision regimes leads to a smoother behavior of the width with increase 

of the excitation energy in.comparison with t h e prediction of the zero sound model (curve 

2). The magnitude of collisional damping to GDR width do not exceed = 50% of the 

experimental values. It has a weak dependence on the excitation, energy. Contrary to 

[9,16] our results are similar to the results of microscopic calculations [2] and indicate a 

weak variation of the collisional width with temperature in the range T = 2 — 6 MeV. 

We want to close by adding some concluding remarks. Firstly, the expression (10) for 

Г is only approximately derived from formula (9), namely, when condition kw0 ^> Г is 

fulfilled. In the general case the dispersion relation (9) has several solutions. Secondly, the 

frequency Wo may depend on the temperature such as S = S(T2) and the time relaxation 

T2 is a function of T. For example, the frequency is shifted towards lower values with 

increasing temperature in the limit- of small damping when fixed k. These the change of 

frequency with temperature are similar to the one observed in [17], where the tempera

ture dependence of the strength distribution of isoscatar modes was studied within linear 

response theory. 

We would like to thank K.Dietrich, H.Iiofmann, R.R.Hilton, D.Kiderlen for many use

ful discussions and comments. This work was supported in part by Deutsche Forschungs-
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Fig.l. The collisional width as a func
tion of WQT. The curves: 1 is obtained 
by (11); 2 is zero sound model, Eq.(14). 
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A B S T R A C T 

The nuclear rotational motion in 163Eris investigated by the Fluctuation Analysis 
Method applied to 7-7spectra. In the cold excitation energy region extending from 
yrast to « 800 KeV above и 35 rotational bands were found. At higher excitation 
energy results in agreement with the rotational damping model were found. The selec
tion of different excited configurations of 163Er was made starting from a data set of 
2xl0 9 triples coincidences. A detailed study of rotational motion for different intrinsic 
configurations shows a rather pronounced difference in rotational damping between low 
and high К levels. In addition, the possibility of interaction between high and low К 
rotational bands is analyzed. 

1. Introduction 

The decay flow which cools a well deformed rapidly rotating nucleus from the entry 
state down to the yrast line passes first through a high level density region, called the 
quasi-continuum, that extends from « 800 keV up to 2-3 MeV above yrast, and then 
through a colder region where the decay follows regular rotational bands well described 
by the cranked shell model. While in the latter the intensity of some discrete bands is 
high enough to resolve individual 7-transitions, in the former the rotational transitions 
keep their collective character but the transition strength becomes fragmented over a 
wide range* of levels, so that a given initial state can decay to a distribution of final 
states. This phenomenon in known as damping of rotational motion [1] and it is due to 
the mixing of close-lying rotational bands by a two-body residual interaction that, when 
it is comparable to the average spacing between levels, must be included in the cranking 
model. , " 

While the nuclear motion in the colder region can be studied by discrete spectroscopy, 
in the region of damped motion it is impossible to resolve any discrete transition, but still 
information about the damped rotational decay can be extracted from experimental data 
studying the fluctuations of counts in 7-7 coincidence spectra. The fluctuation Analysis 
Method (F.A.M.) allows to obtain the average properties of rotational motion, like the 
excitation energy above the yrast line at which the rotational damping sets in and the 
mean value of paths associated with the decay in the damped region. The latter, in the 
region of regular motion corresponds to the number of rotational bands, including the 
one with low intensities not identified with the discrete spectroscopy. . 
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In this contribution we present a study of nuclear rotational motion in 163Er made 
with the fluctuation analysis method. This is for the first time applied to the study 
of selected configuration, in order to investigate the difference in the mixing of levels 
characterized by different quantum numbers. In addition the obtained number of regular 
and high К rotational bands seems to indicate the presence of interaction even in a rather 
cold region. 

In sec.2 and sec.3 a simple description of the ridge-valley pattern in 7 — 7 double 
coincidence spectra and of the F.A.M. respectively is given, while the details about 
experiment will be given in section 4. The obtained results are discussed in section 5. 

2. The pattern in 7 — 7 double coincidence spectra. 

The characteristic features of 7 decay from rotational bands, seen in a double coinci
dence 7-7 spectrum are shown in figure 1. Since the transition-energy between two states 
of a rotational band at spin I and I — 2 is given by Ey та Щ-І, where 5 is the moment 
of inertia, the energy difference between two consecutive transitions is constant, and no 
two 7-rays of the same cascade can have the same rotational energy. If the nucleus had 
only one band to decay the pattern in 7 — 7 double coincidence spectra would be like 
the one shown in fig.lb), with peaks equally spaced by Щг and with a double spacing 
along the main diagonal due to the absence 01 double coincidences with £77l = E^. 
For a more realistic situation, namely for many excited bands, characterized by slightly 
different moments of inertia, the rotational pattern would be like the one in fig.le), with 
ridges running parallel to the main diagonal that had- acquired a small width, of the 
order of 20 keV, reflecting the spread of the moments of inertia of the rotational bands. 

. The central valley is still empty, as it is better seen in fig.If), that is a cut perpendicular 
to the main diagonal. 

An example of an actual experimental 7—7 spectrum is shown in fig. 2) together with 
a perpendicular cut. The ridges are clearly visible and have the expected width, but the 
valley is very shallow. The explanation for this is based on the assumption that regular 
bands extend only up to a certain excitation energy UQ above the yrast line. Above UQ 
the transition strength becomes fragmented, and the decay from a state at spin I can 
go to a high number of final states (fig.lg). The branching of the decay implies that 
the Б2 strength is a distribution, with a certain average profile. The associated width 
is called the rotational damping width, and it is denoted by Ггоі. If Trot is larger than 
the separation between two consecutive ridges than the rotational pattern is completely 
washed out, and the transitions above U0 will form a rather uniform background in the 
7 — 7 plane, which fills the valley. 

3 . The Fluctuation Analysis Method. 

As explained in the previous section, the 7-7 double coincidence spectra offer the 
possibility of studying simultaneously both the regime of regular rotational motion con
tributing to the ridge structure, and the regime of rotational damping, giving contri
butions into the valley region. In this section we present a method, recently developed 
[2],[3],[4] that allows to extract quantitative information about the properties of rota-
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Figure 1: A schematic illustration of 7-7 spectra and perpendicular cuts in the three 
limiting conditions of only one band (a), many non-interacting excited bands (d) and 
many strongly interacting excited bands (g). In the latter the pattern in 7-7 spectrum 
depends on Trot : ifTrot is larger than ^ - the ridge valley structure, well visible in.e) 
and f) is completely washed out, and the valley is filled by counts (i). 
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. Figure 2: In the bottom of this figure a section of a 7-7 spectrum of 163Er is shown. 
A ridge-valley structure, coming from the colder region of regular rotational motion, is 
clearly visible and overlapped to a continuous diatribution coming from the region of 
rotational damping that fills the valley.' The coexistence of the ridge-valley structure 
and the continuous distribution is more evident in the cut perpendicular to the valley at 
(J57l + £ra)/2 = 920fceV, shown in the top part of the figure. 
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tional motion even in the region of rotational damping, where the experimental detector 
resolution is not high enough to distinguish the individual transitions. 

If we call decay path a set {Е^,Е^) of two consecutive 7-ray transitions connecting 
the rotational states at spin I, {1 — 2) and ( / — 4) there will be a finite number of paths 
the nucleus can go through in the cooling process from the entry state to the yrast line. 
Each of these paths will contribute with a specific point in the 7-7 matrix. In the region, 
of damped motion for the 7-decay from spin I to ( / — 2) there will be many decay paths 
available, because the level density is higher, and because the decay from an initial state 
is spread out over many possible final states. Therefore, the decay through consecutive 

. angular momenta, I —* (I — 2) —> (7 — 4) will populate many decay paths. On the 
contrary, only few paths are expected in the region of discrete bands. This means that 
the 7-decay which cools the nucleus along damped rotational bands will use each possible 
decay path fewer times than when the process moves along sharp, discrete bands close 
to the yrast hand. 

The Fluctuation Analysis Method is based on the well-known property that the larger 
is the number of choices available for an event, the smaller are the associated fluctuations 
in the counts. This means that very small fluctuations are expected to arise in the valley 
region of a 7-7 spectra, since mainly populated by damped transitions characterized by 
very strong branching, while larger fluctuations are expected to show up in the region 
of the ridges, which mainly collect contributions from the region of discrete bands. The 
number of paths is simply related to the fluctuations in the spectrum by the equation: 

jyW - Ц - p{2) m 
"path — Щ. _ i p ( l ) V і J 

where Ці and / i 2 are the first and second moment of the number of counts in a sector 
of the 7 — 7 matrix containing a number of events Neve. The size of the sector must be 
5 X 5 (60 keV X 60 keV for rare earth nuclei) in order to have in average one count for 
each cascade. The factor ^jy is a correction due to the finite resolution of the detector 
system, defined through the relation: 

p H = 1{Р5{Е))п<1Е1 JdE (2) 

It takes care of the fact that for a given path of energy E there is a certain probability 
Pj{E) for detection in a channel j of the 7-7 spectrum. The second moment ц2 is 
relative to the average surface obtained in each point with the best fitting third order 
polynomial. 

Making use of equation (1) the number of paths N^th populating the ridges has been 
extracted by integrating the ridge structure both in the fii and /x2 spectra. The results 
obtained in the case'of the nucleus 1 6 3 £r are shown in the bottom part of fig.3. A typical 
value NJJth « 35 is found. This result demonstrates that the ridge structures originate 
from the cold system, with low level density. Since in the case of discrete rotational 
bands the paths at a given average transition energy Ey consist simply of transitions 
along the bands from spin J to spin 1 — 2, with Ey и 2ft2/ 3 1 , NpJth should give the 
number of bands below UQ. Integrating the level density up to different values of U0, 
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one obtains the lines displayed in fig. 3. One finds that 35 discrete bands correspond to 
V0 « 800 KeV. 

For the -valley region, the number of paths determined through equation (1) is much 
higher, of the order of 104, as shown in the top part of figure 3. If the counts in the valley-
were produced by transitions along undamped bands with wildly fluctuating moment of 
inertia one could again obtain a theoretical estimate of N*Jlh summing over bands from 
Vo up to oo. This gives the dotted curve, which for all nuclei are at least an order of 
magnitude smaller than the experimental values. The solid curves have Ъееп instead 
obtained assuming the existence of the damping of the rotational motion, -with a width 
Trof и 100 keV. 

4. T h e experiment on 163Er . 

The study of the high К rotational bands together with the necessity of a further 
development of the F.A.M. have motivated a measurement providing high statistic of 
triple 7 coincidences [5]. The GA.SP multi-detector array,-consisting with 40 Compton 
suppressed Ge detectors and an inner ball of 80 BGO crystals was used to measure 
7-rays following the iaO (87 MeV beam energy) -f 1S0Nd (700fig/cm2) reaction. Gates 
on the sum energy and fold information from the BGO inner-ball allowed a rather good 
separation of the contributions from the 162Er , 163Er and 162Er reaction channels, with 
a final statistics of 2.9, 2.5 and 1.3 x 109 triple events, respectively. The selection of 
double coincidence spectra associated with some very clean transitions belonging to 
specific configurations was made. The events in the spectra were sufficient to apply the 
F.A.M. also for the matrix associated with high К bands, populated with an intensity 
of 5-10% of the yrast (107 events in-each gated spectrum). 

5. Study of different configurations by the F.A.M. method. 

The existence of two discrete rotational bands with very high excitation energy above 
yrast was previously known [6] and described by means of a cranking around an axis 
tilted relative to the principal axes of the deformed potential [7] (T.A.G.) instead of the 
usual principal axis cranking (P.A.C.). As one can see from fig.4, the high К bands have 
an excitation energy varying between 0.8 and 1.4 MeV above yrast, region where the 
rotational damping is expected to play already an important role. However the high К 
bands are still discrete rotational bands, and can be resolved by discrete spectroscopy. 
The known decay out from these bands goes through an isomeric state with half-life of 
0.58 (is, that decays directly to the ground state. 

Very clean 7-7 spectra were built for both high К (Kl, K2 and K4 ) and low К (yrast 
and other excited normal rotational bands) configurations. A ridge-valley structure is 
still present even in the spectra in coincidence with high К bands, but the continuous 
distribution in the valley is strongly reduced. Therefore the number of paths associated 
to these high. К configurations is expected to be different with respect to the ones 
associated to normal bands. 
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Figure 3: The quantity N^J^ extracted from the valley in shown in the upper part of the 
. figure as a function of the 7-transition energy. Theoretical predictions of N^Jth are shown: 
the dotted line is obtained summing over bands from UQ up to 00 without considering 
the damping of rotational motion, and is of one order of magnitude lower than the 
data. The dashed and solid line are calculated including the rotational damping, with 
Trot = 100 KeV and two different parameterization of Uo. In the lower part of the 
figure N^Jth extracted from the first ridge is shown. The values are in agreement with the 
calculations where Uo is between 0.8 and 0.9 MeV. 
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Figure 4: Excitation energy versus spin for the three known high К bands (filled symbols) 
and for the most intense low К configurations (open symbols), selected for the study of 
the configuration dependence of N£'th (the open box is the yrast). The plotted energies 
are relative to the rotational energy of a rigid body with S = 63.3Ji2AfeV-1. 
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5.1 Analysis of the valley. 

The number of paths in valley for all the selected configurations is shown in fig.5 
(upper part) as a function of the gamma transition energy. In the same plot the total 
number of paths for 163Eris shown for comparison. As one can see, for the yrast con
figuration the number of paths grows with the 7-transition energy with the same trend 
of the total, while it is roughly constant for the high К bands. Moreover the K l , K2 
and K4 bands, that are approximately 1 MeV above the yrast, have in coincidence with 
them a number of paths that is an order of magnitude smaller than the one associated 
with the normal configurations. In addition, the number of paths for the high К bands 
becomes smaller as the excitation energy above yrast increases, while for the selected 
normal configurations is independent of the excitation energy, that in this case is of the 
order of 300 KeV (see fig.4). 

This is a clear indication that the mixing of states in the quasi-continuum, that is 
responsible for rotational damping in the case of high К bands is completely different. 
The difference could be attributed either to a particular feeding mechanism or to a 
dependence on the К quantum number of the residual interaction. 

5.2 Analysis of the first ridge. 

The results of the analysis of the first ridge for different configurations are shown 
in fig.5 (lower part). Here the number of paths corresponds to the number of regular 
rotational bands in coincidence with each selected configuration. The mean number of. 
paths was found to be и 15, both for low and high К bands. This result implies that 
there are in average 15 rotational bands built on each configuration. This seems rather 
surprising and can be understood if one assumes that the high К bands interact with. 
low К bands, assumption that is in contradiction to what is known from discrete spec
troscopy, namely that their decay is only through isomeric states. On the understanding 
of this finding we are still working. 

6. Conclusions 

A study of rotational motion in 163Er made with the Fluctuation Analysis Method 
has been discussed. The experimental results obtained are in agreement with the rota
tional damping model, assuming that the motion becomes damped around an excitation 
energy UQ И 800 keV above yrast. In addition, fluctuations in two dimensional spec
tra associated to different configurations were obtained to study with more detail the 
problem of band mixing. 

In particular, a dependence on the quantum К number has been found in the number 
of paths in valley, that strongly indicate that the K-quantum numbers survive far high 
in excitation energy where the other configurations are already strongly mixed. 

Further investigations of this problem is under way and is based on the comparison 
of the present results with simulations [8] of the rotational decay using the appropriate 
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Figure 5: The quantity N^Jfa extracted from the valley for each selected configuration is 
plotted in the top part of the figure as a function of the f-transition energy. The solid 
lines are obtained by a fit of the data with a logarithmic function, in order to better 
follow the trend as a function of f -energy. The values for the yrast only are plotted for 
the low К configuration, but the same values and trend has been obtained fof the other 
normal rotational bands. The 

N%?th for l63Er (fi9-S) is also plotted to compare the total 
number of paths with the number of paths deduced for the selected configurations. In 
the bottom part the N^Jth extracted from the first ridge is shown, and compared with the 
mean number of paths for163 Er. 
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FISSION RATE OVER A MULTIPLE-HUMPED BARRIER: 
LANGEVIN APPROACH 

l.I.Gontchar" and P.Frobrich "" 
*) State Railway Academy, 644046 Omsk, Prospect Marxa 35, Russian Federation 
**) Hahn-Meitner Institut Berlin, 14109 Berlin, Glienicker Strafie 100, Germany 

The problem of the fission probability in presence of double-humped barrier seems 
first had been considered by Bjornholm and Strutinsky in ref. г ) . Their solution formed 
the basis of the Statistical Model (SM) approach to the analysis of the data. Recent 
experiments on prescission light particle multiplicities1) revealed that the traditional SM 
of the fission process is insufficient. The SM has to be modified by incorporating dynamical 
ingredients. Some progress in" this direction has been obtained recently by matching a 
Langevin Fluctuation-Dissipation Dynamics (LFDD) with a properly modified statistical 
model 3 ) . A dynamical model is unavoidable in the initial stage of the fission process 
until a quasistationary flow over the barrier is established; then a regime is reached when 
a statistical description makes sense. The crucial quantity for matching the dynamical 
approach with the statistical model is the quasistationary fission rate. In.order to make 
sure that this matching is performed in a consistent way one has to show that the longtime 
limit of the decay rate calculated dynamically is in agreement with the decay constant 
used in the statistical model description of the process. Recently the consistency has been 
proved for the situation, where the fission process of hot nuclei is governed by the entropy 
which has a single-humped barrier 4 ) . 

The problem of consistency between LFDD and the statistical model in describing the 
decay from a multiple-humped barrier occurs in particular for fission of actinide nuclei at 
moderate excitation energies (10-40 MeV), when shell effects still play a significant role 
and multichance fission is of importance. Multiple-humped barriers also appear for other 
regions of Z and A if the temperature is not too high, so the single-humped barrier should 
be considered rather as an exception 5 ) . Using the collective rotational enhancement 
factor of the level density in constructing the entropy gives in addition to shell effects rise 
to multiple-humped structures of the fission barriers 6 ) . 

Let us consider a potential having M + 1 minima (numerated as 0,2,4, ...,2M) and 
M-f-1 maxima (numerated as 1,3,5,..., 2 M + 1 ) as a function of a deformation coordinate 
q. A quasistationary situation appears in the decay of this metastable system when the 
thermal fluxes over all of the inner barriers are balanced. The last barrier is an exception 
because there is the scission point beyond which the system cannot come back. Thus 
the quasistationary escape rate Щ should not depend upon the heights of all the barriers 
except upon the last one (the 2M+lst) . 
• . The quasistationary escape rate Щ is by definition (if a stationary regime is reached) 

equal to the longtime limit of the escape rate calculated dynamically from a Langevin 
equation according to the formula 

Rf{t)-(Ntot-Nf(t)) dt ' ( 1 ) 

by counting the numbers of trajectories Nj(t) which have reached the scission point at 
time t; Ntot is the total number of trajectories. 
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The dynamics is described by a Reduced Langeviri Equation (RLE) in the Smolu-
chowski (overdamped) limit — for details see ref.7) — for the deformation coordinate q 

Here the entropy 5" is calculated from 

S(q)=2^/a(q)(Etot-V{q)l. (3) 

where a{q) is the level density parameter, Etot is the total energy of the system, T. its 
temperature, and V(q) the potential. The driving force is proportional to T times the 
gradient of the entropy at fixed total energy. In the following schematic investigations 
the coordinate dependence of the level density parameter is neglected for simplicity, and 
a = Л/10 will be used-, where A is the mass number of the fissioning nucleus. The quantity 
/? = ~f/M is the reduced- friction parameter defined by the friction coefficient 7 divided 
by the inertia parameter M, both are assumed to be coordinate independent. It should 
be noted that it is the friction coefficient 7 which enter's the RLE, the fi is used only 
for convenience. In other words RLE news nothing about the-inertial properties of the 
system, it is only needed to have.the relaxation time*of the collective momentum to be 
much shorter than the relaxation time of the collective coordinate. The quantity b(t) is 
a 8(d — i')-correlated random process with the variance to be equal to 2. The Einstein 
relation between the diffusion and. friction coefficient is assumed to be valid. 

It would be inconvenient to calculate each time numerically Щ because of computer 
time, therefore an analytical expression should be derived describing the thermal decay 
from a multiple-humped barrier. Consider an ensemble of decaying systems. The systems 
which have not yet reached the scission point should be mainly concentrated around the 
minima of the potential (near the maxima of the entropy). Denoting the number of 
systems concentrated at the minimum 2г as n^i we write down a kinetic equation for the 

• change of the number of systems in the minimum 2г . 

~ТГ — ~~(-Й2£,2І+1 "Г ̂ 2i ,2i - l )"2t + -Й2г+2,2«+1п2і+2 + Д2іт2,2і-іЯ2»-2- (4) 

Here Rii,ii±\ is the escape rate from the minimum 2г over the barriers 2г ± 1 if other 
minima and maxima absent. The leading term in such a rate is the exponent of the 
difference between the entropies of the extremal points, 

#2i,2i+i =—5—Б—exp(S2t+ i ' -5 2 , - ) . (5) 

The formula is valid for the overdamped regime and for' the case that the distance 
between saddle and scission is. large (see equation (17) of ref. 7)). The frequencies 
w2t = y/\S"\mTIM and £>ro+i = y/S'^^T/M are calculated from the second derivative 
of the entropy at the stationary points. 

Escape rates and populations are equal to zero when either one subscript is negative or 
exceeds the maximum value (being equal 'to 1M or 1M + 1). The quasistationary regime 
is supposed to have been established when the decay law reaches an exponential form 

±№„-я,ьпю.- :'' .(6) 
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Here nj(i) is the number of systems which have not escaped (fissioned) up to time t and 
Rfi3 is the time-independent quasistationary fission rate for which we want to derive an 
analytical expression. 

The number of systems nj{t) which have not fissioned until the time t are equal to 
the sum of the systems which-аге located at the different minima n2x(t) 

M 

t=0 

With this relation and by summing over eqs.(4) we find that the quasistationary escape 
rate is given by the decay over the last barrier, 

Af 

Rfis " / (*) .= Rfis 2^ , n2i(*) = R-2M,2M+l ™2M, (8) 
;=o 

or 
M 

Rfia = #2М,2М+1 П2МІ 2_j П2І' (^) 
In order to apply this formula one has to know П2». When statistical equilibrium is 

reached these are approximately equal to 

» « = / ( * W | | ^ e x p ( 5 « ) , (10) 

where the depopulation factor f(t) is a function of time which is identical for all minima 
of the potential and therefore it cancels in the final expression for Rji,. 

Дгм,2М+і ехр(5,2м )/ь>2М 
Ei^o exp(52,-)/w2.-

Kf" = ^ M / o w - • V 1 1 ^ 

This is a general formula for the quasistationary thermal escape rate of a metastable 
system with a multiple-humped barrier. 

Validity of eq.( l l ) for a barrier with one hump has been proved by numerical simula
tions in ref.3'4'7). 

Consider a double-humped barrier which is the most important situation for the ap
plications. Calculations are performed for the total number of trajectories Ntot = 2 * 105, 
/3 = 15 * 102 1s_ 1 , A = 209. When the decay process starts from the outer minimum, the 
inner minimum is also populated because of the backward flux over the inner saddle! Af
ter some time the dynamical distribution of the systems is already hardly distinguishable 
from the equilibrium one. The corresponding dynamical escape rate as the function of 
time looks like a curve with a maximum. One sees that initially the dynamical escape 
rate overshoots the quasistationary limit by far and later relaxes to it. During this tran
sient period about 30% of the systems reach the scission point, and only the rest decays 
"statistically", i.e. in a quasistationary way. An alternative initial condition, where the 
systems are initially located at the inner minimum, also leads to a distribution of systems 
which looks similar to the equilibrium one. The difference to the former case is that now 
only about 10% of the systems reach the scission point until the quasistationary escape 
rate is established. 
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One sees also that the quasistationary escape rate i2/,-a is in a good agreement with 
the longtime limit of the dynamical rate Щ (eq.(l)). Using eq. ( l l ) for Rju and eq.(5) 
for Rmj one obtains 

p . _ Дг,з __ -RQ,IJ?2,3 n „ . 
1x3 l + (u2/ib0)exP(S0-S2) Ro,i+X2,i' K ' 

It is interesting to note that the structure of our formula for Rju coincides formally 
with the structure of the fission rate formula Rssa which has been derived by Bjornholm 
and StTutinsky in ref.1) (eq.fSi;) for the so called "average fission rate" in the case of 
strong coupling between two wells. This is a somewhat unexpected result because RBSS is 
originally designed to provide only the branching between fission and neutron emission in 
the case of strong coupling between the potential wells and for a delta-like initial condition 
at the inner well. Sometimes not the strong coupling rate RBSS but RBSW corresponding 
to weak coupling between the wells is used in statistical model calculations16-19), which 
after switching off the competing neutron emission reads in our notation 

о _ Ro,jR2,3 /1 4x 
KBSW ~ " R — • p • \1S) 

Л2,1 + -Л-2,3 
V 

This rate RBSW differs from the stationary limit of the dynamical rate Щ by about 50%. 
Several other examples have been presented in ref.7) showing that /?/,-,(= RBSS) is in 

good agreement with the longtime limit of the LFDD. But the weak coupling limit RBSW 
sometimes differs from the R/is by factor of 4. 
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Abstract 

Simple analytic expressions are derived for the energies of vibrational-rotational . 
bands both of positive and negative parity in soft nuclei with nonvanishing equilib- . 
rium deformations /?°,/J", .••,/?& as weU'as for the reduced probabilities of El, E2 

• and E3 transitions. The calculated values for energies and ratios of the reduced 
probabilities of electric dipole and quadrupole transitions well agree with experi
mental data for a great number of isotopes. 

1. There are many nuclei having close neighboring rotational bands of opposite parity 
related by strong dipole transitions [1,2]. The numerical calculations indicate that such 
nuclei have in equilibrium state both quadrupole and octupole deformations [1,2]. There 
may be the deformations of higher multipolafity as well. The potential energy of such 
nuclei consists of two potential wells separated by a potential barrier. The minima of 
potential wells correspond to opposite values of the odd deformation parameters. There 
exist the equilibrium deformations ±/?°. This leads to a double degeneracy of the levels,, 
which is removed by tunneling transitions under potential barrier separating potential 
wells with opposite values of odd deformation parameters. Due to the tunneling tran
sitions in nuclei with .deformations of odd multipolarities there are two opposite parity 
rotational bands with equal K. 

In our previous studies a model of collective excitations of soft deformed even-even 
[3,4] and odd [5] nuclei having both quadrupole and octupole deformations is constructed. 
Here is represented a generalization of this model to nuclei with quadrupole, octupole and 
other deformations. The full version of this paper will be published. [6]. 

• 2. We shall consider only axially symmetric nuclei for which the Hamiltonian can be 
shown to be 

IT V 4 ^2 1 ^ дз & ft I2 •ir/'t'o ч\ / i \ 

h™; nw&m+я**A(A+і)вля+ o({/^})' .. -y{) 

where B\ are the. mass parameters, I is the. nuclear spin operator in units of ft, and 
V0({(3\}) is the potential energy, {/?д} = {/?2,/?з, —, Av} are the deformation parameters. 

The solution of the Schrodinger equation 

• ' £ * / ( { & } , 0 ) = Я / * / ( { А М ) • • '• '• ' (2) 
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is 
i±(SR.\ a\ — (a a^ д.л-І . / .± 

where the function | JJW0± > describes the rotation of an axially symmetric nucleus with 
spin projections M onto the axis z and К = 0 onto the nuclear symmetry axis £. 

\ШК±>= ^Л++\ю) №мОТ*(-1)'РІкМОТ) • .(4) 

The functions ф+({/Зх}) and ф~({0х}) are, respectively, symmetric and antisymmetric 
with respect to the reflection in the plane £, 77, which is perpendicular to the symmetry axis 
С i.e. tf±({&}) = ± ^ ( { ( - 1 ) А Л } ) . Therefore the functions ^ + ( { / З л » and 1Г ({&}) 
describe the states of positive and negative parity, respectively. 

Introducing reduced deformation parameters 

РХ = (ВХ/ВУ12РХ • (5) 

with. 
B=(B2 + Bz + ~. + BN)/(N-l),. (6) 

we rewrite the Schrodingef equation in more symmetric form. 
Then introducing in this space the spherical coordinates Д#і,т?2>*?з>—j^N-a by 

J32 = Psin-dN-2 — ЗІПТЗІ sindi, 
/§3 = fisintipf-2 ••• 5ini92 cosi?i , 

PN-\ = J3sintipj-2 COSTDNS, 

fa = J3cos4N-2. . (?) 

one reduces the Schrodinger equation to 

(8) 
where Д,? is the angular part of the Laplacian operator [7] and 

N 2 

^ ( { * « » « ! E A ( A + 1 ) I ^ J • (9) 

The potential energy has two minima with coordinates /3° and /?д° = (—1)л /?°. They 
correspond to nuclear shapes, which coincide as a result of the reflection in .the plane f,»/, 
corresponding to transformation 

Р°,Ю-+Р°,№; *& = »Sn, <» = *-*£*i, (10) 
where n is an integer. 

Now we assume that the potential energy has the form 

V0, Ш ) = V00) +'jS-2V*(R», • (П) 
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which enables us to factorize the wave function: 

ФП^Л) = ^-тФШхН{^})- (12) 
The function Х^СІ^к}) obeys the equation 

П> 7>2/(J + l) ^({^.})-^]х?(^4)=о^ (із) 2B " 6BT({-dK}) 

Here the potential energy KJ can be expanded in terms of displacements from one equi
librium position (г?л — i9°) or another (т9к — i?^1). The smallness of these displacements 
allows us to replace in (13) the function ^"({T? K }) by its equilibrium value So = ^({^к}) 
and trigonometric functions sirvdK or cosi!}K by smi?° or casi?° in kinetic energy operator. 

Then for the function ФхФ) one has the following equation: 

2 Я2 К' д 
IB dp 

with effective potential energy 

+ W±ifi) - £*] fiifl) = 0 - .." (14) 

WtM) = ̂ o0)) + ̂ ^- + ̂ f^, (15) 

where £Q = (5Q" + £0 )/2 and 

* , й и _ і / . , а « , ( ^ і _ 2 ) ( ^ - 4 ) л а , £° wS(«) = W)).+ ̂  8 ^ 2 ' + ^ . .(16) 

Choosing the potential energy И ^ ( ^ ) ) in the form 

one gets simple solution of Eq. (14). Then introducing the notations 

^ = M * U - л «={c/Bfi\ A%=д±+ffi±^, 

and 
Л * - ! , 2 ( ^ - ^ o ) : 

" _ / / 4 "*" ±...02 ' At4 fcu;/?,2 
00 

one gets the following expression for the wave function: 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

*>#> - L n % S + i / ^ (-£) *cr«v>.:. *> 
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where Г(г) is t he gammg. function, ££(s) is the Laguerre polynomial, n = 0 ,1 ,2 , 3 , . . . and 

**(Л0 = | . [ l + V і + 4A±(/i/)] - ' ( 2 1 ) 

Taking the energy of the ground state of the nucleus to be zero, one has 

(22) = hw 2n +№+*£*-№** 
So, there are rotational bands, built on the vibrational states with different number of 

"radial" phonons n and "angular" phonons v = {i/l5 v2,1/3,..., і/#_г}. The parameters Д * 
depend only on i/, but not on n. For the main rotational bands of positive parity with 
sequence of spins In = 0 + , 2 + , 4 + , . . . and of negative parity, with ' 1* = l - , 3 _ , 5 ~ , . . . the 
quantum numbers n = v = 0 . Strictly speaking, they are vibrational-rotational bands, 
since when the softness parameter fi ф 0 , the vibrational wave function 4>{fi) essentially 
depends upon the rotation, i.e. on spin I ( see also [8] ). For n ф 0 in (22) we need four 
fitting parameters сі^Д* and To. But for the bands with n = 0 the situation simplifies 
by renormalization of frequency: 

U} —> OJ = 
у/Щ> 

Ш. 

Making use also the new denotation 

<£ = ^ > ( 1 + 4Д±), 

we rewrite Eq. (22) for n = 0 as 

Е& = К> VdfTWTrj-y/4 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

So, here we have only three fitting parameters й and d^ for both vibrational-rotational 
bands in analogy with our previous works [3-5]. 

3 . An odd nucleus can be treated as even-even core plus unpaired nucleon [5,8,9]. 
We again demand the rigid axial symmetry of the nucleus arid direct axis С along the 
symmetry axis. The Hamiltonian of such odd nucleus is given by 

N 1 д СИ 
Ґ22ВХ /?з0/3/л3/?лл Et2A(A + l ) ^ / 3 | + Яоог+Уо({/Зл}), (26) 

A=2 

where the operator Нсот defines the Coriolis interaction of the unpaired nucleon with 
nuclear rotation : ' » ' « - . " • . 

Ел=2А(А + 1)5л/3| 
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Неге I and j are respectively the nuclear and unpaired nucleon spin operators in units of 

4 = h±*Д, j± = h±«7ч- - (28) 
We solved Schrodinger equation (2) with Hamiltonian (26) by the same method as in 

the case of even-even nuclei. The energies of excited states relative to the ground state 
energy with phonon numbers n = v = 0, spin К and parity 7Го are nowr 

Z7±* p i P + 
Jnllrv ~ -^nl ' i / -̂ OK^OO 

= Uu: 2n ^f^W-if^^W (29) 

For the bands with phonon number n = 0 this expression simplifies: 

(30) E&„ = hu V# + /(/, к, ±) - д/4+/(к, к, +)• 

Here /<" is nuclear spin projection A" on the symmetry axis C>" ' ' 

/ ( J , IT, ± ) = . 1(1 + 1) - K2 ± a ( - l ) ^ 1 / 2 ( / .+ 1/2) 6(K, 1/2), , . • (31) 

where a is the decoupling parameter [5,9], 6(K, K') = 1 for К = К' and S(K, K') = 0 for 
КфК'. • ' 

4. We constructed a generalized nonadiabatic model, analogous to that of Davydov' 
and Chaban [8,10].-If they dealt only with quadrupole deformations of even-even nuclei, 
we considered much more complicated case, when the equilibrium shape of the nucleus 
is defined by deformation parameters /3°,/?°, •••,&%• Davydov and Chaban were able to 
calculate the energies only for the vibrational-rotational bands of positive parity. We 
have been calculating simultaneously the energies of both bands with opposite parity. 
The application of our theory to description of experimental levels and transition proba-., 
bilities is presented in [6], which contains also the calculation of reduced probabilities of 
i?£—transitions. 
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THE INTERNAL CONVERSION AND e+e--PAIRS CREATION FROM 
THE HEATED NUCLEI 

S.N.Fedotkin and V.M.Kolomietz. 
Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev 252022, Ukraine 

1.Introduction. 
For excitation energies less than neutron binding energy- the nuclei decay predominantly 

by means of gamma radiation. Radiative transitions of such nuclei are studied in the different 
statistical models[l-5]. In this case the some averaged over the great number of excited states 
quantum transitions are considered instead of a individual radiative transitions between the 
nuclear levels. In parallel with radiative processes the processes of the internal conversion like 
e+e~-pairs creation and atomic shell ionization take place. Our interest is in ivestigation of 
these processes for highly excited nuclei. In this situation as in a case of radiative transitions 
it makes sense to consider the averaged over the great number of the excited nuclear states 
the probability of the conversion transitions. 

2. Averaged probabilities of the conversion processes. 
Let us consider the process of e+e~-pairs creation from the heated nuclei. The differential 

probability of e+e~-pair creation for conversion transition in the nucleus of multipolarity L 
from initial state г to the final state / can be writen as 

^ ^ 1 = / f >(e+, e.-). W>.-(Ai) S(Ei - Ef - e+ - e_) (1) 

Here Wfi(XL) is the probability of the radiative transition, A = 0(1) for magnetic (electric) 
transitions, E{ and Ej are the energies initial and final nuclear states, e+. and e_ are the 
total energies of positron and electron. P£ ' (e+ ,e_) determines the differential conversion 
coefficient for internal pair creation d/3(\L,e+): 

Р[Х)(е+,и - Є+) de+ = d/?(AL, e+), (2) 

where w = £+ + є_ is total energy of the nuclear transition. The probability Wji{\L,w) has 
the form [6] 

where 
J B / , ( A L ) = ^ | < / | g L M | i > | 2 (4) 

MMj 

is reduced probability of a transition, QIM is multipole operator, M and M/ are Z-projections 
of the angular momenta of photon and final nuclear states, respectively. 

Suppose that the nuclei have the sufficiently high excitation energy, so that the statistical 
approach for them can be used. Let us make in this case the averaging of the expression (1) 
over statistical ensemble of the initial and summation over all final nuclear states and obtain 

^ f î"h,,.)fHft,r) (5) 
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where function i>£ (ш, Т) is determined as follows 

S£\u>;T) = Y, е*Р^А BJ№) № -Ef-u>) • (6) 

1 Г°° 
Six)(u,T) = — dt exp{iut) « J2 ЯІм№ш{і) 

if 

Here fi and Г are thermodynamics potential and temperature descriptive of the ensemble 
of nuclear states. The function 5^ '(a;, T) is Fourier transform of the correlation function of 
multipole operators QLM-

M 

where time-dependent operator has form QLMif) — exp(iHt)Qьмехр(—іНі), double bracket 
« » means averaging over the ensemble of nuclear states, which are eigenstates of 
Hamiltonian H. The function SL (ш, Г) and averaged over statistical ensemble of the nuclear 
states gamma radiation probability W^(\L,u>) are connected as follows [3,5]: 

і № ^ = / М ^ > К Г ) (7) 

Using relation (7) we get the following expression for averaged probability of e+e~ - pairs 
creation from the heated nucleus 

We+e-(XL,T)= rmde+[U 'b,^L'w) PfH^u,-^ (8) 

where U is the nuclear excitation energy, m is the electron rest mass. In this expression we 
carry out the integration over positron e+ and photon и energies. 

Let us consider now the process of atomic shell ionization for the highly excited nuclei. 
The differential atomic shell internal conversion probability can be writen as 

dWj*L) = «(AI, e) W).-(AL) S(Ei -Ef- e), 

where a(AL, e) is the internal conversion coefficient, e = E{ — Ej = u> is the kinetic energy 
of conversion electron. Here we neglect the binding energy of the electron. We shall average 
this expression over statistical ensemble.as well as in a case of e+e~ -pairs creation and obtain 

WC(\L,T) = Г ' і Ш Щ ± ^ a(\L,u>) (9) 
Jo аш 

Therefore, if we can determine the averaged gamma radiationprobability W^{XL,ui) we can 
calculate the averaged probabilities of e+e~ -pairs creation We+e-(\L,T) and atomic shell 
ionization WC(\L,T) from the expression (8) and (9). 

3.The temperature dependent conversion coefficients. 
The averaged 7-radiation probabilities described in different approaches[l-5]. In this 

paper we shall consider simple statistical Weisskopf model [1] descriptive of gamma decay 
of the heated nuclei. Gamma transition probability is given in this model by.the ration of 
level density of final'/?/ and initial pi nuclear states:, . 
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Here V/w(XL,u) is Weisskopf approximation for gamma transition probability, D0 is the 
characteristic single particle spacing. 

Let us consider in this model the probability of e+e~ -pairs creation from heated nuclei 
in the case of El .-transitions. Function P t ' (e+ ,w — e+) in the Born approximation has the 
form(/i = c = l ) [7] 

>(0 a pv>(e+,u-e+)=^-[(el + el)ln 
(m2 + є+є_'+ 2p+p_) 

+ 2p+p-],- (П) 
7га;0 raw 

where a is the fine-structure constant, ps — y/e* — m2 are momenta of positron (s = + ) or 
electron (s = —). Substituting the expression for / j '(б+,о; —64) (11) in the formula (8) we 
obtain after integration over из 

с^іРтп3 fu~m 

We+e-{El,T) = - J ^ - ] m . .*+ J ( e + , T ) , (12) 

where R is the nuclear radius. The positron spectral distribution J(e+, Г) approximately 
equal to 

Here A'„(m/T) (n = 0,1) are Macdonald functions. Figure la shows the function J(e+,T) 
at different temperatures T. The position of maximum of positron spectral distribution is 
moved to the higher energies with increasing" Г and the distribution becomes broadly. In 
the Born approximation the electron spectral distribution has identical form with positron 
distribution. 

*Jk,T) T=125MeV 
(5(E1JM0 

« c^ffrV T,MeV 3 

Fig.la Fig.lb 

We carry out an integration in (12) and obtain the net expression for the averaged e+e~ -
pairs creation probability. We+e-(El, T). The ratio of this probability to the averaged gamma 
radiation probability /3{El,T) = We+e-(E\,T)/Wy(El,T) is given by 

/?(S1, T) = £ • x2 [3K?(x) + K0(x)(K2(x) + -K1(x))}, 
07Г X 

(14) 
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where x = m/T. Figure lb shows the plot of the temperature dependent conversion coeffi
cient for internal pair creation /3(£1, T) as a function of Г . For large and small temperatures 
we obtain from the expression (14) 

/3(Я1,Г) = | - [ / п ( І ) + 1], Т » т 

/?(Я1,Г) = ! £ « р ( - ^ ) , Т « т . 

Let us consider the K-shell ionization process within the framework of the statistical 
Weisskopf model. The internal conversion coefficient in the case of El-trausitions in the 
Born approximation has form [7] 

,2 7» 277Z, 
aK(El,u>) = a*ZJ (2 + - = - ) ( ! + ~ ) 5 ' 

w ш 
(15) 

where Z is the nuclear charge. Substituting the expression (15) in the formula (9) we obtain 

a5Z3tn3R2 fu 

• Wc(E\,T)=Qy"K / duFfaT), . - (16) 

where the conversion electron spectral distribution F(LJ, T) has form 

F ( W l D = e x p ( ~ ) - ( 2 + - ) ( ! + — ) » 

The plot of function F(u, T) at different temperatures T is given on Figure 2a. The width of 
spectral distribution F(u,T) increases and the position of maximum is lhoved to the higher 
energies with increasing T. ' т ч ^ • . 

n"F«TJ 4 «UE1JH0 
z5 

T,MeV 

0.2 
* • • 

аъ 0.1 

Fig.2a Fig.2b 

Performing the integration in the expression (16) we obtain the temperature dependent 
conversion coefficient as the ratio aK(El,T) = Wc{El,T)/W^(El,T) 

dK2(x) 
aK{El,T) = \aAZz x2 exp{x) [K2{x) + xQK^x) - 2K2(x) r3 

' dx •))• ( 1 7 ) 
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where x = m/T. The plot of ак{Е1,Т) is shown in Figure 2b. In the limiting of a large 
and small temperatures the coefficient ОА-(І?1,!Г) can be writen as 

aK(El,T) = 2 Q 4 Z 3 , T » m 

For heavy nuclei with Z = 100 and at sufficiently small T the quantity ah-(El,T) is equal 
to 10 - 2 . A related process for El -fluctuation electromagnetic field in framework of the 
thermodynamical approximation was investigated in paper {8]. 

It should be noted that because we calculated the ratio of internal conversion probability 
to the gamma radiation probability, some specific features of Weisskopf model disappear. 
Consequently, the expressions for the temperature dependent conversion coefficients 0(E1,T) 
and ак(Е1,Т) contain more general information, than Weisskopf model. 

It is significant that the the temperature dependent conversion coefficients contain the in
formation about nuclear structure in contrast to usual conversion coefficients. Consequently, 
the study of e+e~ -pairs creation and atomic shell ionization by the heated nuclei allows to 
investigate the nuclear processes. 
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Multi-dimensional semi-microscopic model of 

sub-barrier heavy-ion fusion 

V.Yu. Denisov and S.V. Reshitko 
Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev - 252028, Ukraine 

Abstract 
Evaporation residue cross sections and mean angular momenta for the system 

MNi + 64Ni calculated in the framework of a semi-microscopic multi-dimensional 
model are presented. The proposed multi-dimensional model of the fusion process 
takes into account the ion deformations during the sub-harrier tunneling. This 
leads to a strong enhancement of both the sub-barrier fusion cross .section'and the 
mean angular momentum. Dissipation of kinetic energy during the heavy ion colli
sions and competition between fission and particle evaporation after the formation 
of compound nucleus are taken into account. A good description of evaporation 
residue cross section and mean angular momenta for the system G4Ni + 64JVz is 
obtained. • v. • 

1. Recently there has been attention to sub-barrier fusion reactions between heavy 
ions. The interest in sub-barrier fusion reactions is due to the observed excess (by several 
orders of magnitude) of the experimental cross section over the cross section calculated in 
the framework of the one dimensional WKB approximation [1-3]. In order to explain the 
difference between the theoretical and experimental fusion cross sections, many models 
which describe the experimental values of sub-barrier cross sections to various degrees of. 
accuracy have been proposed [1-15]. In these models the observed enhancement has been 
related to the effects of low-energy surface vibrations, of hucleon transfer [1-5], of neutron 
flow [6], of barrier distribution mechanism in entrance trajectory of fusion [7], of neck 
formation [8-10] and of multi-dimensional tunneling processes [11-15]. 

In recent works [11-15] the dependence of the interaction energy both on the distance 
between the colliding ions and on the deformation degrees of freedom describing the 
shape evolution from two separated and deformed ions to one compound nucleus has 
been taken into account. Such multi-dimensional models have been considered in detail 
in [11-15]. The lowering of the fusion barriers due to the ion deformations has also been. 
determined recently [16]. In these multidimensional approaches, the main origin of the 
sub-barrier fusion enhancement is the ability of the ions to become deformed during the 
barrier penetration process. In the framework of multi-dimensional theory we calculate the 
trajectory of minimal action for each value of both the energy and the angular momentum 
[11-14]. The trajectory1 of minimal action is determined in the multi-dimensional space. 
One coordinate is the distance between the ions centers of mass*, the other ones are the. 
deformation degrees of freedom of each ion. The trajectories calculated in the framework 
of the one-dimensional and multi-dimensional models are quite different, see Fig. 1. The 
distance between the ion centers of mass at initial and final points of the trajectory on 
the multi-dimensional surface below the barrier changes little while the shape of the ions 
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F i g u r e 1. Contour map of the interaction energy of64Ni+ 64Ni. The shell correction 
contribution to interaction energy is taken into account. D is the distance between the ions 
centers of mass. AB and CE are one-dimensional and multi-dimensional trajectories of 
fusion at energy 90 MeV and angular momentum 1 = 0. ; ' , • , , 
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F i g u r e 2. Energy dependence of evaporation residue cross section and mean angular 

momentum in % unit for the reaction 64Ni + ?*Ni. See text for notation. 
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varies from practically spherical to strongly prolate configurations, see Fig. 1. In contrast, 
in the one-dimensional approach, the ion deformations are disregarded and the distance 
between the ion centers of mass at the initial and final points changes strongly, see Fig. 
1. 

An analysis of experimental characteristics of the fusion reactions for 5S,647Vi+ 58,64iVi, 
64ДГг- + 92,94Z r % 64tf£ + 100jtfo a n ( | 74Qe + 74£e ^ Ь е е ц p r e s e n t e d in papers [11-14].' 

The all ingredients of our multi-dimensional model are detail described in papers [11-14]. 
Now we consider in the framework of semi-macroscopic multi-dimensional model the 

cross section and mean angular momentum of evaporation residue formed at fusion of 
6 4 Ni + 64jVz. Note that in previous work [11] connected with 64iVz + 64iVz we did not 
taken into account dissipation, fission and shell correction effects and analyzed the mean 
angular momentum of evaporation residue, which considered here. 

2 . In the left part of Fig. 2 we compare the fusion cross section calculated in our 
multi-dimensional model (solid line) for reaction 64Ni -f 64Ni with experimental data 
[17]. Calculations using a coupled channel (CC) model (long dashed line) and a one-
dimensional WKB approach (short dashed line) are also shown. The CC calculations 
have been performed with the program CCFUS [4], with the original parameters. The 
experimental features of low-energy 2 + and 3~ excitations in 64Ni have been taken from 
[18]. The coupling with the In, 2n, 3n transfer channels have been taken into account. 

The calculation in the framework of" the multi-dimensional model is performed for a 
fusion trajectory of quadratic type. The value of the mass parameters related to ellipsoidal 
deformations of Ni near spherical.shape evaluated in the adiabatic cranking approach is 
4.1 times larger than the hydrodynamic value. Parameters of the Saxon-Woods potential 
and constants of pairing forces are taken from [19]. The wave functions of the Saxon-
Woods potential are calculated with the program CALDNU [20]. • 

We use Lang's [21] expression for energy level density. The parameter of energy level 
density for the calculation .of fission and particles evaporation widths is equal Л/12, which 
is suitable for heavy'nuclei [22]. The L-dependent fission barriers are obtained from our 
parametrization. The transmission coefficients are calculated within the Hill-Wheeler ap
proximation with an interaction potential between proton and residue compound nucleus 
taken from [23]. 

The dissipation coefficients 7 r = 5 x 10~21 s MeV~* and 741 = O.OI7,. in radial and 
angular equations of motion are taken from [14]. Note that our values of fr^ are closed 
to the ones proposed in [24]. 

The compound nucleus is formed by ions after barrier penetration. The formed com
pound nucleus can involve to an evaporation residue, after a chain of sequential particle 
evaporation or lead to fission fragments. As a rule the evaporation residue cross section is 
measured in.experiments [1-3,17]. Therefore we should take into account the competition 
between fission and formation of evaporation* residue after particle emission for direct 
comparison of our calculation with experimental data. 

Dependence of evaporation residue cross section on fusion reaction cross section, par
ticle emission and fission widths can be fojuud in [14]. The separation.energy of particle 
emission for calculations probabilities and q-values for coupled channel model are taken 
from table [25]. 

Shell correction energy [26] to macroscopic ion-ion interaction potential [14] have been 
calculated for Nilsson average potential with the program NICRA [27]. 
• All other parameters have the same values as in [12-14]. 
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3 . It is clear from Fig. 2 that our multi-dimensional model gives a good description 
of the experimental cross section in the whole energy range. The reason of the good 
agreement with experimental data belowthe Coulomb barrier is that our tunneling process 
occurs in a spare with an extra dimension. The good description of experimental data 
at high energy is ronnerted with the dissipation and fission effects, which modulates the 
process of removing the ions from complete fusion channel. 

The influence of dissipation, shell-correction energy and competition between fission 
and evaporation of particles on evaporation residue cross section is shown on Fig. 2 also. 
In Fig. 2 we present the results of three additional calculations: 
- without shell-correction, pure marrosropical calculation (dotted large dashed line), 
- without both shell-correction and dissipation effects (dotted short dashed line) and 
- without both shell-correction and fission probability effects (double dotted and dashed 
line). 

It is shown from Fig. 2 that shell-correction effects are negligible for high collision 
energy for this system as in the case ,л0е + "'GV: [14]. The shell corrections to ion-ion 
potential take effect only deeply below barrier. 

The radial and tangential frictions are proportional to velocities and to derivatives 
of the nuclear potential, therefore dissipation is important only at large velocities at 
small distances between ions. The. influence of dissipation sharply increases with collision 
energy, see Fig. 2. The dissipation gives negligible contribution to cross sections below 
the barrier, because the radial velocity and the derivative of nuclear potential have small 
values near the outer turning point. 

The influence of competition between fission and formation of evaporation residue is 
increased with energy too, see. Fig. 2. The effect of fission channel on evaporation residue 
cross section is small for this case, in contrast to the case 746'e -f- 74G'e [14]. 

Dissipation and probability of fission of compound nucleus reduce the evaporation 
residue cross section with increasing of energy at high energy. 

Note that the one-dimensional and coupled channel model calculations have not taken 
into account both dissipation and fission of compound nucleus effects. 

The cross section enhancement in this multi-dimensional approach" below the barrier 
is connected with the tunneling process in multi-dimensional space. We calculate the 
trajectory of minimal action for each value of both the. collision energy and the impact 
parameter. The action determined within the one-dimension WKB theory is larger than 
one given by our multi-dimensional model at the same values of energy and impact param
eter. The origin of the reduced value of action is the possibility of tunneling process by 
variations of both the distance, between the ion centers of mass (as in the one dimension 
WKB theory) and the ion deformations, see Fig. 1. ' :• ',. 

The results of calculation of mean angular momentum of evaporation residue (< 
L(E) > ) for the same approximations as for evaluation of cross section are presented 
on the right part of Fig. 2. The values of < L(E) > obtained in the framework of the 
multi-dimensional model below the Coulomb barrier is larger than those found in the 
CC model and one-dimensional theory. The influence of shell-rcorrection, dissipation and 
fission of compound nucleus on the mean'angular momentum near'and below barrier is 
small. ' . 

The mean angular momentum is more sensitive to the shell-correction, dissipation 
and fission of compound nucleus effects at high collision energy. The most important 
effect is connected with fission channel. Competition between fission of the compound 
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nucleus and particle evaporation gives the plato in the energy dependence of the mean 
angular momentum at high energy, see Fig. 2 and [14]. The effects of shell-correction and 
dissipation on the mean angular momentum are small. 

4 . In conclusion we have shown that the multi-dimensional description of the fusion 
process,- that takes into account the ion deformation during tunneling gives a strong en
hancement of both the sub-barrier fusion cross section and the mean angular momentum 
below the barrier. This enhancement of the fusion cross section and the mean angular 
momentum is in good agreement with experiment. We have demonstrated that the in
troduction of the fission channel is important for the description of the mean angular 
momentum of the evaporation residue at high energy. 

We are greatly indebted to Dr. D. Ackermann for providing us of experimental data 
before publication. We want to thank Dr. G. Royer for useful discussions and Drs. N.Yu. 
Shirikova and S.P- Ivanova for possibility of using computer code CALDNU. 
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EFFECTS REVEALED IN THE BREMSSTRAHLUNG EMISSION 
AND INFLUENCE OF THE COMPOUND-NUCLEUS MOTION ON 
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Detailed researchs of proton-nucleus collisions accompained by the bremsstrahlung 
emission established that delay-advance effects are connected with the interference 
between one or two resonances and the non-resonant background. The О (р, p) 
and С (p, p) reactions at beam energies included in the 1.5 - 2.7 MeV range are 
considered when an isolated resonance (3.105 MeV, 1/2" of the 17F compound 
nucleus) and two superimposed resonances states (3.511 MeV, 3/2" and 3.547 
MeV, 5/2+ of the 3N compound nucleus) are involved, respectively. Here we 
present the further development of the theory of delay-advance effects taking into 
account the motion of the compound nucleus before its decay in the laboratory 
system. Moreover a self-consistent space-time analysis (made in the laboratory 
system) of the interference between non-resonant (prompt) and resonant (delayed) 
processes in nuclear reactions with two-particle channels, leads to a generalization 
of the expressions obtained (in the center - mass system) in the framework of an 
almost stationary formalism. The role of a new phase parameter <p, which describes 
the space-time shifts between the sources of the final-particle emission caused by 
the motion in the laboratory system of the decaying compound-nucleus, is 
analysed. We find that in many realistic cases (when ф -1) the effect related to this 
motion produces noticeable changes in the cross sections. 

I. In joint experimental ai\d theoretical research of proton-nucleus collisions accompanied 
by bremsstrahlung emission [1,2], the trasformation of the time delay to the time advance was 
confirmed and explained by the interference betwen one or two resonances and the 
non-resonant background. In these works the following expressions were obtained and used 
for the amplitude / c m(£,0) and durationxcm(£,0)in the center- mass system (C-system). 

. fcm(E,Q) = fr(E,e) + fr
c:(E,e) (1) 

with 
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/ 6
с т ( £ , в ) = / ( : о к / ( £ , Є ) + - ^ 2 ( 2 і ' + 1 ) Р г ( с о 5 8 ) е 2 ^ ' ( е 2 І 5 ' ' - 1 ) -

and 
ШГ*1 

і _ V П1 -і- П P. (nnc fl1«2"l /^(£,9) = -i-X(2/ + 1 ) / / ( c o s e > 2ік г E-Et+Wi/2 

with 
тси(Е,Є) = 2Д/у+Дт с т(£,9) (2) 

Дтст(£,Є) = Й-
- с т / Р т _ . Э а г 2 / с т ( £ , е ) 

ЭЕ 
where / c ^ and T], are the Coulomb scattering amplitude and Coulombian /-wave phase shift 
respectively, k, v, E and 8 are the proton-nucleus wave number, velocity, kinetic energy and 
scattered particle angle in the C-system respectively, 5* is the /-wave background phase-shift; 
Ej and Г, are the incident energy (correspondig to the /-resonance peak) and width 
respectively; R is the interaction radius (which can have a value up to ~10 r0 in presence of 
the Coulomb potential screened by the atomic electron shell, r0 being the nuclear radius). 

The time delay x for the р+1бО reaction near the isolated resonance state 3.105 MeV of 
17F compound nucleus, in the energy range of incident protons £. =2.5 —2 J MeV of the 
scattering angle Qf = 150° is shown in fig. 1. The full points represent the values of T deduced 
by using the Feshbach-Yennie model to extract the phase difference between the 
proton-scattering amplitudes determined at the energies Ej and Ef=Ej-E7 (where Ej and Ef are 
the proton energies in the incoming and outgoing channels, Ef is the energy of bremsstrahlung 
photon). The full line represents the calculated spectrum of the collision duration %(Ef) 
taking into account the distortion effect by the background phase-shift values 8Q=0.1 and 
5 \ =0.24. The calculation qualitatively well describes the time spectrum deduced by the 
experiment 

In fig. 2 we report the excitation function (full points) of the С (р,р) reaction obtained 
in our experiment at the scattering angle Qf =75.4° in the laboratory system (./-system) and 

3" of incident energies ranging from 1.5 to 1.8 MeV for which the two Superimposed — and 

— states of the °N compound nucleus are excited. This figure also shows the calculated 

differential cross section da/dQ. where the values 1.0, 1.2 and 0.22 for the* background 
phase-shifts 8JJ, 5JJ .and 5j were used respectively (full line), while the dashed line represents 
the calculation when we used another set of values of the phase shifs 5Q=0.8, 5* =0.8 and 82=-
0.15. 

The bremsstrahlung spectrum of photons in coincidence with scattered protons of 8 / 

angle within a time resolution of about 10ns, at the incident energy Ej=1.8 MeV, is shown in 
fig. 3. As one can see in this spectrum, two maxima can be distinguished with an energy inteval 
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З" 5+-of ahout 80 KeV , which could Ъе due to the resonant contributions of the two — and — 
2 2 

ї ї states of the 1JN compound nucleus. 
In fig. 4 we show the calculated spectrum of the collision duration x(Ef) taking into 

account the distortion effects by the background phase shift By using the value R=1000 fm for 
the interaction radius, the full line represents the collision duration calculation when we assume 
5Q=1.0, 5j=1.2 and 5£=-0.22; the dashed line is the calculation when we use 85=0.8, 8|=0.8 
and 5* =-0.15. Both curves show the splitting in the collision duration that corresponds to the 

3" 5+ ,., 
advance-delay phenomenon near the — and — N resonances due to the distortion effects 
caused by interference between the background (direct) and resonant (compound nucleus) 
processes. In spite of the noticeable difference in the values of 8{J and 8j for the two sets used, 
there is not much difference between the curves because 8£ assumes about the same value in 
the two cases. Therefore we can affirm that cos<j> and the time spectrum are mainly sensitive to 
the third phase shift 

П. Another important problem in the study of nuclear reactions is to. analyse the 
interference phenomena in the laboratory system (Z-system) between prompt direct and 
delayed resonance processes of the reaction 

x+X -> y+Y 
(3) 

(incident channel) (exit channel) 
and to show how they qualitatively differ from the inteference picture in the center-mass 
system (C-system). Moreover, we show and discuss the cases where the decaying compound 
nucleus motion in the laboratory system noticeably influences the cross section [3]. 

Here we consider two kinds of the reaction (3), which are sketched in fig. 5. Fig. 5a) 
shows the direct process of prompt emission of the two final particles from the collision point 
C0; in fig. 5b) the decay process with formation of the excited compound-nucleus is 
represented. The Z nucleus moves from point C0 to point Q , where it decays by two 
praticles у and Y. So, we can write both the mechanisms of reaction (3) 

\x + X->y + Y (3a) 

[x + X-*Z*,Z* -*y + Y Qb) 

One can easily be convinced [3] mat under the standard experimental conditions (for 
quasi monocromatic beam and for isolated resonance of the compound nucleus, for which 
АЕ«Г, 0 < x <2ft/T, and then Г < 2Й/х , it is ДЕ « 2h/x ), when 

A E - T / f t « 2 , (4) 
one obtains 

a = a0(mcoA)+ ( T l(mterf) (5 ) 

where are 
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ob-W?r+ 'c-*z|r2 Jr. (C) 

N"^) +ГІ/4 
(6) 

and 

O i = 2 | / * * ' _ * 
'&Л? 

cosO (7) 

the contributions incoherent and of the interference respectively. In relation (7) the 
total phase Ф is given 

Ф = 8 + р + ф (8) 

S = a r g ( / £ z Y £ V a r g / j ? 

P = arg{(£j - EreStZ + iTz 12)"1} 

у = кї&і\+к$Аг2 

while the other terms are determined by expressions 

(8a) 
(Щ 
(8c) 

/i? = V w / i ? =>/^;/ь(£ісАс). 
y^)(Ey,E2) • c c 

-^~-fl.res(E\ ' в 1 ) 

(9) 

(Ю) 
£ Z - Eres,Z + 

In expressions (9) and (10) / b ( £ j .Bj ) and fiyres{Ex ,Qt ) are the two contributes of the 
scattering amplitude [1] in the C-system 

/ b ( £ f ,в1
с) = / с (Е 1

с , в 1
с ) + (2Л)-*2(2Г+Д)^(со8в1

с)в2А, ' '(е2,"?*-і) 
and 

(ID. 

/ / ^ (^ і С , 9 1
С ) = (2^Г1(2/+і)Р/(со8в1)в2й1'-

Г С _ Р С _ І £ 

(12) 

where fc(E{ , 61) is the Coulomb scattering amplitude, T)r is the Coulomb /-wave partial 
phase shift (both with corrections, since in reality there is a screened Coulomb potential), к is 
the wave number of фе relative motion,8r is the /-wave scattering background phase shift 

. In the C-system the source of outcoming waves for both processes (prompt and delayed 
ones) is immobile and unchanged, so the interference picture is determined by the usual 
superposition of the amplitudes for both processes. In the /-system the motion of the decaying 
compound-nucleus, which is just the motion of the C-system, causes the shift of the outcoming 
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wave sources for the delayed resonance process respect to the source of outcoming values for 
the prompt direct process, and the resulting interference will be more complicated. 

Illustrative calculations are presented for some cases, when we consider, for example, 
only two angular momenta (/=1 and Г=0) for a p-wave resonance, at 9 ^ ° of the exit particle. 

Fig. 6 shows the a cross sections, in arbitrary units, for some typical cases of 5Д values 
taking the interference contribution into account (ф ^ 0 ) and without it (ф =0) . Comparing 
the results reported in figure 6b ( S^ = тс/4, S^ = тс/2 and ф = тс/2) with the ones of figure 
6d (8 0 =тс /4 , 5j =TC/2 and ф = 7с) or the ones of the figures 6a 
( 5 Q =TC/2, 8f =TC/2 and ф = тс/4) , 6c (50

ь = я / 2 , 8^ = л / 2 and ф =тс/2) and бе 
(80 =тс/2, 8* =Tt/2 апбф =тс), one can observe the role played from phase ф, while 
comparing the results of figure 6b with figure 6c or the ones of figure 6d with figure 6e one 
can observe the role played from background phase shift 80 (for p-wave resonance) with 
respect to particular values of ф. Moreover changing the value of phase ф, the value of the 
incident energy corresponding to the resonance energy changes too. 

We can conclude that for the background phase shift 8 0 = 0 and a p-wave resonance (or 
Sj =0 and a s-wave resonance) the cross section values are independent from the phase ф as 
one can immediately deduce considering analytical formulae (11) and (12), while for 8Q ^ 0 
and a p-wave resonance (or 8* ^ 0 and a s-wave resonance) there is a noticeable difference 
between the calculations obtained when one assumes ф=0 and the ones when one takes the 
phase ф, as defined by relation (8c), into account. The difference mostly depends on two 
parameters 80

b (for p-resonance) and ф, and for large values of S^ (>7t/4j or ф (>я /4) it 
becomes structurally (topologically) and quantitatively relevant. Therefore it is necessary to 
take the ф parameter into account in order to modify the transformation relations from the L-
system to the C-system and viceversa when resonances are present, due to the shift of the 
outcoming wave sources for the delayed process respect to the source of the ones for the 
prompt direct process (where the duration is practically zero). 
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PREEQUILIBRIUM DECAY IN THE EXCITON MODEL 

FOR NUCLEAR POTENTIAL WITH A FINITE DEPTH 
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The calculations of the particle-hole (exriton) level density and the rates, 
for preequilibriuro. particle emission, taking into account the energy depen- і', ; 
dence of the single-particle level density, are presented.' We demonstrate the 
significant effect of the finite depth of the potential well (continuum effect) 
on the decay rates for configurations with a small exciton number.V ; ' *; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main element of the exciton model of preequilibrium decay [l] is the level density 
wn{E) of a nucleus in the state with excitation energy E and n excited quasiparticles (ex-, 
citons). This quantity enters directly into the partial decay rates for particle emission Wn 

which are obtained through the detailed balance principle and used for the description of 
particle emission spectra. The value of шп(Е) depends crucially on the single-particle level 
density g(e). Usually the assumption of a constant single-particle level density is made to 
obtain the density шп{Е) in a convenient analytical form [2-6]. Some generalization can be 
done taking into account a slow dependence of g(e) on the single-particle energy є in the 
vicinity of the Fermi energy [7]. These approaches provide a good approximation in the 
low energy region, where the influence of the finite depth of potential well can be neglected. 
However, increasing the excitation energy 13 leads to an increase of the partial contribution 
of high excited single-particle states into шп(Е). In this case some excitons can be located 
in the continuum region with high probability. For a realistic finite depth potential well, 
such as a Woods-Saxon potential, the value of single-particle level density decreases with є 
in the continuum region (continuum effect) [8]. Thus, a proper accounting of the continuum 
states, i.e. the'decrease of g(e) with e, should be taken into account in determining шп(Е) 
and Wn, especially for the case of a low-number of quasiparticle configurations. The aim of 
this paper is to investigate the influence of the finite depth of the single-particle potential 
on the preequilibrium decay from states with a small exciton number. 
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II. LEVEL DENSITIES 

Let us consider an excited nucleus whose excitation energy E is shared by n =, p+ h 
excitqns, where p and h are the numbers of excited particles and holes. Under the conditions 
of high excitation energy and low-number quasiparticle configurations the effect of the Pai-.li 
principle is neglected and the particle-hole level density uin = Wp^is proportional to the 
number of possible accommodations of,p particles and h holes of the single:particle levels 
by the condition of energy conservation. Thus, the density uivh(E) is related.to the single-
particle level density </(є) by the definition [9]: , , ; : ' 

uPh(E) = -q-т / dli g(el)... hding(en) S(E - J ^ ё,-) , n = p + h , (1) 
P- • J J _ ,= 1 

where є,- = e,— eF (ё,- = eF—є,-) is the energy of г'-th particle (hole) at the corresponding single-
particle level and eF is the Fermi energy. The simplest equidistant spacing approximation, 
when «7(e) = g(eF) = gF, gives from (1) the known Ericson-Strutinsky formula [2] 

> ( Я ) " Р ! Л ! ( р + Л - . 1 ) Г , ' .. ',;..! : : : І } 

To show the influence of the finite depth of the potential well on the exciton level density 
in a transparent way we shall consider below the energy behavior of the value '','_ 

We adopt for this purpose a finite potential well of a trapezoidal form. It has been shown 
that for this potential one has for g(e) [8]: (i) An excellent agreement with g(e) obtained from 
a corresponding Woods-Saxon well; (ii) The Thomas-Fermi approximation, дтгі^), provides 
an excellent approximation to the smooth level density obtained from the exact quantum-
mechanical level density, and (iii) A simple analytic form for gTF(e) can be derived. / 

The form of trapezoidal potential is given by ^ • ! f; ;; ; > 

V(r) = « 
, . . • • . • • ' : : . . = . • ' - : • ' : ' • . • ; ! • , • , . • . • ; . ' -У.-.---Г.: , ' . ( 4 ) 

i [ l - (r - R)/D] R-D<r< R + D =, I ; ;^ :. .,...•.-' 

where Vo, R and D are the depth, size and the surface/thickness parameters of the potential 
well, respectively. Taking V = 0 for r > R -f D in (4) we obtain; a finite trapezoidal well 
with R being its half-radius. The semiclassical Thomas-Fermi single-particle level density' 
gTF{e) for the potential (4) is written as [8] • " '.'[/ '. 

дтр{е) - w \jp). s—;(e ~Vo) ч - 8 9 16 о 
l + 2x + -x2 + — x3 

5 00 (5) 
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where x = — [2D(e — Vo)]/[(R~D)Vo]. For the case of є > 0. the corresponding semiclassical 
expression дтг(є) f°r the finite trapezoidal potential well should be corrected Ъу subtracting 
the contribution due to the free-gas level density gjTce{e) 

1 (2m\ 
5тг2 

3 /2 

* 

4 т г ( Д + Д ) 3 ^ / 2 

З 
8 

1 + 2tx -f f u2 + - ^ u 3 16 
— 1 
35 

(6) 

with и = —2De/[{R + i?)Vo]. The Fermi energy eF in both cases -can be found from the 
common condition J^F deg(e) = A, where A is the number of particles. In the numerical 
calculations by means of (1) we have used the following parameters of the single-particle 
potential well [8]: 

(7) 
y0 = - 5 4 + 3 3 i 3 ( i V - Z ) / A ( M e V ) , D = Kd 

R = Rv/[1 + ( £ / Я ) 2 ] 1 / 3 , Rv = 1.12Л1/3 + 1.0 (fm). 

where ./V and Z are the numbers of neutrons and protons, t3 = 1 for a neutron and —1 for 
a proton, d = 0.7 fm. The value R in (7) is determined by iteration. ; : > . 

We have done two sets of calculations for the nuclei 40Ca and 2 0 8Pb. The results are 
presented in Figs. 1 and 2 for configurations .with p—h = 1 (nucleon-induced reactions). The 
deviation of £ph (E) from 1 shows the influence of the energy depende-лсе of the single-particle 
level density g{e). This deviation decreases as the quasiparticle number n = jo-j- h increases, 
and in the limit E/n « cF the value wph(E) becomes equal to w^f(f?).".The dashed-lines 
in Figs. 1 and 2 show that the particle-hole level density increases monotonically with E for 
the case of an infinite trapezoidal well where the single-particle level density is given by (5). 
The level density 5(e) for the finite depth potential is a strong nonmonotonic function in 
the є-region close to the edge of the potential well at є « 0[8]. In this case the expansion of 
g(e) about eF (like in [7]) can not be applied. The main effect of finite depth of the potential 
well on g(e) is the subtraction of the free gas state density. This leads,to the restriction 
of the phase space which is accessible for the particle-hole'excitations at high energy/"A 
consequence of this is the nonmonotonic behavior of £ph(E), see solid lines in Figs. 1' and 2. 
This effect is intensified for small exciton numbers and can be important for a preequilibrium 
emission of the first particle in nucleon induced nuclear,reactions., . : „ ;:. }'{{•• "''•,•"•._ ; 

I ' I ' I ' ' ' ' 1 1 1 l _ l I ' I ' I I ' 1 1 1 ' ' ' ' ' 

25 25 
E, MeV 

25 50 

FIG. 1. The function Zph(E) for 
the nucleus 40Ca. Dashed lines are 
the numerical calculations according 
to the convolution formula (1) for 
the infinite trapezoidal potential, solid 
lines are the same calculations for 
the finite depth trapezoidal potential 
well. Particle-hole configurations are 
inserted 
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III . DECAY RATES FOR PARTICLE EMISSION 

To estimate the influence of the finite depth of the single-particle potential on the pree-
quilibrium decay of a nucleus we have performed the calculation of partial decay rates for 
neutron emission. In the context of the exciton model the emission rates can be written as 

1 "РАк(Ю 
^ > = r a r ? ( 2 m ) T ' ( £ ) (8) 

Here є is the energy of emitted neutron, wp-\h(U) is the particle-hole level density for the 
residual nucleus, Tt stand for the neutron transmission coefficients. Exitation energy U of 
the residual nucleus is related to E through the'energy conservation" law. The values of level'-
densities were determined for the cases of finite and infinite trapezoidal potential, as was 
described in previous- section. For simplicity, the sum over orbital momentum in (8) was 
estimated,as ^ t (2£+l)T*(e) и 2fiR2e/h2, where ц is the reduced mass of neutron. 

The results of calculations for partial decay rates.are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. Cal
culations ha\e been performed for the nuclei 40Ca and 208Pb at E = 50 MeV. Figures show 
that the effect of finite depth of potential well is in evidence for small exciton number. If t he 
value of excitation energy per exciton exceeds the neutron separation energy, the density of 
initial states шрь(Е) is dropped considerably due to free gas spectrum subtructing. On the 
other hand, to high-energy tail of the emission probability there corresponds a small exita
tion energy U in the residual nucleus, so the density of final states wp_i/,(£/) is unaffected 

by free gas spectrum. Therefore, the account of the finitness of potential depth gives a rise 

in high-energy part of the neutron emission probability. This effect tends to diminish with 

increasing in exciton number. .' : . 
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40 Ca E = 50 MeV 

25 ff 25 
Neutron energy, MeV 

FIG. 3. Partial decay rates cal
culated Ъу (8) for preequilibrium 
neutron emission from the nu
cleus 40Ca. Dashed lines repre
sent the calculation for the infi
nite trapezoidal potential,. solid 
lines correspond to trapezoidal 
potential without free-gas spec
trum contribution. Particle-hole 

50 configurations are inserted 

208 РЪ E - 50 MeV 

Neutron energy, MeV 

FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 3 
for the nucleus 208Pb 
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Rotational Bands in Nuclei as Induced 
Group Representations 

I.OMkhod 
Institute for Nuclear Research 

47. Prospect Nauki, Kiev 252028, Ukraine 

1. A theoretical overview 
The description of rotational bands of the deformed nuclei 

has always been an actual problem in theoretical nuclear phy
sics. The classical works of Bohr jj] and Davydov Q>], based 
on the models of symmetric and asymmetric rotator, have been . 
concerned with this topic. The recent achievement in this field 
belongs to-Biedenharn,-Weaver and Cusson |_3,4) who used the ; ,":• 
idea expressed by Gell-Mann І 5І suggesting to describe the ro-
tational bands .by the. methods of noncompact Lie groups [678] • : 
In the present paper we continue the development of this idea. \ 
Similar to Biedenharn and Weaver [3] » we also operate with ' 
Sb (3, E) group to describe the Б2 transition probabilities" , 
in the even^even deformed nuclei. However our interpretation'., 
of noncompact generators of this.group differs from the one. -
accepted in [3] • If Biedenharn and Weaver considered the non-' 
.compact generators as time derivatives of the operators of 
quadrupole moment we interprete them as .the operators of 
quadrupole transition \9~] • As distinct from Р3] , we calculate 
the contents for all four classes-of states belonging to the 
principal series of representations of the group SL(3, IR) with 
respect to the maximal compact subgroup S0(3). So, our calcu
lations of E2 transition probabilities allow us to describe 
completely the reliable experimental data [10J ,in the low-/ 
-energy region (<2MeV) where E2, transitions are the dominant 
ones. Note also that this theory contains no free parameters. 

Now. we will exhibit the tables of the ratios of E2 , 
transition probabilities calculated by the formula 

B(E2: JK—JK'j=fWf •!< ЩШ> \\ 
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where 
fur iiT, 

x<2J-1WIK>+lfJ(J+1)-KfH<2J1lHlrK.>-Hi>K] 
*<2J2KIJK'>-4(1-K)<2J-2KirK'^3VrVr''';:.;-;-::!'/ 

2 . D e s c r i p t i o n - o i t h e r a r e - e a r t h n u c l e i ,.".;..'-• 

(3K ) ± 

(3K ) i 

Sm154 

Gd 1 5 4 

Dyl6° 

ВУ1 6 2 

-* Cm ) f 

-> (3K ) f , 

32 + -> 40+ 

3 2 + - * 20+ 

22" -» 30"" 
22"-> 10~ 

6 2 + - » 8 0 + 

6 2 + - » 60+ 

5 4 +-> 62+ 
54 + -> .52 + 

64+-> 62+ 

64+-> 52+ 

4 4 + - ^ 52+ 

44+-> 42 + 

44+-> 62+ 

44+-> 52+ 

44" —>32~ 

Observed,:-.,-,•";/ 
B(E2)ra' t io 
- • » • • * ^ • • : , ' : . . ' " ' - ' 

0.4+0-1 

0.25+0.03 

: Predicted 
; в(Е2) . -

r a t i o . 

0.25 

EJ T"̂  v̂ *f • 
EJ —> Ел t • 

1540 -> 266*9 К 
. 1540 - » 82 .0 

1719*6-»1251*5 
1719.6-^1241.3 

1438*0->968*2. <0 .4 0 .1 
1438.0-^582.2 ; : 

1801 A 9*-» 1438 *0 0*85+0*76 Q # 2 5 

1801.9-^1288.4 0.60+0.38 ; - ; 

1?28*7->H?8*0 0.83+0.41 0.59 
1928.7->1288.4 •"" , - y / V . 

1535*9-^1182*8 « 0 . 2 9 y ' " ' ' , ; Л 0.20 
..-,' 1535.9-^1061 il ' / . ( ' I ''.' ' " у ^ ї :У СуЧу'УУу ; ї 

1535* 9-» 1324* 6 : < 2 . 1 ; 0 .1 
•. V "1535.9->1182.8"' V;;"V? •'' :'";" 

1?88*1->1,03?*3 0.54+0.29 0.56 
44~r~» 22" 1588.1-» 976.8 " , ' 
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,156 6o + -> 40* 1 3 4 0 І 6 - » 7974 2 1 .94+1-35 2 .71 
. 7 9 7 . 2 - > 344 .4 . / 

1073 .6 - . -»858 .0 31 -3+3 .1 3 2 . 5 8 
1 0 7 3 . б , - * 265 .0 49+22 

1373 .7 -V1214 .0 " 0 . 4 + 0 . 3 0 - 1 
1 3 7 3 . 7 - > 1 0 7 3 . 6 ;; •- . 

1942 - » 1396- ••• , L 4 6 + 0 . 4 2 : "і 11 .50 
1396 -> ' 9 2 8 . 3 ' ' ' •'"•. . ••• ::• - , ';._. ; •-.••:)•. 

111746-» 548 Л - 1>0 + 0 . 4 , ; ; - 0 . 6 , 
1 1 1 7 . 6 - > 264 .1 ,, І . 0 + 0 . 2 ; v 

1341 4І - » 8 8 . 4 1 .28+0.21 V V / v ' 1 - 4 3 
1341 .1 - > 0 '':'''<•.'• "•",'' -;: 

1 4 4 5 Л - > 290 .7 
1 4 4 5 . 7 - * 8 8 . 4 

12684 9 - * 306І 6 
12б8 .9 -> 9 3 . 2 

129148-» 308^6 
1291 .8 -> 9 3 - 3 

' 922 -•» 3374-6 
922 - > 103 .6 

І 8 Ю » 9 - > 1 6 2 І 4 3 < І . О . 0 . 2 
1 8 Ю . 9 - > 1 4 8 7 . 5 

£іГ 

Ег1 6 6 

Ег і 6 8 

и" 6 

H f 1 7 8 

H f 1 8 0 

W180 

4 0 + - * 20 + 

52+ -> 3 2 + 

5 2 + - - > 4 0 + 

7 2 + -> 6 2 + 

7 2 + - > 5 2 " ь 

1 2 0 + - > Ю 0 + 

Ю0 + -> 8 0 + 

5 2 + ' - > 60 + 

5 2 + - » 4 0 + 

22 + - * 20 + 

2 2 + - * 0 0 + 

32 + -> 40 + 

3 2 + - > 20 + 

32 + -> 4 0 + 

32 + ->• 20 + 

32 + -> 4 0 + 

32 + -> 20 + 

32+ -> 4 0 + 

32 + -> 20 + 

6 2 " • - > 52~ 
6 2 " -> 4 2 " 

44* ->• 42^ 
4 4 " - > 3 2 " 

6 4 " ~> 2 " 

0.61+0.23 .і 

0.46+0.08 . 

0.5.0+0.15 

+о»з 
0-7 "•"; 

• - 0 . 1 \ 

, 0 - 4 0 

РЙ°, 

:.'."' -*0.40' 

0.4 

1 5 5 3 « У » 1 4 а 7 і 5 £ І *8 " ' \ " ' ' - ' о ' ^ 
1553«2->1373.8 2 . 7 + 0 . 4 ' . * ; 

1 7 6 8 ; 9 - > 1 6 2 І 4 3 1 .7+0 .7 1.4 
6 4 " -> 4 2 " - Ї 7 6 8 . 9 - > 1 4 8 7 « 5 - ' . , ' - ' Л ' V " : " ! ; : -
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Os 

Os 

18b 

190 

66"~ - * • 5 4 " 
6б~ - ^ 4 4 " 

2 2 + - * • 0 0 " 
2 0 + -*• ОО" 

42+ - ^ 2 2 + 

4 2 + -•*• 2 0 + 

5 2 + - » 4 2 + 

5 2 + - * • 3 2 + 

2 2 + - ^ - 2 0 + 

2 0 + ~ * 0 0 + 

3 2 + - • * 4 0 + 

3 2 + —* 2 0 + 

4 2 + - : * 2 2 + 

4 2 " * ' - * 2 0 + 

4 2 + - > " 3 2 + 

42 + - * 22н 

44+ -»_ 42+ 
• 4 4 + ~ * 32+ 

1829.5 
1829.5 

767-4 
137-2 

Ю70іЗ 
1070.3 

1275.3 
1275.3 

557*8 
186.7 

-»1660 .3 
-^1553 .2 

- > 
—а» 

—V 

—"* 

- * " 
—» 

- > 
—• 

7 5 6 І О - ^ 
756.0 

955*1 
955..1 

955.1 
955.1 

1163*1 

- > 

- > 
- > 

- > 

- ^ 

—* 

0 
0 

767*4 
137.2 

1070*3 
910*3 

186.7 ' 
,.: о 

'"547*9 
186.7 

557*8 
•186.7 

756*0 
557.8 

955,1 

< 0 . 5 2 

0*16+0*03 
0.08+0.01 

40+11' 
38.8+23-4 

< 1 . 6 

^12*5 
» 3 .33 

< 5 . 7 

< 2 . 6 

0.35 

0.17 

32.8 

0.3 

0.32+0'* 13 О*2 4 

0.55+0.08 

0.40 

47+19 . 3 2 . 6 7 
74+32 

0.7 

0.4 
1163.1 -> 756.0 

3 . Descr ip t ion of t h e a c t i n i d e n u c l e i 

(IK ) i r » (_3K,;)f 

(IK V M I K V 

Th 228 22 + -*. Ml 
22+~> 20+ 

4 2 + - » 6p+ 
4 2 + - * 40 

E i 
E t 

968, 
968, 

1091 

. - * ^ 

-V ' 

i<9-> 

. 9 - * 

; 0 - > 

Bj-.r--. 

V / 
186 A8 

57.8 

378; 2 

Observed 
B(E2) 

'.',-• T a t i o ';•]. 

so- ©7 
O.O9+J0.O2 

Predioted 
h B(E2) }} 
'•'.";'rat ib-'V;;. 

;';:r':;;p«05;,':'. • 

0 .09 
1091.0-> 186.8 
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- 5 -

22~-»30 
22~-VlO~ 

32"-»50"" П 6 8 . 5 - > 5 1 9 . 3 < 0 . 3 0.1 
32"-.»30~" • 

тт234 72+-'»80'ь 1261. 9-М 96.1 +1.5 п 6 
7 2 + - ^ 0 + 

1122*8-^396.1 
1122.8~»328.0 " 

11б8.5->519;3 
11б8.5->39бо1 

1261.9-М 96.1 
1261.9-^295-5 

1166.7-^142.0 
1166.7-» 42.9 

Ю З І І 8 - * 4 2 . 8 

Ю31.8-> 0 

733.1-У149.9 
733 .1-> 44.9 

< 0 » 3 
< 0 . 5 

<о.з 

+ 1 . 5 - ' ' ' 

. 0 . 3 9 + 0 . 1 5 " 

' 1.59+0.13 

0.51+0.12 
0.92+0.09 

0 . 2 

Ст24б. 32+->40+ П 6 6 . 7 - » 1 4 2 . 0 0 .39+0 .15 ' - , 0 . 4 0 
32 + -*20 + 

Of250 22+-»20+ Ю31^8-»42.8 ' 1.59+0.13 / 1 . 4 3 
22+ -*00+ 

Fm254 32+ -»40+ 733.1->149.9 0.51+0.12 0.40 
32+->20+ 
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U&tsoout 
TIME RESONANCES IN HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS 

V\ S. Olkhovsky, S.A.Omelchenko 
Institute for Nuclear Research* 252028 Kiev, Ukraine , , 

I t i s shown, t h a t an e x p o n e n t i a l d e c r e a s e of 
n c l u s i v e e n e r g y s p e c t r a ( a c c o m p a n i e d b y і s l i g h t : 
o s c i l l a t i o n s ) w i t h e n e r g y i n c r e a s e i n h i g h - e n e r g y 
n\ icl ear- r e a c t i o n s , i n d e p e n d e n t of f r a g m e n t s , -J;;"' , 
t a r g e t s , p r o j e c t i l e s and p r o j e c t i l e e n e r g i e s , , 
c a n be e x p l a i n e d b y a new phenomena of t i m e 
r e s o n a n c e s . Time r e s o n a n c e s c o r r e s p o n d t o t h e , . 
f o r m a t i o n of a few hi g h _ e x i t e d , l o n g - l i v i n g a n d ; / , 
n o n ~ e x p o n e n t i al 1 у d e c a y i n g n u c l e a r d o t s at , t h e ,..; ,-
b a c k g r o u n d of a s p e c t a t o r . 

For projectile energies above i-10 . Gev/Nucl /there had: 
been observed structureless, exponentially "decaying : 
inclusive energy spectra, sometimes accompayned by, :,slight-
oscillations, throughout the studied range of projectiles 
and projectile energies, targets and registered' "final .' 
fragments Csee, for example [1-6]D. ',,"'!.' ; ;./';.. / -.'••-y 

In C6] an interesting , "time compound-nucleus" "model,:'wasJ 
proposed for an alternative, explanation" . -of. the •,. energy 
behaviour of inclusive energy-" spectra in .high-energy, nuclear 
reactions. This "apriori" model utilized..;.:, preliminary/ 
theoretical results concerning eigenstates of theДime operator 
С 7]. It is based on introducing the formal 'analogy, 
between . metastable "' states with/ complex :, energy 
eigenstates for Schrodinger equation and the corresponding 
Fourier-transforms with complex" time' eigenvalues for the 
equation with the time operator,.canonically conjugated to the 
h'amiltonian; However the justification of this analogy is ;an 
open problem. 

Here we propose a new version of ; the ! time-evolution-
approach, starting from the well known correspondence between, 
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an exponentially decreasing behaviour" of some"'quantity in : ; any 
С i.e. time or energy!) represaritation and a Lorentzian 
CBreit-Wigner) behaviour of the Fourier -transform of „vthe і-̂ same 
quantity in the canonically conjugated. Ci.e. time or energy!) 
representation- " • _ ! ' ' • > ' У/ "• -' ,/ •••:•':_ '«;-'';.• '/ ';,_'/•. 
If the reaction amplitude f w has the form • :, ' (: v : >•*! Ї 

f . = fn • 9ХрГ-Еі у 2Г. 'V l E t У ft)'.: ,">'' '" " j, Cl): : 
ab ab c n n 

Cin the range E < E < со ) where f^ i s a c o n s t a n t or, a.',.very 
smooth function С inside AE in the continuum approximation) '.'of, 
the final-particle energy. E (depending, generally"speaking; on 
the angular coordinates),т and t are; constants Сwith the 
dimension of-time). , , : ,.•-•-;.;,! J> 

In this case it is possible-to show that the,"! final-particle 
wave function on the surface R o f the interaction region has-the 
form • '"' .'"'.' 

const ; l : ••'" :': '• .•.':'!•-..:.' 
* U C R ,t) = -'.,.expC E - C - T / 2,+iC,t-t )]/>h) ;. СЕ) 
b b t-t + І Т /г • n: .•••'", ,- n ;;, ;• v 

Such a behaviour of Ф-CR. ,t) we call a "time resonance" 
because of the Loretzian form of the factor : in (2). 

, t-t +ir /2 
, n , n , ., 

When f b has a more general form like. -i -;. 
f = У f n • ехрС-Ет-/ 2h +. •• i*Et / -h) ; ' - C3) 

n = i , ' •. ',_;. . ' , , . > . . ; ' • , , -

with several terms, the cross section . °"ab
=|fabl2. contains not 

only exponentially decreasing terms but also oscillating •'• terms 
with factors as cosCECt -t')/h) and. sinCECt -t')>h). '• In the 

n n , n n- . 

case of two terms case of two terms in C3) we have : 

<У&Ъ = I f ^ rvexpC-E t^ -h ) + | f a b l 2 ' expC-ET2/:ti ) U : 

+ 2-Re f' f* • expCiECt - t )/fi)-expC-ECT + т ) / 2n) 
ab ab .Г і г Г _ ,- 1 2 
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С where we neglected the terms with ДЕ, supposing that 
AET << Et and AEt « ET ). 

n n n n 
In Figs. 1-3 some calculated energy spectra in high-energy 

nuclear reactions are presented in comparison with the 
experimental data from[6,8]. 

Fig.l: 
20Ne + U -> p С 1045 Mev/Nucl ;90 degrees ); the experimental 
points are taken from [6]. 
Ti=1.7-10_23sec; тг= 0.92-10-23sec ;At = ̂  - t£=-1. 72-10-23sec; 
Cl = CO. 35,0.00001?, С = С5. 65,0.00001); 
і ' г 
Fig. 2: 

4He +. Та -> t С 720.Mev/Nucl ; 60 degrees ); -the experimental 
points are taken from [6]. 
тх=3. 15-10~2 3sec; тг== 1.72-10-2 3sec; At=t t - t a = 1. 22-10~2 2sec; 
C1 = CO. 18,0. 00001)* С = Cl. 02,0.00001) ; ' 
1 2 
Fig.3: 

p + С ->7Ве С 2. lGev protons ; 90 degrees); the experimental 
points are taken from [8]. 
ті=1.70-10-21ес, тг= l.-05-10-22sec; AL = Ц - t2 = 5.95-10-2§ec; 
C1 = CO.04,0.00001), С = CO.36,0.00001). 
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UftteoOHft 
/3-DECAY P R O B I N G T H E ELECTRON BULK 
C O R R E L A T I O N S * 

Vladimir N. Kondratyev * and Sakir Ayik * 
Laboratorio Nazionalc del Sud, INFN, V.S.Sofia 44, 95125 Catania, Italy 

The theoretical approach based on the Boltzman-Langevin model is applied to study 
the thermal properties of the excitation phenomena in condensed matter. This approach 
making use the advantages of the thermodynamic Green's function method provides a tool 
for the selfconsistent description of the many-body correlations. It is demonstrated that 
such a correlation modifies significantly the excitation strength properties of the electron 
gas. The resonant thermal effects in electron bulk excitation accompanying a radioactive 
decay in solids are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

The correlation properties of a many-body sys
tem are perhaps one of the most interesting uni
versal problems, that plays a dominant role in 
many physical phenomena from superconductivity 
in solids to multifiagmcntation in heavy ion colli
sions. The powerful physical framework to analyse 
the correlation properties of a many-body system 
is provided by using the B B G K Y (Bogolubov, 
'Born, Green, TCirkwood , and Yvon ) hierar
chy (see for review [1]) where one gets an equa
tion for л-body correlation function coupled to 
the (n. -f- l)-body. However, to get a closed set 
of BBGKY equations, one must truncate the se
ries at some level. This problem can be approxi
mately solved including the stocl iastical corre
la t ion t e r m to truncated scries. This additional 
term simulates the coupling of the degrees of free
dom, which are not explicitly considered because 
of reduced description of a system. Nevertheless, 
the selfconsistent equations for the stochostical 
correlations can be derived, for example, within 
the Bol tzman-Langev in (BL) model [2]. It is 
this method that allows to go b e y o n d (see [3]) 
the widely used thermodynamic Green's function 
method [4], where the consideration is usually per
formed on the quasi-particlcs level taking into ac-

*Thie work is supported in pari by the US DOE Grant 
DE-FG05-89ER40530 
'permanent address: Institute for Nuclear Research, 
47, Pr.Nauhi, Kiev, tSt0t8 Ukraine 
'permanent address: Physics Department, Tennessee 
Technological University, S8505 Cooieville, TN 

count the two-body correlations. 
In this contribution wc apply the BL method to 

study the correlation and thermodynamic fluctua
tion phenomena in response properties of the elec
tron gas in condensed matter. The BL model for 
the electron dynamics coupled with a lattice vibra
tions and hierarchy of the approximations leading 
to diffusion limit is described in next section. The 
thermal effects at a radioactive decay are discussed 
in sect.3. We briefly conclude in sect.4. . 

2 . The many-body correlations versus' 
stochastic process . 

We consider the quantal version of the BL model 
for the fluctuating single particle (s.p.) density 
matrix p[t) of the electron gas in solids: 

| j + ilp=K(p)+6K(i) (1) 

where L = L0 +Lv(t) = h [h, . . . ] , with h = 
h0(p) + V(t), is a quantum Liouville operator cor
responding to the sclfr.onsistcnt meanfleld Hamil-
tonian h0(p) and some time dependent external 
field V(t). K(p). denotes, in general, a memory 
dependent binary collision term. The additional 
term: SK(t) = 6Kp(t) + 6Kc(t); arises from the 

' coupling with a lattice (phonon) degrees of free
dom (6Kj,(t)) and higher order collisional type 
correlations (5Kc(t)) not accounted by the binary 
collision term. It is the elcctron-phonon interac
tion that plays a dominant role in the kinetic phe
nomena for the electron gas in semiconductors and 
metals at finite temperature, while the influence of 
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the collisions is reasonably small [4]. Furthermore 
we can omit the electron influence on the lattice 
vibrations -which is always of the negligible order 
of magnitude (~ y/m/M, where m and M are the 
masses of the electron and lattice ions). 

Therefore the thermal properties of the electron 
dynamics in solids can be considered in analogy 
with Brownian motion, where it is assumed that 
eq. (1) describes a stochastic process in which the 
entire s.p. density p is a stochastic variable and 
SKp[t) acts like a random force. In such a stochas
tic description the general features of the excita
tion phenomena can be expressed in terms of the 
average properties of the s.p. density [6]. 

Thus in order to study the thermodynamic fluc
tuations we define the average s.p. density: p(f) = 
< p(t) >; where < ... > refers the ensemble aver
aging. The transport equation for p(t) is obtained 
by statistical averaging of the BL eq. (1): 

| Є + iLp = Kp(p) (2) 

Here, Kp(p) denotes an additional collision term 
arising from the long-range correlations induced 
by the coupling of the s.p. electron dynamics with 
a lattice degrees of freedom [7]: 

Kp(p) = -i< LepSp >; Lcp = ft [She,...] (3) 

where 6p = p — p is the deviation of the s.p. den
sity from the average one due to electron-phonon 
interaction written as [4]: 

6hep = g<f>(t) , where : (4) 

ф{і) = ^ ІЩ £г[а£еа;р{г(£г - wpi)} -
a^+exp{—i{kr — wpt)}] is the phonon field, g is the 
coupling constant being of the order of the Fermi 
energy (g ~ eF) , JVjf = y/wp/2 is a normalizing 
constant, and —^-* = v is the sound velocity. 

An expression for Kp(p) is derived evaluating 
the correlation function < [Shep, Sp] > from the BL 
eq. (1). For the small amplitude fluctuations near 
the smoothed behaviour of a system we use the 
perturbation theory by employing the linearized 
BL equation around the averaged-one (2). 

- £ - + t LSp = -i Lepp (5) 

where the contributions arising from K(p) and 
6Ke(t) are neglected. 

Solving formally the eq. (5) we get an equation 
for the lattice phonon component of the collision 

term Kp(p) which c.in be utilized to numcricnl sim
ulations using standard Monte Carlo techniques 
(see, for example, [8]): 

*,.(p) = / ds < LCp{l)c-iL,Lcp{t-s) > (6) 
Jo 

The semiclassical t reatment . We concen
trate here on the excitation properties of the elec
tron gas in solids at a considerable temperature of 
a couple hundreds Kelvin, when the quantum fea
tures of the system are smoothed due to statistical 
averaging. In this case we can use the semiclassical 
approximation for the electron dynamics. 

It is the Wigncr representation formalism that 
allows to obtain the scmiclassical limit in straight
forward way (see [1]). This representation for the 
density matrix gives a. Wigner phase space distri
bution function: / (r ip; t). The classical limit for 
the Liouville operator (see cq.s (1)) is presented, 
respectively, as: 

Lcl = -i (Cdph)-dr - Cdrh)~dp
>) (7) 

Using eq. (7) we obtain from eq. (2) the classical 

(ft —» 0) Liouville equation for the lattice ensem

ble averaged Wigner function of the electron gas 

(f(r,Pl i)=<f(f,p; i)>): 

U + iLclf = Kp'(f) , (8) 

where the classical limit for the collision term 
Kp(f) is derived from cq. (6), using the cq. (7) 

' for the i jp , in the following form: 

Kp
,(f) = Dpd

2
pf{T,p;t) (9) 

with diffusion rate Dp expressed at the equilib
rium conditions in terms of the friction properties 
of materials: 

Dp.= 2r,TST{h0-eF) (10) 

where 7} is the friction coefficient, which can be 
practically estimated from the bulk conductivity 
[5], and £ r ( z ) is a smoothed delta-function of a 
width T. To obtain eq. (9) we reasonably restrict 
our consideration here to long-wavelength phonons 
at low frequency (see [4,5]). 

Therefore wc sec from cq.s (8,9) that the gross 
properties of the long-range correlation phenom
ena due to coupling with a lattice degree of free
dom can be simulated as a diffusion of the phase-
space distribution at the Fermi energy region. 
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Such a behaviour is equivalent to the Langevin sin
gle particle dynamics, -when the formal solution of 
eq-s (8,9) at initial conditions f(r,p; *„) is -written 
as: 

/(*", P. <) = f drodp0S{r-R(ro, pb, *)] (11) 

6\p- P(r 0 l po, t)]f{f0, p0, t0) , 

where Ji(Fo,po,t) and ^(ічз.рЬ)*) functions satisfy 
the Langevin equations: 

Д = Р / т ; P = - V r ^ ' + P( i ) , (12) 

and F(*) is the Gaussian random force with the 
equilibrium correlation function: 

< F{t)F{t') > = DP6{t-i') (13) 

3 . Radioact ive decay probing t h e correla
tions 

As a probe to study the thermal properties of 
correlation phenomena we consider the electron 
bulk excitations accompanying a radioactive de
cay of unstable nuclei. These processes are very 
sensitive to the electron correlation effects both in 
a single atom (see, for example, [9,10]) and in a 
local region of condensed matter [11]. To consider 
such an excitation we can simulate the cases of 
internal conversion, K-capture or /3-decay radioac
tivity as a time dependent external field in eq. (1): 
V(t) = Z(i) Ve(\R - fj),-where R is the coordi
nate of the ion, Ve(r) = " р ґ~ г "' is the screened 
Coulomb potential corresponding to interaction of 
two charges in electron gas, rD is the Debye radius. 
Z(t) is the time dependent charge of radioactive 
atom. We use the following parameterization for 
the Z(t): 

Z{t) = Z0*le*Jf/lj) 
K ' I exp(-t/rr c) 

for t < 0 
for t > 0 (14) 

where r , is the characteristic deexeitation time, 
and rvee is the recombination time. The /J-decay 
corresponds to the relation: Zo = 1, while ra
diative and Auger deexcitatioris of internal shell 
vacancies following the internal conversion or K-
capture radioactivity give ions with a large charge 
Zo « 10 -=- 20 [12]. 

We use the perturbation theory for the estima
tions of an excitation process and separate the ac
tual average distribution function (see eq. (8)) of 

the electron gas into the stationary and timt de
pendent parts: J{r,p; i ) = /o( f ,p) + $/(?,p; *). 
Using the linearised average BL equation analo
gous to the eq. (5) and the solution (11) for the 
distribution function wc obtain the following ex
pression for the excitation strength: 

P( e) = ( 2 - Г 1 ^ dt dpdfSf{r,p; t) є"''" (15) 

2f(r, 1 A-T - M 2 
rec T T с J 

% ) . ° ( r r « - 2 + € 2 ) (T t - 2 + ^ ) 

with S(e) = (2тг)_1 fdt С(є , . ,0 exp(-irf) , (16) 

and C ( J M ) = / V l d r d p 6 ( . E - / i 0 ( f , p ) ) (17) 

We have taken into.account here the following ex
pression for the Fourier transform (Ze) of the time 
dependent charge (14): Zt = ZQ({TV + ie)~l + 
(r r e c — ie)~ l ) . Since the single particle dynamics 
is governed by the nonintegrablc Langevin equa
tion of motion (12,13) we have defined here the 
probability o-(fi,r;t) of finding an electron with 
initial conditions (fl(0),p(0)) = {f,p) at the point 
f\ at the time i. We note that such a result for the 
excitation strength can be obtained also starting 
from the quantum definition and using the shell 
correction method (see [11,13]). 

For metals wc can neglect the gradients of the 
meanfield U(f) for scmiclassical electron dynamics 
[4,5]. Furthermore at temperatures of some hun
dreds Kelvin wc use the overdamped limit. The 
probability cr(?i,r;i) at these conditions is given 
for infinite matter by the Gaussian distribution 
function (see [14] and reference therein): 

»(n,f;*)! (xD r l ) 3 / 2 (18) 

.with spatial diffusion rate written, as': Dr = -jf. 
Using Eqs. (16,17,18) we obtain the strength func
tion S(e) in the following form: 

ЗД*-£^[і + (7*Ло)3Г1/а (і») 
a3 + 7/4 + (a + l){a(7(7 - l ) / 2 + o) - 1} 

[ ( l - 7 / 4 ) a + ( a ' - l ) ( 2 a / 7 ) 2 ] 

where «o = «r / T o = \/S Vi €p *• * n e Р І м т а 6 е " 
quency; vr = {2tr)42

t and a2 = 0.6(1 +'{1 + 
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Ы / е о ) 2 ] 1 / 2 ) . The parameter 7 = {Dr/vFrD) in
dicates the ratio of the correlation and interaction 
lengths. In the limit Dr —• 0 the eq. (19) gives the 
result obtained within the free electron approxima
tion in ref.s [11,15]. -Fig. 1 shows"the excitation 
strength -Р-Де) versus excitation energy and tem
perature for some realistic cases. We see that at 
small temperature the excitation spectrum in the 
low energy region is very sensitive to the recombi
nation processes. At the same time -P7(e) is prac
tically independent from the deexcitation time rK 

(see above). 

0 . 

4,-

°l-

0 . 

О . 

а 

Ъ 

Fig. 1. The function \f£°f*yP-i{t) versus ex

citation energy (є) and temperature (7) for cases: 
eoTv = 0.3 and e0Trec = Ю (a), 100 (b). 

To estimate the power of electron bulk excita
tion effect accompanying such a radioactive decay 
we consider e* = f de e* P(e), which gives the.to
tal number of excited electrons (fc = 0 ; JV = e°), 
mean excitation energy (k = 1) etc. Since for real
istic cases the following relations (ерттес) ^ 1 and 
(€pi"«) ~ 1 are fulfilled, the energy dependence of 
the excitation spectrum is determined by the sec
ond term of Eq.(15). Then we evaluate from Eq.s 
(15,19) the values e* as: 

- г - - ? - 1 - З 7 / 4 + 7 У 2 
€ 1 , ~ £ ° ( 1 - 7 / 4 ) а + ( « о г г в ( : ) 

where ffc„ defines the respective values at low tem
perature limit [11,15]: 

«-. « I — Г J t^.ieoT"™eJ ™ f = Ї • (21) 

From these equations we can see that the gross 
properties of the electron bulk excitations accom
panying a radioactive decay have a resonant be
haviour, with a resonance at temperature T я 
4i;FrD77. For example, the total number of ex
cited electrons: J*'(7) = e0^; becomes very 
large at this temperature (sec fig.2): Nrc, ~ 
6Лго(е0Тгсс)2 ~ Z0

2 {10 3 -г 104} per radiative 
transition. 

Fig. 2 . Temperature (7) dependence of the 
total number of excited electrons for: сотгее = ЗО 
(full line); 10 (dashed) and 3 (dotted). 

We note finally, that the valence electron ex
citations can give some surprises like anomalous 
temperature dependence of the radioactivity rates. 
For example, the /^-radioactivity rate $p can be re
duced significantly due to shifting of /3-spectrum 
endpoint because of accompanying electron exci
tations (see [16]). Neglecting Coulomb effects in 
decay process we can estimate with semiclassical 
accuracy the reduction factor b as: 

(22) 

(20) 

b = i f l - « ( l _ e i / ^ ) » 
4/3,0 

where (/j,o and Ер are the /9-radioactivity rate and 
the /3-transition energy for the bare nucleus. The 
value e^ is derived from eq.s (20,21) with parame
ters: Zo = 1 and TV —> 0,-corresponding to sudden 
approximation for the description of the excitation 
process (see Eq.(14)). From fig.3 we see, that this 

. very simple model gives already right correspon
dence with recently reported experimental data in 
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ref. [17]- Further agreement with experiment is 
reached by using the local density approximation 
(LDA) for the calculation of the reduction factor 
b: 

bLDA=fdfp{fib(p), (23) 

•with some model for the spa.ial dependent elec
tron density p[f) (see, for example, ref. [18]). The 
actual shape of b(T) is of course very sensitive to 
the electronic structure of materials. 

• ' • ' ' I ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I r — П 

О \ *v ^ -T'7 

2 ° \ "«» '-' / 

- : • ^SCj 
Q 0 8 — I '• ^ - ' -

1 ' 
• • . • I • • • • I. . 1 • . . I • • • •• I 

1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 

T (°С) 

Fig . 3 . Temperature dependence of the /?-
radioactivity rate reduction factor 6 (see text) 
of tritium absorbed in titanium. Pull line rep
resents the data, dashed lines are the results of 
calculations according to Eqs. (20,21,22) assum
ing the uniform valence electron distribution, and 
dashed-dotted line is the LDA approximation (sec 
Eq.(23)) 

4 . • Conclus ion 

We have discussed a method to include the 
many-body correlation due to coupling of single 
particle motion with phonon excitations. In this 
contribution we have considered the intermediate 
temperature region. However our formulation is 
general and allows to study both a low (including 
some quantum correction) and very high (plasma) 
temperature regions. 

We have seen that the long-range electron bulk 
correlations result in resonant behaviour of the ex
citation process. Such a resonance arises at the 
conditions when the correlation length in medium 
is comparable with interaction length. This fea
ture of a many-body system results in curiously 
strong anomalous temperature dependence of the 
radioactivity rates. The similar theoretical inter

pretation can be done also for the concentration 
dependence of radioactivity rate (sec [17]). How
ever, this problem requires special analysis, when 
attention must be payed to consideration of spatial 
dependent excitation strength (sec [15]). 
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иШоонм 
ACTIMDE NUCLEI FISSION AT MEDIUM EXCITATION ENERGIES 

N.I.Zaika, Yn'.V.Kibkalo, V.P.Tokarev 
Institute for Nuclear Research. Kiev, Ukraine 

Abstract 

.An analysis of results on energy dependence of fission cross section, mass dis
tribution to the ratio of symmetric to a-syiniimtric fission yields are presented for 
wide energy range of 3He, 4lle ion inb.rn.cted with some actinide nuclei. The par
ticular attention was directed to study contribution of pro-fission processes. Energy 
dependence of shell effects ате discussed. 

A simple method of description of fiasioii fragment mass distributions dependence 
on total angular moment of a fissioning nucleus was proposed. The analysis of large 
number of experimental data for fission of some acthiide nuclei formed in reactions 
with neutrons, deutrons, u-particles and 7-rays with the same excitation energy 
but different total angular moment testifies that consideration of influence of total 
angnlar moment for description of fission fragment mass distributions is necessary. 

A fission of actinidc nuclei at medium excitation energy has a number of peculiarities. 
Kven at low excitation energy there is an appreciable contribution from emission fission, 
i.e. from the fission following the emission of one. or several neutrons. This fact complicates 
the interpretation of observed angular distributions. Apart from this, in the interaction 
of charged, particles of medium energy with heavy nuclei there is a noticeable contribution 
of direct processes into the total reaction cross section С7д which depends upon the energy 
and type of bombarding particles. 

In present paper the results of the analysis of energy dependence of fission cross-
sections, mass distributions and the ratio of symmetrical to asymmetric fission yields 
are presented for interaction of ^Tie and "Чіс ions with some actinide nuclei in the wide 
energy ranges. The particular attention in this analysis was directed to the contribution 
of processes preceding formation of fissioning system. 

For qualitative description of fission cross-sections at medium excitation energy the 
formula of statistical theory are used. This theory is apphcable provided г* large number 
of quantum states become energetically accessible at the saddle point. It is assumed that 
the distribution of if-states (K is the projection of total angular momentum J on the 
nucleus symmetry axis) has a Gaussian form and the variance of this distribution K% is 
directly connected with temperature t and with effective moment of inertia Jcjf at the 
saddle point 

Kl = Л//*/А а . . (1) 
For fission of actinide nuclei at medium excitation energy the value of K$, extracted 

directly from the experimental data, is averaged over different steps of the evaporation 
cascade energy. To get the value of Kl which corresponds to the fission of the source 
nucleus it is necessary to know the energy dependence of this quantity for all nuclei un
dergoing fission on different steps of evaporation chain. Apart from this, at every step one 
should take into account the competition between fission and neutron emission. A simple 
expression derived in [1] allows to take the above mentioned effects into account quali
tatively. Since the characteristics of fission process extracted from the fragment angular 
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distributions depends upon the input channel, we nave investigated also an influence of 
reaction input parameters on the accuracy of extracted values of K$ [2,3]. 

In fig. 1 the energy dependence of the total cross-section qf compound nucleus formed 
in the interaction of ar-particles with 232Th and 235U 
nuclei calculated in two models arc compared within 
energy intervals up to 30 MeV. Data obtained from 
the optical model (OM) analysis of differential cross-
section for clastic scattering of «-particles on the in
dicated nuclei arp shown by dotted lines. The results 
of the calculation within the parabolic barrier (PB) 
approximation, obtained from analysis of experimen
tal data on the total fission cross-sections taking into 
account the contribution from emission fission are 
presented as solid curves. 

The. discrepancy below the Coulomb barrier could 
be caused by the noticeable contribution of direct 
processes in the interaction of a-particlcs with heavy 
nuclei, because the analysis of clastic scattering data 
with OM cannot distinguish direct and compound 
nucleus processes. In the analysis- of experimental 
data on fission obtained cross-sections of compound 
nucleus formation are much less sensitive to presence 
of direct processes because these processes result in 
the excitation of final nuclei mostly below the fission 

Figure 1. barrier and probability of their decay by the fission 
channel is negligible small. 

The energy dependence of the quantity K% for the fissioning лисіеі 236U, 230Pu, 240Pu, 
z, ,2Pu and 243Cm [3] is shown in Fig.2. The data from the reaction (n,f) [4-6] are shown 
with dark and light dots. Dark triangles represent data from the reaction (а,ї) obtained 
in the determination of reaction input channel parameters by means of PB. The dashed . 
curve represents the energy dependence 
of the quantity K* calculated only for 
the source nucleus fission. 

The energy dependence of(/f2)a« 
calculated with allowance for the nu
cleus fission after emission of one or 
two neutrons is shown in this figure 
by the solid line. The calculations of 
KQ energy dependence were carried out 
within superfluid nuclear model and 
the energy dependence of the quantity 
Гу/Г п were not taken into account. It 
could be seen that the values of K£ 
found with PB methods of analysis of, 
the Qf-particle data are in good agree
ment with the theoretical and neutron 
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data.The values of A'g which weTe obtained with 0!vl input channel parameters are in 
discrepancy both with neutron data and theoretical calculations. 

In Fig.3 the experimental data on total cross-sections of «v-particle induced fission of 
235U (triangles) are presented. In this fig
ure the total reaction cross-sections calcu
lated with OM and in PH approximation 
are shown as different curves. At the ex
citation .energy greater than 50 Me.V the 
fission cross-section should be practically 
equal to the cross-sretion of nucleus for
mation. Hence the question arises: why is 
there a discrepancy between experimental 
and calculated data? As it is known, at 
interaction of charged particles with nu
clei within this energy range the processes 
with incomplete momentum transfer, i.e. 
the processes of incomplete fusion of bom
barding particle and target nucleus, take 
place with enough high probability. Cer

tain part of these processes results in the formation of compound nucleus with excitation 
'energy below Coulomb barrier. Thus, for the aualysis of experimental data to be "correct 
it is necessary to determine the cross-section of fissioning system formation which is the 
sum of total cross-section of fusion of bombarding particle and target nucleus, and cross-
sections of other processes resulting in the formation of fissioning nucleus with excitation 
energy above the fission barrier. Taking into account the contribution of direct processes 
[7-9] we got the energy dependence of K$, shown in Fig.4, from analysis of differential 
cross-sections of 235U and 23eU fission induced by 3He [10] and 4ILe [7] ions. In the 
same figure the experimental data [] 1] corrected for the contribution of direct process.es 
are presented. Various solid curves show the energy dependence of K$ calculated for 
the double-humped barrier of source nucleus with (2) and without ( l ) allowance for the 
emission fission, and also for the case of liquid drop barrier allowing for the emission 
fission (3). 

It is seen from Fig.4 that in the en
ergy interval above 44 MeV the value 
of K\ are close to the results of liquid 
drop model calculations (curve 3). In 
view of attained description of K\ de
pendence in the energy range below 30 
MeV (вее Fig. 2) the behaviour of exper
imental and calculated data indicates 
that in the excitation energy range 40-
45 MeV the shell effects die out and nu
cleus saddle gradually shifts from sec
ond barrier shape to liquid drop saddle 
shape. 

Ко2 
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Figure 4-
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One of interesting and insufficiently explored problems in the fission physics is con
nected with investigation of a role played by shell effects in the formation of fragment mass 
distributions during nuclei fission. The asymmetry of fragment mass distributions hi the 
spontaneous and low energy fission of actinide nuclei is usually associated with exhibition 
of fragment shell structure during the nucleus motion from saddle to scission point [12,13]. 
A number of experimental results [14,15] indicate that there exist two independent fission 
modes and the barrier height is differ for symmetrical and asymmetric, processes. We 
have investigated fragment mass and energy distributions in the wide range of energies 
[16] where main characteristics of fission processes could undergo essential changes. In 
Fig. 5 the energy dependence cf cross-sections for symmetrical (сгл) 

and asymmetric (ca) fission of two nu
clei: 239Pu (light and dark triangles) and 
210Pu (light and dark dots) are shown. At 
the excitation energy abovt/ 15 MeV cross-
sections of both symmetrical and asym 
metric fission become approximately the 
same and do not. change with following in
creasing of excitation energy. This fact is 
in agreement with assumption of the exis
tence of two fission modes. In order t.o gel 
information about barrier height we have 
analyzed the ratio of cross-section for two 
lission modes within statistical model [JTj. 
In reference [lG] we have determined the 
difference in barrier height for symmetri
cal and asymmetric fission. There it was 

Figure 5. assumed that 
the ratio of level density parameters a,/ac did not depend upon excitation energy, and 
mass distributions were corrected for the contribution from emission fission by "'subtrac
tion" method [18]. The calculation results demonstrated that the barrier heights fur 
symmetrical and asymmetric fission were close in the energy range above 45 McV where 
shell effects were small. At the energies apprcaceably below 45 MeV the difference in bar
rier height, for two fission modes is about 1.5 MeV. Hence, the difference between barriers 
for symmetrical and asymmetric fission can be caused by shell effects. 

A spectrum of transition states at fission barrier depending mainly on a collective 
energy and total angular moment plays an important role at formation of fragment mass 
distributions. Dependence of integral and differential cross sections on total angular mo
ment was well-known but its influence on description of fission fragment mass distributions 
was not taken into account. 

The analysis of experimental da ta [19] shows that influence of total angular moment on 
formation of fission mass distributions is studied for the fission of actinide nuclei formed in 
reactions with light particles and for low excitation energies best of all. The temperature 
of fissioning nucleus may be fixed and the. total angular moment, may alter in large region 
according to mass of bombarding particles. 

In this paper it is supposed that collective energy є and total angular moment J 
determines the fission fragment formation under motion from saddle shape to the scission 
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point. Thus, the experimental fission fragment mass distribution can be determined by 
sum of contributions from transition states at the saddle point 

• ' • - i r .J* 

YW-^&J+DTjYjiA), (2) 

:t-f і і т і r i I T і i"i 

• 

к 
9-0.3S 

.-Л, 

1. 0-0.7J 

• " 

where ( '2J+ \)Tj - partial compound IIIICICMIS cross section, Yj{A) - fission mn-"R distribu
tion' for definite transition state of 
fissioning nucleus with the total 
angular moment J . 

The measurements and anal
ysis of largo number of experi
mental 'data for fission of some 
aclinide nuclei. 3 J6U, M 9 Pu and 
24"Pu formed in reactions with 
neutrons, deutrons, cu-particlcs 
and 7-rays •with the same excita
tion energy but different, total an
gular moments was carried out 

Ї 
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з t 
I? 7.0 t 

»S 
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] 
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Figure 6. 
[16,19-21]. The dependence of the dispersion of fission fragment mass distributions uj 
on total angular moment is shown in fig.6 for the temperature of fissioning nucleus 0 = 
0.58, 0.73 and 0.74 MeV. In fig.6 one sees that the dispersion of fission fragment mass dis
tributions alters with incresing of total augular moment almost linearly in this excitation 
energy region and its dependence is shown by solid line with avereged parameters 

<7j = -1 .15 + 4 .56-0 + 0.964-'./. (3) 

In fig.7 the compa.ri.sou of experimental fis
sion mass distributions of some actinide nuclei 
with the calculations for the heavy fission frag
ment group ou equation (2) is carried out. The 
transmission coefficients was calculated in the 
parabolic barrier approximation [22]. The cal
culation results with parameters obtained from 
analysis of experimental data by a lea^t-squares 
rninimization method are shown in this figure by 
dot hues and the calculation results with the av
eraged parameters are shown here by solid lines. ' 

A good description of studied experimental 
data achieved with equation (2) and with com
mon set of parameters testifies that accounting 
of the influence of total augular moment for de
scription of fragment mass distribution for fis
sion of heavy nuclei is necessary. 
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Figure 7. 
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PROBABILITIES OF BETA-TRANSITIONS IN DYNAMIC 
COLLECTIVE MODEL 

I.N.Vishnevsky11 G.В.Krygin2 J 
A.A.Kurteva1; V.E.Mitrostmr} 

15 Ins t i tu te for fluclear Research* Kiev, Ukraine 
z^Kharkov State University ,.• Kharkov 3 Ukraine 

ABSTRACT 
The expressions for the reduced matrix elements of Hamiltonian of weak interaction for the U-mode decay (p~-decay of odd-neutron nuclei and p*-decay of odd-proton nuclei) and V-mode decay (p -decay- of odd-Eroton nuclei and jS+-decay of odd-neutron nuclei) have een obtained in the framework of • dynamic. ' collective model [1]. The influence of the zero vibrations of the nuclear shape as well as the different, effects of noncommutativity of one-quasiparticle and collective modes to the probabilities of p-transitlons is taken into account. £+-decay of the n , ' n J , l l b S b is 

considered. It has been found that the dependences of 
log (ft) on the number of accounted diagrams are the 
same for all Sn isotopes, although the component 
compositions of the wave functions of populated states 
are varied significantly with the change of mass 
number. 

The Hamiltonian of weak interaction has the form [2]: • 

Й" = -z= У [(-1)>"гап СУ-*! , _m <0p|r£|3n> x 
Э . ̂ + 1 Jpfanmn L . • W p m p ' P . 

* a5PrapaJnmn^-1 ̂ P_mp OjXj-Hn-^-iril 3^ a5nmnajPmP 

where Ĉ jj-itrat are the Klebsh-Gordan coefficients, <Jp|n|jn> 
are the single-particle reduced matrix elements of Fermi (л=0) 
or Gamow-Teller (x=1.) transitions, at ' , a^m are the particle 
creation and annihilation operators. Summation is taken over 
the neutron and proton single-particle states. For example, 
we shall consider Э+-transition between |IP>-state of mother 
and |In>-state of daughter nuclei. The wave functions of this 
states in dynamic collective model are written as 
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iPnPRfl 

innnRQ 
where F-щ are the expansion amplitudes, a£n are the 
quasiparticle creation operators, 

are the creation operators of alignment N-phonon 
configurations, «* are the phonon creation operators, 

Щ = (1-П.)'1/г, rj. = (2І+1)-г<0|а; а, |0> 
are the normalization factors, n-̂  is the probability of 
quasiparticle population of one-particle state i. Vacuum 
is defined with respect to phonons. 

Our problem is to calculate the reduced matrix element 
<I„||H*||IP> = / 2 К Ї Г І <Іп|Н£|ІР> С ^ Х А 1 , 

jjMp 

by which the reduced probability of p-trasit ion i s expressed 

B(x,Ip —»In) = (2IP+1)-l|<I"l|HpliIp>|2. 
Using the Bogoliubov transformations [2] and the relations for 
Clebsh-Gordan coefficients, 6j- and 9j-symbpls [3], we can 
obtain this matrix element in"its final form: 

<1пін£іі1р> = [(2In+1)(2IP+1)]W2 | 5 (_^n+Ip+X Fj nR Fj pR Dj p
x 

xDo-n^nUa-prjp3n^-njp-^n){ ip in R } + } (-)Jp+Ip~A+1(2A+i)x 
X Fi PR FinR Dip Din Vj P

Vjn rjpjn ( 1-^p- r'ip ) ( 1-^„- r'inJ SJpi P
SJni„ * 

1/2 
X f 1. 1, » 1 f J, J. 11 Г Г E 1 

- { i,- i. в } {i„ і, A } + 2 [ " Г ( 2 A + 1 H 2 R + 1 )J 
• Ір jn Зр Jn Jpjn Jn Jp Ір [ ipR—Л JnR 
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Г О" ЗР X I Г ЗР І Р Л | ІР+3П+Х+Л T, у 
: j p i P I I P In R j [R-Л R IpJ + ( _ ) ^ipR*JnR-A 

J Jn ЗР X 
inR-л jpR 0"!" I Ip 1° R 

teR+nV'tr Dn- lb V, Т\ 1 ( 1 - П 1 Ш-тц - щ )Г(-)Зп+1п+ІР-І,і+хх 
J . L n j p j p j n j p j n Jp Jn i n [ 

| Г jn in л Л 
I I R-Л R Inj + 

+ f_)t]n+in+IP-In+X+A p F "J З П З Р Х \ x 
+ l ] 'inR*jpR-Л sJnin \ I P In R-Л j . x 

( jn i n Л ^ -. r- - _ T R 
R R-Л In f I + Z П (2Л+1 M2R+1 )(2Ji+1) x 

x (2J2+1)D1 D1 V, V, v\ Л F, TX* p г_. , г , , (1-п, -гь ) x 
Xp -Ln Jp Jn Jpjn ІрП ±nH Jplp Jnln Jp lp 

J2 Jl X 1 f IP iP R | Г In in R Л f 
(1~r?jn"riin) | Л R-Л Ji j | Л R-Л J2 j | IP In R-Л 

R Л in J2 "J 
ж -І ІР Л Ji .+ /> (-)^+I"+x - (2A+1)(2R+1) DlpDlnVJpVjn^ 

Jp Jn X J 

Г 3n jp X ] 

r dpj .n F ipR F inR s ipdp S in3n ( 1 -^p- n ip ) ( 1 ~ n 3n- n in ) ( Ip In R-Л }* 

^ + 1) D ip D Jn U dp U 3n r jpdn F ipR F JnR( lp In R } - ( A R-Л j } 3 

f Ip ІР R \ г Г Л ЗР l P 
* ( л R-л J } [ ( 1 " п і р " п Ь ) r j P Z p r i p Z p ( 2 J + 1 M л ІР J { } -
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- ( 1 - ^ р - ч І Р ) 3 З р І Р 8 І р І Р в * І р ] + 1 ( " ) J n + I p + X — (2А+1) х 

х (2R+DD, D, U, U, Г^ . 
JP In Jp Jn JpJ n

FjPRFinR | Ip In R J | 
In jn a 
Л R-Л J } 

Г In in R 1 j- f U » I » ] 
* ( Л R-Л J ) l / 1 - ^ - 1 ^ r d n l n r i n Z n ( 2 J + 1 ) ( Л i n . J } " 

" ( b r J i n - T ' l n ) S j n Z n S i n U 6 J I n ] } . -

In such a way we have been obtained the reduced matrix 
element for the V-mode decay. Every of this expressions 
consists of"12 terras which correspond to 12 diagrams. Only the 
first term are taken into account in rotational model. The" 
second .terra describes the. influence of the zero vibrations of 
the nuclear shape to the probabilities of p-transitions. . The 
rest terras describe the influence of the different effects of 
noncomrautativity of ©ne-quasiparticle and collective modes. 
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Fig. 1-Diagrams which are taken Into account for 
description the э-transitlons-
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Using this approach we considered p±decay ої 
ni,ii3,ii5Sn_ T h e resuits ox calculations are represented in 
Tab.1. The experimental results are taken from Nuclear Data 
Sheets. 

Table 1 
Comparison the calculation log їх with experimental one 

'"Sn 

Iя 

7/2І 
5/2+ 
3/2І" 
5/22 
7/2t 
5/2з 
3/22 
7/2з 
3/2з 

log їх 
calc. 

7,09 
5,49 
4,76 
5,78 
6,65 
7,67 
6,35 
8,11 
5,14 

exp. 

4,8 

4,7 
5,5 

5.1 
4,7 

,,3Sn 

Iя 

7/2І" 
3/2І" 
5/2І" 
5/22 
5/2з 
3/22 
7/22 
7/2з 
3/2з 

log їх 
calc. 

7,16 
4,70 
5,59 
6,0 
7,55 
5,32 
7,79 
7,15 
5,30 

exp. 

>6,5 
4,67 
5,9 
5,73 
6,93 
5,86 

6,98 

115Sn 

Г 

7/2t 
3/2t 
5/2t 
5/2І 
5/2з 
3/22 
7/2г 
5/2t 
3/2з 

log їх 
calc. 

7,71 
4,73 
5,89 
6,88 
6,22 
6,28 
7,14 
6,31 
5,46 

exp. 

7,4 
4,74 
6,3 
7,4 
6,0 
6,8 
7,0 
6,4 
6,3. 
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(/Д9.5ШтЧ) 
INDIVIDUAL PARTICLE AND COLLECTIVE NUCLEAR DYNAMICS 

ASPECTS OF THE ELECTROEXCITATION OF GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE 
IN LIGHT NUCLEI 

Fursayev A.V., Tartakovsky V.K., Fursayeva A.A. 

Kiev University, 252601 Kiev 17, Ukraine 

The conceptions of independent-particle and collective nuclear dynamics in 
the case of the simple oscillator shell model of a nucleus are proving so naturally 
related that just the same wave function of the excited nuclear state correspond to 
them I I ] . Our computations of the formfactors of the giant resonance in the light 
nuclei, particularly in the nucleus iSOt by ultrarelativistic electrons are leading to 
the results, which, generally, are in agreement with this point of view [1], but 
contradict results [2]. Without dwelling on a details of the computation (to be 
published in Ukrainskii Fiz. Zhurnal) we can suppose that a vague situation with 
a phase conventions can be a source of this contradiction. "For instance, an 
arbitrariness in choice of a phase can be allowed, although in reality it is absent. 

Let the state of the и-particle configuration ( у ) " is 

\ffl,... JB„ ... m„ ... m„) = ,— 

^(1)... ^(1) . . . ^ ( D . . . < ( D 

ф'Лп)... fm (a)... 4 ( « ) . . . ti(n) 

, (1) 

where и < 2j+1; mq = ±y ,±(y - 1 ) , . . ,±1 / 2 ; q—1,...,n. Every the n-particle 

state (1) is specifying by a set {ш} of occupied single-particle m-states. Let we 

establish [2,3] a definite phase for this wave function (1) demanding 
л/, >...> тЯі >...> тЧг >...> w„. We can obtain for n<2j+1 applying Laplace 
theorem an expression for nondiagonal matrix element for the binary and 
symmetrical interactions Va = Vы using the antisymmetry of (1): 

1 Mi = (ial...mqt...mqi...mB\— YdVB\ml...m\^...in,
4^...ma\ = 

*' / ,A-1 

= < -1 )* + " + ' ' + Л { m q m 4 i \V n \я , ' , , - V , ) (2) 
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The matrix element is diagonal with respect to mqi +jmqi - If Q\ = Q\ =-1» 

Qz ~ 9z'~ ^» w e ^11 obtain eq.(22.30) from [3]. 

The n-hole state |/п,~1...дг~.1...лг~1
,...я7~1) is conjugate to the n-particle 

state (1) and is the state of the n-hole configuration (JYJ+I~a which is conjugate 

to the n-particle configuration (у)" [З]. The set [m}h of occupied single-

particle »i-states in the case of this n-hole state is such that {/п}ли{ія} is the set 

of all 2j+1 the single-particle m-states with the angular momentum j . Thus, we 

can interpret the n-hole state \тї1 ...m~* ...m~*...m~l\t which is conjugate to (1) 

as the (!2j'+/-n-)-particle state constructed similarly to (1) but on condition that 
• 

{лі}АП{да} = 0 , where {m}k is the set of occupied single-particle m-states of 
this (2/+/-n,)-particle state. If projections specifying the n-particle state ( l ) .a re 
excluded from the ordered sequence•ml > . . .> mqi > . . .> mqi >. . .> л2у+1' then the 
rest of the projections are also ordered sequence. Hence, adopted agreement about 
the phase of the state (1) have to extend also on the n-hole state. 

Let the global index Nq(~ l , . . . , 2 y + 1 ) of the state \jmq) is the number of 

the position, which mq takes up in the sequence я?, > . . .> mq >. . .> Ді2у+і °f ^11 

projections of the angular momentum /; ' N q =.j + 1 - aiq. If Nj is the global 

index of the projection /n',», Nq is the global index of the projection mq and 

Nq'=Nq, then m\*=mq. Let the local index q (a1,...,n) of the st.ue |уя/7) is the 

number of the position of mq in the sequence mx > . . .> mq >...> mB of the 

projections, which are specifying this n-particle state. When n = 2 / + / the global 

and local indexes coincide Nq = q. As the n-particle states in (2) differ only by 
two single-particle states, the conjugate to them n-hole states also have this 
property. 

The hondiagonal matrix element 

• J 2У + 1 • : 

Мг = (шї1...ш;}...ш;1
і...т;1\- у£Ул\т1

1...т'-\...т,-[...т;1), (з) 
where the numbers / , . . . , n have been assigned for.holes we can write as 

1 2J+i 

Мг a (m„+l... шя+Хі...mn+Xi... m2J+l | - J]Ул\ад+1...яг ,
я+х«1...*»'„„•, • • • m1J+l)• (4) 

z /.А-л+1 

Analogously with (2) we have (n is the integer number): 
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Мг = < - l )" + w , ' + * '» (« .„ ,« .„ ; \V„1M\m'„x,t « ' . „ . , ) . (5) 
where we need to find the global and local indexes. 

Let the graphs A and С are correspond to the л-particle * states 

\т1..,т9і...тЧі...тЛ and \ш1...шч*і...шщіі...шя\, the graphs G and D 

axe correspond to the (2/+/-n)-particle states /ffe+1... ша+Хі • • • ш
віХг • • • шіу+і) 

and | ma+i... !» '„„ ' , . . . т!а+х*г... тгі + 1). ' 

The graphs A,C,D,G are consist of 2 /+/ zones, the numbers of which are the 
global indexes TV,- The white zones (WZ) correspond to the occupied single-
particle m-states (their numbers are the local indexes q), the black zones (BZ) -
to unoccupied ones. Except for zones TV7i, TVft, TVf», TV̂ i the graphs A and С are 
identical. The colors of zones at the graph G(D) are contrary to the colors of 
zones at the graph A(C). The connections between zones and transformation of 
their colors are shown by pointers. It's clear that NT = TVi, TV/2 = TV,, 

NA = N«> NA = Nu or •/, = 4» *,, = Чі' 4: = "V 4; = *.,• where 

yl =п + хи уг=п + х2, y\ =Я + ЛГ|, уг = л + хг. The relative arrangement of 

zones is maintaining: it follows from TV,; < TV,, (TV • < TV •) that TV7i < TV7j 

Let us find the local indexes xly x2> xl4 x2. The number of black zones 

(NBZ) in С for TV, < TV?, is (TV,. - 1) - (g\ - 1) = TV?. - q\, where (TVf, - 1) is 

the number of all zones for TV, < TV і and (q\ - 1) is the number of white zones 
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(NWZ) in С for Na < N .. NBZ in A for Na <. N . is N , - q\ + 1, as in A a 

zone with TV = TV і is BZ. When Na <. N і NWZ in G coincide wl -. NBZ in A, 

so A', =TV t - g\ + 1. 

NBZ in С for TV < N , is N , - q[. NBZ in A for N„ <, N t is 

Л'' і - ql+2 - 1 *=•• N * -q[ + / , as in A zones with iV. = JV і aad ІУ . are 

BZ, and with TV = TV is WZ. When TV < TV . NWZ in G coincide with 

NBZ in A, so ;r2 = TV t - q2 + 1. 

NBZ in A for TV, < TV is TV - яг/. NBZ in С for TV < TV is 

TV - t f , - l + l = TV - f l y , as in С a zone with TV„ = TV і is WZ, and with 

TV, = TV - is BZ. When TV < TV NWZ in D coincide with NBZ in C, so 

NBZ in A for TV, < Nqi is TV̂  - q2. NBZ in С for TV, < TV,, is 

TV# - q2 - 2 + 2 = Nq - q2, as in С zones with TV, = TV t̂and TV д; are WZ and 

with TV. = TV and TV are BZ, so x\ = TV - q,. 

Now from (5) follows 

42 

(6) Мг = (-1) ' 2 (/и tin • F_+1 „+2 m m ) 
Finally, taking into consideration the diagonality with respect to m q + m qj of 
the matrix element in (2), we can obtain from (2),(3) and (6) the following 
expression 

(7) 

{mi1...m"1...m~\...m;1 - %Ул\т{х...m%
q\ . . .m' q \ ...m~x) = 

= {ml...m\...m\...m„ — y£iVJk\ml...mqt...mqi...mr) я 

When qt = qt = 1, q2 = q2 = 2 w e obtain eq. (22.34) from [3]. The similar 

analysis for the another five possible arrangements WZ with TV, = TV and TV 
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in the graph A relative to WZ with N„ = N і and N t in the graph С leads to 

the same result (7). Thus, if the phase of the state (1) is established, i t is 
necessary to note the absence of any arbitrariness in the choice of phases when (7) 
is deriving. The commentary in [3] for eq.(22.34), if we have interpreted its 
correctly, contains the contrary statement. 

Then, in order for a single hole state in the / shell (the designations are 
from [2]) 

1 - А 

<№lh...*rij) = ̂ ^J№ (8) 
to be an eigenstate of the operators J\JM,T ,ТЖ with the eigenvalues j(j+1), 

\ - i m> M(M + 1)» Л a n extra phase ( - ) 2 is not necessary in complete variance with 
statement [2]. In (8) the state ,ф(-Я){-х) has just been omitted from the 
determinant as symbolized by the heavy brackets; the second index of wave 
functions (T or -Ю is the isospin projection of the single-particle state; 
JVy = 2 ( 2 y + l ) - l . 

The mentioned eigenvalues actually take place when operators 

7 2 = ( £ A * ) ) 2 , J , = £ ^ < * ) . ? 2 = < Z ? ( * ) ) 2 . r . - Z r . < * > . where the 

. • . . . . • і - я summation extends from / to NJt operate on the state (8), but a phase ( - ) 2 has 
not any attitude to this. 

The concept of particle-hole conjugation in the shell model usually is 
treated in the language of second quantization. Nevertheless, the consideration of 
particle-hole states in the configurational space presents an independent .interest. 
Moreover, the wave functions of the work 12], the possible causes of the 
discrepancy with results of which were considered, are written just in 
configurational space. . 

t. Fursayev A.V., Tartakovsky V.K. in Collective Nuclear Dynamics. The Book 
of Abstracts (The fourth KINR intern, school on nucl. phys. Kiev, August 29-
September 7, 1994). Kiev, KINR, 1994, p.51 and references therein. 

2. Lewis F.H., Jr., Walecka J.D. Phys.Rev. 1964,133, N 4B, p.B849. 
3. Amos de-Shalit, Igal Talmi. Nuclear Shell Theory. Academic Press, N.Y., L., 

1963, p.573. 
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NEW APPROACH TO PARAMETRISATION 
OF FISSION1 FRAGMENT MASS DISTRIBUTION 

Yu.V.Kibkalo, A.I.Ustinov 
Institute /і-;- Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine 

Abstract 
The quasiphenomenological model for description and systematization mass dis

tribution of fission heavy nuclei fragments is suggested. 
The simple expression for paramtitrisation ruass distribution is obtained. 
The following mass distributions were analyzed: 
- distributions of spontaneously fissioning nuclei of 2 ь 2 С / , 2ь:'Ез, 2M,2iC,2i0.Fm; 
-yield distributions in thermal-neutron-induced fission of 230'23:,77i, 
234.336,339j7> 240p , Z ) 2 5 5 j c ^ 2 5 6 , 2 5 8 ^ . 

- 239,2*°P« nuclei distributions obtained in reactions with or-particles by different 
various energies. 

The good agreement with experimental data was obtained. 
Comparative analyses of suggested description and the description which use 

five Gaussians was carried out. 

Fission'fragments mass and energy distributions give enough information about pro
cesses which have influence on fission fragments formation dynamics. 

The most interesting is actinide nuclei fission which has an asymmetrical mass frag
ments distributions at low excitation energies. Many experimental data concerning of 
mass, charge, energy distributions of fission fragments have been obtained. The data are 
need in effective'fit methods. 

Using empirical expressions for mass distributions systematization give possibility to 
follow up a fission fragments mass distributions shape change as a function of ;nass, 
charge, excitation energy, total angular momenta and the other fissioning nuclei charac
teristics. Fission fragments mass distributions are usually parametrized by Gaussians. 
Apperearence of the suggested method connected with necessity of primary processing 
of experimental data are obtained. The method is simple enough and it. is in a good 
agriment with shape of experimental observables, but it has many parameters. 

The simple quasiphenomenological model is suggested for description mass distribution 
fragments of fission heavy nuclei. The process of fission has two independent stages. 

At the first.stage a nucleus when moving to the saddle point is possessing a conse
quently energetically allowed configuration series. 

Each of that configuration series has corresponding probability of its appearance. 
So, with maximum probability the nuclei has configurations which are suitable for 

equal mass clasters configurations and minimal probability corresponds to configurations 
with different mass clasters configurations. 

At the second stage the formation of fragments and breaking away takes place when 
the nucleus is sloping from the saddle point to the scission point. 

Taking into account the above suppositions and that the maw-asymmetrical deforma
tion can be taken as a value which is connected with ratio of volumes of the right and 
left fragments the mass distribution can be described as a product of two probabilities 
corresponding to the first Рд and the second Tp processes. 
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Y(A)=PATF. (1) 

Fisiion fragment configuration formation probability is connected with penetration 
across inner fission barrier and with formation of fragment shell structure when passing 
through minimum. 

Thus function Pa must satisfy two condition : firstly, it ought to have the form which 
corresponds to pene.iretion across parabolie barrier and secondly it must be symmetrical 
concerning Ло/2 because the nuclei which correspond to inner barrier have axial symmet
rical form. PA in this approach is given by 

^ 1 + e^HgjfE+^J (2) 

where Ao = AKV j Ло - mass of fissioning nuclei ; стд - distribution dispersion ; v -
mean number of neutrons emitted from fission fragments ; CPA - variable parameter. 

Probability of second process is connected with claster transmission of outer fission 
barrier and with ordering of fragment shell structure during the nucleus motion from 
saddle to scission point. 

Tp shold be like a form such as(2) and to confine simmetrical fission product yield for 
mass interval AQ =f A A. 
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Such function for description of 7V is givpn by 

1 
exp[ (ІЛ-ДрІ-АЛ'.- -г Pry] 

I3) 

where гтр- distribution dispersion ; Cjy - sotling norm constant : Л/1 — f .*.'/ — A^)l'l. 
Existence of two main mods for actinide nucleus fission rcqures introducing additional 

term in formula (1) for description of symmetrical fr;ti>iiiiiit. yield of mass distribution. 
Finally the formula- (1) takes the next form : 

Y{A) = CAHATF+CSPS, [A) 

where С A , Cs -setting norm constant , and Pj- has Gaussian form 

Ps=cxi>(-{A-All)>/(2aA)). _(S) 

The fragment т а я і distributions for spontaneous nucleus fission of -blG f *\~K -b,jb\s. 
854,256,258^ [2] , for fission of ІШСІЄІ ™"*Th, **#*&*JJ^ 240 р ц Г Д VAJ.^ X - J ^ [2] 

formed in reactions with thermal neutrons aud foi fission of nuclei 239 ,240Pu formed in 
reactions with o>-parlicles in energy interval Ггош 20 to 80 MeV [3] is described using 
formula (4). Values of parameters obtaining 
in the calculations for some nuclei are showed 
in the table. 

Fig.l -J- 4 presente some'fission mass dis
tributions of actinide isotopes. Experimental 
data are. represented by symbols and calcu
lated data obtained from expression (4) are 
showed by solid fine». 

The mass distributions for compound nu
clei UyTh obtained in thermal neutron reac
tions are shown in fig. I. 

Mass distributions for nuclei Us, C / , Pu 
are presented in fig.2. A good fit with ex
perimental data is obtained, when describing 
mass distributions of fission fragments, some 
discrepancies are mainly based on pairing ef
fects which is not accounted in this simple 
approach. 

For example possibility of the suggested 
method is demonstrated in fig-3, where mass 
distributions description is shown for fission 
of various isotopes Fm. 

The good reproduction of shape modi
fication for mass distributions for nuclei is 
obtained in reactions with or - particles by 
20 -г- 80AfeV energies (fig.4). 
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Fig.5 shows mass distribution of spon
taneous fissioning 2b2Cf. The compara
tive analyses of theoretical description us
ing five Gaustsians (dotted line) and our 
descriptions using expression (4) (solid 
line) showed that the fit with experimen
tal data is approximately equal ( in limits 
of statistical errors). 

An evidence of our method application 
to description of fission fragments. mass 
distributions is in a good agreement be
tween obtained results and experimental 
data for wide region of fissioning systems 
and their excitation energy. The •method 
takes into account an additional .aspect of 
fission process and has a little number of 
parameters. 

-ras щг 
Mcss(cr.r\) 

"2СГ 16C 
Mas5(a.e.m.) 

Figure 4- Figure 5. 
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Tabic. Values of parameters obtaining in the calculations 
with expression (4) for some nuclei. 

229Th(n,f) 
гі9Шп,0 
23sU(n,f)' 

г39Ри(п,0 
2b2Cf(n,f) 
2S20f(sf) 
г«Ек(8{)" 
=4Esfu,f) 
™ТтЫ) 

3W'Fmfn,f) 
"6Fm(sf) 

И 7Рпі{п,0 
258Fm|Sfi 

С 
8.2=0.9 

7.a:l. 
G.3=0.9 
S.=2. 
5.5=2.. 
!0.=7. 
9.=2. 
5.з:2. 
S.±7. 
14.І9 
9.=7. 

I.5±0.8 
0.8=0.3 

O P 
-7.=2. 
-li.=2. 
-9.3:3. 
-7.=з. 
-7.2=6 
-3.= I. 
-3.=2. • 

-10 . І9 . 
-5.=3. 

-12.=9. 
- 6 . І 4 . 

-43.±9. 
-50. ±9 . 

a^ -
6.9=0.8 
9.a=l. 
7.=Ы. 
8.±ї. 
7.6=3: 
10.= J. 
9.=2. 
7.=2. 
9.=2. 
6.±5. 
8. ±4 . 
5.6-^-1. 
6.9=1. 

<JA 
5.5=0.7 
7.tf=0.9 
7.G=0.8 
9.6=0.9 
8.8=4. 
10.±2. 
I0.=3. 
10.=2. 
10.=3. 
15.=6. 
10.=3. 
I0.±4. 
4.2=1. 

Cs 
0.02=0.04 
0.01 =0.04 
0.01=0.03 
0.03=0.06 

0.3І0І4 
0.0±0.0J 
U.0=U.l)l 
0.4=0.9 

O.OiO.Ol; 
•• ' 2-і1-.. -;, 

о з±о.9 ;•'•' 
• '' 3 .=2 . ' '* 
' :i2.=2...',:< 

CpA 
- 1 6 = 5 
-8.=2. 
-7.=2. 
-3.= 1. 
,'-4.=л'. 
-2.= 1. 
,-2:='iV" 
-3.=2. 

•72.=llv 
0.6=1. 

:'-l'.±3:v 
- 6 . =5:;, 
г-з:=і:'-
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